STAGE 2:

Rehearsal of Greek School Event
Helen, between 50 and 55, with Alex, around 70, are sitting in a very simple living room…

Helen:-But still, Alex, OK I do admire the way you made yourself into a blogger as a
pensioner but I insist that, crisis or non crisis, you have much more to offer by writing in
your wonderful way about all the places in East and West that you have visited as escort to
Greek tourists, than by writing from your perspective too against all those whom we all speak
against everyday and all you bloggers write against every day. All of you do offer
something in that way too but it’s a pity if we only talk about the good-for-nothings on our
back quitting our more real services to each other. OK, if you did both I wonder what kind of
family man you would be to Alkisti and your grandson. Oh!Speaking of Aris: before we came
back to Greece, Vassilis told me to make sure I ask you what happened when our great film
director Angelopoulos had happened , I still don’t know how, in your house and Aris , still
almost a baby, was present in your conversation. And I think it wasn’t in Athens , right?
Alex:-OK, then we would go there for summer, now we’re there for good. OK, my daughter
had the idea to mention to kid Aris that Angelopoulos makes films and he half-ran half-crept
to a room where we had a video tape about which we reminded each other it needed fixing
and he brought it and he was pushing it with both hands to the director, presumably to fix it,
he thought that making films meant fixing tapes.
Helen:-Hahahahaha! Fantastic!
Alex:- Hahaha! Yeah! Right! Kids can be fantastic!...
The doorbell rings.
Helen:-…Your fellow blogger I wanted you to meet.
Helen opens enters Angela, about the age of Helen.

Helen:-…Angela this is Alex, Alex this is Angela…
Angela:-What a surprise! I already know Alex.
Helen:-Of course you know him! Alex and Vassilis , then me, met each other in the
comments to your blog…Oh! You mean you already have met each other in real space? Not
just electronically?
Alex:-What an even greater surprise! Angela knows me and I don’t know her? Who am I? A
celebrity?
Angela:-In a sense. My older brother was a fellow student of your younger brother in their
coaching school downtown Athens, and as a kid sometimes I would come with my brother
and they all admired you because you had already made it, you were studying Civil
Engineering in the Polytechnic, the country’s most competitive educational institution…
Helen:-But, Alex, I thought you were a tourguide or travel agent or something…
Alex:-That was my hobby which I was fortunate enough to finally make a living through. But
I had to have quite a number of houses built before that.
Helen:-So I was wrong thinking that Greeks known since young had once belonged to the
same political party’s youth. It might also have been coaching school for university entrance
exam not just party youths or secret antijunta resistance groups…
Alex:-…or just athletic groups. Like everywhere. Anyway, we all idolized someone in our
teens. Winners of Olympics, or whiz kids in science or resistance fighters imprisoned. We had
quite a few idols of all of these types, back then.
Angela:-And if you had double talents , both artistic and underground activist, then
Theodoarakis was your idol, the absolute composer…You think we bloggers can spread such
enthusiasm in today’s youth again?
Alex:-What you mean by “we bloggers”?
Angela:-I mean bloggers are not hindered by distance, and now with the crisis that makes so
many people disperse back into every village they have a connection to…Well, you see my
point?
Alex:-I see it first hand. We stabilized in my wife’s village for good. And many friends of
mine did similar things. But my question was about how much you know about what some
youths can make even without the help of us bloggers. You still haven’t met Suzy and
Johnny, have you? Or if you have, they still haven’t told you about their rehearsals…
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The doorbell rings.

Angela:-No, none of all that. But I hope this ring will bring some of it.
Helen opens , enter Suzy and Johnny , Suzy is 14 but looks older, but not as old as Johnny who is 15.

Suzy:-Oh, hi Mr Alex, nice to see you again.
Johnny:-Hi
Helen:-Angela is the other half of Alex, I don’t mean in life, I mean both I and your dads in
Germany, have known Angela as much as Alex, we all met Alex in Angela’s blog…
Johnny:-How do you do Mrs Angela.
Suzy:-Mom, we’ll be back in a minute, right now we came to pick some photocopies for
Angeliki and Panagiotis…
While Suzy and Helen talk, Johnny disappears and returns with a bunch of pages

Helen:-Why don’t you phone them to come up. Alex and Angela will love to meet them…
Suzy:-They’re heading for the souvlaki joint around the corner. We’ll join them there later.
Nice to meet you Mrs Angela…OK mom, we won’t be a minute.
Running they go to pick the photocopies and running they leave

Helen:-Well, about Johnnhy’s father you only know what you have read in Vassilis postings.
But besides having the same name, Bill and Vassilis , and besides Johnny’s mother having the
same name as me , Helen, and besides all of us sharing a passion to see those pilot trial
greenbelt towns grow, we have been so brothers and sisters, to each other and the kids grew
up so close together , that when Johnny’s mother died…
The doorkey is heard.

…OK, we’ll talk about it all later.
The kids enter with their own key.

Alex:-So: Introductions were made in a hurry. But I can well suggest another kind of
introduction, much more informative. Do you have time enough before you join your friends
to tell us about the rehearsals you told me about last time I had come to Athens?
Helen:-Were the pages you picked about some new rehearsals? Something tells me that in a
while not only you but the whole gang will join Angeliki and Panagiotis to discuss them over
souvlakis. So why don’t you bring the souvlakis here and discuss the whole matter in our
presence? You don’t have stage fright, I’m sure.
Alex:-Υou mean we even have a chance to watch a rehearsal live instead of just hearing a
narration of it?
Suzy:-Johnhy, let’s go and tell the group. But we don’t guarantee we’ll be back.
They leave quietly, not running.

Alex:-And, ladies, I assure you that my esteem for their efforts comes from an old timer who
was proud to be in a Polytercnic of 50 class hours per week, awarding a bachelor’s degree
taking 5 years and considered like a master’s when abroad and whose students were the talk
of others when they became graduate students there. I don’t just flatter a proud mother,
Helen, but I sure do flatter myself that I was not part of the ambiguity of the next alumni
generation, some members of which started as adventurous heroes fighting the junta and are
ending as notorious parts of the political corruption…
The doorbell rings. A bunch of kids of 18 and 17 enter each holding some loose pages

Suzy:-Johnny fix the equipment yourself please, I have to make the introductions. The older
generation first and foremost, even before the proverbial “ladies first” announcement. This is
Alex. Next generation: Angela and Helen, also known as my mom. Skipping one, or possibly
two, generations in the proverbial gap between them we go to the current generation
featuring, ladies first, Angeliki, Konstandina, Stella in order alphabetical and, in order of
appearance,Mihalis,Thomas,Panagiotis and Panos,in order of disappearance Elias the one and
only absent, hopefully he’ll appear later, graces to our absent disk jockeys Sylvester and
Dimitris, you’re not supposed to remember these names by heart if we run a test before the
show, or rather its rehearsal, since, as well known in our days, the old saying going like “the
medium is the message” was just paraphrasing the new saying going like“the rehearsal is the
play”… She sits in front of the laptop and projector prepared by Johnhy and comments as follows:
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Suzy:-Al Jazeera News begot Al Gypsy Tent news, of our national comedian Lakis,
descendant of the grandpa of us all comedians, Aristophanes the great , the one and only,
Al Gypsy Tent News begot Al SOS PagratiPark News, of the park across our school, a park
whose outdoors theater plays gave birth to generations of comedians who were among the
main sequel and the main innovators of political theater and still are pillars of Greek theater.
Johnny joins her at the laptop and what shows up on the projection screen is the following slight alteration of the signal of
Lakis’s show: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=al-AP0VJ1Nk In front of the screen comes Mihalis
with some signs (e.g. being unshaved ) making reference to Lakis

Mihalis:-Good evening ladies and gentlemen. Here we are again in AlPagratiNews, for one
more time, to satirize and bring to you news unshaved, and to entertain and inform both you
and ourselves. What you have in front of you is obviously Lakis minus 30 years, minus 50
pounds, plus quite a number of inches. Help us all of you our fans and groupies, help us and
help yourselves too not get saved by the prospective saviors of us all, some lads of the
generation of the Polytechnic who started as flaming and enflaming youngsters that a whole
earth was unable to contain and are ending as inflated and deflating gangster fatsos that TV
windows are unable to contain…
Enters Thomas with artificial big belly (a folded jacket under his shirt,) playing a old pal of Laki. The kids not yet
playing sit on the floor playing “audience” ( for the faces of the kids who had played this at school the reader may
see 0:00-0:30 in the link http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V1dW06uE8LE for the introduction above, and for
the episode below too the reader may go to 3:33-5:10 and to of the same link)

Thomas:-You jerk, what’s the matter with you today? You made me your target this time?
Mihalis:-Not you, I swear to God. I only had in mind our vice president. You’re not the only
fatso in town.
Thomas:-And what’s the big idea of speaking of both him and the Polytecnic in the same
spot? What did he do then? Dressed up like a tank to scare off junta’s tanks?
Mihalis:-Did you know that in those days he slept at a different house every night so as not to
get caught?
Thomas:-And when he woke up he joined people’s corruption feast? That’s why he recently
said that it’s the people that corrupt politicians and not the other way around? So we’re lucky
he only sent us a food bill, not a more sexy bill with all that one night per house activism…
Mihalis:-Great shape for gags you’re in, today. You knocked the asshole out.
Thomas:- Big fucking deal! You fall for such simplistic shit?
Mihalis:-I mean he is a hell of a symbol of the transition of heroism to corruption.
Thomas:-I mean that to understand this transition what is needed is not just gags against
assholes and fatsos.
Mihalis:-Sorry, I didn’t mean to hurt you as a fatso, if that is what you’re trying to tell me.
Thomas:-Well, it seems that some people have some fat around their waist and some other
people have some fat around their brain. Is that what I’m trying to tell you, you fatbrain? Do I
need to tell you a more real story to set a good example for you as to what we need to
understand the transition? A personal story for example?
Mihalis:-Please do. But if you don’t convince me I expect an apology. You can’t say such
things to a friend whom you chose as best man to your wedding.
Stella and Thomas play through motions the next link http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=urQR1crwdbg so that it’s
made a soundtrack of their video that we’ll come to in a minute. Before we describe what the French prose at
the beginning is about, let’s see what the soundtrack says:
The lyrics sung by the tender woman’s voice are:

I want you to just want only me/and you never to idle free
I want a house with a garden and two storeys/and me to be away all day always
I want to be your baby unique and only/and my wedding dress to also be unique and only
I want you to be an ideal lover/and work all day without rest and no bother
I want you to whisper me sweet nothings unsayable/and me have everything available
I want to hear words of wild love/and of all kinds of deposit and bond
I want you to support my every plan/and to be adoring my mom
At the turn to male voice the lyrics become:

What kind of shit you think you need/to just feel good and happy
if out of love I did all that/you’d better call me crappy.
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The French prose at the beginning of the link is just some random well known expressions like “chercher la
femme”, “l’amour, l’amour” , “o-la-la”, “le metro de Paris” that an idiot who feels inferior might drop in his talk
to play cultured or travelled to impress a woman who seems to enjoy or demand such credentials, so Thomas is
playing a person of this kind who has taken out to fancy dinner, with candlesticks and all, a woman of this kind,
played by Stella; in their video he realizes he has sat before she did when she remains standing and looks at him
nervously and he stands up to go and gently pull her chair and politely seat her , then in his genuine tenderness
he mixes all those flamboyant trivialities (the kids, advising each other at previous rehearsals, have added some
more stuff from a popular hilarious commercial where the French words employed come in instalments like
“chaise-longue, gazon, plungeon”, “television, aircondition” (all accented at last syllable like in French)
“gourmet, manger, fruit-gelé” and other such words implying that some minimum consuming standards will be
taken for granted in their relationship (at the end this commercials’ character even says goodbye by saying “sac
voyage” instead of at least saying “bon voyage” (while he is the one who’s leaving))). Then while Thomas and
Stella are dancing blues to romantic music we realize that the lyrics sung, in playback, are the demands we saw
above in verse, at some point they are recited not sung while the music plays on. Stella seems both fabulous and
ecstatic, suddenly Thomas feels trapped, and some folk tune is heard inside him, so dancing a manly dance to its
melody he declares rebellion, at the beginning of which Stella freezes stunned and as if thundestricken and at
the end of which she faints, or pretends she does to avoid having to answer anything (since deep down she
realizes that it’s Thomas who is right, not she) Thomas mad at her stance sets off to leave stage saying “Get lost,
crow”, Stella jumps up, rushes after him shouting “baby!”, “my love!”, “don’t go!” catches him at the end of the
stage and grabs him, Thomas’anger instantly evaporates and, with a broad smile, he embraces her with one arm
and with the other arm he salutes the audience in triumph (and also in goodbye, since when turning his back to
the audience he shouts to them over his shoulder “sac voyage”, with a body language meaning “My most
precious belonging is still with me in my departure”) Of course all the above is not to be explained in any other
way except through tone of voice, look and body, so it is contained in the link that lacks all proper microphonic
equipment (for how it played at school see 5:17-6:56 in http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V1dW06uE8LE )

Thomas enters the stage again as the old pal of Lakis played by Mihalis:

Mihalis:-That was quite something! But let me see if I got it all. You mean that to become a
maniac of consumerism you either have to be an idiot who wants to play high or be in love
with a presumptuous or dumb-dumb girlfriend who wants to play high?
Thomas:-Pal, we ain’t talking about no presumptuous or dumb-dumb, we’re talking about my
ex future wife.
Mihalis:-Oh! And I thought we were talking about your future ex. Will you drive me crazy?
Whom are we talking about? Do I know her?
Thomas:-Don’t you know my wife? Stella? My star? You were best man in our wedding.
Mihalis:-I married a bride with such a brain damage? Not that the bridegroom’s brain was in
better shape.
Thomas:-What about your brain? Was it in a shape better than mine?
Mihalis:-Same shithead I was. But what do you imply? That our vice president was right in
giving us shit about it?
Thomas:-Right?!My foot! Is that why we taxpayers give him a hell of a salary for? To think
up some grains of truth and serve them among tons of bullshit? And what truth? Ask for it
anyone in the street and he’ll tell you the same at no expense. Or ask your wife. But the vice
president charges for it and sends you a bill for this service too. On top of the debt they have
been putting on your account for years.
Mihalis:-Have we seen such a mess before?
Thomas:-The specialists opining are not unanimous.
Mihalis:-Whether we have seen it or not, we have sure sung it before.
Along with Savvopoulos, the first Greek rocker of at least political rock, of the generation of Alex
more or less, they (i.e. Mihalis and Thomas) sing the song “Hut” written more than four decades ago,
while at the same time on the projector’s screen we see the video of the link of the next page. The
verses of the English translation right after it are singable in the same melody:
(after singing this with Mihalis and with the video’s rocker Thomas leaves Mihalis in front of the screen to go on
with the show inspired partly by TV’s Lakis and TV’s “Boot radioi” and partly by radio’s “Hellenophrenia”)
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v8OB_OLphk8

Follow my eyes to see our country
a run down hut trying to play up and look like dandy.
What can you do to be unlike a corpse decaying
whether you’re eighty or just twenty and complaining?
Priests, philanthropists and ladies,
be one of us maybe you’ll join the club of plenties.
A hut run down, run down, no central heating
apply to good old immigration just for eating.
The people is on central sidewalks buying bagels
and lottery tickets, there’s a better fate for angels
Dorothy’s not among the country’s calmest sleepers
virginal beds are sometimes sold to highest bidders.
In soccer fields the country arrested is still sighing
in coffee shops jokes, decks of cards and state TV
this is no song, it’s a roof leaking on the dying

a cigarette butt, cop in civilian shadowing me.
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Mihalis:- The sign “With so much chemical warfare and so much tear gas/ you can no
more afford this year’s books for us” that you hear…
(it is indeed heard on the loudspeakers of the PC)
…the people of ur neighborhood had already heard last September when our march was
passing under their windows heading for the Parliament …
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Mihalis:-The students that we saw were from the 7th Athens high school across the Pagrati
park. Some of us you can see in the photos; let us from this stage too escort the march

by escorting this stage with something from the square in front of the Parliament:
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BHiKKuoddME&feature=share
Beautiful city you burn uglily
Lyrics: George SarrisMusic: George Sarris First performance: George Sarris
Anger cracks the pavement of the streets tonight
voices crazy birds are looking for sky
Cops in civilian at the streets’ ends are eyeing people moving
My breath feels sticky in my throat that feels coarse
my face feels stinking water and maalox
facing the night with wonder, for explanations still looking
At the end part of the march I can hear crazy howls
expired tear gas has been thrown there at us
hold my hand tight or we’ll be lost in the crowd, we’re in real straits I mean it
Mind the streets’ straits they make sudden attacks
to spread around some panic they throw lightnings and cracks
my mouth feels dry, it’s agony and smoke I can breathe it
Beautiful city you who burns uglily again
life down the drain goes feeling wasted
but this whatever that’s inside me with its pain
on some wall with your blood you painted
Beautiful city you who burns uglily and who cries
the screens give promises but are lying
whatever they say it’s a long way to paradise
for those who from afar are eyeing
Stones passing whizzing and shop windows in pieces
run but do not rub your eyes when you feel itches
smoke of flaming rubbish, broken beds of flowers
Hold tight the human chain strive to keep it from breaking
Greece you lost the game and you’re bleeding and aching
night like a click sound passes handcuffs around stars
Buses burned down, panic, asphyxiation
a 70’s night from the story of the nation
Athens a crazed woman running backward in time
Running out of words, out of truths and of lies
someone’s thrown down on the pavement in blood
What you’re hitting him for? He’s just a man fallen down
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Mihalis:- Let’s follow the police reports: The cameras of the police finally spotted the leader
of the hooded troublemakers (then Mihalis starts reading out loud the red subtitles)

Here we see him in militant to tranquillity
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He gave the signal and his men are dashing
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He enters the battle himself, one against all,
isn’t this the way he rose to leadership?)
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He pushes eveyone back and fences them into an
arcade (his stripes were earned, not given for free)
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He goes to fetch back two policemen who escaped so
that passersby can walk again carefree on the streets
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Mihalis:-But there’s more to the police report: The leaders of the movement “I don’t pay”
were spotted too. They were pensioners at the low end of the ladder, decided unto death to
derail the country’s budget.

Only our pants you left to us
and even this with patches
tell us the date you want that too
we’ll shit it for your taxes
Mihalis (after reading loud the above red subtitle too):-Conspiring bloggers, covered by
anonymity, irresponsibly propapagated this photo –and, what’s more! – under the title
“Immortal Greece”, without caring how high this will make the spreads fly, how much it will
infuriate the markets and how far it will repel the prospective investors.
One more grandpa was arrested, as dangerous to the economic trustworthiness of Greece in
front of the prospective investors: Coming form Crete he was wearing the traditional Cretan
mantilla on his head, and his Cretan drawers and boots, and in front of the Parliament he was
raising a placard writing “Show me a politician who is not a liar so that I can ask him to show
me a politician who is not a thief ”. The police special forces told him, politely, that he was
exposing his country on an international scale causing severe ups and downs of Dow Jones
right after the helicopter of TV news spotted the placard he was carrying. Finally he was
arrested for resistance against the authorities when, instead of answering the charges, he just
opened his jacket to show his T-shirt where he had written:

Load your pistols
raise the bolt
and for your practice
my Dow to you I’ll hold
Mihalis (going on after reading loud the above red lines too):-Dear audience it doesn’t take a
mind reader to know that you’re all praying for at least a break, if not for an end too, so do
we. But since we feel so much at home with you …he takes a look around and adds “quite
literally at home”… we can’t even dedicate to you the good old Beatles’ line we’ve heard
from our parents (he says the line in singing) “with such a lovely audience we’d love to take you
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home with us, we’d love to take you home”…, OK, we feel close so “let’s have a break
together” (he says that in the melody of “let’s spend the night together” of Rolling Stones…)
The three girls sitting and playing audience sit up and join Mihalis

Stella:-As we have heard from our parents, and as Suzy said, in the park right across here,
there used to be an outdoors, and so called, “free” theater, whose stage scenics were made by
Bost whom we never knew in that specialty, but whom we all knew through his cartoons that
will remain forever.
Konstandina:-The soundtracks to the stories played in that theater were made by Loukianos
or also called “Lukey the magnificent” whom we all have known and whom we wish well
after his recent health adventure with his heart, his so big and so warm heart, and whom our
children too will know since great songs remain forever.
Angeliki:- And it was through such a song by him that we all had realized what exactly
remains forever from every such summer outdoors theater and every night performance in it:
(the three girls go back to sit on the floor and play audience again, but audience singing along with the video)
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Pagrati park by day
Summer Greece by night
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rDNQN8gJpbU
The summer cinemas
Lyrics: Loukianos Kilaidonis Music: Loukianos Kilaidonis Performance: Loukianos Kilaidonis

Years that feel our best are always passing
passing on a hurrying clock’s hourhand
youth that’s left behind
years never to re-find
and what I feel real stays
in our hearts and our mind
is just nights serene and filled with moonlight
in cinemas playing under night sky
sweetly passing by
nights never to re-find
in walls of jasmine and woodbine
Years that feel our best are always passing
stolen from us by a secret hand
years left behind
years never to re-find
and what I feel real stays
in our hearts and our mind
is just nights serene and filled with moonlight
in cinemas playing under night sky
sweetly passing by
nights never to re-find
in walls of jasmine and woodbine
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Mihalis:-Well, who would ever imagine that tragic metaphors in songs of the ’70s would now
sound like absolutely literal and quite everyday stuff. Let’s see how the Greek answer to
“Staircase to heaven” of those days, of our dads’ youth, feels when heard again today. We
dedicate it to Mitropanos, who died some days ago beloved by us all and admired by us all in
his stance against cancer during the last few years, singing it at the side of its poet and
composer Tournas who is also doing the electric solos etc.

Greek Rock
Lyrics: Kostas Tournas
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ape1Nip_v74

Like crucified and all around you there are Romans
Laughing and giggling and discussing split and share
You sharing thirst with all those crowds of thirsty youngsters
And seeing your life now being played in cards and bets
Like crucified on dancing floor you now stand hanging
With your hands nailed you are now beating air and winds
Only your heart endures and keeps you straight and standing
A resurrection is what that heart now hopes and needs
Greek rock is to be danced like a zeimbekiko
it’s to be danced when crucified in empty space
Greek rock is to be danced like a zeimbekiko
staircase of ours, heavens of ours, our steps and pace.
Like crucified upon a cross seen by no others
You reel and stagger but obey a rhythm inside
And you have guardians sent by bosses out to check out
That you have vinegar not water within sight
Greek rock is to be danced like a zeimbekiko
it’s to be danced when crucified in empty space
Greek rock is to be danced like a zeimbekiko
staircase of ours, heavens of ours, our steps and pace.
Greek rock is to be danced like a zeimbekiko
it’s to be danced when crucified in empty space
Greek rock is to be danced like a zeimbekiko
and singing this to you was destined as my fate
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Mihalis:-Feeling sad? As a recipe that works in sending the blues away, somewhat, let’s
remember a good old recipe of the good older generation. We all have had some math teacher
at some point who, when hearing us complain that an exercise seemed hard, answered “Oh,
let me give you another one too, that will sure make the exercise you mean seem easy”. Let’s
try that cure here too,by singing another song too. You all know the melody, the lyrics are in
the subtitles.
He sings along with Savvopoulos and the other kids, sitting on the floor of the stage playing
audience, also join singing.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJyh_dHQz8w

Don’t, don’t say that
our old pals and friends,
don’t say that,
are gone forever.
Don’t, by now I’ve learned quite well
the old books, the old songs,
don’t say that,
are gone forever.
Past are all the days,
days that pained and hurt us,
past they are.
They’ve become toys in the hands of small kids.
Life goes on and changes, caring not to wonder
about your blues
and there comes the moment for you to make your mind
with whom you’ll be walking, and whom you’ll leave behind.
Past and gone forever
the old thoughts, the old loves
all the shouts.
They’ve become toys in the hands of small kids.
Beautiful is this moment, let me say that again, beautiful
for me to talk to you
I see fires burning
burning over harbors, burning over stations
and I am with you.
In the next stanza only Mihalis and Savvopoulos are heard

When our world will be burning
When the bridges will be falling behind us
I will be there to remind you
The days that used to be.
Mihalis:-You sure meant something when letting me sing this with only myself at the side of
playback, eh?
Angeliki (still sitting as spectator):-Of course: You played older generation, right? So you are
the one to tell us about the days that used to be. Fair enough?
Mihalis:-Oh! I thought you disagreeed with the method of using a sadder song as cure from a
sad one.
Thomas, Panagiotis and Panos jump up for the floor and approach Mihalis
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Panagiotis:-Of course we disagree… Panos:-… and have a better way…Johnny:-…well
known in our generation…Thomas:-Using tools-for-all season for our season,so-to-speak …
Mihalis:- …By tools you mean jokes of related topic?
Johnny (standing up from the laptop were he was with Suzy, and approaching) -Like in good old
days, as old as ancient tragedies, when in order not to leave the audience go back home
depressed after each tragic trilogy, there had to be a short comedy of related topic, for
example after “Prometheus fire bearer”, “Prometheus bound”, “Prometheus unbound” there
was a “ Prometheus inadvertent arsonist” or something like that…I’ll look it up in the
Wikipedia under Aeschylus…
Suzy:-Dear audience, as you may well have guessed some, not all, of what you are witnessing
is already mere improvisation, I don’t mean Johnny exactly, Johnny sure isn’t improvising
since he is just playing in place of Elias who was delayed by a physics test in his coaching
school, and by definition you can’t improvise yourself on behalf of somebody else.Anyway…
Angela:-What a polite way to remind us that we did not applaud at the proper place for an
ending, I mean either at the end of the Summer cinemas or at the end of Greek Rock…
Suzy:-What a polite way to remind us that plays presented have to know where’s their ending
and not to go fumbling for it… (the boys go back to sit on the floor, Johnnh sits next to to Suzy)
Alex:-Suzy please explain to Angela too your group’s philosophy about rehearsals that you
explained to me the other day.
Suzy:-So you won’t be bored by hearing it a second time. Great! But, Mr Alex please ask us
what questions you had said you postponed for a future time we would meet. Today is a
future time.
Angela:-Don’t interrupt your rehearsal for me. Let me guess what you were going to tell me
and if I miss something or guess it wrong just tell me and we’ll talk about the whole thing at
the end. For the time being, and first of all things, let me just apologize not just for
interrupting but also for skipping my deepst congratulations for all of you, I was just so
deeply enthralled that I got carried away for too long in its silent enjoyment. I’m sure that if
we were in a place with extended audience you would have been interrupted many times so
far by very very entuhusiastic applause.
Alex:-Angela just expressed me too and I want to add that when the audience is so much
smaller than the stage, then applause volume sounds more disheartening than encouraging
so…
Suddenly all the kids start applauding and it does sound massive.

Mihalis:-Of course we were applauding not your little speech but ourselves on behalf of the
massive audience that you authorized to applaud on your behalf. Thank you for your delayed ,
yet warm and unanimous response, we’re ardent supporters of good old proverbs like “it’s
never to late”, “better late than never”, “applause is food for the artist” etc etc
Angela:-Can we repeat it in unison this time?
Mihalis:-Of course!
All in the room start applauding and it does sound warmer

Mihalis:-Mrs Angela, would you now go to the guess you would make about what Suzy
would tell you about our rehearsals? We all are all ears.
Angela:-I just mean that I realize that you literally mean your slogan “the rehearsal is the
play” that Suzy started with. If you enter the word “rehearsal” on the title then you’re entitled
– that word quite literal too! –to speak on stage even about some of the stuff you discuss in
your rehearsals if you think it’s good for the spectator too to hear and not just for the artists’
narcissism. Or you may even hold pages with your lines if you think that their point passes to
the spectator better whed read than when recited by heart, for example lines about a long
speech or analysis…By the way: Are we approaching some pages that you have rehearsed
little or did not rehearse at all but only leafed through? Maybe pages that Suzy and Johnny
distributed to you just before you came here?
Suzy:-Mrs Angela you are at least as much of a mind reader as Mr Alex was when he had
heard our philosophy, or our method rediscovers some wheel, as Johnny often tells us. But let
me leave all that… Yes those pages are coming closer, your guess is correct…
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Mihalis:-OK, Suzy, don’t make a short story long, they’re both hired as mind readers.. I mean
as advisors. Mr Alex, did I hear somewhere along the line that you had postponed some
questions you had for us all? Or were they only for Suzy and Johnny?
Suzy:-They were for all Mihali, but you interrupted me on something I would add to Mrs
Angela. So Mrs Angela as you see everythting is possibly part of a rehearsal, what you told
us and what we’re saying now and what you’re going to say. I don’t mean as if we were
recording it and replaying it mechanically without thinking about it or without even hearing it
as in e-mails received and forwarded without ever being read. I mean that after we recall it
and think about we may find it can work towards some good goal for the audience and we
may include it in dialogs for the stage even after we make final selections of, so-to-speak,
how many meters of tape we stage. Or it might be shown on the written selections to be
posted, which can well be longer. Now why call that a rehearsal rather than a book? Because
it’s in dialogue format , and I mean dialogue of the usual oral type, more live and lively even
if it’s only written. In short…
Angela:-…in short you would consider that the staged versions of most books are trailers to
the whole books, and you consider plays as trailers to their rehearsal.
Suzy:Plays as trailers to their rehearsal!What a slogan.Mike you hired a perfect advisor for us
Mihalis:-Thank you Suzy
Suzy:-Thank you Mrs Angela
Angela:-Alex, you would ask something?
Alex:-Just two questions, one related to Lakis himself, one related to your Lakis format. First:
Suzy and Johnny said you would send to Lakis himself a copy of your rehearsal. I fear you
are all so young that you are going to be hurt if he ignores you.
Mihalis:-Whether this is a right or wrong question for anyone to ask himself, it is also a
futile question because not only have we already sent it but he has already answered us, in
public and with an appreciation that was even thankful. He also said there would be a follow
up , that didn’t occur, but nobody feels hurt as you see. What’s the second question you had in
mind? About our Lakis format you said it was? Or more exactly, about the Lakis part of it?
You see we’re using several formats, all borrowed, all thankfully borrowed, and if mentioning
sources doesn’t fit in dialogs we mention them somewhere when posting the rehearsals. Oh:
as they say “We should all try to live within our means even if we have to borrow to do so”
It’s not even an oxymoron, it’s funniest meaning lies in where it’s literal. Think about it.
Alex:-Hahaha! A great saying wherever you borrowed it from! But I had in mind something
quite simpler: mo matter whether I agree or disagree with them, many people, both old and
young, would think that if you associate your messages too closely with Lakis you are doing
a disservice to them because many people find many faults with many of his views. OK, I
realize that you may just not care about the opinions of people who form opinions through
means other than thinking, and do not know either what you say or what he says and thus
whether you are both right or both wrong where you agree and who is right and who is wrong
where you disagree, OK, but I did have to ask to see if it’s a conscious decision for you.
Johnny (he has gone again to the laptop but now rises):-I’ll answer that: There are enough of us
in the school, or even in the group, to have asked three times as many related questions on
the issue, for example add questions like “Should we be thankful to him for the format he has
ready for others to use, or using just the concept but in different ways does away with
gratitude? “ Also “Why is he not more critical on us the young?” etc For my part I’m very
grateful for both the inspiration he offers to prospective comedians like us and for the
psychological support he offers to all Greece and for the buildup of background and of
political IQ that he contributes to, irrespective of the fact that I believe he should gradually
deepen both his own and his audience’s level in this particular aspect of his interaction with
the people whose love he has conquered and deserves. Some days ago, all of us that you see
here had a long discussion of these things walking on the street…
Mihalis:-Stop! I’ll say the rest.
Konstandina:-Mihali I have warned you. Mr Alex don’t take him wrong, his medication
starts evaporating. C’mon Mickey! Time to go-o! But put on your nice and warm little
straitjacket or you’ll catch co-old!
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Mihalis:-As we were walking we met a professor of ours. We asked him about those
dilemmas and he answered: “Some of you blame Lakis for flattering your ears too much? But
some among you blamers are students who raised hell against your professors when they
exercised even the least critique against you! So either you’re not serious in anything you say
or you are split personalities” So what was the matter Konstandina? Did anything go wrong?
Konstandina:-I appreciate your prudence Mihali. We’re all grateful you don’t repeat your
mistakes. I was getting ready to give up and relax to watch catastrophe approach and at least
enjoy it if still possible. But no-o! It would only be tragic.
Mihalis:-Let’s go back on stage. Johnny I do feel you’re not through but let’s finish what we
had started. For the time you still play Elias who is still absent.
All the boys sit up and approach Mihalis

Angela:-So Johnny can play anyone absent or just Elias?
Mihalis:-Don’t judge by his silent-looking style Mrs Angela. He knows all roles by heart
because it is mostly he who writes all of them. OK, we do make alterations to our own roles
and we do suggest changes to each of them but the core of the rehearsals comes from Johnny.
Konstandina:-And Suzy is our advisor in alterations Mrs Angela, though she is much
younger than all of us. Or at least some of the most crucial alterations.
Mihalis:-Well, where were we?….Oh, there we go: Oh! I thought you disagreeed with the
method of using a sadder song as cure from a sad one.
Panagiotis:-Of course we disagree… Panos:-… and have a better way…Johnny:-…well
known in our generation…Thomas:-Using tools-for-all season for our season,so-to-speak …
Mihalis:- …By tools you mean jokes of related topic?
Johnny:-Like in good old days, as old as ancient tragedies, when in order not to leave the
audience go back home depressed after each tragic trilogy there had to be a short comedy of
related topic, for example after “Prometheus fire bearer”, “Prometheus bound”, “Prometheus
unbound” there was a “ Prometheus inadvertent arsonist” or something like that…
Panagiotis:-An all Europe tournament between winners of a TV competition in their own
countries is organized. Contestants are supposed to wash a shirt, eat a loaf of bread and make
love to a beautiful woman, all this in five minutes and in front of TV cameras broadcasting it
live all over Europe.First enters the German who says “In my country we have a saying going
like “First the work, then a good meal then the fun” ” So he washes the shirt, loses and
leaves.Then enters the British who says “In my country we have a saying going like “First a
good meal, then the work, then the fun” ” So he eats the loaf, loses and leaves.Then comes the
French saying “In our country we first make love…” but he says it in so many words that he
does not do any of the three tasks, so he loses and also leaves. Then comes the Greek who
says to the girl “Let’s kneel and do it dog-style so that you’re washing the shirt while I’ll be
eating the loaf as we’re doing it”.The other guys are impressed by his solution and afterwards
ask him how it ever occurred to him. “In my country we have a saying going like “If you
don’t fuck over the working class you can’t eat dough” ”…You really think I should explain?
Mihalis:- Well, I don’t feel I need to ask why this joke’s point relates to the current news…
Panos:-A street-cleaner goes to bed early, he has to get up at 3 in the morning, when from the
apartment next door he hears loud saxophone playing. He gets up, goes there and says to the
new tenant who is playing “Sorry sir! But everybody here respects my schedule. Please, don’t
keep me awake” “Don’t worry, sir. It’s the last rehearsal; tomorrow I’m playing in the rock
concert” “OK, go ahead then” Next night however the sax’s sounds are heard again. The
street cleaner again asks the player to stop it: “Don’t worry, sir. It’s the last rehearsal;
tomorrow I’m playing in the rock concert. Yesterday it was raining, rock concerts are in the
open, so it was postponed” “Oh yes, I forgot, of course they’re in the open”. Same thing, with
another excuse, happens after next night too. The night after next the player hears no knock
on his door and concludes the street cleaner at last got the message and moved to another
house. To check he goes next door to see signs of his having moved out and sees , as a first
good sign, the door half open, he approaches to see if furniture is all removed but instead he
finds all furniture in place and the street-cleaner in the middle of the room, masturbating
“Sorry, sir” “Don’t worry, sir. It’s the last rehearsal; tomorrow I’m fucking you”…
Mihalis:-With indignation movements ongoing all around the world…OK, don’t explain…
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Johnny:-An airhostess is walking in the aisle when she hears a parrot sitting next to a guy
telling her “Hey, you shithead, fix me a cup of coffeee” All red and trembling out of sudden
enervation she says to the guy “Did you hear how he spoke to me?” “That was correct, you
shithead. Fix him a cup of coffee” She cannot believe her ears , she goes to the kitchenette to
compose herself and thinking back to it she worries more about the possibility it did not
happen and that it all was a hallucination from altitude or whatever, she goes back to check
and she hears the parrot say to her “Where’s my coffee, you shithead” “Sir! You heard that,
didn’t you?” The guy parrots the parrot and says “Where’s his coffee, you shithead?” All in
tears she goes and tells the pilot in the cockpit, who, red with anger for both the outrageous
insult to her , and to himself– as he considers the flight as HIS flight and the airhostess as HIS
airhostess–comes and says to the guy “Shut your bird’s mouth or I’ll throw both of you right
out of my plane” The parrot says “Don’t break my balls , you jerk” The parrot’s admirer–
he’s not his owner but just an admiring passenger who happened to be sitting by– repeats
“Don’t break our balls, you jerk” The pilot opens the plane’s door and throws both of them
out. When in the air the parrot asks the guy “Can you fly?” “No I don’t” “Then why do you
play tough. You can’t afford it”…
Mihalis:-Now how does that relate?...Oh! Oh! You mean the campaign saying that some
things can only be afforded by bosses, the rest will be destroyed if they even think of
imitating them, and that we are like this idiot parrot of parrot admiring the asshole parrot’s
toughness and imitating it? …I see. Thomas may I interpolate a joke that has just occurred to
me, or there’s a connection between your joke and Johnny’s that must not be broken?
Thomas:-No problem; go ahead.
Mihalis:- Once upon a time there was a non conformist swallow who, when all other
swallows left on their yearly migration towards south, chose to remain where it was. Soon
cold came and realizing its mistake it started flying south but frost and ice formed on its
wings and unable to fly it fell on the ground, right in a barn. A passing cow crapped on it and
it felt it was the end , but the manure helped melt the ice and soon it could again move its
wings and happy it started chirping. A passing cat heard the chirping, approached, took our
swallow out of the shit and promptly ate it. Moral of the story:1)People who give you shit do
not necessarily mean to harm you 2)People who get you out of shit do not necessarily mean to
save you and, most important, 3) If you feel nice and comfortable under a pile of shit keep
your mouth shut…This used to be a poster in English with the title “Story with a moral”,
when my dad was about our age. But its point seems to last forever. Thomas thank you, now
go ahead.
Thomas:-A skeleton rattling in his grave is bored to death, or rather to more than even that,
eternity feels too long a time to kill with standard time killing methods, and anyway he
doesn’t have a TV etc, suddenly an idea dawns on him, and idea for how he can play such a
prank on the living that will scare them to death and make them like himself. The idea comes
from remembering a poster of the campaign against smoking in which a skeleton’s arm was
holding a lighter under a cigarette that someone was ready to smoke. So he thinks to himself
that if a full skeleton , not just a skeleton’s arm, offers a cigarette to a smoker then the
smoker will realize he’s soon going to be like him and will be scared to death. So the skeleton
gets out of the cemetery one dark night at a late hour and goes to a neaby music bar for
smokers to watch for some lonely smoker coming out that late. An easy going chain smoker
comes out to enjoy some more of the night by walking and smoking, the skeleton follows him
trying not to rattle, until the smoker throws a first butt, after lighting with it the next cigarette,
the skeleton pick the butt and inhales, then, rattling, he touches from behind the guy’s
shoulder with his finger-bone, the guy turns and the skeleton blows to his face the smoke he
inhaled. The guy looks at him calmly from head to toes and tells him: “Why do you smoke,
you idiot? Don’t you see what you have become like?”….
Mihalis:-Concerning the relation to the current news, you mean…
Thomas:-Yes, of course! That’s what I mean. We don’t run the danger of ever becoming like
the golden zombie boys who try to scare us to death! Don’t they see what they’ve been
reduced to?
Mihalis:-Johnny, I have the feeling you would add some remark right before all this?
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Johnny:-Yes but now it fits even better. Wait a minute, I need a link to make that point, that
also relates to Thomas’ joke…(He goes and sits next to Suzy at the laptop.) …Later I’ll make
the following lyrics into subtitles and I’ll also insert scenes from the squares all around the
world, especially US’s occupy movement, and also Europe and even more especially Spain
whose indignados prompted Greece’s wishing Greeks a good awakening from their sleep,
and from Argentina too, of course, since we all have heard about De la Rúa fleeing from
another rooftop by helicopter. For the time being see the following lyrics dedicated to the
international Golden zombie elite, who make money by considering as life their sitting in
front of a computer screen and speculating and betting. See the lyrics and then imagine them
being sung in the melody of the soundtrack you’ll hear from a demonstration at the
Constitution Square in front of the Parliament that we already saw a in the burning city video
a while ago. Out of the scenes from Greece’s squares I’ll of course remember not to delete the
opening line we’ll see on the back of the jacket of the kid on his dad’s shoulders going like
“Greece belongs to her children”. Just for the record I mention that this song is just a slight
paraphrase of the lyrics of an ecology-oriented song, where earth played the role life plays
here, and was composed by a rocker mentioned in a posting of Suzy’s dad.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ABIO8OByHFw&feature=related

In case we have enough of future generations
historians scratching their wise heads will think which nations
had people free as birds to save some of life’s graces
that now a bunch of farting trash and scum disgraces,
had people free as air to save some of life’s graces
that now a bunch of farting trash and scum disgraces.
Where I find some boys and girls, both in Europe and US?
who could now sit down and reason how to try for high treason
those whose life is made of pixels and kill just like tearing pictures,
who could now sit down and reason how to try for high treason
those whose life is made of pixels and kill just like tearing pictures.
It doesn’t make you a bad person or an asshole
it doesn’t make you a violator of the Bible
if you just spend some time to think what just befits them
what kind of laws exist that can and should just reach them,
if you just spend some time to think what just befits them
what kind of laws exist that can and should just reach them.
t’doesn’t make you a cruel man if for their due punishment
they get screens and voltage power and live there their every hour
it’s a difference they won’t notice in their hearts and in their bodies,
they get screens and voltage power and live there their every hour
it’s a difference they won’t notice in their hearts and in their bodies.
It isn’t curious those who fuck all life and dump her
just live as if she had no grace for them to love her
so don’t just wonder and don’t sit around like suckers
dump assholes, jerkoffs, shitheads, shithearts, motherfuckers,
so don’t just wonder and don’t sit around like suckers
dump assholes, jerkoffs, shitheads, shithearts, motherfuckers.
Life belongs to those who need it if you don’t, just split and beat it
leave our life alone we use it, just go virtual if you choose it
give no shit and just don’t bother get some screens and choose each other,
leave our life alone we use it, just go virtual if you choose it
give no shit and just don’t bother get some screens and choose each other.
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Mihalis (to Johnny):-OK, I see where this fits with the Golden zombie boys mentioned in
Thomas’ joke, but you said it also fitted with the discussion we had right before it, which was
a disussion on what improvements one could suggest to Lakis.
Johnny:-I hate to use so presumptuous words as “suggesting improvements” to Lakis. The
improvements that are really essential do not wait for us, or even for Lakis himself, to suggest
themselves to him. The lyrics we just saw are not able to suggest, let alone cause, anything
like a huge demonstration, they can hardly, and at most, cause a gathering of the book
presentation size. It’s the other way around. The demonstration we saw suggest and cause the
lyrics we saw, the photos of real events cause the lyrics in the same way they cause subtitles.
So whatever improvement Lakis will need as things grow, will come, swaying, and will
suggest itself both to Lakis and to much more collective forces of nature. Only completely
inexperienced or blind minds would need advising and coaching to see and feel the obvious.
Mihalis:-YES SIR! Whatever you say. Now translate what you answered to what would
answer the question I asked you about Lakis.
Johnny:-Let’s see the lyrics which that kind of demonstrations, still at the Greek scale, not
yet international, suggested to Lakis in his studio where he was performing in front of his
weeky audience. Oh! What am I talking about? Suggesting the obvious to you who enacts
him? I bet that if I tell you to come here and find his link through which you answer your own
question you’ll come straight and do it not even thinking.
Mihalis:-Of course, how come I hadn’t noticed the answer to my question that I really knew
since it’s not only about the same events but also in the same melody…(He goes next to Suzy and
Johnny at the laptop and, standing, he plays the following link ) …

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NyTPhhty6Ys&feature=related)
Mihalis plays a little of this link. Somewehre during this link the doorbell rings, Suzy opens and we see Elias (big
and robust), silent hi’s are exchanged through hanwavings and eye blinks between him and the kids, with Helen
he shakes hands, and to Alex and Angela he just bows and smiles from a distance and they nod to him. Mihalis
then says:

Mihalis:-Now, first of all, by putting these two links together let me try to put together
several pieces of what we were discussing in other rehearsals and you , and all the rest too,
please tell me if I’m piecing the puzzle back right, I think I was focusing too much on the
funny part and that I’m the last in row to get the serious part right: This melody, first
accompanied a song with lyrics praising a great Greek leader who not only was himself a
fighter but also got Greece out of terrible economic trouble 12 years after a default in 1897. It
was a folk song and folk songs do not usually accompany promptings and wishes , they
accompany facts already accomlishshed. But it’s no harm if we use these songs with different
lyrics for just encouragement in issues like, for example, indignation or occupy movements,
either of local scale or of global scale, provided of course we do not mistake abilities
needed to put together some lyrics, for abilities needed to solve the actual problems activism
faces. And if something is accomplished at some point then there will be folksongs too.Right?
OK, what hard thinking I pressed myself to do! I fear that mental overfatigue may burn out
my precious brain ahead of time. Let me go back to the easy stuff for a change. Have you all
heard the link that proves that revolution is spreading? OK, repetition is mother to all learning
anyway: See what out friends in other nations are doing in solidarity.
Proof 1: From Spain our goading stimulus, we gratefully accept not only prompting but also
solidarity, some of it focused on our famous leader: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_HPb46aK7hM
Proof 2 for the spreading of revolution: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O_PCcxBIfeM&feature=related
Proof 3 http://www.rtbot.net/Greece_riot_dog Proof 4 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2FtPu4jEyf4,
Proof by whole review of all the above plus more http://www.rtbot.net/Greece_riot_dog
He feverishly and somewhat erraticly starts one song then plays another
Suddenly Alex pulls out a small notebook and starts writing down a few things

Mihalis:-It would be a great honor for me Mr Alex to see a person of your age feverishly
keeping notes of what I’m saying but since I do know that I’m just relaxing saying BS I have
to conclude that you have gone back to thinking your own thoughts, not to waste time
hearing mine. Hopefully only these last remarks were waste to you. May I venture a guess? A
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serious man like you would be distracted by my blabber only if something like e.g. a rhyming
between two verses was endangered, so I make the guess that you are a poet and since I
cannot possibly be the source of your inspiration, unless I inspire libels in you, I must be the
source of the effort to note down the last two words of two verses. I’m not so indiscreet as to
ask which words but just tell me if they are two rhyming words. If I’m proved right it would
matter as somewhat face saving for me.
Alex:-Mihali, you’re doing just fine. I just….Oh! Do you want to make another guess?
Mihalis:-You wrote yourself a note to remember telling me about the real part, not the joke
part, of spreading solidarity, I mean the Spanish song after the suicide of Dimitris Hristoulas
in the Constitution square we were watching and rewatching so many times so far. You did
not want to interrupt me because it would be offensive to him if you made us see his song at
this so light moment and you also did not want to insult me by timing it now as if saying I
was frivolous, and immature having skipped reference to his story at this very point. But I
assure you I did have in mind to go to all this, as a proof…
Alex:-As mind reader to mind reader, no proof is needed Mihali, telling me all this makes
self-proving the way you think. And besides the accuracy of your mind reading, which is just
clear thinking, not telepathy, besides all that, both of your guesses were correct. Come see ,
there are two rhyming words, and then there is a verse by Cavafy but actually I referred it to
the suicide that you mentioned. OK, since mind reading is through thinking and not witchcraft
you are not supposed to be more successful. Your mind is fit as a fiddle.
Mihalis:-OK, since it’s no personal secret, could you please read for us these two things you
mentioned. I have something in mind.
Alex:- Gladly. 1. Numbers, pampers 2. As if ready since quite some time
Mihalis:-Oh: Let the great hound think a little. How about “Money coming in big numbers
must be smuggled in things like pampers” Elementary Watson, elementary. “As if ready
since quite some time, Dimitris Hristoulas that morning…” Suzy, can you please google
with “Numbers, pampers” and then with “As if ready since quite some time Hristoulas” and
tell me if you notice anything unusual while I refill my pipe”…
Suzy (Shouting) :-…Anything unusual? Bull’s eye!! My good Holmes!…Hahahahaha!
Hahahahaha! Mihali, you’re something else! Holy sh… I mean holy Holmes!
Mihalis (Collapsing on the floor) :-Fetch me four glasses of water. Quick! Suzy, Angeliki,
Konstandina, Stella.
Konstandina:- At home you drink water in doses of two glasses? And if you had three sisters
instead of two you would drink it in doses of three? It’s only Mrs Helen you didn’t send for
water, not ordering a 5th glass too. I don’t count Mrs Angela whom you see for the1st time.
Mihalis (from the floor):-You see Mrs Helen how girls are today? I feel as if I was born
without female fellow students in my class. Limitless loneliness, and without end too.
Helen:-Hahaha! I see what this implies. The only reason I still haven’t brought it is that I was
afraid I might miss some episode of your show…
Mihalis:-No don’t leave, I was just joking. Suzy what was the bull’s eye I hit?
Suzy:-Both googlings led to the same blogger. Therefore…
Mihalis:-Therefore…OK, the rest goes without saying. What I still don’t understand is why
you laughed twice in a row. The first laugh was out of joy, the second must have been
addressed to me or at me. What for?
Suzy:-Imagine me hearing you asking if I notice anything unusual at the very moment I see
both googlings leading to the same blogger. “Tell me Suzy, do you notice anything unusual?”
Hahahahaha! Therefore dear Sherlock ? … Mihalis rises from the floor …
Mihalis:-The expert of our revealing report uncovers two birds with one shot of finger, or
rather three birds: 1st : The real name–for the time being we reveal only the first name–of the
notorious blogger (whispering loudy: “I forgot to ask you Suzy, what was the blogger’s name?”
“Orpheas. Hahahahaha!” “Thank you”) OK,of the notorious blogger Orpheas, and Orpheas’ real
name is ALEX. 2nd revelation of the day: Mr Alex that we all knew, next door’s man, Mr
Alex, is none other but the blogger Orpheas. 3rd revelation of the day: The blogger is a man
about…(Mihalis takes a look at Alex as if measuring by the eye)…70 years old… (he looks
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again)… about six feet tall, and OK (he doesn’t even look) 143 pounds (whispering loudly: “Mr
Alex, do you agree that in this way it sounds larger than life?If I just said that Mr Alex is 70 years
old all kids here would just tell me “What you say that for? Are we blind or something?”) Something

that our earnestly reliable channel will not even call news before double checking it through
crossing opinions of experts is that a verse spotted on Orpheas’ blog going like “Money
coming in big numbers/must be smuggled in things like pampers” sounds uncannily close to a
graffiti going like “Those who fell from nine to five/take their rest through porno sites”written
on a wall exactly 13 blocks from the entrance of a high school near Pagrati park of Athens.
Helen:-Dear Mr Orpheas what do you have to answer to the “revealing report’s” report ?
Alex:-That small brother is more dangerous than big brother.
Mihalis:-Oh, c’mon Mr Alex! I still have 50 years to go until 68 which would be reasonable
for your small brother. So our mother made me at her 63 and made you at her 13? What else
are you going to tell us?
Alex:-This:……. (He gives Mihalis standing ovation. Then everybody does the same )
Mihalis (bowing to all directions) :-Thank you, thank you, as well known “applause is the food
of the artist and no artist ever complained , let alone died, of indigestion”. Let’s go back on
stage. Well, where were we? Hey, this time we’ll need our photocopies, where have I put
mine?
Suzy:-There you are… (she hands him his pages. Johnny sits with Suzy)
All students gather around Mihalis. They all read their lines out of their still unrehearsed pages.

Angeliki:-Ancient Greeks used the theater stage to also provide, free of charge, education,
political analysis, and social critique; but only after providing self-knowledge and selfcritique
Thomas:-Some self-critique we have already made…
Stella:-…and wherever you see it needed and us not making it, just don’t caress our ears and
tell us to examine the issue to see if you’re right…even if we are terribly surprised at
ourselves and fall on the floor fainting…
Mihalis:-But until such a point it’s the ones across us who are going to listen to our critique.
Konstandina:-How are we going to make it to them in a way they can listen to?
Angeliki:-Shall we make it with a song? Written for vice presidents not accepting morning
questions and opening with the verse “When machos who afford tough shit/hear your “good
morning” you asked for it”
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fHbr5ykrbes&feature=related on the video we see the vice president asked for
some statement one morning and answering (we’ll provide subtitles) “why don’t you fuckoff first thing in the
morning?”)

Thomas:-Shall we say it to them through traditional instruments?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F3t_R7FvNR4&feature=related (we just let the first few words to show the triaditional

record player)

Stella:-Or shall we also dance it to them while it’s sung?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5-vZuhxm_8Q&feature=related (they all start dancing and when Johnny stops it they

shout at him “don’t…” “don’t stop it” etc to let it play because they’ve started dancing it, and he comes back to it)

Elias:-This song played, and replayed, was about a traditional itinerant salesman of yogurt,
singing his goods like a minstrel as he was going around and very specially invited to deliver
them by women who preferred the refrain “better than yogurt is the yogurt delivery boy”.
Panagiotis:-Yogurt, as well as tarts and whipped shakes etc was also used on politicians as
the only means of coercion that citizens have. This inverse coercion, without tear gas etc
means “we don’t want you to be walking anywhere near us, in the streets or in restaurants etc.
where our life is lived, just like you don’t want us anywhere near the Parliament where your
decisions are taken. It’s decisions about our life and whether it’s yours or of your masters’ it’s
sure not our decisions, so if we don’t belong there then you don’t belong here. And yogurt
keeps you away without us throwers of it having to walk with a mask like the policemen
have to wear in order not to inhale the tear gas they spray on others.
Konstandina:-Now we’ll take a wide step needing some background: To understand why the
most fitting soundtrack when a building is besieged is the famous Carmina Burana of Carl
Orff , we’d better remember “Excalibur” that we had watched as kids:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Db40S82sqic
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Panos:-This song was part of the anthem of the Socialist party that thirty years ago besieged
and took the castle of the Right. It’s only fair that this part of its anthem is removed from it by
becoming soundtrack of the siege of the castle of this Socialist party too after its deterioriation
through both corruption and incompetence. After all, citizens who are biological heirs of
composers related to other parts of this anthem, have legally removed from it the right to still
use their songs. Same has happened to political advertisements of the Right citing names of
rightist thinkers and artists of other days. Somebody has to do some analogous ritual for Carl
Orff who has no such living descendants, at least here.
st

nd

The music of the 1 link is played as accompaniment to the video of the 2 that we have already seen with a
st
different soundtrack. At the beginning we also see some of the photos of the “WANTED” of the 1 link but not
all, only the highest ranking, e.g. the last photo (of the vice president)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IYalWdsMAzY , http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ABIO8OByHFw&feature=related )

Angeliki:-We have said that ancient Greeks used the theater stage to also provide, free of
charge, education, political analysis, and social critique after first providing self-knowledge
and self-critique. But what about us who, whether like or unlike them, have combined theater
with some nights full of moonlight, jasmine in the air and woodbine on the fence, as we
heard sung a while ago…
Konstandina:- …especially of jasmine and woodbine in the theater of the park right across
the street, not across our beliefs and ideas…
Elias:-…Those among us who live things in more romantic ways can imagine the way things
would be if we reopened that theater and helped political education be taught through plays…
Mihalis (as if in reverie) :-…Oh, yes! Let’s all let our minds free to imagine what that would
be like and what results it would have…
Angeliki:
They made an outdoors theater of length some fifty full yards,
that could well work just in a place not bigger than most schoolyards.
Stella:
The stooges of the Parliament were hoping and were arguing,
but assholes whom they helped survive felt all was terrifying.
Elias:
While in their Parliament they hid, they still are trying to figure,
how when and who had them all fucked by cocks smaller or bigger.
Panos:
Instead of molotof cocktails the masked held torches flaming,
their other hand holding their cocks helped by their torch in aiming.
Thomas:
And while the assholes feared they’d have as penalty fair hanging,
the fans of Zoro, playing fair, gave assholes’ asses banging.
Konstandina:
And then the assholes realized that if they wanted sparing,(Konstandina pauses. Mihalis jumps next to her)
Mihalis
they’d have to plead to enter jails to save their asses’ baring (he smiles obligingly after the last 2 words)
Stella:
And thus they promptly helped to spot the loot in fancy hideouts,
tax paradises and offshores, exotic whereabouts.
Panagiotis:
Such eras have such happy ends, passing through days of jitters,
next time let’s try to guard our ass from our frauds and cheaters.
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Suzy:-Dear audience we sure know what you’ve all been wondering about: If this can be sung
in the melody of the Excalibur song of our carefree childhood, where cares and worries could
be left behind, in the hearts and minds of Arthurs, Lancelots, Gallahands and Robin Hoods.
Let’s hear it again and imagine the performers singing the song we heard, not the song they
sing
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GD3VsesSBsw&feature=related
Suzy plays it a little and then stops it but the girls tell her to keep it a little longer, then nod to her they’re ready

Suzy:-OK, final crash test. Can it work? All it takes is to have 15 syllables in each verse in
both songs
During the whole song below all the students remain stiff and inflexible as if they’re doing some very important
performance, as serious as the singers of the link. They also have their pages in similar positions in front of them
and turn page simultaneously and with an absolutely similar movement as musicians if classical music often do

They made an outdoors theater of length some fifty full yards,
that could well work just in a place not bigger than most schoolyards.
The stooges of the Parliament were hoping and were arguing,
but assholes whom they helped survive felt all was terrifying.
While in their Parliament they hid, they still are trying to figure,
how when and who had them all fucked by cocks smaller or bigger.
Instead of molotof cocktails the masked held torches flaming,
their other hand holding their cocks helped by their torch in aiming.
And while the assholes feared they’d have as penalty fair hanging,
the fans of Zoro, playing fair, gave assholes’ asses banging.
And then the assholes realized that if they wanted sparing,
they’d have to plead to enter jails to save their asses’ baring.
And thus they promptly helped to spot the loot in fancy hideouts,
tax paradises and offshores, exotic whereabouts.
Such eras have such happy ends, passing through days of jitters,
next time let’s try to guard our ass from our frauds and cheaters.
Suddenly the three grownups applaud, then all students bow (but first the applause then the bow)
And right after the students bow the grownups rise to standing ovation
Suzy:-We see that some Greeks have one way to send, through theater, to court the people

that the politicians available for election by other Greeks don’t send to court. We wish all
other peoples in the world too to find, like us, such a way to send to court their own frauds
and cheaters.
Mihalis (rap-like) :-Looks like only yogurt but smarts as you heard what/looks like you
heard what but feels like real go-court, I mean like real court, not like some virtual court.
Johnny:And we hope all peoples do realize that the same Greeks do send a bill to themselves
to pay for the debts that politicians and clientele in mutual corruption created for the rest of
them. It’s an overdue fee for not watching assholes and thus not guarding their asses.
Suzy:-But this fee, or even call it penalty, even if it’s itself big and uncomfortable, or even
lethal, and really due, is of course not equal to the debt created by the interest rate charged by
corruption inherent in financial speculation itself and by mutual corruption of markets and
the so far available governments.
Johnny:-And on behalf of Greeks who think like us in this rehearsal here, just as a matter of
principle we should be adamant to suicidal lengths on not paying that corrupted part, equally
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as adamant on paying the real due fee even that too takes lethal doses. Deep down all non
assholes witnessing this rehearsal know we’re right and are already thinking about how to
implement in their case the inspiration we’re giving them and about how to advise us how to
implement some ideas they have on similar issues. Above all, giving advice towards the issue
of how to make available to ourselves third alternatives beyond the checkmate of the now
available bipartisan option.
Suzy:-Mutual inspiration is both enthusiastically and gratefully welcome. Same goes for any
advising. But let’s finish with the solidarity expression received here most gratefully than all.
The Spanish rock written for our compatriot pensioner Dimitris Hristoulas after his public
suicide in the square in front of the Parliament.
Johnny:-Syntagma square or Constitution square, that old timers may relate with quite
different memories
Suzy:-And teenagers like us with only childhood memories of feeding the pigeons there…
But before listening to it while seeing its video and the translation of its lyrics let’s say in
prose its rationale as written down by the suicide himself and as commented by the blogger
who wrote the earliest and best obituary to him, that we found just a while ago, a blogger
named Orpheas like the musician in mythology…
Johnny:-…who as you may know visited the underworld and returned…But let’s stay with
the concurrent facts we all follow in everyday 8 o’clock news on on the web…
Suzy:-Yet not as presented by the representatives of the government they invite and by
journalists arguing like “He had the right to commit as many suicides as he wanted, but at
home not in public”, but as presented by e.g. Orpheas, who, in summary, said: Dimitris paid
his landlady ahead of time telling her he would go to have some examinations in the hospital.
So he both had clarity and money, after all he was a pensioner pharmacist, he would not be
among the first in row to follow the people who have started looking for still edibles in the
dustbins. And his suicide note in his pocket was written with correct spelling and non erratic
handwriting so he had his cool. So he left “as if ready since quite some time” that morning to
go to that square and shoot himself under that tree from which he would leave applauded on
a stretcher.Keeping all that in mind let’s reread the note he left in his pocket along with his ID
Johnny:-More or less he says: Ι see no dynamic reaction from Greek youth. In a sense they
say that the previous generation has left them problems they’re not responsible for and they
refuse to take on their responsibility, preferring to demand a hara-kiri from the responsible. In
case they demand a hara-kiri from a representative of the previous generation, here it is , let
them have mine. In case they insist on having the hara-kiri of the ones actively responsible
they’re idiots or cowards who look for alibis to postpone their active response. For a dynamic
response to have results it must first be made by strong and young people, and then they may
have casualties. But other people who join second, not first, may just happen to have
casualties first. Being one of the persons who would join second I do accept being a first
casualty. But there is no sense in being imitated in a suicide which is merely symbolic. The
next such casualty should not be suicidal. Let’s add that his daughter, a journalist, in his
funeral made a short speech ending with a paraphrase of Ritsos’ Epitaph verse on behalf of
the mother of a dead Mayday demonstrator going like“…my child now sleep, I take your
voice and join your brothers”into“...father now sleep, I take your voice and join my brothers”
Suzy:-The only way to put it better than Orpheas is to sing it like the Spanish we’ll now see in
the “Song for Dimitris”, song famous upon birth, on its first day, or rather first hour, first
breath of existence. The reason why I haven’t checked if the Englsish subtitles are singable to
the melody of the Spanish original is that they are so luminous and so melodious even upon
reading silently, that I cannot really try to sing it. I shudder instead. I mean I shudder from
how moving it is, not from any horror.
http://eagainst.com/articles/ωδή-στον-δημήτρη-χριστούλα-από-ισπανί/
All kids , including Suzy and Johnny, go and sit on the floor and watch the screen.
At the end of the song they start applauding along with the grownups.

Curtain falls for interval between 1st and 2nd act
Then it is immediately lifted again the kids rising again but not to bow
but just to go to their usul random positions. Suzy and Johnny sit again at the laptop
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Konstandina:-Mihali, thanks for your intervention, I felt my blood freeze when I realized I
would have to say “they’d have to plead to enter jails to save …” Well, would you oblige me
once more by intervening again?
Mihalis:-…to save their asses’ baring
Konstandina:-How nice of you! Thank you.
Mihalis:-Anytime.
Angeliki:- Of course we too froze… Stella:-…when we realized we were heading for a
singing of all the verses together with the boys. Konstandina:-You bet I froze again, with no
intervention form Mihalis in sight but then…Angeliki:-The deus ex machena...
Stella:-…Suzy’s link explaining with what body language both us and the boys would repeat
all that, making it hilarious rather than shocking the second time
Konstandina:-Now that I think of it…Hmm…Mihali tell me something: had you and Johnny
at some point realized that this point would be quite problematic both for us and the audience,
and for the point of the play of course, and as a first thought for a solution you offered
yourself to prepare the vibes by saying the shocking joke for which I climbed the walls when
I thought you were even nearing?
Mihalis:-Yes.
Konstandina:-I appreciate it. We all are I guess. Thank you for that too.
Mihalis:-Phew! I was worrying you really thought I was an asshole. Thanks for thinking
twice. But don’t we all thank Suzy for the solution she gave through that link she placed
before the shocking song to tell us in what posture to play absorbed in our missions’
seriousness?
All (applauding): -YEEEEH!
Suzy:-But don’t we all have a déjà vue feeling about it?
Murmurs like: “Well….” “ Now that you mention it…”, “Let’s think a little”, “You have some hint?”
Suzy:-Haven’t we all seen someone doing all that parody of seriousness on his own account

without havin seen anything prior?
All (applauding): -LORYS!
Suzy:-Let’s see him again. Special offer to our guests tonight, Mrs Angela and Mr Alex, who
shouldn’t miss it. Mr Alex I don’t mention you first anymore because after tonight I feel you
like such a teenager that seniority has lost its meaning. So I just apply good old “ladies first”.
The following video has been taken in our school’s party just before Cristmas two years ago
by the older sister of Mihalis, Andria, who was then graduating. The laughter you’ll hear
among the background laughs is hers. There we go:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=80bYaZcYP8s&feature=relmfu

General applause
Angela:- Marvellous! Absolutely marvelous!
Suzy:-Our headmaster at that time Mr Mihalis who is a lover of classical music, and of
Mozart in particular, got on the stage to kiss Lorys.
Alex:-Amazing. Please tell us more about Lorys.
Suzy:-He’ll tell you himself. This time without even opening his mouth.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e_pgsiwruRM

Angela:-Where’s Lory now? He has graduated, right? Otherwise he’d probably be here…
Alex:-Or rather he must have immigrated, otherwise he would be here even if he had
graduated.
Mihalis:-He has graduated and has gone back to Albany. His parents could not find jobs
after crisis. But please don’t disappoint us by showing any disappointment of the type “such
talents should be attracted to Greece” or I’ll have to send your just shown mind reading
abilities guess who among us here in this room come from Albany…
Alex:-No Mihalis, on the contrary I will mention to you the perfect line against that stupid
and disappointing mentality, a line I learned from my daughter almost twenty years ago when
she was a student and had seen it in a, believe it or not, lifestyle magazine. But then it was a
line about that mentality as applied to black people.The line was ironic towards a famous film
that was produced more than forty years ago, and in its own days was antiracist, but you see
as mentalities evolve one always has to re-evaluate them in their new background of news…
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Angela:-You mean “Guess who’s coming to dinner”?
Alex:-Of course.
Angela:-Let me tell the kids what it was about and then tell us that line. I too am all ears.
OK, in that film a young woman was facing her parents’ objections to her marrying a black
man who was a university professor…
Mihalis:-OK Mr Alex, more or less we got the picture; and we don’t have to be mind readers
to even guess the line coming but drop it anyway…
Alex:-A reader was commenting in that lifestyle magazine corresondence column: “ Did you
say “Guess who’s coming to dinner”? O-oh, you mean that film which was making the point
that if you are black but are a brain surgeon, a professor of medicine at Harvard, and a
candidate for the Nobel prize, then you have no reason to feel inferior to an average white”.
All applaud

Mihalis:-We kind of expected it, or rather just felt it, but we would never put it in such great
form. You’re right, it was great!
Alex:-Well, I think you made a complete job. What’s left…
Suzy:-…Oh! Sorry,my mind flew to something else…
Well, some of the things we said were self-critical and disturbing to some of our fellow
citizens, some of the things we heard, were critical and upsetting to some of our fellow young,
especially towards the end. Our idols, the “free theater” actors who were playing in the park
across the street when out parents were young, used to play, near end, when self-mirroring
was particularly intense, a song going like “Don’t forget to forget us and don’t forget to
remember us”, but instead of playing this to you and to us, let’s, better, just apply it here and
now, first remembering to forget, by playing a fantastic piece of old rock, then not forgetting
to remind us all some new dimensions that old rock opens for us in our new days:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jLXR5WsHTWY
The kids hear it sitting on the floor but their motions, some hesitant some extreme (e.g. Mihalis’),
do show how agitated they are by the video. Then they all rise.

Johnny:-Before that parting song…
Suzy:-… Just how abrupt can you be? What you mean “parting”? You feel like finishing? I
don’t. Who does? Sorry, he does mean what we were saying about that old Beatles’ verse
“We’d love to take you home with us, we’d love to take you home” Oh, sorry! (looking to the
grownups ups on stage) To you roomates that just means “We’d love to stay at home with you
we’d love to stay at home”. OK. So let’s do the traditional bow to you, and you the traditional
applause to us , so that we don’t interrupt the final song when it starts and then (looking to the
audience in front of the stage) let’s make the traditional bow to you and you the traditional
applause to us for the same non-interruption-of-a-song reason. Some songs at some points of
time are meant to only be sung and danced, not to be interrupted until we walk all the steps
down or up or out to the street.First to you…(they bow to the three grown ups, they applaud) Now
you come with us and bow to our other audience since you became part of the rehearsal on
stage …… The three rise, join the kids and turn to the audience, and all bow…..
Suzy:-OK, Johnny, now go on:
Johnny:-We hear from the previous generation that here some decades ago people who liked
to hear folk music of some classy style went to some restaurants that were quite expensive
and there only professional dancers danced, as show, on stage; maybe this was where the
term “princefolk dancing” applied. People who liked to dance themselves went to some less
expensive places with somewhat different vibes. And by some this music was called
“dogfolk dancing”. The next question was where the rock-lovers played besides rock
concerts and festivals, I mean how the rock musicians made a living in-between concerts. The
answer is that they played in dogfolk music joints, which somehow reminds the episode with
the Blues Brothers band playing for farmers and cowboys before the real country band was
after them too. To see where all this fits our days it suffices to see a few lyrics of a Greek
rocker’s song, Yokarinis’ song titled “Homesick for old rock” by just karaoke-singing it.
Then we’ll let ourselves to the whole song so that we all part (puts his hand over his mouth looking
at Suzy looking at him) singing it and dancing it. We thank our guitarist fellow student Vassilis
who not only told us about it and played it to us but also offered to play any rock we need.
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Piano tunes are heard and the screen writes the following lyrics sung first by Mihalis then by other s who join

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=grVUdSm278o

…I was told that rockers just don’t mix with dogfolk dancing
but if I was jobless all at home would just go fasting
so I got myself hired at a joint,
and when all the farmers left quite pleased with all our playing
we played to each other all our hits that they were hating
and the bouncers stood and missed the point.
Had been sanitized for just about a dozen years
in peroxidized conservatories withour beers
universe forgotten, classic piano bar,
had almost no studies in whatever up to here
only my heart’s urges did my brain and body hear
nothing catastrophic came to me so far.
Homesick for the old rock’n roll,
homesick for the old rock’n roll,
with a pinch of dogfolk music in the recipe,
takes a wind for old rock’n roll,
an oriental wind, for rock’n roll,
to drift back home and be danced on eccentric beat…
As the song is heard being heard the kids and the two women (and Suzy too after a while) start dancing but not
intensely, almost as if trying what kind of mild rock goes with it, Mihalis also start rocking while singing, when
the second stanza is reached Alex is agitated but dances it, at first as in trial, as a hasaposerviko, Johnny joins
him, Mihalis imitates them not leaving the microphone, the girls and the women seeing them try dancing
tsifteteli with it, and they realize it can work when the third stanza is reached, Mihalis imitates them too, while
Alex and Johnny , start rocking with the third

Johnny:-So how it can apply to our days is rather easy to conclude in a few easy steps.
Step 1: Playing music to a few interested listeners is fun. Step 2: Playing it free of charge and
in your own free time is no problem, even if that free time is after to 5 or 6 in the morning, or
even after 8 in the morning, like rockers in dogfolk joints. Step 3: Your living-making job
does not have to be in music, at least if you already have your own instruments. Step 4:Your
fun making job doesn’t have to be in music either…
Mihalis:-…it can well be in rehearsals. Oh: I got the point. Step 5: You don’t even have to be
making a living, you don’t even have to live or at least to eat. Did we eat before coming up
here? No we just pretended we were unhappy that we had to cancel the souvlakis that we
would each buy to find a meeting place for us all to discuss the pages, since most probably the
waiter wouldn’t be happy with an order of one souvlaki with 10 napkins and one coke with
ten straws. Did we even have to drink water while here? Was I myself disappointed at not
drinking those four glasses? I didn’t even notice them, neither the first time I mentioned
them,nor the second nor now. Good company and a subject of enriching discussion fills
both hunger and thirst, aren’t there some theologians who say that’s the way the five
thousand listeners of Christ didn’t notice they only had a tiny bite each out of those five fish
and bread rolls of in that miraculous picnic? Oh, please Mrs Helen, I didn’t mean to embarass
you, we will believe you, I do mean it, if you say that you had in the refrigerator
refreshments for all of us, but you got carried away watching our show and not wanting to
miss a minute. We’re more thankful for that honor than we would ever fucking be with those
goddamn refreshments. Our thirst for applause was far greater than our thirst for water, after
all even before crisis so many people never opened wiskey bottles gifted to them so as to gift
them to others without buying new ones, the only difference is that now we will do it even
with cokes in the refrigerator, it’s good they didn’t have the same bull-fucking-shit policy
with gifted books the same as with gifted whiskey bottles…
Johnny:-Excuse me for interrupting …
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Mihalis:-…Be my guest.
Johnny:-Step 6, or was it 5? or …whatever…The rehearsals don’t even have to be played.
Would owners of fun joints close them down after high season? Don’t they want to give
fun to themselves and each other too? Only to clients? Or at least play hits to each other at
home? Step 7: Rehearsals don’t even have to be rehearsals. We don’t necessarily have to
imagine an audience even to hear the performance. What’s more real than our real life here
and now, in front of ourselves and of each other? So…
(as he says that he makes an encircling gesture with his arm following with a round look, but the circle and look
includes not only the the audience on stage but, of course, also the audience looking at the stage)

Mihalis:-…So Mr Alex can you read my mind and say why I consider him a killjoy?
Alex:-Actually when I said “what’s left…” and Suzy thought I meant what’s left for last
song, I meant to come to asking if you ever thought of making a living by playing or
reheasing or whatever you call it…
Mihalis:-Yes we did but the absolute killjoy clips our wings and dreams in that direction.
When you get a chance just ask him why he was nicknamed “Doc Martin” …(screening his
mouth with the back of his hand as if not to be heard, Mihalis “whispers” even louder than when he
speaks) …When you get a chance to talk to him man-to-man, also ask him why he was

nicknamed “Asperger syndrome” in his DocMartin-like proverbial grumpiness that even
Wikipedia mentions.
Alex:- You bet I will
Johnny:-…I was saying “what’s more real than our real life here and now, in front of
ourselves and of each other?”. I meant what’s more real than talking, thinking and singing?
We all know there are two even more real things: Dancing and, of course, working for what
we need to have the chance to do the rest. So let’s go back to these two even more real things:
Dancing for all of us and, for us on stage, working too. If you feel like also seeing us work for
it just drop whatever you have the pleasure to drop at the guys who will be passing the hat
around when you decide to reach the exit. Pleasure includes not only pleasure of your ears
but also pleasure of your pocket, so don’t throw anything so hard as to displease your means,
small change is also most welcome, as symbol of esteem. So there goes Homesick for the
old rock’n roll…. In the lyrics we didn’t hear, the song speaks about the acrobat musician’s
delicate balance on a rope between the homesickness for Elvis the myth of the screen and the
homesickness for dogfolk joints’ vibes, and for the days the rocker commuted between the
movie theater featuring Elvis and his workplace joint just two bus stops from each other, yet
being like a back and forth journey done in steps striding distances one whole Mediterranean
sea each…
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=grVUdSm278o
The full song starts being played too, as long video lasts the whole stage and audience
claps to its rhythm, or dance , either in the Western way or Eastern or both.
Then the music starts being played again (but without the video)
and the kids and grown ups first wave good bye then leave by walking in rock dancing style,
then come back in hasaposerviko style to wave again
then leave in hasaposerviko style to come back rocking and wave again,
then bow and walk away for good, the audience leaves or stays in any way they want
as the music still goes on.
At the exit two young men or women, give spectators a half page on which they read the following
note that Suzy projects on the screen and it really occupies about half a page:
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There is also a 2nd act of the play which, if played , would make the play too long to endure
physically. But we took care to absorb in the 1st act that you saw all the dialogs in which all of
us played (the 2nd act of the rehearsal is a night of dialogs about rehearsals between Angela, Alex ,
Helen, Suzy and Johnny right before May 6, the first Greek elections of 2012 and also a PS with
a follow up about the elections of June 17) . If you have a PC you can read it (and copy it and
forward it) by entering (at no charge of course) www…bla-bla-bla…e.g.rehearsers… Also you
can find there the written version of what you saw tonight and also the links to hear its music,
e.g. the rock being heard right now . If you prefer the traditional way, of reading not screens but
printed pages, just ask your favorite Xerox place if they have a PC so as to download from the
address mentioned above and print either the 2nd act or your favoritie parts of the 1st if you ask a
friend with a PC in which pages they are found…
PSs: If you want to also drop in the hat something for all the musicians with whom both you and
we sang and danced tonight we have an account number posted on the above site. Anything going
there is shared equally among all of us and all the musicians.
Friends, known or unknown to us, who want to play the same play can freely do that with only
our grateful blessings, provided they follow the same policy in the issue of musicians.
Things concerning the relation between musicians and record companies or the web , youtube etc
we hope can be arranged between them themselves without us getting involved, otherwise we
expect the musicians to drop a line in the comments of our site. We hope we can find an address
for each of them and tell them of the use we make of their links…
Thank you for all your attention we had tonight/
Konstandina, Stella, Angeliki,
Panagiotis, Elias, Panos, Thomas, Mihalis,
Angela, Alex , Helen, Suzy, Johnny.
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Rehearsal of Greek School Event, Act 2
Helen and Alex are sitting in the living room of the first act…

Helen:-How happy I feel tomorrow’s elections brought you again to Athens; Suzy and
Johnny were thrilled they would see you again. You have the warmest regards from Mihalis
and the rest of the gang. Angela doesn’t just say hello, she’ll arrive any minute. The kids will
come later, I misarranged the timing deliberately so that we have some time to gossip about
them in their absence, not something grave, just some motherly gossip I want to share with
you two.
Alex:-The thrill is mutual…
The doorbell rings. Helen opens , enters Angela, like in first act…

Angela:- Hi Helen, hi Alex, have we all lived the same scene again? Kids misinformed so as
to share some motherly gossip about them I guess?. Helen, don’t call me a “mind reader” this
time, it’s just that mothers are open books to other mothers, aren’t they?
Alex:-And to fathers or at least to grandfathers. Hi Angela. Nice to see you again so soon.
Helen:-Anyway, concerning a meeting with such type of mindreaders I don’t think there’s
any need to discuss the elections at this last stage. All of us can guess what all the others
among us will drop in the ballot, and also the reason why, it’s too late to be influenced or try
to influence each other, whoever outside here we have influenced/we have infuneced, and
vice versa for having been influenced, so I don’t feel I distract you by my returning to
motherly gossip. Right?
Alex:-Right Angela:-Right
Helen:-Maybe the best start of the gossip I want us to make is if you start with some
questions that you still have about that night.
Alex:-So let’s not start with the issue with the motherly part you mean but with another
equally motherly part. Mihalis has lost his mother, right?
Helen:-And if I ask you how you guessed you will answer it’s no mind-reading business but
as clear as two plus two equal four since Konstandina mentioned two sisters and two glasses
of water but if he had a mom she would mention three, and also he would feel more relaxed
with me and would order me one glass too…Plus something else in his look if I judge by your
look? Have you lost your mother?
Angela:-It was his father Helen, but of course I’m not guessing, but just know it through my
older brother who was classmate with Alex’s younger brother…
Alex:-All correct but let’s now focus on things that need the absence of the kids. You had
said tha Suzy and Johnny grew up so close together , that when Johnny’s mother died…then
the doorkey was heard and you stopped. OK, what happened then?
Helen:-OK, let me start from a little earlier…Or rather no, let me go straight to the present.
Johnny will tell you the early stuff himself if you just ask him how he came to Greece for
good and when he came the first time and what the two dads we left behind in Germany are
doing until our own dad, I mean Vassilis, joins us here. Well, where do I start from, even
abotthe things about the present?
Angela:-Why not start from whether, to the extent you know, the first kiss between them has
been exchanged or not. The issue is what kind of love binds them as much as we saw them
bound, right? Whether both and not just one of them are madly in love with the other or they
just feel brother and sister or these two kinds of love make them unhappy because it makes
them feel as if in incest or it makes them wonder if feeling so much like brother and sister
makes it impossible to see each other erotically.
Alex:-But I feel as if Suzy has set a deadline to herself, to be checking if her feelings last until
she crosses 15 years of age, and until checking that not admit or confess them even to her own
self. I mean she does discuss them with herself but only as questions and doubts. Maybe she
would express them to Johnny in the form of criticism to make him perfect himself until she
gives clearer signs of invitation, like Konstandina does to Mihalis, I mean if Suzy could find
any potential faults at all with Johnny …Oh: Angela was asking about a first kiss and I
interrupted.
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Helen:-Yes there was a first kiss, but it can hardly help in understanding the issue; and about
Konstandina and Mihalis I too had the same impression but maybe we’re both wrong, Alex,
Konstandina already has a relationship. Now about that first kiss. Some time ago a professor
told them, as part of self-criticism Greeks should do, that when they want to do something for
the common good they gather somewhere, play some Theodorakis songs in the loudspeakers
to hearten themselves and each other and then they leave, because about social issues and
politics they have never learned anything more systematic than singing. And who is to blame
for that? Theodorakis and his music…
Alex:-I really wonder just what kind of first kiss was one that had to have such a kind of
introduction…
Helen:-Haha! You have a point there. So, Johnny answered this professor by saying “But
Theodorakis’ goal was to take the highest poetry that Greece had , put it in songs of folk
music type and disperse them in soccer fields, cinemas and empty lots in neighborhoods and
thus give to the poorest amoing the public the humanities education that not even
universities gave to their students, who mostly came from better-to-do social classes. He
conceived this type of cultural revolution, as he called it, he promised it, and he did deliver
the goods he promised. And they did have a result, that’s why Greeks are massively so fluent
with songs of this type. That they do not know of other things too is not something to blame
Theodorakis for but to blame people who did not contribute to massive education analogous
things in other subjects, to intellectuals who did not deliver similar goods to people or did not
even promise they would. To accuse the one present in this project for the failures caused by
the ones absent is like a professor calling the roll and yelling to the ones present for the fact
that the rest are absent”.
Alex:-Very astute remark, I mean the part before the classroom analogy, I would be very
happy to have made it myself, but I’m even happier that a young man made it, and mo-ost
mo-ost happy that this young man is so young and that it is Johnny.
Angela:-So the first kiss was a congratulatoy kiss or I’m talking about the kiss I myself would
have given to Johnny?
Helen:-Right. In the break the answer was talked about by some kids in the schoolyard,
especially its classroom analogy part, Angeliki heard it and found Suzy and told her the
whole argument, at noon Johnny had finished one hour earlier , and when Suzy came she
went silent and as if hypnotized straight to his direction and kissed him on his cheek, as if it
went without saying what it was for. She didn’t precede it with some explanation like, for
example, “what you said today deserves not just a handshake but a kiss” but a little later she
did add that,but wasn’t this delay meant to leave some time to pass to make pass through
Johnny’s mind a hint? I mean a hint, even subconsciously, of an erotic confession and then
restore things to business as usual, by saying the reason every one else would also kiss him
for. OK, maybe this is subconsciously done by her herself, but to the extent it’s not…
Alex:-…to the extent it’s not, she is made for all the parts of their rehearsal, not just laptop
and dj-ing but also script writing, stage direction and stage acting as much as all the other kids
taken together, and to the extent it is done subconsciously she is as kid-like as all of them and
as vulnerable as Mihalis and as all of the other kids at their age. And my words about her
staging etc are said in the best , the very best, of the meanings of these words, not in the
sense or pretending, manipulating etc. Actually she does that in a way that makes you want to
kiss every single one on that stage, a way that makes you sing “Sweet little sixteen” to them
as the anthem of their teens; it brings tears to my eyes, it reminds me my daughter’s teens,
many years ago and my grandson’s now…Angela?
Angela:-In Melina’s book “I was born a Greek” she says that when she was a kid she was
attending from the sidewalk a parade and when the navy’s cadets were passing she saw their
flagbearer and instantly felt her heart beat very strongly and she gave him a look that he saw
and she thought he returned to her a look that was saying “OK, I’ll wait for you to become
older”…
Helen:-…Oh, yes, yes, yes! And much later she really met him, and he had become a war
hero by capturing a whole Italian submarine while he was a single man on a simple boat, and
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then he built a log cabin as a surprise to her and he taught her wild love as only sailors who
have roamed all the harbors of the earth are renowned to be able to do…
Angela:-…And then he fell ill of megalokardia which, ironically, means literally “big size of
heart” and when he died Theodorakis wrote overnight the lyrics and the music of a song that
he sang next day at the funeral going like “…for you, in secret, young girls embroidered the
sun, the moon, their love/they embroidered their love to give it sails and make it travel…”
Helen:-So where do you think we stand? Oh: let me say myself, what you, and I think Alex
too, have told me: You say that Suzy says to Johnny “Wait for me” and that, in a sense, he too
says the same to her, although the reason for waiting is supposed to be that he is older. In
other things she is older so they both have to wait…
Angela:-Exactly.
Alex:-So the nickname “Asperger syndrome” for Johnny is about not having a relation with
Suzy while she would presumably love such a development?
Helen:-Of course , but as you said to Mihalis you will also ask this in “man-to-man” talk
when you get a chance, and if you skip it then it will be like also declaring loudly the
existence of the motherly gossip we’re doing now…
Alex:-Of course, of course…We’ll find many such chances in the future. And I’ll start today
with the less thorny issue of why they nicknamed him “Doc Martin” which can be disussed in
public. Now something else is more pressing to discuss, before they arrive. For Angela too
I’m sure. What was that thing that had so much upset Konstandina as possibly exposing
Mihalis as a lunatic or as an asshole and risking to rock the boat for the vibes given by the
whole rehearsal itself too?
Helen:-I had the same question and I asked them. Here are the facts. Konstandina thought that
Mihalis wanted to say the following shocking joke, which would be terrible even as
preparation to the shocking jokes that would follow–Oh, feel free to laugh, here we’re at
home not on their stage–Two young women walk on a street and have an argument on
whether it’s an earlobe or a nipple that is more sensitive, “it’s the earlobe” “No, it’s the
nipple” “No, the earlobe” No, the nipple” “Well, you only know me and yourself, I only
know you and yourself, that’s not a wide enough poll, we’d better ask a man , a man would
know more women” “Yes! Great idea, but let’s choose an old man to avoid a probable
indecent proposal” They ask an old grandpa walking with a cane , he looks at them and
answers with a sigh “Aaah, my good girls, have you ever been kicked in the balls?” …The
way that joke had come so close to their stage had quite a story. When they were walking in
the street arguing against and in favor of Lakis’ shows and after they met that professor of
theirs and told him their dilemma and after they saw that he only took the chance to only tell
them of the complaints he himself had against the students, OK, right after this they ran into a
student three years older, now a university student, whom they all remembered because he
was frequent prize earner praised in front if all students in all formal school gatherings. They
started a conversation and, among other things, they mentioned to him not only their
dilemmas but also the answer of the professor they had just met. The student told them he
knew the perfect joke for old men who only think of their own problems. And he told them
this joke. They all laughed but later the girls also commented that the student was playing
seductive to whoever of them might be fascinated. Mihalis repeated the story, plus this
conclusion, in the schoolyard and a fellow student told him that it was Mihalis himself who
was playing seductive to whoever would be fascinated but he lacked the nerve to be himself
so he just narrated it only when speaking about a third party. Mihalis was disarmed and said
that he didn’t know how he would be in the age of the older student but if in their own age
they mention such things as if they were everyday bread and butter to them, they would
appear either as nuts or as parrots of things they know very little about, but this was so frank
and honest that I think it became even more seductive than the macho way, or at least that’s
how I think Konstandina felt about it, I don’t think she only felt protective towards him when
she tried to protect him from repeating this mistake, she was also erotically appreciative of his
emotional IQ, but OK I may be mistaken as I told you, she does have a relationship anyway
as we said, and anyway Mihalis is not the kind of guy who sounds like a motherless child
going around to attract maternal figures and she is no maternal figure either.
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Alex:-Did that other guy have some previous argument with Mihalis over something?
Helen:-Of course. He was a very good actor in school events but when Mihalis had asked
him to join their rehearsals he said that he considered as a waste ot time doing rehersals after
class hours and that what he did consider a gain would be skipping class hours without being
marked absent, so if they had a way to convince professors to give them such leaves of
absence then yes, he was available. And Mihalis answered him that his logic was like in the
strip cartoon with the dialogs between the prison lifer and the cell mouse. “Oh, a mouse! I
will be feeding it, washing it , combing it,…” “OK, I’ll let you do all those things to me.
What will you give me as a reward for that?” The other guy answered to Mihalis “OK, we all
know that masturbation its its own reward. So if you mean to tell me that your rehearsals are
fun themselves I tell you that I’m a professional” , Mihalis answered “Professional, my ass!
Professional jerkoff you mean? You found a sponsor paying you to masturbate?”, so yes there
was a previous argument.
Angela:- And what was the group’s conclusion out of all this?
Helen:-Elias who knew that other guy was very sad and Angeliki, Stella, Thomas and
Panagiotis said that the only thing worth remembering from all this exchange was that the
mentality defects they find and criticize in the adult society start from already their own age,
all this crap about rehearsing so as to skip classes without being marked absent, when
magnified, won’t be different from fraud of cliques etc. And all concluded that one goal of
groups like theirs should be to affect mentality of spectators before they take such shit for
granted and legitimate. But they also realized that before a certain age it’s difficult to
understand all that, after a given age it’s too late because everybody is doing it, and that at the
transition age one risks, with the rehearsals, not studying enough for coaching schools to enter
universities. But for one thing at least they were all sure. That investing hope in this way of
affecting mentality is no procrastination for long run since in one or two years each time, all
high school students have graduated and have become either university students,or working
people, or unemployed, or soldiers, so they’re in no glass-bowl or minisociety of schoolyard
size but in the ordinary society we all are in, OK, call it “ordinary” with quotation marks if
you consider the pre-crisis as more ordinary…Oh, there was a foreign student too who was a
good actor but wanted other kinds of compensation or reward and did not come to the
rehearsals and he spoke about them to Johnny because he too is considered foreign, and is
foreign after all, he knows so much about Greece and loves Greeks so much and is loved by
Greeks who know him so much that we don’t even notice he is not Greek, his father was
American and his mother an American of German origin, and he does combine the best
qualities of both Americans and of Germans…
Alex:You mean he wanted favors in grades?Writing bad tests but being graded unfairly high?
Helen:-Exactly. But…
(hearing carefully for some sounds out of the door)

…But find a chance to ask him what happened with that student, I think the elevator stopped
at our floor..yes it did..also ask him about a professor they call Father McKenzie, no don’t ask
since they’ll wonder how you have heard his name…But..no, no it’s OK, why should I not
talk to you about him?...Do ask them…
The doorbell rings. Helen opens , enter the kids like in first act…

Johnny:-Have we lived this scene before? So, as they say, history really repeats itself…
Suzy:-Hopefully not as a farce, as they also say…Mom why didn’t you call us when Mrs
Angela and Mr Alex arrived? We too don’t want to miss anything you talk about. Especially
if it’s about tomorrow’s elections…Unless you have secrets in which case excuse me for
asking, or if maybe you were having a conference of mind readers joining forces. Or some
motherly gossip about…for example why Mihalis told Mr Alex to ask Johnny why some
students call him “the Asperger syndrome”.
Alex:-But Suzy, Mihalis told me to ask that man-to-man, when I get a chance. So why would
I ask your mom such a thing? Because maybe I can’t find such a chance? Why can’t I? Can’t
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I for example write him an e-mail? Or ask my grandson to teach me how to skype? So please
relax.
Suzy:-I do apologize.
Alex:-But you don’t have to! Please!
Angela:-Suzy, as a matter fact, in our conversation, the next question that would be asked
was if Elias has played in Chekhov’s comedy “The Bear”…
Alex:-With Panagiotis in that fantastic servant role maybe?...
Suzy(collapsing on a chair):-So it was a conference of mind readers. So what else had you
already talked about? Guessing and then checking with my mom about whether Konstandina
and Mihalis have in common even more than Mihalis has with his two sisters or you also
gossiped about whether Konstandina has more in common with him than with her boyfriend
or than me with Johnny who is more to me than even a brother that I never had or you even
reached the stage of whether Mihalis has lost his mother as a small kid or Johnny too?
Alex:-Why did you jump to such conclusions? Do you think we’re magicians like in Harry
Potter? Helen what age did Suzy first read Harry Potter
Suzy:-Oh my God! You read past thoughts too, even forgotten ones? (Almost crying) I read
him along with my first book to learn alphabet. And my mom used to to shout “Reading
Harry Potter first thing in the morning after you wake up? You want to end up the village
nerd when you grow up?” I don’t recall that but she told me, and you mind-read even that
one?
Everybody’s laughing:

Helen:-With such a display of nerdishness wasn’t I prophetic after all?
Alex:-I always worried about the side effects of mixing vibes of academic institutions with
vibes of witchcraft in Harry Potter films, kids can’t know that the mixture is done in jest.
Johnny:-You took a joke about mind reading that your mom made to Mrs Angela and Mr
Alex as if it was a truth serum to you.
Angela:-We only asked you about Elias and Panagiotis regarding Chekhov’s comedy.
Suzy:-Oh, it was a question? Not a statement?
Angela:-A statement? Based on what data? I just knew the play and thought Elias perfect for
the protagonist role.
Alex:-Same with my suggestion of Panagiotis for that amazing servant’s role
Johnny:-And apparently the stage director who actually assigned them the same roles had the
same reasons to do it as Mr Angela and Mr Alex who had already seen or read the play.
Suzy:-Oh my God what a miserable sight and show of what phenomenal insecurity I’ve made
of myself…And to reach conclusions about Mihalis’ mother you of course could just have
counted the glasses of water that Konstandina mentioned…or could just hear me saying it
myself, after all nobody but me mentioned it. Same with your mother Johnny…
Johnny:-So? Is it some secret of mine?
Suzy:-Let’s convince ourselves that all the above never happened, we go back to the door and
replay the scene, although this method only changes stage realities not real realities. You
can’t rewrite history that easily.Where were we?
They go to the door and walk as if entering

Johnny:-Have we lived this scene before? So, as they say, history really repeats itself…
(he smiles, unable to hide it)

Suzy:-Hopefully not as a farce, as they also say… Hahahahaha! Hahahahaha!
They all burst out laughing at how the entering scene had really repeated itself as farce

Alex:-How wonderful to see you kids.
Angela:-The walls of this room feel like still remembering the vibes of the last time we met.
I guess all the rooms where you and your friends meet, feel the same for months. They
vibrate with fun and laughter and feel they’re live and made of flesh and blood…
Suzy:-You’re a born poetress Mrs Angela. Even if you only write bookreviews and news. I
would appreciate if you wrote me a list of books you would like to have read at my age if you
had your present experience.
Angela:-Gladly. Your trust honors me…
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Alex:-Johnny should we start our discussion today with that, maybe somewhat prosaic, issue
Mihalis told me to ask you, the issue of making a living through staging plays or rehersals or
whatever and also about why they nicknamed you Doc Martin in that issue? First get these
issues off the way so that we take off after them to whichever direction the night takes us?
About the issue of tomorrow’s elections we voters have aready talked before you the nonvoting came but, if at any point, you feel like talking about it just tell us. Also tell me, about a
professor nicknamed “Father McKenzie” whom Helen told me to ask you about, but about
what issue exactly I don’t remember , so I will only start that one asking you if you know why
I have the feeling I had heard that name in a song
Suzy (singing) :-…Father McKenzie , writing the words of a sermon that no one will hear, no
one comes near…
Alex:-Oh, yes! The famous Eleanor Rigby song of Beatles. How many things you reminded
me now, dating more than forty years ago…OK, I make a note to come back to this nickname
of your professor and and also to the nickname “Doc Martin” of you, but even before that
please tell me what brought you to Greece, when you had an option to be at Germany, at a
time when so many Greeks try as hard as they can to find a way to to immigrate to wherever
else.
Suzy:-…Johnny, you think what I think?
Johnny:-If you agree to read Yiannis’ lines, yes…
They go to the laptop and projector, the screen was already opened

Suzy (in her usual dj-like stage tone):-We’ll show you some photos from a village whose name
is Glossa and from its school which is a five minute’s ride from the little chapel in which
Meryl Streep and Pierce Brosnan were married in “Mamma mia!”, but don’t get the wrong
impression, we didn’t love this village and this school because of the film , we loved the film
because of this village and because of this school. We knew it ten years before the film came
to be, we were in kindergarten when we came to know the village. About what Blake’s
painting “The River of life” is doing where you’ll see it, you don’t have to be mind readers to
guess…but if you have to be then you are mind readers anyway…After the photos we’ll read
you some verses describing life in this village, verses from a rehearsal of a play that was
never played, but to us it taught why rehearsals of even things non-played are themselves
magical events. I’ll read the verses recited by Yiannis who plays an army officer living in
Glossa, and was his father, Johny will read the verses recited by a professor of literature
teaching there …
Johnny:-..And Mr Alex will kara-oke sing with us some verses sung by the two charactes
above along with the reporter Hajinikolaou doing police-reporting, supposedly, about life
there that met some complications that don’t have to be reported here, at least at the present
point of the discussion…
Alex:-..You mean..
Suzy:-…Yes we mean you’ll play Nick Hajinikolaou.There we go:
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Why Glossa was named* “Balcony of the Aegean”

Glossa from its harbor in Loutraki, and harbor from Glossa

*More than a century ago, by the great writer Alexandros Papadiamantis looking at it from the island
of Skiathos that we would see at the horizon of the next three photos had the days not been so sunny or
so foggy (but it is visible later, in the photo right below a photo with a (somewhat double) rainbow)
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Looking from a balcony in Glossa
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Suzy:
In Athens I had found two jobs and I could earn big money
but my life was just miserable no one would call it honey.
And then it dawned on me in flash, and without second thought,
that my finances and my life would there keep running short.
You there find jobs to pay for debts and cards to pay for things
that you would never need at all where nature her stuff brings.
At the end of day you just can zap, dead tired like digging ditches
and your youth weeps as both your work and life herself seem bitches.
And where can you see green or blue? In fancy downtown places?
Green suburbs and huts by the sea are rare playing-cards like aces.
In Glossa at your balcony you’re waiting for the moon
and twenty cents of cold or hot coffee make you a tycoon.
To make a lengthy story short I came to the conclusion
that if you want to real be rich Glossa is the solution.
Johnny:
A traveler and photographer who was my closest friend
once told me Glossa is heavenly and showed me what he meant:
A photograph unlike the ones you see in packs of many
was one that he had shot amazed from the Faneromeni.
It showed a small cloud right in front of him passing like running
to go still lower, white and smooth, humid yet warm and shining,
like rabbit spotted and surprised seeking its nest to hide in.
Aristophanes’ cloud birds to me all this reminded
where in a heavenly resort some birds to live were guided.
They strolled above adrenalin, toxin and bullshit’s sound
no crappy facts like on TV to breach their life were found.
This hit me like a sudden fit of sizzling inspiration
and I was not even obliged to change my occupation.
In just five minutes, even three, I would go to my school
and all “Good morning”s heard and said would make me already full.
In Athens my hours and my days would pass and feel like waste
in buses filled elbow to chest, running in sweaty haste.
So they were right all those who said that for all things you’re buying
there you become a slave and live in sad grey quarantine.
Suzy:
OK,OK, we got your point you poet and learned scholar
a vicious circle threatens you in Athens for each dollar
but please just now explain to me how your wife said “I’ll come”
my own life’s lady was from here, we met in base Tacan
Johnny:
This part was just the easiest of all, I asked her “are you in?”
and when she heard Glossa is the place she said “To pack begin”
Suzy:-Hajinikolaou who was inteviewing them shouts: “I’m JEALOUS! JEAEALOUOUS!!
These guys have time of their own. All to themselves. I want to go fishing, eat swordfish on
charcoal not cross swords on TV windows”.
Johnny:-Up to now Mr Alex-Hazinikolaou was seen on TV screen, the TV being on a table,
now he rises and we see that he is a full tall man whose head is in a TV box which he rests on
a table every now and then. He tries to take it out of his head and unable to do this he finally
pushes forward and at least he busts the glass and his head comes out, still having the TV as a
collar. Then he joins the two other guys on the stage and all three of them sing:
(in the melody of “Overcloud gas station” of the link):
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PctAepLJolE&feature=related
(but the screen shows not the video but the lyrics we see below, so they’re read as in karaoke-singing)

Suzy, Johnny, Alex:
If my store was way overcloud,
time for life would at last be found
for the nut-house I’d not be bound
when town vibes would not be around.
I just want my life back alive and not on screen
so just to begin
I break out of that glass.
All my dreams again start as I go to those mounts
returning to my ground
up there way overcloud.
Johnny:-Here Mr Alex-Hajinikolaou manages to throw away the TV collar
and kicks it off stage
Angela and Helen join the karaoke-singing:

Suzy, Johnny, Alex, Angela, Helen:
I might as well just forget about town-life to even wonder,
it’s such a pain in the ass in the free land where I wander.
Rent, loans, cards, gas for the sane and nut
and then run to find a parking lot
as if this bad joke was nothing but
a theater farce played on you by God.
Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa!

At the end all applaud themselves and each other and of course the musicians
who made the original song and the intermediate adaptations
(first original, by Bregovic, was for Kusturitsa’s film “Time of the gypsies”)…
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Alex:-Is it only my own personal impressiom we’re having the fun of our lives?
Be well, kids…
Angela:-I drink to that…Oh: Helen please don’t start any expedition in the kitchen, I only
said it as a figure of speech I never drink…
Alex:-I don’t either, I mean not anymore, for medical reasons.
Johnny:-What was the next question Mr Alex? Why they call me “Doc Martin”? I would like
the reason for that to be that I am deeply in love with this village like Doc Martin in the serial
was with that village in England. And with everyone in it. And with the way they lived.
Suzy:-But the reason for it really is Johnny’s stinginess not with money but with what to
consider acceptable reasons to accept money.
Alex:-You mean for example that if your group rediscovers a wheel, Johnny will start an
expedition to discover all previous rediscoverers of any similar wheels and give them
royalties? Is that the problem? Johnny, will you send royalties to Doc Martin too for being
nicknamed after him?
Suzy:-Even greater is the problem that he has read so much that he aways finds someone with
something similar in the past. That’s why Mihalis calls him a killjoy. He kills both the joy of
rediscovery and the joy of dreaming about possible future wealth. At the beginning the
group thought that this was so because his father, Bill Rights, is a kind of mini SteveJobs
…oops, I can’t believe it…Johnny could let me go away with that? Maybe, most probably
he did because he doesn’t want to protest loudly in front of Mrs Angela and of you, under
usual circumstances he would correct me and say that it’s the other way around, that Steve
Jobs was mini Bill Rights, not in money but in ideas, you should see how uptight he becomes
when one says his father is a ruined tycoon, I don’t mean his discomfort comes from not
having more money than us common mortals but from calling tycoons “ruined” when they
can no more afford to live as they used to, as if all common mortals living happily are ruined
because they have never lived as tycoons or as if “ruined” is a relative size depending on what
one started with and is not an absolute size applicable to all people with same criteria about
what constitutes discomfort. Where we? He despised money so much that some kids thought
it was because he had been born having everything anyway, then they realized that he was an
ex-tycoon’s son and they wondered what was his problem with being paid for a show. He
started saying that playing rehearsal themselves as shows was not an original idea and that
something like that had been done in the comedy “Noises off” by Michael Frayn and
personally he did not know if he would ever come to this idea without that play, and possibly
Fellini’s “Orchestra rehearsal” too, but Mihalis argued that since Johnny was sure not
dumber than the rest of the group, and since many of the group did have that idea without
Frayn, therefore he knew that he too would have this idea even without the accident of having
read that, but then Johnny argued that this would not be acceptable by referees in scientific
journals because all people not familiar with bibliography would then claim credit for
originality, fortunately Mihalis who did have the patience to go read “Noises off” finally told
him “What are you taking about? Frayn’s originality lies in also presenting what happens
backstage, not what happens in a rehearsal, and my father said that Fellini’s “Orchestra
rehearsal” is a completely different concept too, so you are being the one not familiar with
the bibliography and it even makes you feel less original, not more” and that finally settled
the issue.
Alex:-You could have avoided all that by just telling him the saying “Originality does not
mean not imitating others but being inimitable yourself ”…
Suzy:-…What are you talking about Mr Alex? Saying that to Johnny about our group? Stella
did and he was left depressed for a week. He says that this is not a praise or a good wish but
a curse for failure. Only if things like the rehearsals become commonplace by finding
imitators and imitators of imitators etc etc , including that policy of only accepting a small
“beggar’s fee” as he calls it, passing the hat around in parks or in schoolyards used by adults
too or on the web, will they be able to help effectively and massively either in entertaimentt
or in education, and without a critical mass these things will just not help towards any
change…But in the group they all liked the way he put it saying “Imagine a long waiting line
on a sidewalk in front of a theater and some guys, in the style of street theater actors, playing
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to help them pass the waiting time since they found an already gathered audience and at the
end, after passing the hat around for change, saying “Thank you but don’t be waiting
anymore. We ourselves were the show. The regular theater has closed down because of the
crisis. Next please…”
Alex:-So is that finally the upshot verdict of the group’s jury?
Suzy:-That plus the following: The kids said that we should really look into his childhood
when we become of age and have a solid backgroung in clinical psychology…After all, the
Greek version of the serial “Doc Martin” was “Clinical Case”.
Alex:-And what’s the upshot version of the defendant’s oration?...
Suzy:-For the defendant’s upshot he can obviously tell you himself: Johnny?…
Alex:-…I mean besides the obvious fact, missed by the group, that Johnny emulates his
father, who I am sure lost his money by choosing to invest it in goals promoting the common
good, and thus he does not see his so-called ruin as loss but as planned expense. Johnny, I’ll
come to some questions about your father too when we’re through with the ones we were
planning.
Johnny:-Anytime. But let’s start with the pending upshot of the defendant’s oration. First of
all beggar’s fee is not a concept I myself came across…
Suzy:-There he goes again. Have a first hand taste Mr Alex…
Johnny:-…I had read about is as an idea of the rocker I was telling you about showing up in
a long book posted by Suzy’s father …
Suzy:-…And for whom neither of us has yet found the time to check if he ever existed, at
least in part, or was an altogether fictional character, my mom said she won’t tell us unless we
give her time for an interview to us two, but lasting for an untinterrupted whole week and
not just for a youtube-like quickie of at most an hour…
Johnny:-…OK, for the time being what matters is that those characters are so live that they
can’t be altogether fictional and they have such unbelievable paths in life that they can’t be
altogether factual. But what matters even more for not considering what we’re doing as
original is that…
Suzy:-…is that this long road movie ended by starting an equally long so-called “human
friendly soap opera”? So what? What’s your point?...
Johnny:-…Don’t rush. I wouldn’t say that. There’s a new datum: You remember Mrs
Katerina the literature professor and singer we had met in the summer concert in Glossa’s
schoolyard? She sent us an e-mail just a few hours ago with a link with music played in the
street by a band her son Orpheas belongs to. They’re called “Sailing tomatoes” and get paid
exactly through beggar’s fee on the sidewalk or on the web. When we had met Orpheas he
still was a high school student but he already played the clarinet in his parents’ band…
Suzy:-…And his sister Atlantis played the violin. Well, let’s listen to the link you said we had
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=44f75AuKISI

During the playing Johnny asks:

Johnny:-…What do the grownups say? You see anything unprofessional?
Angela:-They’re all perfect. I’m going to make a posting about them in my blog.
Alex:-I repeat Angela word for word.
Helen:-I’ll send my colleague Katerina, colleague in teaching I mean not in singing, an
e-mail to congratulate her, and also tell her to congratulate Orpheas and his fellow-musicians
on my behalf. And I’ll also ask about the musical studies of Atla.
Johnny:-But: concerning the upshot of the defendant’s oration asked by Mr Alex, the upshot
is just the following. In a book titled “The last intellectuals” written by a professor of UCLA
about 30 years ago and translated and published in Greece, when Suzy and I were small kids,
by Mr Vassilis who lived in a village 20 miles from Glossa, in the village, that is, where most
of “Mamma mia!” was done and where its actors mostly lived, OK, in that book the point
was made that the so called “public intellectuals” could have a role in educating and
influencing the general public, and thus influence the voters, and thus influence the decision
makers, only as long as they could live on their books, articles and translations. After the
war these things couldn’t sustain a household and they had to enter academic institutions, and
in order to get a tenure they had to write not for the public but for their peer colleagues, thus
in a jargon not understandable and thus not influencing the general public and thus the voters;
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so the politicians could afford not to take intellectuals seriously. Now the question and the
hope lie in whether along with the bad side effects of globalization there are some good ones
too that can backfire on it, like for example whether the beggar’s fee on things posted on the
web can reach, through just spare change but from a global audience, sizes that can help
again the existence of pubic intellectuals . Let’s all just think about it…
Alex:-…We sure will. How can I google for that book?
Johnny:-Try “The last intellectuals”. OK, what was the next among your initial questions?
You want us to give you some sample of Mc Kenzie’s interventions in our rehearsals?
Alex:-Right. But first of all, why did you now call him McKenzie instead of Father
McKenzie? To whom is he a reverend and to whom is he a professor?...
Angela:-…Oh, don’t tell us , I got it, the verse Suzy remined us was “Father McKenzie ,
writing the words of a sermon that no one will hear, no one comes near”, you are among those
who do come near him, so you don’t consider him one of the lonely people about whom the
songs refrain asks “All these lonely people, where do they all come from?/All these lonely
people, where do they all belong?”…
Johnny:-Exactly Mrs Angela…
Suzy:-…besides, his mind is so full of characters all the time, both invented and remembered,
that his solitary walks in the schoolyard feel anything but lonely to whoever knows him…
Johnny, if you agree I’ll start with the further explanations McKenzie gave us when we asked
him about the song ousting clowns and thieves we already saw twice in the previous meeting,
once in front of the Parliament and once in Lakis’ studio with his live audience there…And
then I go straight to the door on the other end…Right?
Johnny:-Right on.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-8Gp2OVlhlE&feature=related
Note: Right now the subtitles are in German, we’ll later provide English ones

Angela:-So our dearest , and your dearest too I’m sure, McKenzie, told you that the poverty
is so deep that the pregnant wife of the band leader would be singing, or hitting the
tambourine, seated next to him on stage to the last minute before labor pains, and now , still
dressed in her stage dress, is backstage giving birth on a couch attended by two midwives
that came over.
Alex:-And, Suzy, when mentioning going after this to the door on the other end you mean a
link to the song suggested by dear friend McKenzie about the video showing the funeral,
decades later, of the singer who was the baby girl born that day and who was hearing those
tunes and feeling those vibes, that she would later sing, even when she was still inside her
mother seated next to her father on stage?
Angela:-And I’m happy to also hear that you both know the song “Life has two doors” since
you referred to birth and death through that wording.
Alex , Angela one adding to the other :-Congratulations both to your parents…and those of
your teachers…or anybody…who told you about all those things…And to you yourselves
who concentrated on those and absorbed it…
Johnny:- Thank you both
Suzy:-…Thank you, let’s go: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t_YG5XCJWFA&feature=related
Alex:-Thank you kids. For our generation..
Angela:-…that video is a mystical experience, as the expression goes.
Alex:-But tell us also how McKenzie introduced that to you.
Suzy:-He told us to notice that the instruments were handed out as if they were rifles given to
civilians too before a battle, and to also remember the expression “make death die”, still
shouted by dancers at parties. A student asked how the instruments were introduced into the
cemetery and he said that some were probably smuggled in by a music-friendly undertaker or
grave-digger, and some were smuggled in under those long overcoats like they were hidden
once when there was a prohibition against bouzouki music because it was considered music
of hash-smokers. At the beginning the musicians played them standing, as if they were
paying tribute to some retiring high ranking army officer, like a general or something, then
they knelt down and played as if to make the music more audible to her even if played low
and tenderly since loud music might disturb her during her first day in underworld, it was not
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yet time to play it loud and dance it with steps hitting earth hard to make themselves heard
below ground as ancient customs did to amuse the dead friend in memorials quite some time
after the funeral; this first day the custom only wanted to make the dead feel the company of
friends like a person who is ill would really like to hear happy noise in the next room so as
not to feel lonely or excluded from life’s fun, but would not be able to stand loud music in his
condition. Then, along with the flowers, they threw into her grave her tambourine and
leaving the grave they did not leave the cemetery, they just went, as we said, to the next room,
on nearby yard to dance,but with light and tender steps,and at the end, as they were departing,
someone waved his hat to her as he would wave it to someone leaving on a transatlantic liner
but looking straight up since she was departing to heaven, finally, after the goodbye party…
Alex:-We all congratulate and thank both McKenzie and you, I mean Father McKenzie and
you. What a story! And what a replay narration!
Angela:-…Can we see it once more to notice everything?
Alex:-Good idea, Angela…I drink to that
Suzy:-…There we go again
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t_YG5XCJWFA&feature=related

Alex, Angela at the same time:-Please thank Father McKenzie a second and a third time too.
Helen:-Did professor McKenzie also tell you about other songs from that same film? Oh: of
course if I were talking about that song I too would call him Father McKenzie.
Suzy:-Yes Mom, he did, I had forgotten to mention it to you when he did. He told us about
the song referring to Mike’s arrest…
Johnny:-…Su-uzy! You forgot to mention that? You had made the ears of us all in the group
buzz by constantly humming it for days.
Angela:-Mike’s arrest? Great! Can we listen to that too?...
Alex:-Along with Father McKenzie’s comments of course…
Angela:-This goes without saying…Although we all have a hint about what he said…
Alex:-…Besides wanting to show to kids one scene where the singer was visible, on stage,
and not in a coffin or right before birth…She sure was part of scene where the band was
increasing to show the passage of years…
Angela:-…until some tanks showed the 2nd world war had arrived…And although we do
guess to whom McKenzie applied the Mike song, we sure want to hear everything he said
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zE5INdF4myk&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IJR5iO9Yk9g
st
nd
(we hear the 1 link’s rendering , the photos of the 2 are just shown fleetingly)

Outside Athens after midnight/Mike was caught in just a kid trap
He had hidden grass for blowers/in his own home’s kitchen drawers.
One plus one for us is two/say to Mike good bye to you.
Two plus one is three for copsters/Mike’s arrest took top tough monsters.
What went wrong and Mike was captured?/His thick skull liked to get fractured.
He escaped his rival gangmen/just to have a jerk’s entrapment.
Now he looks like king Tut’s mummy/send his jail hard sticks of candy.
He can suck or bang his thick skull/as he walks behind his thick wall.
One plus one for Mike is two/say to us good bye to you.
Two plus one is three we’re sorry/but that’s it for all that story.
Suzy:-As you have said McKenzie used it to show the face of the singer, not telling us
however which of the two on stage she was but telling us to find this ourselves by playing
with youtube; and as you all sure have guessed he applied the song to our notorious ex
minister of defence who is now in jail waiting to be tried, adding to us to notice how the song
has a jubilant melody but not in the tone of malice or revenge or sarcasm but in a tone like
“Well, Mike you did have it coming , didn’t you?”, whether that is asked by the righteous
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considering him criminal or by his fellow criminals or fellow prisoners who mean it in the
sense “you were stupidly careless, weren’t you?”. Thus, jubilant music is the following kind
of address and finally joke too: “Well, what do you expect from us Mike? We can console
you allright but we don’t want to do that by avoiding telling you the truth to your face. What
about consoling you and heartening you with some jubilant and even dancing music, so that
it builds your morale, by at least reminding you parties you were in or making you hope for
some more of them even while in jail”. And why not tell Mike all this sermon itself, whether
sermon by priest or by fellow gangster, through lyrics in that jubilant music? Sounds like a
black humor joke but Mike would do appreciate the solidarity and he would even enjoy it…
Alex:-…Interesting, very interesting, that father McKenzie. I’ll ask more…Angela?
Angela:-Did he also tell you about “jailhouse rock” as played in the “Blues brothers” film?
Suzy:-He told us to look it up on youtube but played another song from that film to us…
Helen:-…Before we leave the previous “Rembetiko” film: did he tell you about the
similarity of that music with street music of bluesmen too and the scene where that singer has
gone to US and hears a sax player on the sidewalk under her hotel’s window?
Suzy:-He mentioned it but he played for us, in this connection too, that other song from the
Blues Brothers.
Angela:-You must mean the one with Ray Charles?! Yes!
Suzy:-You’re something else Mrs Angela! There we go...
Alex:-Just a minute. That song must have raised students’ spirits very much. How did you not
disturb the classroom next to yours?
Suzy:-The lab is isolated at the end of a corridor next to the schoolyard.
Alex:-What lab? Isn’t Father McKenzie a theologian?
Suzy:-No, he is a physicist.
Alex:-I give up, forget the question. It wouldn’t even be of use to ask you why you’re not
surprised hearing a physicist saying all that. Everything he told you is somewhat of a surprise
anyway.
Suzy:-Why? Physicists don’t talk with Padre Alexises?
Alex:-Now who are they? And where have you met them? In Venezuela or Argentina? OK,
get on with that song and I’ll come back…
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KDFDLCd5IOg

Alex:-Well, has Father McKenzie also found to play to you some jubilant and moralebuilding music going with Greek style of poverty rather than American?
Johnny:-…Suzy, let me answer that one since being non Greek I can better understand how a
foreigner would be baffled, or even estranged, by what you were going to say: Let me first
show on the screen some lyrics he had just mentioned orally but I had downloaded for closer
study to let his point sink. Step 1: Suppose you don’t know the following goes with jubilant
melody and you’re trying to figure what melody is fitting. Let me read it loud:
Now that my life has been destroyed by relatives and friendships/I burned my hut down to the
ground, so mice can give no nest shit.
Right now let start a fire that no one can put out/let the whole world become a stone and just
shoot out.
Even the woman that I love has no desire to see me/nothing I see around could give my bitter
life some meaning.
Right now let throw those bombs that start all that burning/can’t care if everything to ashes
is turning.
Now that my life became debris that don’t take any mending/nobody showed up to take some,
some pity on my ending.
Right now let start a fire that no one can put out/let the whole world become a stone and just
shoot out
If you think it’s about some life’s tragedy you’ll think it needs lament music or heroic music
if it also concerns facing the tragedy. Step 2: But there is something that sounds laughable
about the whole thing, isn’t there? Is it ridiculous to call it tragedy or is tragedy itself a
ridiculous spoiling of man’s soul because as Plato had said tragedy makes man speak of his
life in unreal and exaggerated tones and airs? Step 3: Neither is correct. The whole poem is
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laughable because it is a joke-poem, it’s limerick, like Mike’s arrest song too. The best video
about it would be lightly drunk friends discussing like:“Suppose one of us was so unlucky,a
so-called “misfortune-rod” —as in “lightning-rod”— who attracted the misfortunes of his
friends around too, instead of at least feeling he gets his fair share of bad luck from life or
from God. At the moment he feels “OK, I went broke but it could be worse. My best friend
was abandoned by his wife” he learns that his wife ran away with that best friend of his, so
let’s add some more limericks…bla-bla-bla…Hahhaha! What else can we add to make “could
be worse” even worser? etc etc . Can anyone in his right mind think that these guys are
malicious devils planning or relishing disasters of their friends instead of giving a helping ear
and hand wherever need be? And can anyone in his right mind think that as consolation or
help to a friend destroyed they would recommend the jubilant melody a composer might, in
jest, find for their limericks? The jubilant melody is the soundtrack of their gathering to make
such non-sense poetry. As if our group was discussing over souvlakis, real or hypothetical,
what more misfortunes to imagine and how much more miserable one can really become if he
lives longer, and tease each other with all that. Well, too much talk on my part…There we go:
Alex:-Just a minute before you start. So this step 1, step 2 etc idiom that you and Mihalis use
comes from McKenzie the priest or McKenzie the physicist?
Johnny:-From neither: when Mihalis uses it he does it to tease me that I had to break
everything in small steps to understand some parts of Greek mentality like the above. When
I use it I either do it to really break something in small pedagogic steps to understand it or I
do it to tease myself or to make Greeks laugh as they see me analyze it so methodically.
Alex:-So how did McKenzie say all that without breaking it down to so small change?
Johnny:-He just said “Would anyone in is right mind, hearing the song “Proceed with me to
pregnancy/I have a valid currency” ever think that he can say such a line, seriously and not in
jest, and make a woman go to bed with him? If he has already conquered her and he says
that in jest it’s a different matter. And would anyone in his right mind, hearing the song “This
is my wife and this is my love life” ever think that in Greece we’re so easy going etc etc that
we go to parties with wives and lovers and make introductions like that to our friends?
Angela:-Johnny, is there some American analogue you can think of to make this point about
humor to yourself even clearer?
Johnny:-Of course: When I realized all this was a joke, I had a snapshot memory of my dad
telling me, laughing his heart out, that when Jack Nicholson was sent the scenario of “Prizzi’s
Honor” by John Houston he didn’t answer for three months and when Houston called him up
and asked “What did you think of the comedy” Nicholson answered “O-o-o-oh! So it was a
comedy?! I had not realized it. Now that I did, give me a couple of days to reread it and I’ll
call you back”. Well, we all know the rest.
Alex:-Believe it or not Johnny, the question I added to my initial ones was whether your dad
looks at all like Jack Nicholson. I don’t say this to play mind-reader but to ask you to please
mind- read me and tell me why I thought that. But frankly I have not the slightest idea why.
Johnny:-I think I know but after I tell you let’s go to that link of jubilant total catastrople
limericks or we’ll have lost all connection to it. You said to yourself that with the kind of
principles my dad had since young—quite opposite to the American-dream principles that
Steve Jobs fulfilled and made himself palatable to the majority called “American-dream
dreamers” although he also was loved by the minority called “California-dreamers” — OK,
with his principles my dad could only have spent a ready made fortune, not have made one,
so my grandfather must have been a tycoon, whether self made or continuing after my great
grandfather, but something sudden like a car accident or heart attack must have prevented him
from disowning my dad on time to save family’s fortune that my father later used up in the
one-century long world-wide experiment with Howard’s green-belt towns that you can learn
about in the books published by Mr Vassilis’ editions or posted by Suzy’s father; thus: my
father reminded you subconsciously of Jack Nicholson’s role in “Easy rider” although what
was at stake there was not exactly a tycoon’s fortune but something parallel.
Alex:-Bull’s eye. Can you also give me such a snapshot of Suzy’s father through a film?
Johnny:-De Niro not as a goodfellah or gangster but as a father/busdriver in “Bronx Tale”.
Suzy?..I mean Suzy won’t you activate the link with the jubilant ruined guy’s limerick?
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Suzy:-Johnny do you realize that this song is not, at least for you, only a parody, or selfparody, or limerick, or prank song against some real character or in favor of some
hypothetical character but is an actual anthem about a real person who is jubilant over what
others call his self-destruction but he himself calls his self-making, or rather…
Johnny:-…Su-uzy! Oh Su-u-uzy! You mean…
Suzy:-…Yes I mean your dad. The only correction to what I just said is that he would
consider this fate, that he considers as the quintessence of happiness, as made not by himself
only but of himself and your mom….OK, your mom’s death is a different issue
Johnny:-…Oh, Suzy! You remark doesn’t take only a handshake. Not even two handshakes.
It takes two congratulatory kisses…He kisses Suzy once on each cheek …Oh my God...What a
snowball was thaaat!!!... Then they both sit and look straight ahead as if thunderstricken …
Alex:-Suzy?...Suzy?...Suzy are you with us?
Suzy(still looking straight ahead, talking mechanically) :-Of course Mr Alex. About your
Nicholson similarity question I have to add the following quite interesting clue. A cousin of
Johnny’s dad would be a winner of any Nicholson look-alike contest…
Angela:-Johny?...
Johnny(still looking straight ahead, talking mechanically):-…Yes Mrs Angela. I must add that
instead of reading about such villages in the editions of Mr Vassilis or in the postings of
Suzy’s father you can start from scratch from a much more recent and more well known
example like Kusturitsa’s green village if you google with the word Kustendorf, in case, of
course, you have not googled much earlier than I did…
Angela:-Suzy?
Suzy(still looking straight ahead, talking mechanically) :-Oh, sorry Mrs Angela, I must have been
distracted by something; there goes the link:
(Suzy and Johnny hear the whole things in the same posture and only when it finishes they resume
“business as usual” tone and reflexes as if nothing had happened)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PiutRpLfB_M&feature=fvwrel
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bx3L0d2eiNY&feature=related

Now that my life has been destroyed by relatives and friendships
I burned my hut down to the ground, so mice can give no nest shit.
Right now let start a fire that no one can put out
let the whole world become a stone and just shoot out.
Even the woman that I love has no desire to see me
nothing I see around could give my bitter life some meaning.
Right now let throw those bombs that start all that burning
can’t care if everything to ashes is turning.
Now that my life became debris that don’t take any mending
nobody showed up to take some, some pity on my ending.
Right now let start a fire that no one can put out
let the whole world become a stone and just shoot out
Suzy:-Johnny can we go on or we are forgetting something about the issue?
Johnny:-If my father knew McKenzie he would add another proof of the fact that the idea of
beggar’s fee is not new, it’s even very old, not just from the time of, for instance, Berkeley’s
free clinic, but much much earlier, two or three centuries after Christ, the Greek name
Argyris comes from Anargyros meaning “silverless” which refers to two doctors, Romans?
Greeks? More Oriental? I don’t remember, maybe brothers too, I’m not sure on that, also
Christian martyrs, the point is that they made medical visits without accepting payment,
which at the time would be in silver coins, hence “silverless” , the nickname “Sylvester” of
one of our two DJs who were absent last time comes from his real name in Albanian which is
“Silvers” which maybe also comes from them.
Suzy:-How obliging a reference to Romans/Greeks/Syrians et al. I can’t help paying back in
kind by reminding that a modern forerunner of the kind of ex-tycoon your father is, was Eva
Palmer…Now why I have a strange feeling that over my shoulder I see Konstandina suffering
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something like a heart attack…and Mihalis nodding smilingly, making an thums up signal …
OK, I’ll think twice and if I remember I’ll return…
Alex:-If Ralph Nader knew your father he would know that what he had done as a fictional
proposal, tycoons using all their property to effect change, had already started in factual and
not just fictional form. I guess your father is not much of a letter writer or self-introducer…
Johnny:-Suzy’s dad told him the same and offered to help him write that letter but he only
agreed to write to Kusturitsa, but I don’t think he finally ever sent it to him either, at some
point I’ll ask him why…Most probably the answer is simply that what would do count would
be letters to fellow-tycoons but if Nader’s book didn’t have an effect on them then why
should his letter have one? What meaning does fellow-tycoon have anyway, in this
connexion?...Oh: Now that I think of it, as a kid I do remember him talking with Suzy’s dad
over what some pseudo-ecologist tycoons had as their real slogan behind their rhetoric: “Life
on earth won’t be saved unless saving it leads to some profit”. They were also saying that
the only sense it makes to consider life’s salvation not as its own reward but as needing
additional profit to work for it, is that it can require the full time energies of so many hard
working people that slaving to get daily food just won’t let them do it sufficiently well. So
that kind of, OK call it “profit”, does make sense,but the tycoons’ real slogan is an oxymoron.
Alex:-Johnny now I’m full of new questions. You adore your father yet you live away from
him. You admire and want to help his cause yet you chose a different village as your paradise.
You found your paradise there yet you live in Athens. Not to mention the additional postcrisis questions: So many Greeks want a chance to go abroad yet you come from abroad to
Greece. So many Athenians want a chance to go to villages yet you let your beloved village
for Athens. OK, I’m repeating myself. And if I ask Suzy the same I’ll be even repeating the
repetition. OK, I’ll come to these too after we finish with what we had started. Where were
we? Oh: McKenzie…Plus what was it about?…Oh! Sorry Angela. I didn’t ask you if you
have some other questions too besides the ones above that I’m sure you too have…
Angela:-Johnny and Suzy, or Suzy and Johnny, in that Blake painting, “the river of life” ,
that you showed us on the same page with the view from that magnificent Glossa balcony on
a snowy day, were you telling us, among other things we haven’t yet noticed, that you grew
up like brother and sister , sometimes walking holding one hand of Johnny’s mother each,
sometimes holding one hand of Helen each?...
Suzy:-Johnny’s mother’s name was also Helen…
Alex:-Johnny those green-belt towns exist not only in Germany, right? Why did your parents
prefer Germany?
Johnny:-My mother came from Germany originally.
Alex:-Do you happen to know what brought together a woman of German protestant ancestry
with a man reminding a California dreamer?
Johnny:-I’ve never wondered about that. Maybe Mrs Helen knows more than me about it.
Helen:-What brought them together was a graffiti they had both seen on a wall in Berkeley;
not at the same time, they met elsewhere and talking both mentioned it and…Well, then
nature took her way, as the idiom goes…
Angela:-So what graffiti was written on that fatal wall?
Helen:-The absolute inversion of the motto of Protestant work ethic: Instead of “something
not worth doing well, is not worth doing at all” it wrote “something not worth doing at all is
not worth doing well”
Suzy:-Mom, why do I have a feeling that as a small kid I must have heard our two dads
talking about something similar, or the same, also relating them two and not just aunt Helen?
Helen:-Because your dad too had seen that graffiti on that wall in Berkeley and because they
two had by coincidence been given, by his own friends each, the same nickname which is
somewhat related to work , overwork and underwork…
Suzy:-…Meaning what?...
Johnny:-Suzy, please don’t focus on that too much, we can talk about those things any other
time, don’t forget that Mr Alex wanted to ask us something about Padre Alexis.
Alex:-Please Johnny, we do want to hear that. Angela?
Angela:-By all means. What was their common nickname?
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Helen:-Stakhanov-ian Lafargue-ists
Angela, Alex, :-Hahahahaha! Hahahahaha!
Suzy (with a look showing she doesn’t understand and that she asks Johnny if he does) :-Well, it
beats me…
Johnny(with a similar look):-Me too.
Helen:-But Mckenzie would sure laugh as much as Angela and Alex.
Alex:-Didn’t they at least have some breaks of being Lafargue-an Stakhanov-ists?
Angela:-Of course Alex! Otherwise our two Helens would not have chosen the husbands they
did!
Alex:-Stakhanov was a Russian miner who worked so hard that he was made a model of
productivity praised and prized by the leaders of Communist Russia, Lafargue was Marx’s
son-in-law who had written a book with the title “The Right to Laziness” thus….Oh, I thought
that you would immediately start laughing…OK think about it and I guarantee that at the
moment you see the point of the joke you will burst out laughing…Hmm, OK, google about it
too…Well…
Suzy:- Ha..haha…hahahahaha!
Alex:-You see? It works.
Suzy:-The book you meant is really titled “The Right to be Lazy”, not “The Right to
Laziness”, but googling yours led to also “In Praise of Idleness” by Bertrand Russell which
also seems great fun…
Alex:-Oh really? Russell wrote such a text?
Helen:-One never stops learning…
Angela:-Do read us a little, Suzy…
Suzy:-“Like most of my generation, I was brought up on the saying: 'Satan finds some mischief for
idle hands to do.' Being a highly virtuous child, I believed all that I was told, and acquired a
conscience which has kept me working hard down to the present moment. But although my conscience
has controlled my actions, my opinions have undergone a revolution. I think that there is far too much
work done in the world, that immense harm is caused by the belief that work is virtuous, and that what
needs to be preached in modern industrial countries is quite different from what always has been
preached. Everyone knows the story of the traveler in Naples who saw twelve beggars lying in the sun
(it was before the days of Mussolini), and offered a lira to the laziest of them. Eleven of them jumped
up to claim it, so he gave it to the twelfth. this traveler was on the right lines. But in countries which do
not enjoy Mediterranean sunshine idleness is more difficult, and a great public propaganda will be
required to inaugurate it. I hope that, after reading the following pages, the leaders of the YMCA will
start a campaign to induce good young men to do nothing. If so, I shall not have lived in vain.”

Alex:-Hahaha! That’s fantastic! I’m going to google for the rest when I go home…
Angela:-So will I. Thank you Suzy!...
Johnny:-You would ask something about Mckenzie Mr Alex? Plus about Padre Alexis.
Alex:-Exactly. You kept track of both. I could only recall the first one. Yes: Father McKenzie
and Padre Alexis. Well…
Angela:-...Excuse me Alex: Johnny, are you sure your father and mother have not talked to
you about something similar to Russell’s story we just heard? How come only Suzy had some
related recollection?
Johnny:-As a matter of fact I do remember something, but not details and I can’t even recall
if one source they had mentioned was one the books by Tom Robbins or by someone else…
Angela:-...Do not deprive us of that story, Johnny, even if you can’t name the source…
Johnny:-Thank you both for your interest and your encouragement Mrs Angela. And for the
licence too. I think they were discussing some analysis saying that some Africans just leave
their jobs after they gather enough money to feed their family for about six months and then
start looking for a job again; and then one of them I don’t remember which one, maybe both,
saying that this reminded them of a freshman lab they didn’t like but had to take and saying to
the teacing assistant doing it “when I reach a D grade please tell me” and upon being told
that,taking out their white robe and turning it saying “thank you and goodbye” and walking
out to the sun, and both laughing, then saying that those Africans had both the human and the
organizational key to the answer to economic crises more that Keynes had it, since they were
not as egoistic as wanting to keep a job to themselves forever while others needed it too, and
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finally they laughed even more when they imagined that a free market journalist might even
consider such non competitive behavior as archaic and atavistic and responsible for
backwardness instead of asking, as a good free market faithful would do, if Darwinian
competition to get the job of the slave of a slave of a slave really promotes the development
of those qualities that are responsible for progress and development. Same as in the famous
old question if slaves are slaves because they have a gene for making them incapable of
doing more thn one little job each, for example only ironing, or only washing, or only
sweeping or only mopping, or if they do that because they’re not working for any real
progress of themselves and the only gains are their master’s so why not at least not let him
maximize his profits as much as he could by playing incompetent and also making him hire
some more of your kind who would otherwise be unemployed?...
Angela:-When you come to the part where “you don’t remember details” don’t forget to tell
tell us so that we too know where to turn in the towel and walk out on you.
Johnny:-…So there was a theory that the babouins who are considered the most intelligent
among the monkeys, are not monkeys but humans who, when they realized what the white
invaders were up to, started playing monkey in their presence and , presumably, when they
are not observed they are regular humans, they talk about their families, the weather, the
political situation etc. But maybe it wasn’t in some Tom Robbins book…Suzy I think you too
were present in the discussion. Do you remember?
Suzy:-How about that being a theory of some character of some Borges’ labyrinth?
Alex:-So you were present in the discussion.
Suzy:-Now why do I have a feeling that this theory was crosschecked by some zoo guard who
hid himself to observe what a babouin was doing when unobserved. He saw him take a file
out from where he hid it, this was under his upper lip, and pinching the lock of his cage, then
taking a walk around the zoo, and going silently to join from behind a group of tourists who
had taken positions to be photographed by an automatic camera they had placed across them.
Imagine their surprise when they would develop the film and see their company who would
have silently disappeared after his prank had been completed. But the guard panicked, he
pulled out his gun, told them to run, the babouin raised his arms in the “hands up” position ,
walked back to his cage with the guard behind him , entered his cage, took the file out, locked
himself in, and put the file back under his upper lip. Had the photograph been taken, the guard
could have a proof all this was not in a dream or hallucination of his. Little by little not only
his family and his friends, but even he himself , wondered if he was just testing their credulity
Alex:-Were your dads testing your credulity or are you testing ours?
Angela:-Thank you both. OK, where were you Alex? Oh: You were going to start asking
about some finishing touches to Father McKenzie’s portrait before starting Padre Alexis’.
Alex:-Exactly. Thank you Angela…Well, doesn’t the overfamiliarization with the students
that professor McKenzie inevitably creates with his youtbe-links etc lead to proposal not quite
mainstream and clear, like, for example expectations to be favoured in grades individually or
be favoured in difficulty level of exams for a whole class? Of course, even if it led to such
cases maybe you wouldn’t know because neither the culprit not McKenzie would tell you,
and I mean McKenzie or whoever else in his place, I only used his name indicatively, or
because he overfamiliarizes…
Johnny:-Oh, I do know of a guy, I won’t mention name, a foreign guy like me , I won’t
mention nationality either, who confided to me, because I too am foreign and I too like
theater like he does, OK, he told me that he would go to McKenzie to ask for a passing grade
without studying at all for the exam arguing “I only want to take a high school diploma to
then go to a private school and study to become an actor, so where will physics be of use to
me?”. I told him “In your country would you do that?” “No, I wouldn’t” “Because you think
you would never be done such a favor? Or because you think it’s not correct in the first place
to ask for it, since it leads to degradation of school level?” “Both” “So why do it to this
country?”“Because they’re corrupt and don’t wait for my proposals to lower their level” “If
you hear criticism here you’ll call it “racism”. Right?” “Well…yeah” “If you hear criticism in
your own country you might as well call it “advice”, right?” “Right” “Since it’s still
impossible for you to be perfect, you should go to a country where, fifty-fifty, you might take
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some advice , not live in a coutry where all criticism you consider as racism. You can’t
imporove without criticism so go where you can get some. Besides it always keeps one in
good shape if he tries to find ways to do good to something, for example to the country he
lives in, you don’t consider you should do good to any country since the one of yours you
have left and the one you have come to you can always find complaints about, even very
grave ones. But with this logic you could have found complaints with your country—
otherwise why leave it? — and find good points for this one —otherwise why come? —
unless what place you consider good is the place were you have only the right to demand and
no obligation to offer. Well let me not sermonize, go ahead and ask McKenzie the favor you
want, but in your place I would fear I made an ass of myself and of my country even if he
doesn’t tell you, or unless you expect him to feel too much of an ass of himself and of his
country already to expect respect from you, and that you just don’t tell him so as not to ruin
your chances to be granted that favor. By the way, your reason for that favor is also a reason
to ask the same favor from practically all professors. If one is an actor then why learn
physics” why learn history? why learn mathematics? why learn ancient Greek? Why learn any
trade at al? But in your roles the character you’ll be playing will have a profession, how are
you going to get into his shoes , under his skin etc.etc? Unless you only play actors. But does
“playing an actor” mean you are non actor or it means doubly an actor?”…
Suzy:-…I’ve just realized where you took that from but please don’t start any apologies, I
didn’t imply any unacknowledged debt, I do know you didn’t say because our audience
wouldn’t know and because you thought I and mom would instantly know, as more or less,
we did. I just mention it so as to share its fun with Mrs Angela and Mr Alex. Once they had
brought to Loutraki, the harbor of Glossa, a monkey in cage, I don’t know if he was a babouin
or not but he was so clever that the kids were asking if he was a man or kid dressed up as a
monkey, but the way they asked it was “is he a real monkey or a “monkey”-monkey since e.g.
“monkey”-watch means fake watch. So monkey-monkey doesn’t necessarily mean monkier
than monkey or doubly monkey but may be fake monkey.
Johnny:-Clever remark but the guy we talk about is a good actor, it’s just the well known
issue if some actors can play things they don’t really understand and they’re not touched by,
better than actors who do understand them and are touched by them. We all have read about
great actors whose wives complain they are like nobodies at home, or don’t have any beliefs
or principles but if you tell them to play someone who does have beliefs they instantly acquire
them and impersonate them…OK, let’s not go that far , our fellow student is neither that
much of an asshole nor of a talent…
Suzy:-…OK,OK, so its an issue of whether faking something makes you a genuine actor and
not faking it makes you a fake actor, so it’s the two consecutive but different uses of “fake”
that confuse us but OK, go on to what happened with him and McKenzie…
Johnny:-In part because McKenzie thinks a little like the parents of both of us and vice
versa, what he told him was a like a rewording of what I had told him and we’ll see with
what consequences. But let me reconstruct McKenzie’s sermon a little partly from the pieces
of what that guy managed to maintain for his purposes and partly from what short speeches
McKenzie had given all of us in class. First of all he told him that he had a Greek student
some years earlier who was going around openly saying to all professors “I want to become a
journalist, what does journalism have to do with physics…with math..with Latin…with
history…with…with…etc etc” it was so boring to argue wih him that all pofessors ended up
saying “if you don’t learn anything about anything what are you going to be asking in
interviews? If the celebrities you interview like their French fries with or withour ketchup?”
McKenzie had just added one or two things to this older guy’s dialogs: … “then why do you
come at all to school?”, “it’s not my fault that the journalist schools require a high school
diploma, therefore I should be given one on account of my physical presence here even if I
don’t do any homework”, “then it would be more natural to take your physical presence to
the journalists’ schools and try to convince them to remove their unnatural requirements and,
if need be, fight at your side the state’s unnatural syllabus”. Finally the guy just went to the
army before his drafting year. I guess he said all that to make sure the future actor wouldn’t
think that it’s only to foreigners he would deny such favors. Also he told him that he would
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not deny a favor for free tutoring on problems harder than the ones they do in class, and that
doing this for students he consider it a favour they do to himself because he feels back in
shape like in the times of his student days when this was the usual request of student and not
its opposite. I do know that Mckenzie runs a harder-problems course in after classhours
school with students, of all nationalities of course, but he has said that he could add one for
catching-up problems. There were such paid services back before the crisis but there were
also unpaid such services way back before the state paid them and also a re-emergence of
them now with the crisis. There’s also a tutorpool site that makes matches between addresses
of students who write needing free tutorials and tutors who write they are available to give
them free. And , believe it or not, the available professors are not only from state schools but
also from coaching schools where some students can’t afford to go anymore. McKenzie just
does it within school. I do like ideas that promote students’ mutual interest in construction
rather than its opposite. Imagine someone saying “Why did you do this favor to Greeks? It’s
racist, do it to us foreign too” and then “Greeks saying “Why do you do such favor to
foreigners and not to your compatriots too?” and then imagine both meaning a favor pushing
the level down! It’s crazy! Competing towards the bottom! And pushing the bottom lower
too. But competing the other way around is fine and normal , I understand his homesickness
for such normality. And of course the students who went to his harder problem tutorial did
not say any such racism antiracism bullshit arguments, they just went because they were
interested and that’s all.Oh! There was a funny episode too by a noisemaker, one of the Greek
ones. He said to McKenzie: “You discriminate. Nobody told me about that afterclass session”
“Tell you?! Who would imagine you care? You disrupt everybody’s attention to even easier
problems here. Some of the problems we did there were even done because you and your
similars are using up time of the class for irrelevant remarks or just noise” “I want to come”
“I do it for free you know, so I can myself say whom I do allow” “Then I’ll ask the students
that are my friends not to come” “OK, you win. Sorry I did not invite you. Do come” “No I
won’t come, but I wanted to get an invitation because I want to say “no” because I myself
don’t like it, just like I got an invitation not because you liked me but because I liked to just
get in and I did” “I’m not sure I followed the whole train of your thought but I’m equally
grateful for your not coming no matter with what logic you did to me that favor” Back to the
actor guy: Then Mckenzie also told him some preaching about exposing himself, his family
and his country, which added as we’ll see to the guy’s suspicion I had myself talked to
McKenzie about him. Then he told him an adaptation for actor readers of a theory of a
French thinker that he had told us in some other connection, just in case it could motivate an
actor to study all courses: But let me start his argument from the beginning as I remember it:
Mark Twain had said that he would never entrust the state with an issue as serious as his
personal education, Einstein had said that we should dare to take our own ideas seriously
because it is them that will shape us and that we should always obey our conscience even
when the state allows not to”. Oh: either McKenzie did not mention these to him, because he
would obviously take his argument of illiteracy as encouraged by Einstein and proof of “great
minds think aike” or it just didn’t register, or deep down thy guy knows he is wrong. Let’s go
on. Eistein had also said “Education is what remains after you forget everything you learned”
This he remenebered because he liked it as a slogan maybe. But then McKenzie usually, both
orally when conversing in the schoolyard where most avoid hin any way , but also in
postings, for which nobody , not even he, knows if they are at all read, adds Feynman’s
phrase “To approach a new subject with an open mind doesn’t mean to approach it with an
empty mind”. But which kind of education does Einstein mean when he prompts us to learn
what we will forget anyway? Since most people only go to high school, and since we know
Eistein did care for massive education and was one of the first to write short and very clear
and very inexpensive popularized expositions of physics, let’s focus on high school. Now
comes a theory that says that in a sense everybody in a high school is an actor since a student
gets for an hour in the shoes of an inventor who goes sleepless in a lab for months; then gets
in the shoes of a soldier or general who risk in trenches during war while the student is
protected from even bad aspects of a peaceful period by the walls of the schoolyard; then gets
in the shoes of a a hermit or monk while in at most forty five minutes the bell will ring and he
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will be talking with fellow students of the opposite sex in the schoolyard. Somewere
McKenzie, besides adding to all these that schools are good for an actor, since he not only
sees a whole miniature of society at large in the microsociery of his school, including cliques
and favors like in the case at hand, and that miniatures are good since you can see both forest
and trees, especially when you are without anxiety since protected, also added “Taverns are
closing, why do you expect theaters I mean theaters with a ticket, will not? So how are you
going to make a living on that? Don’t relatives of yours advise you against your plans? OK, if
a foreigner, like I am to you, advises you’ll call him a racist, maybe your relatives too will
call him that, so at your home please advise each other, when it comes to criticism we only
call it advice when it’s from people we trust on grounds other than argumentation”. He went
back to the actor adaptation round and assigned him a project just in case the following idea
for a skit , if pushed a little further to implications gave the theater oriented guy some ideas,
but not of course for a theater with a box office: A Greek goes to an employer for some
manual work, the guy tells him the usual stuff like: “Since I am a patriot I’ll hire you rather
than an illegal immigrant provided you work for as little money as he and wth no insurance”.
In the meantime the shop next to them hires an illegal immigrant etc. These two persons
become friends and obviously have both common and conflicting interests. A violent
demonstration bursts out and in mutual solidarity they go there together and break shops but
not their own asslole bosses’ shops so that there do not arise cuts in personnel there. Then a
semi-serious semi-comedy TV broadcast , like Lakis’ show a granny whose kiosk was broken
saying “But what kind of kids break our shops? Don’t they have parents with some kind of
shop so as to feel for the damages done to others?” Then some Robin Hoods of the internet
make some money collection and a call for volunteers and go and repair her kiosk and give
her a sufficient amount of money etc and they advertise their idea and their deed for a while.
Meanwhile a childish band of black hoods, not Robin Hoods, advertises that on Christmas
they burned down the last, midnight, train of the subway so as to see the expressions in the
ugly mugs of the proletarians who would have to walk back home after their night out and so
punish them for not taking part sufficiently massively in the uprising where so many shops
were broken, not a hypothetical piece of news but a fact. What’s the upshot of the sum total of
all these efforts? Then he gave another round similar to what I had told him, adding the
following phrase which I attach to my initial point which I briefly repeat: We live in days
where they tell us to avoid the word “country” and refer the word “space” and to avoid the
word “nation” and prefer the word “population”. OK, suppose you and I here don’t call the
space “Greece” but , say, “space-13” and we don’t call ourselves whatever our nationalities
are but then ask when do we “feel fellow-13ers”? Obviously when we use this expression,
we can only mean that we both realize that there is some good or some betterment we can
eventually do to ourselves only by doing some immediate good to this space-13 and not some
immediate good to ourselves only. For example with space-13 in crisis you can do some
immediate good to yourself if you help us get destroyed and then become asshole in place of
Greek assholes that exploited you and with space-12 in crisis or space -14, or wherever you
came from, we can help you get destroyed by skinning you as cheap labor just like whoever
in your country did that to you and made you come here. OK, let’s not start long stories now,
the thing is that if we want to feel fellow-13ers or anything don’t propose to me to make
either space13 or -12 or -14 or whatever ,the worst we can make of it but only the best, don’t
appeal to my worst self with the worst of yours but to my best self with the best of yours…
Suzy:-Johny please do make a parenthesis to mention how you connected this comment by
McKenzie to that little youtube that students like us in another school had made of a black
immigrant speaking about Homer and how you connected it to McKenzie’s comment about
Homer…
Johnny:-…and to the other similar comment about Homer made by your father, why skip
that? OK, I was finishing that story anyway. Let me go to what you said and I’ll come back
only to recapitulate. OK, the black guy said that with his Odyssey he is much more of a
Ulysses than all of Greeks and that Greeks don’t deserve being Homer’s descendants. OK,
regarding undeserving Greeks who want to be considered biological or cultural heirs of
Greek sages or fighters, let’s keep in mind that in order not to be simply assholes, they have a
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heavy duty, either be like them or feel failures twice as much as people whom they don’t
consider heirs. So what’s this guy’s complaint? He wants to be an asshole in the place of
other assholes, even a racist in place of other racists and considers this as a non-racist stance
because of his color and his Odyssey? I am in the middle of an Odyssey too, not tragic like
his allright, but what argument is that? If he only proves that he is just like others then why
demand preference? It’s like when, once, Thales the sage said that death and life are the
same and when asked “then why don’t you die?” he answered “exactly because it’s the
same”. So he’d better suggest to both himself and Greeks some things like McKenzie with
space-13ers and space-12ers to make a difference and not make a similarity. And regarding
Homer himself he doesn’t seem to notice, if he also read Iliad, that the hero that Homer
admires all the way is not his fellow Greek Achilles but Hector the Trojan. Suzy’s father had
considered the following scene, with another Trojan named “Sarpidonas”, the best ever in its
kind: Two Trojans go to the battle field as routinely as going to the office, the battle, which is
very Darwinian of course, has started , they do some small talk before shutting the face of
their helmets “Now if we kill someone today we’ll get some glory in the evening when we go
home” “while if we get killed then when we’re taken home our home’s women will wash us
and mourn us and prepare our funeral” “OK, we talked enough, let’s now go see if we get
some glory or we give some glory to somebody else” ; he also had compared it to some
scenes with Wyatt Earp and Doc Holiday in “Gunfight at the O.K. Corral” but he was
speaking about the old version with Burt Lancaster and Kirk Douglas, I’ve seen the one with
Kevin Kostner…also he compared it to the “shut your face” expression equivalent to “shut
up” coming from similar scenes in the age of both mythological and historical
knighthood…Where were we?...Oh, anyway maybe my fellow foreigner will chew
McKenzie’s somewhat big mouthful little by little and in a somewhat long time, and will
absorb it or assilmilate it in even longer, or never, although I at least do trust his memory for
retaining so much of a material he doesn’t agree with, nor cares about, nor understands,
admittedly he is a a phenomenal actor in all that, so maybe he will go back to him or come
back to me for questions to make it one little bite at a time, but for the time being he focused
on whether my similarities with McKenzie meant that we were gossiping about him, but
maybe he is just groping to see if he can trust both us and these theories.
Alex:-I wonder what Mihalis would say to such a guy if he had confided his plans to him…
Johnny:-Well, I do know the answer to this because being like brothers with Mihalis I don’t
keep secrets from him, so he knows name and nationality but he only said his hypothetical
answer to me since he was not supposed to know of the cheating plan. He said “What ?! The
guy has been so accustomed to cheating in exams and jackpot logic that he thinks that even if
two persons agreed on all correct answers they could only have done it by copying, not
because they were both correct, just like if they had all questions wrong but with identical
errors it could only have been through copying. He is so incredible that if John Cleese of
“One Fish called Wanda” had known him he would have used one of his blunders in the
scenario: Remember how Wanda described her nutty lover as being so confused that he thinks
Abraham Lincoln is the father of Isaac Newton? McKenzie could not believe his wide
opened eyes last year when on a test in which he asked us Faraday’s law of electromagnetism
this guy wrote Faraday’s law of electrochemistry because he cheated by using the i-phone
and got connected to the wrong chapter, or rather to the wrong course”.
Everybody’s laughing…
Alex:-My confidential congratulations to Mihalis on his confidential comment …
Johnny:-You still haven’t heard his confidential answer to congratulate him even more. He
said: “If only he had told me instead of you!.. But he thinks that being a Greek I am too
corrupt to be trusted with his vision of ennobled and ennobling cheating. Had he told me I
would properly honor him by inviting him to join us Greeks in the jubilant dancing of the
verses going like “Now that my life has been destroyed by relatives and friendships/I burned
my hut down to the ground, so mice can give no nest shit”. Johnny, do you think I’m being
racist to you or anybody?”
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Alex:-Has Mihalis applied this style to any Greek too? Whether prospective professional
actors too like this one or of from any other walk of life? OK, let’s make it just probable walk
of life…
Johnny:-Yes, he has, but with words that I can only repeat when we get a chance to have a
man-to-man talk, I would offend the ears or ladies and young Misses here, even if the latter
already know the story…
Suzy:-But there is a toxicity-correct story with of equal narcissism, Johnny, and it’s with
McKenzie too…
Johnny:-But it has nothing to do with Mihalis which was what Mr Alex asked about …
Alex:-I want to hear it all the same…
Johnny:-After the elections of two years ago when McKenzie entered one classroom for
physics he was asked by that guy and the guy next to him if they could spend that hour on
talking about the elections’ results and about what he himself had voted for. He answered
that it doesn’t feel right that a professor in class speaks about his own preferences, he should
only talk about the good and the bad points of all parties to the best of his knowledge, and he
should talk of his own preferences, even in order to influence if asked before the elections,
only outside the classroom, or rather out of the schoolyard too. To influence is not a sin, it’s a
right or it’s even an obligation to one’s beliefs, what is a sin is to coerce etc etc. Next day he
had arranged for the timing of lecture and exercises and questions and assignments to be such
as to allow time for talking about the elections and he said “in the time remaining until the
break let’s do talk about the elections, but since I do not want such an issue being used to just
make physics time shorter, anyone who wanted this discussion to just make physics time
shorter can go out to the schoolyard with my blessings and without being marked absent”.
Who walked out were the two guys who one day ago had told him to discuss the elections.
Surprised he asked “But didn’t you say yesterday that you wanted this discussion to take
place?” “Sir, I personally do not remember what lunch I had yesterday and you expect me to
remember if I said what you say I said?” So McKenzie proceeded back to physics with the
rest of the class.
Angela:-Johnny, does McKenzie ever say jokes?
Johnny:-Of course! You want to hear his latest? The proverbial idler and singer cicada goes
the proverbially hard working ant and tells him “Hey, I arranged to go to the beach with
some fantastic chicks, will you join us?” “No, I have to work , I’m making provisions for the
winter. Aren’t you?” Next time the cicada also brings along the chics in bikinis and with
sunglasses, suntan oil etc but the ant remains adamant in his plans. When winter comes , he
is by the fireplace with his mother whom he lives with, and there is a knock on the door. He
tells her “if it’s the cicada don’t let him in, call me to come to the door”. It is the cicada, with
the same chicks but with jackets and scarfs and sunglasses for snowy mountains and skis
leaving for a ski trip. Stunned, the ant closes the door to their face. The telephone rings and
he tells his mother “If it’s Aesop, the fable teller, don’t pass him to me. Tell him to fuck off ”
Then, as if to also answer a question from whoever paid attention to him and in idiom moreor-less expected by the same audience, he went more-or-less as follows: “Would anyone in
his right mind think that this is a smartass joke shared by cheats and frauds surviving under
all kinds of weather and laughing while drinking and toasting to some suckers they victimize
among their fellow country men or among other nations, like Germans say Greeks are doing
when they say the Greeks in the next reastaurant table ate more than they did and they did it
borrowing from the German taxpayers’ money, or when, as tourists, they refuse to pay a
restaurant bill because they say Greeks owe Germany since their government does not
comment on their yellow press spreading this idea nor comments rewording the phrase “we
bribe some politicians of yours to buy some expensive German weaponry that’s even
defective, and we loan with high interest to you to buy it. And when our bribers are exposed
we send them to jail but don’t give you the evidence for whom they bribed so as to always
have among you persons succumbing to our demands because we can blacklmail them” to
make it sound like “even the arms that you bought from us were bought on borrowed money,
borrowed from us. And we are legally clean , it’s you who are corrupt, we have put in jail
even out bribers , let alone what we would do any to ones bribed, while you do not send o jail
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even the ones accepting bribes”. Hitler and his similars everywhere used to say “We’ll sure
find scum there too, and for our interests we will of course collaborate with them, who don’t
love their country but their own interests and serve them thoigh ours. We are patriots since we
serve our country’s interests. They are not… ” Well, let’s see the non-crappy truth behind
non-crappy vibes of the above non-crappy joke. The cicada is the symbol of whoever finds
and shares with others, ways to have the spirits to enjoy life even when in dire straits. If it is
possible for him, or her, that is….(Johnny imitates McKenzie in the first plural) …“Our
generation does have memories of going, as penniless young men , in taverns, eating very
very few dishes and laughing with many-many jokes or improvisations, hardly tolerated by
waiters disagreeing with our cheap orders, but some of them playing unnoticing because
they did notice the jokes and the vibes and were carrying their serving disks laughing, with
tourists around frequently laughing when we laughed even not speaking the language, just
explaining that happy noise is not disturbing and on the contrary makes merriness, even
laughter, contagious. Once a tourist laughed even a split second before our company burst
into laughter…”
Alex:-And you believed Mc Kenzie?
Suzy:-Mom, please say to Mr Alex how Thanasakis of Mr George and Mrs Georgia when he
was a baby sitting on his mother’s lap in the square’s café and was not yet speaking, laughed
with all jokes you grownups were laughing and that once I had noticed that sometimes he
even laughed right before you did…Oh, tell him also that joke dad said when you
commented on Thanasakis.
Helen:-He said in a very serious tone “Edelman, a Nobel winner in the subject of
neurophysiology, in “Bright Air, Brilliant Fire”, a layman oriented exposition of his work,
said that a Jewish friend went to Israel and with local friends and relatives he went to a
tavern. He started laughing with what the tables around laughed, so he was asked “So you do
speak Hebrew?” and he answered “No, but I trust these people”. So I predict for my daughter
a bright future in neurpophysiology, at least as a noticing experimenter”.
All laugh a little

Johnny:-Mrs Helen do say please the rest of the story with what Mr George, when you left
the café well after closing at midnight, said to Suzy’s dad..I mean your husband..I mean Mr
Bill..I mean Mr Vassilis…
Suzy:-…Sooner or later…most times it’s later… you always find it; after some effort…
Helen:-Geirge said “Vassilis, what I predict for you is that you will become a body builder in
the most exemplary way that gymnasts propose: We’ve watched you summer after summer
carrying Suzy home in your arms because she has fallen asleep by the late time we leave for
home. Two years ago it took one armchair to lay under one jacket like Thanasakis. Then it
took two armchairs and two jackets. This year it takes three. So you to build muscles carrying
her like that ancient wrestler Milo of Croton, that, by the way, I heard was also a
mathematician, who was given as gift a young calf when he was a kid, and he carried it
around over his neck and shoulders, and as he was growing up the calf was growing up too,
and he ended up by carrying a whole bull on his shoulders”
All laugh much more…

Alex:- So it’s the situations that surround us that Mckenzie jokes about. Don’t situations
related to today’s students’s lack of manners, like those two after the elections, give him
ideas for jokes or he pretends he doesn’t notice them or he doesn’t feel there’s nothing in
them to joke about?
Angela:-“The patience of the Biblical Job” as we used to call it?
Alex:-We also called it “a donkey’s patience”
Angela:-But we also called impolite persons with the name “donkeys”…
Suzy:-In case what you are philosophizing about is whether Mckenzie can protect himself
from such donkeys I must let you know that his most successful joke just fixed right and put
at their place the two donkiest donkeys in one class.
Alex:-What do you mean? Say it to us.
Suzy:-I’ll tell you what he meant after Johnny says it. Johnny?
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Johnny:-Why me? Go ahead. Even Konstandina would say it herself ! Oops: I was absent
minded. OK: A donkey wife married for years to her donkey husband has a crash for a
younger donkey and arranges an erotic rendezvous with him in her very barn when her
husband goes to work. That particular day he only has to unload very few bags of
merchandise and coming back early something flips in his mind as he witnesses the unholy
primal scene and dives down a nearby cliff. As his wife witnessess this equally primal scene
something flips in her mind, too, and exclaiming : “Oh my God, after all those years of our
marriage I did this to him!” and follows him diving down that cliff, too. As the younger
donkey witnesses this primal scene, equally primal to the previous two, something flips in his
mind , too, and exclaiming: “Oh my God, after all those years of their marriage I did this to
them!” he dives down the same cliff following them. Suddenly a voice is heard from the
bottom of that cliff: “Hey you up there! Stop throwing donkeys down here!”
Suzy:-Then McKenzie added: He who made up this joke must have been a high school
teacher. He must have thrown out of class quite a few noisemakers and when the headmaster
passing from the schoolyard saw that many of them he shouted from down there towards the
classrooms of all the floors of the building: “Hey you up there! Who’s throwing out those
donkeys down here?”
Alex:-Hey you kids over the other side of that laptop…
Angela:-…stop throwing those bricks to our ears and minds over to this side of that laptop…
Helen (singing in the melody of Mick Jagger’s “Mother’s little helper”) :-…If you throw some more
of those/they will get an overdose…
Suzy (again singing in the melody of Beatles’ “Eleanor Rigby” ) :-…Father McKenzie , writing the
words of a sermon that no one will hear, no one comes near…OK, mom, but if they get an
overdose with these, then what will they get with the next dose that Mr Alex asked for?
Helen:-Say that again…It was Padre Alexis. Right? OK, Alex, you literally asked for it
Suzy:-I refuse to leave the subject of McKenzie before we hear about the great German
whose attitude expressed the old Europe, or at least the highest peaks of the visible tip of the
invisible iceberg-like Europe as some people call it; I refuse to leave the subject of the
Germany our parents took us to, to raise us, before we hear about the great German about
whom McKenzie assigned a project to Johnny when our fellow students asked if Germans are
petty people who count the bites of others in taverns and who murmur or growl that Greeks
eat with their tax money if they enjoy their food more than they do; and I refuse to leave a
subject on which a project only took from Johnny pains as instantly afforded as it would take
Johnny to just tell a bunch of jokes in quick succession because both our dads had raised
both of us to admire both that great German and every other great American, or British or
French or anyone who was like him and to admire every great writer or playwight, English, or
Greek or anyone who presented them…Johnny:
Alex:-You sure mean Heisenberg. Don’t tell us you mean a project about the theatrical play
“Copenhagen” by…
Suzy:-Yes I do mean that , written by Michael Frayn who wrote the comedy “Noises off!”
too, which so deeply impressed Johnny that he saw it overshadowing everything we did,
obviously because seeing the play about a physicist he thought that somebody who could
think things we did not think could not possibly not think things we did think…
Angela:-…and which was played for the first time in 1998 , in London, and thus was going
parallelely with NATO’s 1999 bombings of Yugoslavia, perfect timing for a play on the
social responsibility of scientists, and it was played in Greece, by the so well known and
beloved senior actor Kazakos immediately after translation, playing Bohr, mentor of all those
20 whiz kids and future Nobel prize winners and fellow-students invited from all the world to
his Copenhagen school...
Helen:-…Later it was also played by a group of high school student in Salonica and posted
on the web…
Alex:-…What exactly did McKenzie assign you in that project Johnny?
Johnny:-To say what all the play is about in just two, be it, long paragraphs. One saying all
the things said by the two characters, Bohr and his wife, and the other saying all the things
said by the third character of the play, Heisenberg…
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Angela:-…You mean that instead of having many short sentences in dialog you were
assigned to say, so-to-speak one big sentence on behalf of the couple and one big sentence as
Heisenberg’s answer?
Johnny:-Exactly.
Alex:-Nice way to spot the essence of the whole of this whole play. Let’s hear it:
Johnny:-Suzy, can you please say or read the lines, I mean the one long line, of Mrs Bohr? I
hate to monologize for the whole length of this…
Suzy:-I hate to miss hearing you on that one too, whether reading it or saying it out of your
hat, and I cannot say it nor read it half as good; if monologizing is the problem I can well help
you by just describing the scenery at the beginning and the end.
Johnny:-Go ahead:
Suzy:- Let me get the project on the screen to feel safer…OK, let’s go:
The following discussion of the three characters takes place in the heaven, in afterlife:
Johnny:- Bohr’s wife says to Heisenberg: “When I realized you came to Nazi occupied Denmark
to fish your ex teacher’s advice with Nazi escort I got so mad and even spooky that I stopped believing
in human nature. You had father-to-son relation with your teacher , you wrote history together doing
top rate work in physics, you enjoyed music together, you were playing with our baby son on your
knees , you knew how grieved your teacher was because we had lost that son by an accident in which
he drowned in front of his father’s eyes , yet you did come to fish advice for Hitler’s bomb..”
Heisenberg answers: “My hope was that instead you would have said to my teacher “A person who
played with the son he knows we lost , a person that did top rate work with you and had a father-to-son
relation with you can’t possibly have come to fish advice from you to help the Nazis who occupy our
country. If these things were true I would stop believing in human nature. Something else must be
going on” and then my teacher would have said “The question he asked me is an undergraduate’s
question. He would have solved that with closed eyes when he was in high school , at twenty he was
doing Nobel prize level work. Either his mind gets blocked when he works for Hitler or something else
is the case as you too say. So he must be giving a message which he phrases like a physics question to
confuse the Nazi escort, he says that he plays cretin as head of the atom bomb project, so he is
sabotaging it, so we must escape to Los Alamos but not to help them to hand over the bomb to the US
generals before he hands his bomb to Hitler’s generals but in order to tell them there is no race with
Hitler, and that this weapon should never be constructed”. Yet neither of you got the message. You
escaped under spy-film conditions to US and helped make the bomb there. The American atom bomb
was not sabotaged like the German one was, by me who had not resigned because the next head of the
project might be someone who would not want to sabotage it. And not only was the American bomb
constructed but also used against human targets and not on a desert little island as a display of force
and proof that the bomb did exist as physicists had proposed to Roosevelt in order to start the project
using Einstein as their most authoritative and thus most convincing representative in that famous letter
he wrote to Roosevelt from Princeton. And not only was it used against human targets but these targets
were civilians; and were bombed after Japan’s surrender. As also civilians were the more than one
hundred thousand people Churchill had bombed in Germany after Germany’s surrender. Yet it was me
who later was considered a criminal , for collaborating with Hitler, and not with my overseas
colleagues. And OK, I would not so much miss their handshake in physics conferences, nor would I so
much miss the appreciation by my compatriots of my caliber as a physicist for not having the German
bomb in time, but if a German asks me “well, for you, a German, Germany was not only Hitler as it
wasn’t for so many of us, either. Germany was also our childhood friends and also it was the German
civilization”, like I and Planck had said to ourselves and we didn’t leave like Austrian and Jewish
physicists correctly did, and we stayed to help Germany as we should , well if a German asks me that
then I sometimes do get a hind dilemma which I then knew I shouldn’t have. The worst thing is that
there are other physicists that still do not, or do not anymore, have the opposite dilemma and this is
very bad for the future of mankind..”

Suzy:-After that discussion the world is not saved from further nuclear worries, of course, but
at least Bohr’s wife believes again in human nature; but only when they’re in heaven; on
earth these explanations were never given, Frayn came too late, for them as persons, but
hopefully early enough, or in the nick of time, for the application of their points to their and
our collective concerns.
Johnny:-At least one American thinker, one that I’ve heard about I mean, conjectured that the
way Russians produced an atom bomb so quickly after the end of the war was that some
Germans thinking similarly, but not working with the Heisenberg group which of course was
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spotted, were standing by so that in case the bomb was really dropped they would rush to
Russia to help to at least end up with cold war’s terror equilibrium rather than with USA
succumbing to the temptation of taking the place of Hitler in establishing permanent war
economy but let’s not go into that part of the project since you sure already know the things
about it that I found through googling. And you had already seen the play itself…
Alex:-Oh, Suzy, how can we first thank you for not letting us skip and miss all this and…
Angela:-…and Johnny thank you and congratulations on your project and…
Suzy, Johnny:-…and we all thank and congratulate McKenzie for his concept of a project.
Angela, Alex:- Right!...So who is Padre Alexis?
Suzy:-We’ll be telling you who Nick is and you, later, ask us again your question if you still
have it…Nick was sailor as a young man and traveled all around the world, then he became
a farmer, and also shepherd, and later a bee-keeper who sold his honey driving around all
Greece starting from Glossa, then he learned how to post on the web and also became a
blogger, and his stories, and jokes and photographs of scenes and of nature made his blog
have an audience of six thousand readers in some months, he posted as “Nick the beekeeper” then he turned it to “Nick the-vine-grower” because he became one. He used to say
of himself “the reason I became a bee-keeper was that I want to drive around all villages
selling honey and hearing in the cafés stories from other old people too,not only from the ones
in Glossa’s café. Then , turning sixty he was also describing this like “as carefree as a
priest’s dog” , meaning that priests’ dogs are never hungry since oblation bread rolls are
always in sufficiency to have spare ones for dogs too, so they have as their only concern
going from one house’s yard to another’s and lie in the sun there too, the reason he was
becoming more and more carefree was that he could see his two daughters finding their way
in life one becoming a fantastic and most wanted professional translator in two languages
and the other , who had also helped herself to study by becoming a clown for children
parties, had been awarded a scholarhip to go to Spain and study the organization of cultural
events in villages and towns. He was a passionate communist too. Johnny:
Johnny:-Once, as he was planning to invite his friends to his hut in a field he had in a forest
for a wake in which they would roast and drink and wait for the nightngales’s singing which
takes place at dawn, he went to town to buy some poultry for the feast and also have
himself examined for his glaucoma, it was routine for him, he didn’t arrange to have someone
lead him after he had droplets that blurred sight in both eyes and getting out in town’s traffic
he had a ridiculous accident in which, however, falling, he hit the back of his neck on a
sidewalk, remained paralyzed from neck down for forty days and died. His friends , from
Athens only, taking the ship to go to his funeral were about fifty. In his wake , his house was
full, as also was the area around it, and some whispers from outside his house maybe reached
the ears of Father Alexis, going like “But will Nick have a Christian burial?” “But wasn’t
Nick a communist?” “But aren’t communsits atheists?” “But wasn’t Christ a communist?”.
All this was asked in the spirit “Dear God, we all have heard that people of Nick’s affiliations
do not go to paradise, but in his particular case please take a closer look and you’ll see that
you’ll make an exception; or at least call some of us as witnesses, we would all guarantee for
him” Next day, in the church, around his open coffin, his friends said several things, among
which some verses by Nick were read by a newly retired highest rank international banking
official who was returning more and more often to his birthpace village and had recently
made a CD of songs he had composed on his guitar there, and who later put to music some of
Nick’s poems too. When all finished Father Alexis said “Nick and I belong to two different
camps. My leader is not one who would say “this guy is one of us, so let him in”, so I believe
Nick is now in the arms of God, and that one day I’ll meet him there. Nick was a inquirer and
philosopher and will sure have asked God all that he had asked me and did not get an answer,
and if he hasn’t accepted God’s answers either, he’ll ask me again when we meet. And God
will sure listen to us to have fun. And our talk will start again with the opening phrase always
used by Nick: “Even if you’re a priest, if you say any bullshit I’ll tell you so here and now”
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Suzy:-Here’s Nick in his forest with his bees
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Johnny:-When out of the church, before all started walking to the cemetery, people would go
to Father Alexis and say “Bravo priest!” ,“This was so accurate and so sudden that we thought
we saw Nick jumping out of his coffin and telling you this straight to your face” ,“It was as
if he lived one more minute”, etc…
Alex:-…Helen, why did you say I asked for it as if it was something heavy to fear overdoses
of? Because Father Alexis’ story was about a funeral? We were not depressed at all, right
Angela?...It’s a very human story story. Kids, tell us more about Father Alexis.
Helen:-Now, that’s what I meant “You asked for it”:
Johnny:-I think it’s getting late though, and if you do insist on hearing more, let’s make a
break so that you call your people so that they don’t worry about you before going to bed…
Helen:-…and so that the kids drop by the souvlaki joint across and bring some of them with
French fries so that we keep body and spirit together as the expression goes and so that I
don’t feel a lousy host…
Alex:-….you are a perfect host with all that food for thought you house treats us but please…
Angela:-…but please do not deprive us of the pleasure of us being the ones who will pay to
do the treating of souvlakis…
Helen:-…this you’ll do when we will be the ones to pay our tickets to come to your house or
village. I won’t expect even one word more on the souvlakis unless it’s about how you want
them cooked or spiced…Until they are prepared, let me get some plates from the
kitchen…No, Angela, you go take a small walk outside with Alex to stretch a little after
being stiff for so long and make you phone calls unless you want to call from the phone in the
hall…
…The kids and the two grownups walk out. They come back. As they’re eating talking is resumed …

Johnny:-Let’s go on with Nick; to Father Alexis we’ll go after eating. Suzy:
Suzy:-Why me? You were doing fine…
Johnny:-You say Nick’s stories much better than I do. And I already start to remember things
about Nick said by Father Alexis that eluded me a while ago.
Suzy:-A high school teacher there had told us that in the time of worldwide demonstrations
against the invasion of Iraq Nick had heard some teachers say that Europeans wouldn’t join
and answered from the next café table “Why won’t they? Are their leaders not descendants of
inquisitors, pirates and slave traders?”. Next week, by a great coincidence, a newspaper
wrote that one great great grandfataher of both Tony Blair and his wife were pirate and
slavetrader or vice versa, and a high school teacher, to tease Nick, told him “Bull’s eye Nick.
But you wouldn’t say that for the French too, would you?” “Why? Because of their
revolution? Those French followed Napoleon to Russia from where he returned alone. The
present French come from cripples that Army wouldn’t draft and so didn’t follow Napoleon”.
To tease and cause further answers the teacher said “But we Greeks, thank God, are
descendants of heroes and sages” “Heroes were burned on skewer , by fellow Greeks I mean,
not enemies, and sages were given poison to drink by fellow citizens. You know whose
descendants we are?” “Whose?” “Remember the story where the Athenian nicknamed
“Aristides the Just” was ostracized from town? He asked somebody who didn’t know him
“Did you vote exile or stay for him” He answered “Exile” “But do you know him?” “No, I
don’t” “So why?” “Because I can’t hear, all day long, people referring as “Just” to him.
That’s why” And that’s whose desdendants we are”. One of the stories he had posted under
the title “The woman in trousers” was the following that he had heard as an even more prior
story from his mother who reached ninety and was still dancing in carnival, I remember her
myself, and who in her youth was sent to a Greek American in a ship of young brides and in
US she went to school but later got a divorce because her husband did not plan on returning
anymore and so married a second time in the village and had Nick. In that posted story a
young very beautiful woman was the talk of all men in the village and was newly married to a
sailor who at some point left for a long trip. Out of jealousy some women wanted to destroy
her, and started saying to somebody that she was in love wih him and also telling her that he
was in love with her and finally, to each, that the other would commit suicide if denied a
rendezvous, and one was fixed late afer midnigt, and for reasons of secrecy she wore trousers
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like every adulteress leaving home would wear not to be noticed as woman walking at night;
but the evil planners had arranged for some coincidence in which the culprit would be caught,
and when the marching Greek pillory-analog, being shown around naked on a donkey,
reached its highest point, which of course was passing in front of the ridiculed person’s own
house, which in this case meant the house were she lived with her widowed father-in-law,
there was a great surprise: He got out with a shotgun, shot in the air, told the crows to get lost
and took his daughter-in-law inside and never mentioned that night to her, and nobody ever
dared tell her her husband a hint when he returned because they were afraid of her father-inlaw. Nick got out of sleeve and hat theories and stories all the time and Christos, the father of
our friend Kostas, who studies economics here and we recently saw him to talk about the
elections in the café across, after he came up to say hello to mom, OK Christos who was a
ship mechanic and would often travel in the same ship with Nick, told us that a nickname he
had on ships was “chirping-gale”, probably meaning that these theories and stories were
taken by most as constant chirping and more like a music than like food for thought…
Johnny:-…he also did a lot of reading , both books suggested by people he esteemed and
books he discovered himself by googling, most often quite impressive. That teacher told us
that once, in response to a honey-can gift he had gifted him a book by Lewis Mumford who
was was translated and published by Mr Vassilis half an our’s drive from us. Once Nick,
driving a wrecked car, saw him in the street and invited him for a ride on the hill. He told him
that in the front seat he was sitting next to him, a while ago was sitting his ewe and he also
saw Mumford’s book on the floor. Nick told him “Don’t worry. That obviously means that I
do read him because I take it with me in my working day. If you had seen it in my library’s
shelves it might have been used only as furniture or decoration. I saw the writer’s point the
source of democracy is the organization of the neolithic village, and his comment on
Aristotle’s remark that for democracy to really exist one cannot have a town with more
people than can gather in a place where if one speaks loud he can be heard by all the rest, and
so all can decide together. And if there are more people than that then they should go
establish a new town, a daughter-town, and start anew. I also ordered a book and found
another comment on the source of democracy. In Homer’s time the shields were narrow and
could protect only their individual holder. In the time of Athens they had become wider to
also ptotect the figter next to the holder and in the formations in which they practiced and
fought, care was always taken to have people from all classes and incomes. Now can you
imagine if rich and poor are connected in ways as deep as knowing very directly that one’s
survival depends on the other’s in life moment as crucial as battle?”. Nick also told him many
things about the sociology of bees in behives, but he was adamant in not coming to tell them
to students in class too. “You tell them. And not on behalf of me as you tell me. Students
assign a different role to each of us in the way they respect us and we should respect that too.
Rememeber how you thought in their age. Don’t let the value your university degree has in
their eyes and is also mentioned to them by their parents be leveled with the things we
amateurs know from free reading and from our work experience. Don’t mix the two, you’ll
confuse their values” . Most than all thinkers that teacher told him about, Nick admired the
biologist Konrad Lorenz; for the way he mixed two completely different worlds: Having
taught philosophy at the chair of Kant in Königsberg and having lived all his life with the
animals going around freely in his farm so as to be studied, or even to have “discussions”
with, not in cage conditions since a human in a cage for decades would not be a human
really…For Lorenz, who was a Nobel co-winner for establishing the science of ethology
which studies animals in such natural conditions, and whom the teacher described when Nick
posted a story with a dialog of man with a crow as criticism to our anhropocentic universe,
Nick’s answer was “A giant! Now you are talking to me about a literal giant!”…
Suzy:-…You again forgot to mention these other things Father Alexis said about him…
Johnny:-…so I did well telling you to watch for that. Please do …
Suzy:-…Father Alexis also said: Nick was a thinker , a philosopher, a tale teller and a
consoler of souls. Our last meeting was right in front of this church. I had come out to have a
better signal in my cell phone.He said “Why don’t you let us feel we have a traditional priest?
What else are we going to see you having? A PC?” And he had that smiling spark in his eye.
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Suzy:-Here’s that smiling spark in his eye again.
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Angela:-What a story! Alex, I think you two would mix perfectly.
Alex:-Angela the kids made a mistake. They said that the ship to his funeral had fifty friends
of Nick. It had fifty one. I too was in it.
Suzy:-That’s exactly what a friend of that teacher told him from US in an e-mail when he
was told the same story about Nick. He also added “And I tilt my hat to Padre Alexis”.
Alex:O-o-oh. That must be the answer to how “Father” became “Padre”. Where’s that friend
of the teacher from?
Suzy:-Nicaragua. His name is Hernan. He has grandchildren , like you and, unlike you, has
also great grandchildren from his second wife, Natalie.
Alex:-But he felt so at home with Father Alexis that he called him “Padre” as if he had met
him back in his home country
Suzy:-Plus he has not desired to get a greencard for forty years although he could since his
first wife was American and he was a medical doctor, now on pension.
Angela:-Alex I think you two, too, could mix perfectly.
Alex:-And I think these two kids are excellent match-makers for us and for the people they
introduce us to. What kind of people they’re telling us about!…
Angela:-Tell me, do the school’s kids to call him “Padre Alexis” like you and that teacher do,
or he said that story to you only?
Suzy:-The story he said to all, but the kids among themselves call him “Taper Alexis”
Angela:-You mean Pater Alexis, as any Greek would say or there’s another surprise coming?
Suzy:-Johnny:
Johnny:-…They call him “Pater” in front of the grownups in order not to mix two worlds as
Nick would also suggest. “Taper” comes from the following: Father Alexis is a young and
robust monk whom a monastery sent to Glossa when old Father Panagis who was from
Glossa died. When the people in Glossa learned that he gives up his salary in favor of the
poor the village’s women, yound and old, competed everyday who will cook for him every
day’s lunch, and they put them them in tapers, put the tapers in bags and hung them high in
his yard’s fence, so that passing cats can’t reach them if they jump. So everyday he picked,
and still picks, the meal he likes best and gives the other to the poor too, like his salary.
When this started, the Yiannis whose lines Suzy read and sang a long while ago, made him
the nickname “Taper Alexis”. All know who it is for and by whom but the two worlds of the
two names never mix and are never confused,
Suzy:-That includes everybody not mentioning that in front of kindergarten kids who are too
young to know that separate things are to be separate.
Angela:-A perfect explanation…
Alex:-But can you tell us how come both of you call Nick by the name “Nick” and not “Mr
Nick” like you do with any other grown up, even us?
Suzy:-All people younger than Nick felt him like someone of their age. All people older than
him felt him as their son. With his death the village felt orphaned of a child not of a parent.
Only his daughters I think felt him as older, since he was a fine father to them.
Angela:-Another perfect explanation Alex…
Alex:-Do you know what drew Padre Alexis to monastic life?
Johnny:-We don’t, but what we do know is that is parents wanted him to become a lawyer,
he did become that, and then told them: I fulfilled your wish because I love and I respect you
as my parents, now I will also fulfill my wish. And he became a monk.
Alex:-So we now are where Helen said “we asked for it”. Right Helen?
Helen:-Right.
Suzy:-Mom, why don’t you youself read the rest from those pages posted by dad? I have
them ready for you both the one in the section about the other Nick and the one about the first
week of Father Alexis…
Helen:- OK, when as a young monk he had just come to the village he had immediately met
the difficult part, not only the death of a youngster, but also the tragic death of an old woman.
She had hanged herself on his first week in the village. His obituary was: “The sin of suicide
is considered by the Church as the greatest sin of all since it destroys a gift from God that
man cannot create, so great a sin it is considered that it has as penalty something that no other
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sin has: Not offering a funeral service to those who commit it. Yet it is also the sin for which
the penalty is never imposed , since the Church realizes that someone reaching that point must
have been driven by factors pushing as nothing pushes or pulls to other sins. So if somebody
wonders why we do have a funeral today he must also wonder whether he gave this granny
the chance of telling him what factors were pushing her. We all have no idea why she did it
and that tells us something. Also we must say today to anybody who in the future might set to
mind to do a similar thing that if he finds nobody to say his such factors to, he should not take
the last step without coming to the Church to speak about them”. A while later a student of
seventeen, died of a motorbike accident. He was a great athlete, earning prizes for ages
greater than his, he was very popular among girls and very loved by all students, he was
doing very risky things with his bike and out of his joy for being elected that day by his
fellow students to some position, he risked on the road his regular tricks even on a day he
knew that a nut on a wheel was so loose that he said to a friend of his, who wanted to ride in
the back, not to come along that day. And he literally broke his neck falling from a cliff at a
turn that he was taking raised on one wheel only. In the funeral some friends of Nick talked of
him, his mathematician also did —… “you knew I had the students coming late to my
morning class take pushups, yet you stood me up as much as you liked because you had the
muscle to take any number of pushups you liked. How many pushups should I have you take
for the way you stood us up today?”… — and Father Alexis said “God’s love for every
single one of us is infinite, and it doesn’t make much sense to say that one infinite is greater
than another infinite. Yet sometimes , we who are finite at least, feel that the infinite love of
God for some persons is greater than his infinite love for other persons. For which persons do
we have that feeling? For the persons we humans love a lot. Because we think: Isn’t man
made in the image and likeness of God? Then isn’t man’s love in the image and likeness of
God’s love? Then if we, humans, love someone more than others, as we all loved Nick, we
feel it’s natural and it doesn’t make us jealous , to think God’s infinite love for Nick is very
special. And it also helps us, to stand his loss to know how much God shows him His infinite
love right at this moment, although “moment”, “time” , “now” and all those finite words
cannot describe any of that relation. Nick, in God’s arms now, doesn’t have a problem, we
have a problem, and his brother, his father, his mother have a problem. And his , OK, what
other name should we use, his widow…and not only one, he was very loved, have a problem.
It is a horrible problem, maybe some will not be able to stand it, maybe someone will not be
able to stand it not only on behalf of himself who is deprived of Nick’s presence but on
behalf of Nick who was deprived of years of life and happiness. The other crosses near his
cross show all his grandfathers lived to more than ninety. And it’s too cruel to know he was
seventeen. But we can only be consoled of one thing. That God’s Infinite Love gives Nick
infinite happiness like the love he would take and give in the at least eighty years he had in
front of him, so he is not deprived of it. I will propose to finish this funeral with the finish of
the long and special funeral service our Church reserves for the death of infants. By singing
the hymn we sing at Easter for the Resurrection of Christ”
………………………………………
Angela:-Helen, we’re not depressed. We’re just speechless…
Alex:-Exactly.Helen, we want our silence to be taken as silence; as needing to give no answer
Angela:-For speechless we talk too much…
………………………………………
Suzy:-“For a speechless person I talk too much” was also that teacher’s finishing line after a
speech he gave to some students who gave him a goodbye that left him speechless.
Johnny:-Mrs Helen please read also that teacher’s letter to you about the obituaries to the
headmaster of the school when he died about six months after Nick. I have it ready right here.
I would read it myself if it was only obituaries , but it was a letter from him to you who also
had him as a headmaster many years ago…
Helen:- OK, but still I’ll only read the obituary part more or less:
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On Thursday the bell tolled for Diamandis Palaiologos, the high school-headmaste, Mados
as all of us in the village called him, even some senior students. Junior students called him
“sir” and many girls still cal him “sir” not just even after graduation but also after they
marry and even become mothers. But even those girls were shouting “Mados!-Mados!” along
with all their fellow students, when boys and girs, dressed in the traditional costumes of
Glossa, taken out of the trunks of their grandmothers, were bowing to the applause of their
parents and their grandparents, for one more dancing event choreographed by Mados.
On the funeral’s day, Friday, the hearse was coming from the pulmonary disease hospital in
Athens, and his family and his friends, that is the whole village and all of his friends who
could make it coming from other towns, waited for the hearse not at his home but at his
school, since it was in there that he had made the whole village his family. For the last three
years it was from there that he left it running to go to Athens for chemotherapy and it was
there were he returned straight from harbor after coming back from chemotherapy. He went
home at noon with all of us after classhours, and Christina , his wife, to see him on the
morning of his return, came to school. And as a girl of thirteen said in the first obituary on
behalf of the first grade “Sir, we who were in the classroom right across your office, felt a
feeling of safety each time we heard your keys unlock again your door…”
Anyway, let’s just say that many people in Glossa that day gave condolences not only to the
members of the family of Mados but also to each other, that is as if each had also lost a
member of his or her own family and the other too, so they gave and accepted, condolences.
Students who had him as a teacher 15 years ago and could not take a leave of absence from
their jobs to come from Athens sent to a young woman who was an ex classmate of theirs an
e-mail to read on behalf of their year’s class the following:
“Our beloved sir, we your students , express through these words our grief and our pain for
our great loss coming with your death. Recalling our childhood what first emerges is your
image.You taught us our first dancing steps. But with whom are we going to dance the
Armenian “Tamzara” now? Whom are we going to admire in Zorba dance and in Evdokia’s
zeimbekiko? We’re sure that tonight the Angels are waiting for you to dance with them. What
of all shall we first remember from you as teacher in school? Your jokes in class? Your
efforts to transmit to us your valuable knowledge in mathematics? Your agony for the
development of our village? Your insistence on our widening our horizons? Above all, what
we will not forget is that, no matter how many years passed since the time we were in
school, and no matter how far we found ourselves from our homeplace, you always cared for
our progress and you were next to us to ask for our personal problems like a second father.
With your advice and your prompting you have been, to us all, a teacher in life.
NICE TRIP TEACHER!!!!!!”
Nothing else is needed to show that some people felt Mados as a second father, some as an
older brother , some like a son, and all as fellow villager that had made school be a second
family and second home either for them themselves, or for their children or grandchildren.
The obituary by the president of the parents’ committee is impossible for me to narrate to you,
I can only tell you that that this year it was Theresa the pharmacist whom you know and that
of course it was so charged emotionally that not only she herself but almost all of her
listeners were crying all along the reading of it.
Father Alexis who had spoken first after the funeral service had spelled out the way Mados
functioned with already his first phrase: “When I came to Glossa I found the doors of the
school wide open not because Mados had any particular attachment to religious issues* but
because he had a wide open heart and an absolutely open mind and because he wanted the
students of the school to be like that too”
*Helen, you do know he was as passionate a communist as Nick but let me add to you that
one of his last days in the hospital, when I reached there he told me both smiling and
concerned: “Our friend Elissavet will send me a monk to bless me; with as much tact as
possible not to upset me about you know what. I do appreciate her care for my soul but do
you have any idea how I should behave so as not to upset her? Usually I call her a Taliban
when she approaches me like that,but what do I say to the monk she sends? Any idea?”“???”
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Even the formal goodbye that came from his official superiors in town, something that could
well be just impersonally polite ended up into a very personal tone, like also ended any
person who knew from a close distance Mados and his offer. This “formal” goodbye was read
by a teacher who after one year near us had been transferred to Skiathos across and after
reading she added on behalf of herself , and all of us who had ever worked with Mados, the
first verse of the song we all have used in celebrations of the memorial of the day the junta
tank had invaded the Polytechnic, the verse of the song about the man in “dead man
walking” situation but titled “live man waking”: “As he was walking down the street flying
like an eagle/the neighborhood was just admiring from their windows”; now referring to the
Mados in coffin paraded on shoulders under balconies from school to church.
Some colleagues did not have time to make it on a working day, some e-mailed me pages to
read in church if I could get a chance, a teacher who had once said that this school was only
like schools she had read about, not like schools she had ever seen, sent me four pages, to
read even a small portion of them . I was very impressed by her pinpointing “The reason that
the school of Glossa became for all of us who passed from there both a station and a
lighthouse was that Mados knew how to make others discover and give their best self ” . I was
trying to write something on the bus I was riding to go to the ship but having lived there for
11 years was bringing so many memories and points to make to both me and our ex student
Kostas who, in the next seat, was also coming for the funeral, that soon I had 7 more pages to
go with no hope to remove or underline anything, every time I looked at them things were
added not removed. In Glossa I told to Dina our ex landlady and her husband Christos who
were hosting me “What can I ever say out of all that comes to mind and of all the pages I was
sent? Mados is an endless story, you can talk for hours about him. The soul of the school, and
what soul! S-O-U-L with all letters capital! If the school is a ship then Mados is the engine
towing it, and quite an engine this was” “Ships without an engine remain tied at harbor”
Christos said, and Dina said “You won’t even need the pages. At that moment you’ll just
speak from your heart”. And this really happened finally. With the speeches I was hearing
more was coming but suddenly instead of adding I subtracted all, I left all pages in my
pocket, did not open a single one,and I just said other things:
“…About Mados where can one begin or end? Besides, if someone’s works themselves talk
about him then words are redundant since, while they live, their presence is within everything
they create to offer, and, when they die, their absence is felt as becoming orphan, felt
by all, both by their family and by everybody who had become family with them. And there
are so many in Glossa, as we’ve just heard, who feel Mados is a piece of them like their own
family’s persons are! We saw the recent students of the school consider him a second father,
the older graduates consider him an older brother. And they consider him this in all issues, not
just in the ones concerning the school where now their children go as they themselves once
went. Not just in issues concerning education or university entrance exams but also cultural
or administrative issues of the village and issues of celebrations, festivities and jubilations and
also issues of grief or disaster in which Mados would always be present to contribute with his
experience, his know-how, his passion, his enthusiasm, his ideas, his love for everything he
happened to be doing, and, above all, his immense and untiring forces that were coming out
of his immense energy and his immense love for the children and for the school and for the
village, or rather for all the three villages whose kids come to this school, he never
discriminated between Glossa, Loutraki, Elios, after all he was from Elios, it was Christina ,
his wife, that was from Glossa. To see how great was Mados’ energy , and the love that put it
in action, let’s only think that in the three years he so lionheartedly fought with cancer he
never , for a moment, stopped thinking about the kids and the school, and that he signed his
retirement only twenty days ago, when consecutive infections gave him signal that maybe no
more postponement was ahead, or, even if there was some, he would need longer and more
frequent periods of absence, not just a couple of days every two or three months, and so the
school would need another head, and that’s why traveling to Athens this last time he showed
his son Christos where in the school’s hard disk he had its several archives so that he could
show it to his successor. For three years along with his own battle he thought of school as
much as before, from what needed repair and what time he should turn on central heating at
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school in the morning, to whether he would find enough teachers for evening coaching
school, and which museum or which folk art exhibition in Athens or anywhere else in Greece
he would take the kids to as an excursion either because they had not already been there or
because the exhibits were renewed; the kids of Athens who have all those things right near
have not seen half or one third of the ones the kids from here have been to, that’s why some
girls have told me that when they make new friends in the univerisites around Greece and
exchange impressions and memories with them, when other girls see their photo albums that
are three times as thick they ask “when did you find time to go to all of these places?”
Whatever he thought would be a stimulus or a source of joy to the kids he took pains to bring
them to it or it to them, for example we all remember how , when he heard that Papastefanou
the veteran of new wave lyrics and of radio had a group available to visit schools and set up
local radio stations he called them over for two days and nights of radio events organized here
through co-operaton of that group and the kids. Even when in Athens for chemotherapy, if the
next day was a weekend he went around Athens to see what’s new in the planetarium, or the
exhibitions to see if time had come to bring or send the kids again; but he preferred to be with
them himself because his heart was not only a lion’s but a kid’s too and he liked to play and
laugh along with them, whether football or in taverns or fun parks. And he never limited
himself to organizing fun events, he always took part in them all the way; even the diagnosis
of his lung cancer, three years ago, took place the Tuesday after the Carnival’s Sunday, on
Sunday, still unsuspecting, he was dancing disguised in the square and he had his first blood
spitting, on Monday it was another holiday he didn’t want to spoil for himself or anybody else
so Tuesday he went to the doctor and was told to go to Athens with the next boat. But in the
next August’s dancing part of the Loizos memorial festivities in the schoolyard he did not
remain at rest. He choreographed the show and he trained the dancers himself. And on the
same event the year after that , this is the August before the last one, he did not only
choreograph and trained but was also on stage himself and led even the most intense part of
the dancing, and he himself was wondering how, in a post midnight outing too that night he
found the energy to dance again. Who among the viewers of the DVD of that night’s
schoolyard would ever think he was in the 2nd year chemotherapy of a cancer that could not
take surgery?
Before becoming a headmaster, when he was still only mathematician, he again was
indefatigable. The first time around, of the university entrance exams of the new type, he sent
the kids home the night before so that they could get some rest and absorb better and told
them to come at 5:30 next morning fresh for some finishing details and then for a break of
relaxation before exams real start at 8:30. He became a headmaster ten yeas ago, but even
before that he was telling us of his dream to make this a model school, but none of us had a
hint of what he meant because we all associated that expression with its usual meaning of
very competitive ranking in entrance results that we knew since young from Athens’ schools,
usually private with a few, not more that two or three, public too, having a tradition of
decades. He meant what he said not in the sense of “eventully” or “gradually” model but in a
way we all realized upon the first Sunday his direction started. We heard loud dancing music
and student dance-shouts and joy-shouts from a large classroom were he had started dance
lessons , choreogrphing and training. Before saying what his philosophy of education was I’ll
mention what we all know, the many distinctions in dance contests all over Greece that our
school got. In detail I’ll stay at one of them in Larissa, the choreography he called “Nickolas
the fisherman” which is also the one he himself danced that last August we said he danced.
But its first staging was in Larissa with the students. Its music was played live by the ex
students Thodoris , his son and his classmate Tasos, Despoina, then sixteen, doing the singing
herself. They got the 2nd prize in Thessaly and whoever sees the video of that notices two
very characterisitic things: Hearing the audience’s whisting and claps accompanying the
music and dance on stage one thinks that the audience is full of people from Glossa who are
in spirits or in support, whereas the only person from Glossa are the people on stage, and
Mados’ Christina who is taking the scenes on video so cannot possibly clap. It’s the general
audience itself that has gone to high spirits. The other thing is that many people wrote to our
school a letter saying things like “It’s you who should have taken the first prize” or “Thank
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you for making us optimistic by seeing things like that still happening” or “only with schools
like that can we maintain our folk poetry and folk music and all our traditions”. Let’s also
add that when at some point a local newspaper wrote they were nostalgic of the time when
great professional singers of Greece were invited to our island to perform whereas the new
mayor could not afford that, Mados canceled that conclusion on the very next day by writing
to them a catapult type of answer: “Let’s not stay only at the first counterargument that
comes to mind, that affording such expense the previous time emptied the culture fund and
now it can’t be repeated. Lets go deeper: Those artists were very significant and we thank
them for coming, but cultural development means first of all helping the local talents be
discovered and cultivated and not bring ready made talents with ready made money from
funds’ packets and loans. Let the writers of that article ask themselves in what way Syros
the perfect bouzouki player was made to immigrate to Paris after having taught perfect
bouzouki to generations of kids from all four villages of this island, and in what way Patsis
who taught theater to generations of students here was made to go work in the most
prestigious theater school of Athens although he did prefer to work with us here. It’s not
talents like the great singers, whom the article mentioned, that we should be nostalgic about
since at least them themselves were not lost. It’s our talents here that were lost and what we
should be nostalgic about is the talents we drove out while they were creating more talents”
So Mados made this school not only quite model but also quite original, since it did not
resemble any of the model schools we read about in books or see on TV. It was Mados
himself the school resembled to, so Mados did not need to find something to imitate.
The way in which in our faculty meetings he could say in just one phrase what kind of school
he had in mind was the following: “The way I like the school to be is to be buzzing all day
long like a beehive, or even late after dark. I want the kids to feel the school as their home.
To be coming in the evening for office hours, for rehearsals, for lessons in painting and
hagiography, for for bouzouki or guitar or for byzantine church music, for traditional dancing,
for rock for aerobic dancing, for taekwondo, for basketball or soccer, for dating, that’s why I
let lights over the tiers on until late, we pay a somewhat higher bill but at least have fewer
worries about what levels dating will remain at…”So he took everything into considederation.
Here I only mentioned things available through youngmen who have a specialty but not a job,
and can offer courses at minimal fees, almost purely symbolic, since they don’t have to pay
rent once the school offers its classrooms free of charge. Can kids in the city have all of these
options? They have to have parents who are millionaires to afford all that and who would
also afford a chauffeur, or become one, to take them around all those evening activities in
safety and speed. But in what way Mados became a station and a lighthouse for all of us as
pinpointed by the colleague who wrote from fellow-Sporades-Island in the Aegean, Skyros,
and who in her two years here collaborated with colleagues in all those rock concert and folk
music concerts and aerobic dancing, rock dancing and tango dancing events of Marathonian
lenghths and 18 months of rehearsals? How did Mados made us all try to find and offer our
best selves? Like she pinpointed the question she also pinpointed the answer: he made it by
the simplest amd most self-evident way: By making himself example in deed and not in
words; the example of indefatigable diligence and continuous love and care for the kids; thus
motivating us too towards same things while a the same time showing us aspects of the kids
and potentialities of the school we had not thought of. So it was by example rather than with
orders, and with not even directions, and also by taking upon himself many of the routines so
as to have us free to take over more creative and essential activities. Thus he didn’t assign
them in the cut-throat way of a bureaucrat or technocrat nor in the handwaving theoretical
way of a culture freak. It was through example and through telling us to gather every now
and then in a tavern or in his house to sit togethter or cook together, discuss all together or in
smaller groups, eat and drink together and joke together, sing and dance together and so our
group got more and more tied and the staff rented rooms around school and lived,
irrespective of each one’s age, a second common dormitory age after the first one of our
student years, instead of going to rent a house in the largest village of the island to have more
options of night life in bars rather than at houses of each other. By staying at the village we
did not oly get tied to each other, we didn’t not only have idylls and marriages, but we also
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got tied with our studenrs whom we saw day and night, or saw their names on tablets over the
doors of the stores and shops all of which belonged, of course, to their parents and
grandparents. So we too became family with our students. And the school, as operated by
Mados, freely and belovedly, became such a place that kids who had graduated and had not
yet left for elsewere, came to its doorsteps for months every morning earlier than even the
days where they would be marked absent if late. And if they entered a classroom their eyes
watered from the memories that were coming flooding”.
…At this point the eyes of Helen have watered and the eyes of the kids too…
All this…
(She pauses)…
All this was said……
(She pauses)… (She tries to start again but her voice trembles then cracks down)…
All this…(She’s crying with sobs. The kids are just biting their lips a little, but most probably Johnny
had anticipated that at some point his voice too would crack down)…
OK, I’ll continue in a while…
Alex:-Angela, have you happened on a posting of Vassilis for a cypress tree next to a churh in
the square of a village? …
Angela:-A short story written by someone who became head of modern Greek Studies in the
University of Utah?
Alex:-Yes.
Angela:-Yes I have happened on it , but I haven’t read it yet. Is it related?
Alex:-In that, the cypress tree has become so big that when the wind makes it lean on one
side its roots push up the tiles in the temple of the church and they have to cut it, but it has
become so live to all the people in the village that they consider cutting it a murder. Under it
they have dated, under it they have feasted and drank in carnivals or in the weddings of
themselves or of their friends…
…Alex’s eyes water…
So it’s made of flesh and blood to them…
Angela:-Just like the walls of classrooms to the students Helen was talking about…(by the
end of her phrase ther voice has started trembling and then cracked down like Helen’s) …
Alex:-I don’t remember if that professor in Utah is from Glossa or from the capital of the
island but I do remember that the cypress tree you’re crying about is the previous cypress tree
outside the church in Glossa we’ve been hearing about…
( He says that in almost a whisper and devastated fro m the effort not to hear his voice tremble and
crack too)…
Helen returns quite composed

Helen:-Correct. It’s that cypress tree. Professor Koukorinis also wrote a treatise on how in
demotic poetry feelings as primeval as animism arise…Where were we? …Oh, yes: And if
they entered a classroom their eyes watered from the memories that were coming flooding.
All this was said by Mados in a, brief again, phrase “First the things that remain” and he
explained “To whoever does feel like setting himself to work hard you’ll give stimuli and
hard problems to enter higher schools. But high school isn’t a coaching school, neither is life
itself only about higher schools either. First the things that remain:The songs, the dances, the
love between fellow students growing up together for the rest of their lives,together in joys
and celebrations and feasts and sorrows and catastrophes and funerals. That’s what remains”
So he decided to bring back the gymnastic high school events of June which started as single
day and in two or three years became a whole week of cultural events since professors full
of incentive, energy and imagination took over, along with their students, self-propelled and
self-creating projects in athletics, dance , concerts, photography, constructions, painting,
lectures…Quite often each of these days lasted up to five hours and finally ended up with
dancing of all the village coming down for the tiers to the ground of the schoolyard. And all
of this started with the following simple thought of Mados “Colleagues, soon the kids will
write their exams, some will pass some will fail some will come for a make-up in September.
If they don’t do well, then what will they have to remember from this academic year? Is
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school supposed to be only a place for taking courses? As we have said, first comes what
remains.Once we used to have these June events that were abolished because they served the
goals of the junta propaganada. So why can’t we do them again but with a different rationale?
I wait for your proposals……Thank your for your ideas. End of faculty meeting, have a nice
afternoon”. So that was the way the school became what it is and when the kids see a DVD
from some school event their eyes water. And I don’t mean only the eyes of girls or of the
youngest kids, the ones of 13, but also of the tough among the guys of the graduating class of
18. Once, before 4 years it was I think, I remember all of them starting to cry when Dimitris
the literature professor, after a concert with the chorus and after the solos of Despoina, sang
himself, as solo, with his guitar, the song going like “For the edge of the world if you tell me
you’re leaving/you’ll be mine in your dreaming/and together we’ll be…” and suddenly he
voice trembled or even cracked as he saw on the tiers all the graduating class in tears.
Obviously their, all, being so moved was not due to the meaning of the lyrics of the original
song that were being said to a man by a woman in love but to the fact that at that moment the
school had become live, it had acquired flesh and blood and had found a voice and was
singing to us that even if we leave for the edge of the world we would belong to it in our
dreams and that it and we would be always together…Since then many-many of us have felt
just like that since the school became as we said not only a station but our lighthouse. But
who of us all could have thought that, on the next Carnival, would be ill the pillar of all that
who was the soul of the school and our living lighthouse, and that four years after that, today,
we would be here, in effect singing to him the same verse we then felt the school singing to
us, that is what we are saying now is like singing to Mados “Even if you leave beyond the
edge of the world you will always be ours, we will always be together” meaning that as long
as we live he will always a piece of each of us.
At the beginning of last summer Glossa became orphan once more when she lost Nikos
Angeletos, in brief Nick, who died ahead of time in an absolutely trivial accident that led him
to a blow at a very unlucky point that left him a plant for forty days before he died. Glossa
mourned him as she also mourned together with the families of the youngsters between 20
and 25 who, one after the other, were lost either of cancer or of accidents in the last few
years. Nikos and Mados differed by only two or three years, they had been happy to have
made wonderful families and to have offered to the village, each in a different way, things
that made them both so beloved that all felt them as people of their own family, irrespective
of kinship or political affiliations. When Mados went to see Nick in the hospital Nick had
recovered consciousness but was paralyzed from neck down. But we all still hoped. His older
daughter Vaso had been with him and told Mados that he had asked her “Will we go for
coffee Vaso?”. Mados heard it and entering with eyes watering, asked him “Will we go
watering Nick?” referring to the watering of their gardens of vegetables that they often
enjoyed doing together talking, first the one’s garden then the other’s. Nick’s eyes watered
too with the watering Mados reminded him. At that point the tears of both were still tears of
hope. Now, as Father Alexis here at our side, will be thinking, Mados and Nikos are watering
together in Paradise; in Paradise as they were both thinking of Paradise: as garden. And,
indeed, as I have read or heard somewhere, in the languae of the Bible that’s what Paradise
meant: Garden.
All of us, from where we stand, say to them “Water together and be eternally happy and we
will remember you forever, that is until we too come to find you again from a close distance”
Before we see a photograph with the kids beaming from joy around Mados after their being
prized in Larissa let’s see a photograph of them two, Nikos and Mados, that feels as if Nikos
is getting ready to welcome Mados approaching Paradise, and also let’s see Mados’ last
unsuspecting photo and the next year’s too”.
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PS of 9 days later: I saw in the newspaper, and many colleagues from all around Greece who
had passed form Glossa also e-mailed me the same news, that Glossa’s school took the 1st
prize over al Greece for a project to be done in French. Our students Yiorgos and Maria of the
graduating class had made a power point presentation, in French, of what they thought about
the destriction of natural environment and the decline of social values……Let’s congratulate
and thank, here too, both them and Katerina their present teacher of French , and Maria their
previous teacher of French, who made possible for them to get such a prize with only three
years of teaching….
Helen, this news also explained to me why his last days in hospital Mados had told me twice
to keep an eye on the newspapers just in case something was said about Glossa…
Summer PS:
The results of the university entrance exams are out, Mados would be very happy, not only
with the resunts for Yiorgos, Maria, Dimitra S, Dimitra T and Vangelitsa and Nina and Rena
and Philip…and…and…and (eight out of eleven did enter a higher school, three who hadn’t
made it last year made it this year, congratulations to all and good luck to those of the three
of this year who will try again next year)
Helen, Yiorgos’ mom, Dina, after hearing of his entrance grade (19,8 out of 20) went to
school to thank the whole faculty*. Then she went to the cemetery to leave flowers on
Mados’ grave and later she explained to us that she was thinking of the song “drop us a line
with news from underworld” but in the opposite direction…
*(later she called us too because I too had him as a student and, of course, because she and
Maria are sisterly friends)
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Let’also go to a, literally epi-taph (=on grave), event that caused incessant nervous laughther
to its few eye-witnesses and to all who heard about it from them , nothing is improper in
narrating it , the only bad thing is that Mados missed it, and it’s a pity because he would have
roared with his most immense laughther if he had lived to witness it but it was right next to
his grave: The father of a boy and two girls who were all students of ours, was helping with
shoveling earth into Mados’ grave and, sweating, he leant on the next grave to have a rest.
But since, of course, nobody would ever jump on the earth shoveled into graves to make it
dense and thus it might stay thin, the marbles yielded and he found himself face down in to
somebody else’s grave and, since the marbles got a thorough shake, the big cross too got
detached and fell upon him as if to finalize this new entombment. Kostas and your friend
Niki, his mother, who after the burial of Mados had stayed a while to take care of the tomb of
Niki’s mother who had recently died, saw the scene and went into nervous laughter (actually
me and George, the younger brother of Iro* heard of all this from Kostas in the boat and bus
with which we were returning to Athens after the funeral. And of course we too contacted
nervous laughter** . But before we go see some lighter or happy memories from school
itself and not only from cemeteries or from school events we must, very-very unfortunately
and very-very unhappily report on the loss of some youngsters (all of whom you do know
because they were high school students when you and Vassilis and Suzy were here):

*Whom you remember as a very talented actress, in one school event. When she graduated and
studied to be a kindergarten teacher she did play in stages of amateur actors. Her brother, student of
engineering, is also a very talented actor, and both are great dancers, you sure have recognized them in
the photo from the Larissa event though you haven’t seen them for years) Oh, Kostas too, besides still
doing great academically, he studies economics, is a great actor and dancer. You saw him in the same
photo***. Also a parachutist, and participant in gun-shooting contests and in paintball groups to which
he has attracted George and other kids of that photo. I wonder if also he follows up those hobbies
within service when he goes to the army…
**Then they told me of a prank they played on Yiannis who lived on 1st floor to convince him not to
leave his balcony door open. They went to his house, George remained on the street, Kostas went up
and told Yiannis to go show him something from the top of the building, in the few minutes they were
absent George climbed to the balcony held by the rain-drain, he entered the house and hid all the things
of any value, PC, TV etc inside cupboards, fixed his cellphones camera somewhere to immortalize the
scene and went back to the street, Kostas excused himself to go bring George and then they went up to
find Yianis very upset and checked the camera to see what their friends (and me too as it thus turned
out) would see on the youtube: It was Yiannis entering, and with wide open eyes exclaiming loudly
“God, I’ve been robbed. But how?”
***Actually, checking that photo again, there is not a single boy who has not performed (and in a great
way too!) in a school theatrical event. Is not the same true of girls? Judging by the performance of
boys the same would also be true of them, the only difference is that statistically most school events
referred to things with wars, juntas, jails, etc and there were few woman roles to assign. But after they
graduated and took part in other plays in the schoolyard , written by people from Glossa the same girls,
plus others who then were not yet in high school, showed great talent. Oh: let e also add that those
plays were all witten by women from Glossa. I’ll soon show you examples, one will be by a woman
whom you had as student in high school. Then she became a kindergarten teacher in Athens. Oh:
Mados had said that we should all be proud of ourselves too, not just of our students, for the fact that so
many girls from Glossa become teachers in kindergarten, primary education and secondary education,
because it indicates that we too played a role in their considering education a profession both happy
and relevant. I will of course remember to tell you something very-very impressive about his daughter
Nausika, whom you too had as a student and who became a teacher (Oh, by the way: had you ever
wondered how come her class had twice as many students as the other years? I asked Angelos, the taxi
driver, who is the father of Mahi, and he answered “Ask them their birhdyas and you’ll see most are
close to each ther. Once, due to heavy snowfall, we did not have electricity for a week, no TV, no light
except candle light and lamps, you understand…Well, even we towns people have seen something that
explains it, haven’t we?The film “Where were you when the lights went out…” or something like that
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Helen:-I can’t bring myself to go straight to that part, instead of first skipping what my
colleague Yiannis did have the courage to let us know on the phone or in e-mails, at the end
telling us “I feel horrible that it had to become my part to be the one reporting all those things
that must have made you think , each time you hear me , “Oh my God, who’s going to be
announced dead this time?” . But of course we thank him for fulfilling that role, we don’t
blame him for that. OK, we go the lighter reporting, skipping for now the death toll and then
come back, I do have a good excuse, Mado’s photo with his big moustaches is now still
recent. There we go: …What fun the kids of the first year in high school are! (always being
baffled from how, in no time, they turned from giants of the school from where they
graduated , now they are the dwarfs of the school they got into: and in our case they suffer
this metamorphosis in the plain view of the kids in whom one year ealier they inspired
admiration or fear, since the two schoolyards have a common fence of rails that do not bar
the view). In one break I was in Mados’ office and one of the new boys knocks and enters and
complaints that Miltos his classmate, every now and then tells him “I pay my respects to a
fox/who sometimes receives some cocks”. “Tell somebody to tell Miltos to come here” says
Mados biting his Stalin-size moustaches not to laugh as we exchange glances. In the
meantime the Ministry of Education calls him over something administrative. The bell rings
and I have to go to a classroom, as I get out of the office I run into Miltos coming and
accompanied by a group walking behind him in awe to witness the developments with looks
as an ancient tradedy chorus and the best student in class asks how many days of expulsion is
the penalty for the transgression in question: I tell Miltos : “Don’t go in yet. Mados is talking
with the Ministry of Education”. The chorus’s uproar of lamentation for the martyr walking
to meet his destiny mounts in zero time “A-a-a you Miltos!”, “Where are they taking Miltos
to, sir?” Which songs fits better? The “Live man walking” song for the “dead man walking”
moment? The song with “And as we all thought and feared/the authorities interfered”? The
first year kids little are unbelievable, from that confusion between being the least or the
most important class of the school they thought that a conference was being organized in the
Ministry of Education to discuss the issue of Miltos saying to his classmate “I pay my
respects to a fox/who sometimes receives some cocks”! Is there any other profession that is
equally fulfilling?!.....
Alex:-Suzy do you know Miltos?
Suzy:-Of course! Both of us know everybody mentioned. And everybody knows us too. We
also know all the ex-students you’ll hear about. The only difference is the age at which we
knew them, some of them…
Angela:-…some of them were giants to you and some of them were only slightly bigger
size…
Johnny:-Exactly. There are some who were dwarfs to us but maybe no stories will come up
where they would be mentioned…
Helen:-My colleague Yiannis once started to write 20 pages of memories, that’s what it
figured it would take, and ended up with more than 400, he had to extract only a small
summary to e-mail to Mados…
Alex:-Putting together all you’ve said around here, do I conclude correctly that he left Glossa
before Mados died but after he got ill? And that he lived about more or less ten years in
Glossa, which, if I judge from my daughter who is a highschool teacher too, in English, is
much lnger that the3-years requirement the Ministry of Education woud demand, but much
shorter than the lifetime love for Glossa that he seems to have. So I would ask him too some
of the questions I had asked Johnny, OK, some of them have been answered already and
some I’ll ask again …OK, for the time being just tell me did he really leave with the timing I
said? And for what reason?
Helen:-He lived in Glossa for eleven years. His younger brother got lung cancer at the same
time as Mados, but his was diagnosed six months later. He died one year and a half before
Mados. Mados knew only the older brother of Yiannis, they had met here in Glossa in a
tavern, they had a common age and happened to have some common friends too…
Alex:-OK, go on with what you had postponed. Oh: Did Yiannis post those 400 pages? If yes,
with what title?
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Helen:-GlossaSkopelosblues.gr…, maybe info instead of gr. If the one doesn’t work, then just
try the other. Well, if you guess that this is not only reference to “Didymoteiho blues” that
Mahairitsas wrote about his army service in Didymoteiho but also to the premature death of
the young Nick, of the elder Nick and of Mados, you guess almost correctly but you sure also
know that there’s more to it because there also were other heart rending news, both before
Mados died and after: deaths of kids who had just finished school and, right next to it, their
army service.
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Six years ago Nick, then 17, was killed with a motorcycle. His fellow students had put black
ribbons on their deskchairs and the spray graffiti then written on the schoolyard wall, “Nick
lives in our hearts”, has not yet completely faded. His bones were moved from his grave to
the cemetery chapel just a few days ago. Four years ago Mitsos, 20, was killed with
motorcycle too, after having just gotten out of the army and getting ready to get married to his
once fellow student Vaso. On the day he got killed the June events organized by Christina and
Dimos and Thodoris and Kostas and George would begin and the school’s mourning
postponed them for a year. Just two months ago died at 27 the brother of Yiorgos, Rosa and
Olga, Vangelis, after a struggle with cancer that lasted for five years instead of the two years
of the doctors’ prognosis. Like Rosa said “he was the one who gave courage to us, not we to
him”. Vangelis also said sometimes to his mother “Mom, I lived so intensely that in five years
I lived what you haven’t lived in fifty. I don’t say I want to die, but you should know that at
least I die full”. And he mastered the pain which even morphine could not subdue anymore to
dance a zeimbekiko, for his friends to remember him dancing when they saw that on their
cellphones. Since we are not poets Rosa will not scold us for copying from his grave’s stone,
so as to dedicate to all three of them, the poem that Rosa wrote for Vangelis*:
At every step of us you show in front of us
at every thought of us you are right close to us
at every pain of us there’s your remembrance
at every laugh of us your memory’s entrance
You left, you’re lost, you took with you
our own life too with the life of you
you’re lost, for you time has ended
for us it hasn’t, through pain remembered
How many times and deaths are dying
those who through death are left behind
You had so many MEMORIES TO GIVE
and there you are, AGAIN YOU LIVE…
*And since up to one year and a half ago Rosa was still our student and we were proud of her as her
teachers too, she will not scold us for our also saying, even not referring to the present, that once again
we understood how come in the university entrance exams she took a better grade in composition than
even her fellow students who entered the literature department, although she herself is a working girl
rather than a student now (another such time was when her oration in the teenagers’ parliament was
prized)

…………………………
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…………………………
Yes, those dots were an announcemts of the continuation of such deaths:
….The next in age Mitsos got drowned while under “diver’s inebriation” (although he was
very experienced maybe he displayed overconfidence—possibly by being a marine and
parachutist too—putting double weight around his waist due to strong sea currents but
without tying a rope to use for ascent to the boat where his father was; soon his father died
not recovering from the depression he could not help Mitsos who was thus found “standing at
sea bottom”. Before him, and before Mados, just a little after Nick the elder, Panagis, while in
army service, died of leukemia. All of them, dressed for wedding, as all unmarried dead are
dressed in their funenals, were escorted by their friends on motorcycles feverishly honking,
and also escorted by the whole village that was bursting in applause at every turn of the path
of the coffin that was carried not by hearse or truck but on their friends’ shoulders, and also
burst in very loud applause when they were lowered into their graves. Panagis when he saw
that doctors started putting him under periods of suppressions removed tubes, cables and
pipes, and walked out, went from Athens to Glossa, stayed for a few days and returned to the
hospital saying to the doctor who told him that what he had done might have aggravated his
condition “So what did you want me to do? Since I’m going to return in a coffin I went to see
my friends before that too becomes impossible”. Iro who was then finishing her studies to
become a kindergarten teacher, started seeing, for months after his funeral, a dream that
made her feel very well while she was dreaming it but made her very upset when she woke
up: Ih her dream Panagis would come and look, silent, at her while the following lyrics of a
teenage hit of that time were being heard “And then not all that much do we speak/because
dreams only in silence live/With our gaze fixed on people that pass/you could hear me
through silence between us”. Then, in one repetition of the dream, he himself sang, and the
dream never came back again; something that is a little like the Orpheus and Eurydice
phenomenon (but inverted, it was the man who had died) although between themselves they
never had a relationship other than the love that may connect during breaks in the schoolyard
some kids that are not classmates (Iro was one year older than Panagis)
Father Alexis considered Nick, among other things, a tale teller and a consoler of souls. Like
we borrowed Rosa’s poetry to extend to other kids her consolation involved with Vangelis’
death, can we borrow some “chirping” from “Nick the chirpingale” to extend to all the dead
that we met here and to their beloved? Yes, we can borrow from him the one thing he finally
didn’t find the chance to offer his friends, the wake to listen together to the nightingales at
dawn. How can we do that? Zambetas, the great bouzouki composer and entertainer we all
grew up with seeing Greek movies, had taught himself bouzouki as a kid by going to forests
and trying to play on his bouzouki’s chords the singing of nightingales, something that some
people consider the source of his inimitable instrumental solos for which great composers like
Theodorakis and Hatzidakis asked his advice or entrusted him with the improvement of
musical pieces of their own. When Zambetas died, as thousands of people walked to the
cemetery to see him off, all the radiostations were playing at the same time the same two
songs with music of his, one about one thousand pigeons and one about nightingales that we
both dedicate to Nick and borrow from Nick to dedicate to all, either dead or staying, on
behalf of the nightingales who, not seeing Nick anymore…
But we only write the first two lines of the nighthingale song of Zambetas:

Listen to the, the gales of dawn
on twigs and branches flowering
Nick, better than by all of us you were immortalized
by your fellow-gales who, not seeing you, sure know
Adios Amigo
And kiss on our behalf the kids from Glossa and Elios,
who didn’t feel strangers when they came there since
it was sure you and Mados who waited at the door…So long
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Alex:-Helen, I’m sure not the first person to notice how relevant all this narration is in view
of the starting current of Greeks going to re-populate the villages and re-culivate their fields
nor, of course, am I the first person to suggest how relevant the existence and cultivation of
this current would be in the solution of Greece’s problems now, but please tell us some time
what Yiannis and also you and Vassilis, have thought about your experience playing a role in
that. Angela, did you want to ask something else instead? I too have other questions, both new
and out of the previous I had, but if you don’t object I would like Heen to start from that.
Angela:-I, too, would ask something like what you asked but also something about the
relevance this narration has for the dialog between religious and non-religious people. Even
for issues as everyday as praising or accusing atheists or Christissn in effors to attract votes
Alex:-OK, I agree, I would ask these things too…
Helen:-OK, of course both Yiannis and Vassilis and me wondered if going to the villages was
a kind of salvation but back them we only meant it as a way of life avoiding the neuroses of
the cities, not yet as change of ecomomic model; after all even if we wanted to do that we
would be contradicitng ourselves right from the start; we had not created a kind of job to
make a living of, we were paid our salaries from the ministry of education in Athens out of
taxes collected from all Greece. But we can start this discussion too, as it stands now, and
discuss both of the issues you pointed out if, or when, you’re through with the previous
questions of both of you. Unless, you first prefer to….
Suzy:-…I refuse to…
Johnny:-…OK, OK, of course I too don’t want those things left out but I will include them in
the e-mail that I’ll send to both our guests in a couple of days for reading at whichever
chance, no hurry, elections are more important now…
Suzy:-…which e-mail?.... which things?
Johnny:-…didn’t I say that I would be writing a man-to-man e-mail to Mr Alex?...
Suzy:-…but now you mentioned both out guests…
Johnny:-…there will be an extra piece, rather short , in Mr Alex’s letter. But the attachment
Suzy:-... which things?
Johnny:-…the ones we left out right now plus anything else you propose as an extra that also
make sense outside our presenr discussion and that also is not a prerequisite in order to go
further right now…
Helen:-…What are you two talking about? I only was going to ask our guests if they are too
tired and prefer to leave or too numb and prefer to take a break or if they want to go to the
toilet. What do you two mean?
Johnny:-I only meant the things about Mr Yiannis that Suzy feels bad to leave out like she
felt and when she thought we would terminate the things said about McKenzie…
Suzy:-... OK, but stll there are some PSs of that letter that must be said here and now. At
least because they relate to how the concept or rehearsals came about and how it makes us not
discoverers of any wheel.
Johnny:-Then I agree and I ask if toilet can be postponed for ten or fifteen minutes…OK, that
was unaninous. Go on Mrs Helen.
Suzy:-I take that upon me. After all, one reason mom did not come back to Mr Yiannis’ letter
to her were not the paragraphs and photos that either you or me will certainly include in that
e-mail tomorrow or 2 or 3 days after the elections but …
Johnny:-…I got it. And it will be the same reason why you too will assign that part to me
when the exact moment comes. OK, do start Suzy. I mean do start those PSs of Mr Yianni’s
to his letter that we left unfinished: Oh: I was joking when I said the decisiosn to go on was
unanimous. Does anyone want a break?
Alex:-We feel familiar enough to interrupt anything Johnny. Relax.
Angela:-And after that very good idea of yours with the intermediate e-mail we also feel
relaxed enough to get the answers to the additional questions that came up by mail and thus to
return after some break to only the questions we had posopned at the beginning.
Alex:-But the break can wait. Do start Suzy
Suzy:-…OK, here are the PSs:
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…Let’s now see two samples of theater plays written by, respectively, Mrs Angela and by
Anthoula, two women in Glossa, to be played in those August festivities in the schoolyard,
held in memory of the composer and singer Manos Loizos who, although not from there was
going there every summer, once he had seen it and never went anywhere else and later he
bought a lot to have a house built on, he died prematurely…By the way the door to that
house, had it been built, would be the one after next to the door of the house we lived when
mom and dad had me as a baby….I started with the PS tghat Mr Yiannis sent not the August
right next to the Spring Mados died but the one after that. There is no more mourning, but
maybe the existence of the following skit in it , or at least its selection by Mr Yiannis is to
show both the memory and the overcoming of Mados’ death…Johnny , do you have any
explanation, why I don’t , or didn’t for the first time, call him Mr Mados?...
Alex:-…Johnny, may I answer in your place?
Johnny:-Please do:
Alex:-Suzy this is because you realized that to be a Mados is higher honor than being a
Mister. So the Mr in front would not add but remove respect. Do you both agree?
Suzy:-The perfect way to state the reason …
Johnny:-…We’ll quote you on that…
Suzy:-…Most of the skits are about outrageous favors people ask from the local authorities,
oh, goooood! It fits with the present elections too….In the one selected here, Kostas—the
Kostas we mentioned a while ago — plays the elected head of the village, Dimitris who is a
more recent graduate plays a grave-digger visiting him in his office. He’s coming from a
removal of a dead man’s relics, wears boots and holds a pick-axe and a shovel that he leaves
on the desk in front of Kostas who, quite alarmed but trying as much as possible not to show
it, takes out of his desk’s drawer a bottle of disinfectant and puts it on the desk just in case:
Suzy as Dimitris:-Good morning Mayor, elections are approaching and you sure know I
have a big wider family and many votes , and you sure know I have been approached by
others too
(he shows, in the tiers, the actual head of the village, whose body language, by the way, Kostas on
stage copies tactfully but recognizably, at least at gut level)

Suzy as Kostas:-But you have complaints from me? Haven’t I appointed you as gravedigger? Don’t you like your job?
Suzy as Dimitris:-No complaint with that. Thank God, people do die, awright, but…just a
minute, that toe is killing me…
He removes one boot and his toe is gnawed by a denture. He removes it sighing with relief, and
places it upon the desk. Panicked but always trying to conceal his trepidation Kostas throws
disinfectant all over his body , even his head…

…hey, aren’t you yourself from our village too? Loathing your fellow villagers? This denture
is my late uncle Georgie’s! You had drunk so many glasses of wine together in the café until
three years ago that he died!
Suzy as Kostas:-Anyway, what can I do for you?
Suzy as Dimitris:-The job you found me is good. But since the time I took it on, my bird
doesn’t say cuckoo.
Suzy as Kostas:-And what can I do for that?
Suzy as Dimitris:-Our villages doctor this year is not a man, but a woman. You go and get
me those pills; didn’t I vote for you? And I’ve been approached as I told you…
Kostas (standing up and walking to the center of the room) :-Me? The local authority? Going to
the village doctor for such pills?
Suzy as Dimitris (falling to his knees and grabbing Kostas by the trouses and crying heart-breakingly) :
-May-o-o-or! I’ll become a cuckoo-o-o-old! Please help me-e-e-e!!!
Suzy as Kostas:-OK, I found you a solution. Didn’t our grandpas drink almond juice to keep
themselves in shape? I’ll tell my aunt to make me some juice; but after Lent, OK?
Suzy as Dimitris:-Mayor you saved me. All my kins will vote for you
Suzy as Suzy:-Johnny:
Johnny as Johnny:-The other play was written by Anthoula, Suzy will tell you under what
writing and rehearsal conditions because she was an eyewitness of them, I missed them that
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week, being at a camp with friends there. It’s a series of skits under the general title “Glossa
and technology” . Here Olga, who had graduated about a month ago, plays a granny who
used all her pension to buy a cellphone and she has very stingy grandpa as a husband, and to
prepare him she argues what she needs the cellphone for so that she buys one and he argues
that handling such technology is too complicated and even needs coaching schools and
tutoring…Yiannis who will graduate in two years plays the stingy grandpa…
Johnny as Olga:-If I go to the stabe to feed the mule will I hear the phone at home if it
rings? No. If I go to feed the rabbits in the garden will I hear the phone at home if it rings?
No. I f I go to feed then chicken will I…
Johnny as Yiannis:-OK, OK I got the point, but still…
Johnny as Olga:-Besides, will we be the ones in the whole village who will stay behind
progress? I’ll ask my old classmate if her son who is a physics tutor can give me some
lessons. He’ll propose a good teaching price to a classmate of his mom
Johnny as Yiannis:-Oh, c’mon, woman! Going back to schooling ourselves in our age?
Johnny as Olga:-What about our age? Call yourself old. My blood’s still boiling.
Johnny as Yiannis:-Boiling, eh? Then why do we sleep separately?
Johnny as Olga:-Because you snore when you sleep
Johnny as Yiannis:-I snored in my sleep when I was young too, but you were then telling me
that my snoring is like lullaby to you.
Johnny as Olga:-OK, let’s ignore snoring. What about farting in your sleep?
Johnny as Yiannis:-Didn’t I fart in my sleep when I was young? And if I did , then why
hadn’t you told me?
Johnny as Olga:-Why hadn’t you asked me where I had learned to hold my breath when in
our summer swims you could see I could stay underwater for quite a while when I dived for
octopuses?
Johnny as Yiannis:-Oh, c’mon, woman! What else are you going to tell me? Thay the reason
we could eat all those broiled octopuses was that I was farting in my sleep when I was
young? …
Johnny as Johnny:-The PS of Mr Yiannis to Mrs Helen continues:
So can you imagine Helen? Starting from cell phones and ending with relating broiled
octopuses with the side effects of juvenile sleep-farting in summertime…Mrs Helen, if I
remember correctly there is no more toxic text that Suzy would like to rid you of and rid me
with...
Helen:-Thank you Johnny, quite edifying of you to make me wonder if the toxicity of the
disinfection was higher than that of the the infectant itself. Had you premeditated it or you
made it up as you went along? Or it was a wheel rediscovery you feel like a reference for?
Johnny:-Are you a mind reader Mrs Helen or I speak in my sleep? I had heard it from my dad
who in a lecture on IMF gave a reference to Groucho Marx in a scene where he proposed to
recommend to a homeowner an uncle of his who was a lice-exterminator “But we don’t have
lice here” said the homeowner “My uncle will bring his own” answered Groucho.
Helen:-Johnny now our guests too realize one reason why your dad is somewhat disliked by
Karl Marx Marxists too, not by capitalists and bankers only. I continue: Yiannis finishes his
last PS with more examples which made life in school and a teacher’s profession
such…such…well let me not repeat history as a show of…of…but these kids he mentioins
are just the kids we to had as students with Vassilis, some years earlier…the stories
mentioned were with either Yiannis or Vassilis…
Johnny:-You want me to finish the PS myself Mrs Helen?
Suzy:-I can do it too, mom.
Helen:-No…and even if you see me very moved or even upset it will be tears of happiness.
But it won’t happen anyway…There we go: “Another Yiannis, older, a classmate of Kostas
when asked, at 13,to mention at least one major difference between an animal cell and a plant
cell answered “They differ in their names…Why are you looking at me like that sir? Where
am I wrong?Isn’t a name difference something major?””…This one is about Vassilis: “…later
at some point a colleague friend of mine had not had a haircut for a long period and had a
bush and a mane etc and he was teaching thermodynamics , PV, VT , PT diagrams, Yiannnis
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student was eyeing him and suddenly said “I know why our physics teacher has long hair. He
wants to be like Mikis Theodorakis”. In no time he was up on the blackboard, took his board
marker, and holding it and moving it like conductors move that stick in front of their
orchestra he started singing laws of ideal gases with PV, VT, PT lyrics in the melody of “Sun
of Justice”. One art is how to get on the stage, the other art is how to get off the stage: He
suddenly switched from P, V, T, to “WC! WC! I need to go to the toilet” and crossing his
hands over his zipper ran out of class, while his fellow students and my friend of course
started applauding. Right next to the burst of applause he opended the door, re-entered and
bowed. Oh: Once, in this student’s class, when they were fifteen years old I was telling them
about penguins wanting in the morning to check if a dangerous predator of them is under
water before jumping into sea from their iceberg; to check they push the penguin next to
them just in case they make him fall into the water by losing his equilibrium; immediately
George and Vangelis in the front desk gave a strong pat on the shoulder to each saying “How
you’re doing, George?” and “How you’re doing, Vang?” ….Well let me not start again like
when I started to write 20 pages and wrote 400…I finish with one story in the class of another
Dimitris—the older brother of this Yiannis—and of Nausika, Mados’ water who later became
a teacher , as expected from a girl who, when studying as a kid, and practicing saying to
herself what she had memorized, dressed up as a grown up and played, in front of the mirror,
a class teacher saying what she memorized to her students, but let me refrain from what
school event of hers with her students when in her second year as teacher in Athens I
attended; let me just finish here and now with a story about Dimitris when he was fifteen:
When kids write exams in June they are each given a card paper to put under their answer
sheet so that the writing is smoother. After proctoring an exam I collected the cardpapers and
before turning them in quite by luck I noticed on one of them…” Oh, yes! Yiannis too, like
Vassilis used to read suh things too during proctoring, besides the exams themselves of
colleaguus of other specialists, that’s where Vassilis had read about the death of the Trojan
Sarpidonas …oh, and Yiannis was telling us about the letter of the Indian chief Seattle to the
big chief in Washington, in, I think, 1855 that had inspired a Greek thinker to translate it and
it became part of the texts taught in the second year of high school…Where were we?...oh:
Where Yiannis notices on one card paper something. It’s the verses “Greek rock is to be
danced like a zeimbekiko/it’s to be danced when crucified in empty space/Greek rock is to be
danced like a zeimbekiko/ staircase of ours, heavens of ours, our steps and pace”. Writes
Yiannis: “I went crazy inside with this response to “Staircase to heaven” we all had heard as
young men. I put the cardpaper sepatately somewere so as to be able to find it again next day
and then I went to the classroom I had found it, read it loudly to the class and asked “Who
wrote this?” Dead silence. I repeated the question equally loudly. Suddely, but very timidly,
Dimitris raised his finger, first bent then straight. “I did, sir” “Don’t leave after the exam. I
want to interview the poet on whom dawn ideas like these” “Sir, it’s Tournas who wrote the
song, and it’s Mitropanos who sang it. I just heard it on the radio. The reason I said “I did”
was that I thought you meant who wrote it on the cardpaper, because Mr Mados has told us
that it’s forbidden to write on them…” Can either me or Mados too, resist starting kisses and
hugs, or at least handshakes, with him? For both his courage, and his character….and…and
and….”. This letter was along with a letter about Nick the bee-keeper, and their joint
obituary Yiannis posted on a site as first chapter, titled “You epilogue as my prologue?” and
with last chapter…
Alex, Angela:-…What’s the title of that site?
Helen:- www.MpalkoniAigaiouNews.info ….
Alex:-….and its last chapter is titled?...
Helen:-It’s titled “Therefore…” It explains that releavance of these issues in their function
you were wondering about and ready to outline in the starting re-population of Greek villages
Angela:-Does it it pass through a discussion of religion too? Speaking , for example, about
the way Elytis, a cititizen of the world, is deeply inspired from Papadiamantis at Skiathos?
Helen:-It was Papadiamantis who called Glossa, on a hill over its harbor, “Balcony of the
Aegean” as he saw her from Skiathos, separated from her by what now is 10 minutes on a
flying Dolphin. So the site’s title answer if it refers to your question too.
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Alex:-Woudn’t these things have also some similar, plus some additional, function if they , or
some appropriate selection and rearrangement of parts of them, were translated in a language
readable by an audience wider than Greek?
Angela:-Something like www.MediterraneanBalconyNew.info ? Written by both Yiannis and
McKenzie who sure suffered love at first sight when they saw each other’s postings?Also…
Alex:-…a love at first sight where the one doesn’t know what the other looks or sounds like
Helen:-You now are mind readers to people you don’t see or have not ever seen. All these
things do exist exactly with that title. And neither of them has noticed he hasn’t seen the other
Alex:-Of course the reason we are mind readers just like Yiannis, and you and Vassilis,
Angela:-… and McKenzie too and the two little apprentices…
Johnny, Suzy:-..Not to mention Mados and Nick and…and…and…
All together:-Is that we all love Greece very much ; it’s Greece we read in each other’s mind.
Alex:-But we still want to see your own e-mail Johnny. Don’t consider it redundant because
Yiannis’ sites exist…
Angela:-…and don’t forget us in order to fall headlong into just the post-election fever unless
it’s absolutely urgent…
Johnny:-Don’t worry, either of you. OK: Suzy?
Suzy:-A couple of footnotes before break. They’re as brief as footnotes usually are but for the
point of view of the concept of rehearsals they’re absolutely important. These are the wheels
we discovered Johnny, and the debts we have, not Frayn’s “Noises off ” and Fellini’s
“Orchestra rehearsal”; by just going over it we both remembered. Anthoula and Mrs Angela
and Mr Yiannis were our sources. Although, being as much of a Doc Martin as you and your
dad are, he too will only give credit to Anthoula and Mrs Angela…OK, it’s evening, at the
doorsteps of the school Anthoula is sitting writing pages on her kness, Dimitris and Yiannis
are practicing another skit of “Glossa and technology” related to “sex through interner” and
they make loud noises with backgammon so as to mislead granny Olga on whom grandpa
Yiannis wants to be cheating with a pixel woman made to fit with his fantasies about a
evening news-woman. They give a first reading to sattiate themselves with their first
reaction’s laughter and surprise and comments , but while reading they have already started to
add body language and facial expressions, Anthoula while having an ear to hear them read is
still not looking but writing new scenes coming to her; and her kindergarten age son is
running up and down with peers in the imaginary stage provided with just the few square
meters of schoolyard around the doorsteps…Before I finish these brief memories from those
rehearsals let me attach to them one very funny and very indicative carnival photo my mom
forgot, to include from near the ending of that letter of Mr Yiannis. It shows Mados dressed as
“gypsy pimp” and Mr Yiannis as his whore…I am amazed at myself not throwing the ball to
Johnny to help me this time and for not using a less shocking word, maybe it’s the fact that in
carnival anything goes. Between them two the girl with a full mask is not a girl , it’s Yiorgos,
best student tof the school, and best athlete of that year; and flag bearer ; and best actor. As a
student of international commerce later he joined theatrical groups with which he played the
major role in Aristophanes’ “Frogs” all over Greece. I wish I had seen it or had read what it is
about. Oh: I forgot to say that the idea to dress like a woman came to Mr Yiannis from the
fact that in that year took place the Levinsky scandal and the students made her name into
Alevinsky to make it remind Mr Yiannis’ last name…Mom you have something to add? You
were an eye witness of the scene we’ll see.
Helen:-He was so unrecognizable that me, and other colleagues too, when they told “there
goes Yiannis” we thought they meant behind that woman and went past her to find him”
Suzy:-But say what happened with George and Vangelis who then were in first year in high
school.
Helen:-As Yiannis became prouder for being so convincing in his disguise, two small kids
dressed as soldier and aviator started approaching. Vassilis, dressed as Peter Sellers playing
Indian in “The Party”, with me at his side dressed as Indian wife, said to him: “They sure are
coming to make traditional bargain for price of going with you; in army service people don’t
have much money, show some traditional understanding”. The two small kids asked Yiannis
“Sir what grade we got? Have you corrected the tests?”
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Suzy:-OK, I’m through…
Angela:-Alex, at the beginning I thought that Yiannis only got lessons in mourning in
Glossa, not lessons in life but….
Alex:-I see what you mean. Angela, tell me something else: what do you think when hearing
of people making so happy use of every place and every custom and every festive date of
their village?
Angela:-Aah! What else would I think? Can such things be done if our country is bought by
Merkels? It even makes me think of some of Ritsos’ verses that usually are said in different
settings…
Alex:-… “These stones can’t feel comfortable under steps of strangers…” and …
Angela:-…“these trees can’ feel comfortable with less sky…” Remember how they saw the
cypress tree next to the church in the square…Will the buyers ever love a place as much?
Suzy:-So I’m not through…I have to aswer all that. First there are Germans who love Glossa
as much. Ben who had a dog he called Mitsotakis and a dog he called Simitis after our two
once premiers and who learned Greek and lives like all people in the vialge , in a small house
with small yard with flowers, and full view to the Aigean, had come to live full time in
Greece after his pension, near two decades ago and gets in a fight if anyone speak against
Jews and has cassettes with Greek Guerrila songs. Marc who is a French millionaire and
lives in Glossa in a house ten times as big and isolated… but of course the full view to the
sea is equally available to Ben…To Alison too…OK I can tell you also of English, men and
women, and of Americans…who do esteem the place for what it is and not for the travel
agency benefits they may speculate on…Also there are those Danish teachers and pedagogists
and psychologists escorting the Danish kids to Elios, 10 minutes from Glossa, to come and
have there their Spring lessons and their Summer vacations…But of course the antipode also
exists…Johnny and mom can tell you about it but let me finish with something else...you had
wondered if Mr Yiannis only took lessons in mourning from Glossa but a Carnival photo
added something different, let me also add what Mr Vassilis the translator and editor half an
hour further, when reading GlossaSkopelosblues considered as a lesson in life that Mr Yianns
took and then propagated: When he was appointed in Glossa he had come straight from
coaching schools in Athens, he found very good that many professors did free extra lessons
in school and once, although they were optional, he insisted that, Maria a fourteen year old
girl from Elios, remain to attend them because she had gaps in physics. She answered: “Sir,
my mom works, OK she does cook from the previous night our lunch for the next day but I
have two much smaller sisters who are not yet in high school. If I return late who will wait for
them after return from school, and who will heat their lunch? I do not want to learn physics,
I do not like either it or the way you do it, your notes on the blackboard on in the photocopies
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are terrible. I can help you improve the lesson for whoever wants to learn it by giving you my
notes to photocopy from. See my notebook how clear it is. Woudn’t this not count at all for a
passing grade? Do I also have to understand what I copy?” One year later her sisters came to
high school and she left high school and got engaged and one more year later she got married.
Mom, please say also some of the first page of GlossaSkopelosblues , I would read it mysef
but you can say it in your words since you remember it first hand.
Helen:-OK, I was away correcting university entrance exams , Sophia, our headmaster then
calls me and says the new physicist has come and is of the “uncle old timer” type because she
spoke to her in the plural even though she was one year younger, then Lena , a colleague who
was looking after Suzy a little, calls and completes the picture. She had heard about his plural
and when they met and were mutually self introduced she asked “Did you read Asterix as a
kid?” “Of course, why?” “I was just checking how typical of an old timer you are” Suddenly
Suzy shows up from the kindergarten and tells her about something for which Lena says:
“Wow!” “Oh, have you gone abroad for graduate studies?” he asks “Why, becauase I said
“wow” instead of typical Greek “po-po”?” “Yes , like in the joke with the kiosk customer”
“What joke with the kiosk customer?” “The one going like «Do you speak Eglish?» «Yes»
«Marlboro please»” “Haha! A good one. Anyway, I’ve only been to US, in California, I was
hosted for 10 days by a student in a small university called Caltech. We went together to
Disneyland too” “Me too” “Oh, so you’ve been to Disnelyland!” “I meant Caltech. I was
there for four years” “And still you didn’t go to Disneyland!” “What a deprived life!,as the
saying goes, eh?”.”So you went to Caltech for four years of graduate studies?” “No, to
Berkeley for six years. In Caltech I was an undergraduate” Later Sophia asked “What is that
PhD your papers write?” “It’s short for “doctorate”” “Oh! D stands for doctor, and ph for
physics?” “No, it means “doctor in philosophy”. Bad tongues, however, say it stands for
“doctor in photocopying”” “Now listen doctor boy: are you going to drive us all crazy? Are
you a physicist or a philosopher finally?”…Then we had shortage in philologists and nobody
was avialbale to teach philosophy and all pointed to Dilitra who was had studied French
literature, since that deparment is formally part of the philosophy department. She felt
trepidation or at least hesitation and Yiannis said “If Plato and Aristotle were taught by their
contemporaries who spoke their language and did not need a philologist to translate it then
they would be taught by physicists, mathematicians , biologists etc. Now that they need
translation we think tht what we need as intemediaries are philologists, but strictly speaking
it’s as crazy as saying that Heisenberg’s quantum physics should be taught as part of German
literature. So Dimitra if you prefer to rid me of my class of economic geography I’ll be more
than happy to rid you of philosophy” “But will our superiors buy that?”said Dimitra “Leave
that to me…” said Sophia and told them that Yiannis is a philosophy doctor.
Suzy:-Now, Mrs Angela, if you had started that way your acquaintance with this person,
would you ever say that you thought he would only get lessons in mourning from Glossa?
Angela:-Well, no…
Alex:-…but a Doc Martin type of person he is. Your words, Suzy. Right?
Angela:-…I would not rule out looking into his childhood before saying I make sense of
him…
Suzy:-…Mom used to say that too…
Alex:-…regarding an Asperger syndrome possibly?
Suzy:-…He was married…
Alex:-…Sorry, such a thing I would never imagine…
Suzy:-…But after a marriage of 6 years he and Maria divorced for 13 years and then got
married again…Do you know if that one is part of Asperger syndrome?
Alex:-…I only know that Maria should have been more careful. Same mistake twice?!
Suzy:-…Mom had an easier explanation than the Asperger syndrome. He was so accustomed
to understand all things by studying them as in libraries that when in marriage he heard that
people divorce he wanted to study divorce first hand, and only after he studied it enough to
form an opinion he felt mature for marriage and reproposed Maria and then...
Alex:-…Suzy, why are we speaking so much about him? Are you, in any sense , fascinated
by anything about him?
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Suzy:-…oh no! Just some analogies…I mean with father McKenzie, in which both of them
remind me of my dad. I’ll send you a photo of him near Mados after they got out of their
carvival costumes. You’ll also see Mados’wife again and her cousin and colleagues. He looks
like my dad younger by ten years. Oh, and a photo with Olga, THE Olga of those skitses, in
his last year in Glossa, looking like my dad older by ten years…But now let’s hear an
antipode to these idyllic scenes and parties. You may be surprised at Johnny, though…Mrs
Angela you were wondering if such happy things as we saw done in our country would ever
be done it in it if we were bought by Merkels. Johnny?
Johnny:-Mrs Helen, please just go to that story which is both real and milder than my
scenario that is both hypothetical and wilder.
Suzy:-…Please Johnny, don’t start again that line that you can’t say that loud before your dad
answers your question of whether you’re only fantasizing because you have never studied
economics so far…If you don’t say it I’ll do.
Johnny:-I believe in freedom of speech…You know me…
Suzy:-…Mr Vangelis in Glossa, father of Yiota and Hrysoula who was in the class of
Nausika and Dimitris, has a truck and he collected garbage bags everyday until the village
bought one of those special cars. He gave it a thorough washing every single time he used it
because he also used it for people to a new house. Also he used it as hearse. He had a field
high in the mountain where one could make a house as fancy as the one of Mark, the
millionaire. He built a less fancy but equally beautiful house and with identical view of the
Aegean as Mark. He did it through mostly personal work, since in villages most people are in
a sense universal men in whatever regards everyday repairs and installations. Plugs, lamps,
taps and fountains, are usually just bought, the people install them themselves. And
participate in building their own , or their friends’ houses. So he built a paradisical home.
When Johny heard some of the austerity measures he asked himself loud: So some German
real estate man can say to Mr Vangelis “There’s good news and bad news: Mr Vangelis, you
are rich , your house costs half a billion dollars. The bad news is that the tax for you to leave
it to your two daughters when you die, knock wood, is so high you can’t afford it, so we can
help you to pay it but only if you give that house to us at a rate , much smaller than its value
though. If you think that you both lose that house and the rate is cheap we can help you by
raising its value and its tax. Happy?”. Do you prefer to give him some advice before his
father’s answer or to hear his autocatalyzed reaction to the possibility this is lawful thinking?
Alex:-We’d rather be forwarded his father’s answer when it comes…
Angela:-…and hear his reaction…or, OK, about his reaction, now…
Suzy:-…When we were very small and had just gone to Germany my dad exploded, in Greek,
when he heard Bush on the TV news. Mom then shouted to him that all people around will
think she is yelling at her not at Bush and that her yelling at him then will sound as not a
yelling at him on that account but on some marital or phallocratic problem, that will make
asses of us either as a family or as a nationality or both. They compromised that he will do all
his yelling in English, since our house was in an American community , and all was better and
even enjoyed, we often heard applause at his performanace in swearing, but after a while
shouts back started like “Go tell Bush, not us”, “You’re a pain in the ears” etc .OK, at start
all was better with English but Johnny would get more scared by the shout that he understood.
For my part, I had taken it mostly as a joke because I had seen my dad joke in other things
too. But Johnny’s dad found the correct psychotherapy: He and Johnny’s mom played to him
“Analyze it” with Rober de Niro and with the laugh of his mom and dad in scenes where de
Niro swears angrily and he shoots the pillow that other people just hit in psychotherapy to let
their anger out, Johhny considered my dad’s outbursts like just playing de Niro for fun, and
started for a period going like “Are you talking to me?” and like “you scum, shut the fuck up.
What you say is bull fucking shit” etc and then he got bored with that and altogether forgot
about it. So wheen he started shouting like that to the hypothetical Germans who would rob
Mr Vangelis of his house by pricing too high for someone of his class to own it, at the
beginning I thougt he was joking,then when he added a hypothetical German magazine saying
“Greeks are crooks. Can you imagine a Greek garbage collector having a house a German
banker can’t afford?” he catalyzed himself, or even catapulted himself, to such an explosion
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that mom phoned Mr Yiannis for help. He told her to tell Johnny that a compatriot of
Johnny who was called “megathinker” by someone in google has said that in ancient Greece
an average citizen lived a life unaffordable not only by German bankers but even by oriental
gods; and to add to him that he wasn’t speaking about a biased philhellene,but about someone
who called Alexander te Great a barbarian…Well it was the time when Nimitz was trying to,
OK, “mediate” between Greece and Fyrom with arguments going like “Don’t quarrel about
which of you is descendant of someone who is just a barbarian” and Johny had heard that and
called back to see what kind of a megathinker megathought like a microthinker like Nimitz
and whether Nimitz had been a reader of him, but Mr Yiannis added that if Nimitz had been
a student of Mumford, whom we’ve mentioned before, he would have added that the ultimate
model of his definition of a barbarain would be modern Americans, and added that Mumford
considered Pericles as the first imperialist of the Mafia type which American governments
ended up like, since he too, like modern gangsters, twisted arms, so-to-speak, of towns to
make allies pay their protection-fee to the common fund of alliance and also broke some
arms to inspire respect like they devastated the island of Milos and killed the islanders or sold
them as slaves. This either sounded convincing to Johny or sounded like nostalgically familiar
vibes of discussions between our two dads and he recovered enough to e-mail his dad some
questions of economic and legal nature. Since he didn’t answer immediately, his dad too has
assigned himself homework…Any correction Johnny? Or you will only express how honored
and grateful you feel for me doing the effort to retain all this in such detail, as you usually do?
Johnny:-Well, I’m speechless.
Suzy:-Nobody has to be very noticing to have seen that…Oh, you mean speechless about
your next phrase too, not just about the ones you skipped. OK, there we go with the updating
of this archaic paradise by progress and Westernization. OK, mom, speak about the
TomSawyer-friendly society.
Helen:-What? Oh! …OK: Once I was in school after exams, with Mados and the parents of
Kostas , Niki and Christos, came with a group of American tourists led by a Greek
American who ultimately came from Glossa and wanted somebody representing the school to
speak to, Mados had studied mathematics in Canada and was fluent in Engish OK, but he was
busy so I took on the task. Christos was a mechanic on ships and could well understand the
whole convestaion but I was translating for Niki to hear too just in case she could help with
what they wanted. The question they started with was if they could use the school for some
summer course in August , provided we had air conditioning. “Well we’re closed, we can
open OK, but installing an air condition for just 15 days?”Someone among them said “Maybe
to know a people’s culture better it’s good to live for some time they way really live”. Most
accepted that. Then an English lady who had a hotel around asked us “Do you know that
there are people who would be willing to pay rather than be paid in order to be given to do
some work related to agriculture?” “Sounds like tht incident with Tom Sawyer being
prevented from playing to do some job, then managing to make it look so attractive to his
free-er friends that they offered him gifts and bribes to let them do his work for him. But apart
from vacationing too, why make such a long trip to here and not go more often to
California’s wine presses to tread on grapes?” “They’re not very hospitable there. Here you
have a tradition of tourism” “That depends. If you go here or anywhere and make your
proposal to to people who pay workers to step on grapes instead of paying workers
themselves, then of course here too or anywhere workers will become unhospitable. OK, what
can I do for you? You want me to bring you to contact with workers who, as they are treading
on grapes, will hear you make your offers and choose the highest bidder to do his work for
him?” Niki told me to translate “But you only tell us what you will offer us. What will we
offer you?” The Greek American from Glossa said “You may find a specialsit , or we can
find one for you, who will make a seminar on medical terminilogy and teach us that medical
terms were offered to the world by Greeks” I said “So what can I do? Ask for example people
here if they can make installations, for heat or cool, for you to find when you come at a
definite season to do that season’s agricultural work? You want to be sure that if yoi come the
installations will be OK and to arrange it so that homeowners be sure that if they make them
you wll come?”. A middle aged guy said “What we want you to do is to bring us into contact
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with someone who thinks big…” They meant no Mumford-like megathinker: “…Someone
who will think: This year it’s going to be shelters for mountaineers…next year it’ll be jazz in
stadiums on the mountain top…Then it’s going to be traditional dancing…” “My wife is not
only a travel agent. She is also a professional dancer” said the Greek American who was from
Glossa. The guy in search of someone who thought big told me “OK, don’t mention our idea
to anyone else” “But you haven’t elaborated it at all anyway. It’s an idea for an idea, it’s a
free association in a stream of conscsciounsess, there’s nothing yet in it to steal” I said.
Suddenly they disappeared as suddenly as they had appeared. I asked Niki and Christos “You
think I ruined the village depriving it of a chance for development?” “Christos said “On the
contrary, you accelerated our realizing what these people wanted”
Suzy:-…there’s more Mrs Angela but let’s keep to one indicative case only.Any more
questions on whether buyers can love such a place for what happiness it can offer? What
shall we move to? A break? Asking Johnny or me something not among the additional pages
that we’ll e-mail you about the issues discussed so far?...Do you want me to suggest
something?”
Alex:-What’s your proposal?.
Suzy:-I’ll DJ for you a song, then we’ll have a break for refreshments and for freshening up
and then you’ll ask Johnny and me whatever was left pending
Angela:-Perfect.
Alex:-Provided I myself DJ for you a song first
Suzy, Johhny:-YES!!
Alex rises and goes over them, they rush to give him their seats but he just punches on the keyboard, standing ,
what’s needed to make the following link appear and goes to sit back where he was sitting

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cwp-dcX75LA&feature=related

THE BALLAD OF ANDREW THE HUNCHBACK
Andrew was sleeping rocked by sea,
cool in the shadow of his tent boat,
breeze just caressed him and his dream
was full of sun and full of girl’s talk.
Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey,
Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie,
oh how this life is full of joy,
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry,
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry.
Hot summer noons Andrew and we,
a crazy bunch in scream and laughter,
we dived and swam in open sea,
never as glad before or after.
Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey,
Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie,
oh how this life is full of joy,
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry,
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry.
Then came old winter’s bad long face,
our crazy team went back to city,
something pushed your heart out of pace,
hold on, old Andrew, what a pity!
Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey,
Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie,
oh how this life is full of joy,
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry,
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry.
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Alex:-This is the song that I always dedicate to my youth’s summers full of love and fishing
and diving…Now I dedicate it to Glossa, to the school and very-very specially to Nick and
Mados …
Johnny:-As Mrs Angela would phrase it “You would mix fine with Mr Yiannis” who…
Suzy:-…dedicated this same song to Nick and Mados, from the school in Glossa…
Johnny:-…and without summers like yours in his youth
Angela:-Great minds think alike, as some say
Alex:-And great places and great guys hit the same chords in all hearts and minds, whether
some say it or not. Suzy go on to your song…
Suzy:- Another Mr Yiannis, Mrs Lena’s husband, had a passion with photography, but he
also had so deep a passion with Glossa that he visited every place, on beaches or
mountaitops, photographed it and then invited collegaues to their house to see the pictures
projected on the wall with background music either from “Cinema Paradiso” or from “Il
Postino”. Once he played “Il postino” for the students at school and they so much recognized
a village like Glossa in it that when it was showing scenes at beaches or on te mountains they
shouted in chorus the names of the corresponding beaches it reminded them of. One of the
characters in that film was Neruda. Has Neruda written a poem , made into a song by Mikis
Theodorakis, that combines the vibes of the Carnivals in its music, with lyrics that also refer
to the hilarious scenes with the TomSawyer-friendly Clouseaus and Leslie Nielsens of
investment in agro-tourism that we saw and the sad or even tragic scenes announced or even
promised to Greece if, in the elections of tomorrow, she doesn’t comply and supply the
popular consent that Europe demands and has arranged for her anyway, even if she complies,
through juggler’s card tricks devised not by defective detectives like Clouseaus but by
effective batmanian jokers? We don’t want to make our guests feel as if given a sudden
unannoounded test, so we ask: Johnny?
Johnny:-Got it.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SWzZ8v2KWcc&feature=related

LA UNITED FRUIT CO.
Cuando sono la trompeta,
esturvo todo preparado en la tierra,
y Jehova repartio el mundo
a Coca-Cola Inc., Anaconda,
Ford Motors, y otras entidades,
y otras entidades:
Cuando sono la trompeta,
esturvo todo preparado en la tierra,
y Jehova repartio el mundo
a Coca-Cola Inc. Anaconda,
Ford Motors, y otras entidades,
y otras entidades:
La compania Frutera Inc.
se reservo la mas jugoso
la costa central de mi tierra,
la dulce cintura de America.
se reservo la mas jugoso
la costa central de mi tierra,
la dulce cintura de America.
Bautizo de nuevo sus tierras
como “Republicas Bananas”,
y sobre los muertos dormidos
sobre los heroes inquietos
que conquistaran la grandeza,
la libertad y las banderas,
establecio la opera bufa,
la opera bufa:

When the trumpet blared
everything on earth was prepared
and Jehova distributed the world
to Coca Cola Inc., Anaconda,
Ford Motors and the other entities
and the other entities:
When the trumpet blared
everything one earth was prepared
and Jehova distributed the world
to Coca Cola Inc., Anaconda,
Ford Motors and the other entities
and the other entities:
United Fruit Inc.,
reserved for itself the juiciest,
the central seaboard of my country
America’s sweet waist.
reserved for itself the juiciest,
the central seaboard of my country,
America’s sweet waist.
It rebaptized its lands
the “Banana Republics”,
and upon the slumbering corpses,
upon the restless heroes
who conquered renown,
freedom and flags
it established the buffoons’ opera
the buffoons’ opera
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establecio la opera bufa,
la opera bufa:
enajeno los albedrios
regalo coronas de Cesar,
desenvaino la envidias,
atrajo la dictadura de las moscas,
moscas Trujillos, moscas Tachos,
moscas Garias , moscas Martinez,
moscas Ubico
moscas humedas de sangre humilde y mermelada,
moscas borrachas que zumban
sobre las tumbas populares,
moscas de circo, sabias moscas
entendidas en tirania.
moscas de circo, sabias moscas
entendidas en tirania.
entendidas en tirania.

it established the buffoons’ opera
the buffoons’ opera
it alienated self-destiny,
regaled Caesar’s crowns,
unsheathed envy,
attracted the dictatorship of flies
fly Truhillo, fly Tahos
fly Garias, fly Martinez
fly Ubico
flies soaked in humble blood and jam,
drunk flies that drone
over the common graves,
circus flies, clever flies
versed in tyranny.
circus flies, clever flies
versed in tyranny.
versed in tyranny.

Entre las moscas sanguinarias
la Frutera desembarca,
arassando el café y las frutas,
en sus barcos que deslizaron como bandejas
el tesoro
de nuestras tierras de nuestras tierras
sumergidas.

Among the blood thirsty flies
the Fruit Co. disembarks,
ravaging coffee and fruits
for its ships that make disappear like ghosts on serving trays
the treasures
of our lands of our lands
that are submerged

Mientras tanto, por los abismos
azucarados de los puertos,
caian indios sepultados
en el vapor de la manana:
un cuerpo rueda,
una cosa sin nombre,
un numero caido,
un racimo de fruta muerta
derramada en el pudrilero.
Mientras tanto, por los abismos
azucarados de los puertos,
caian indios sepultados
en el vapor de la manana:
un cuerpo rueda,
una cosa sin nombre,
un numero caido,
un racimo de fruta muerta
derramada en el pudrilero.
Mientras tanto, por los abismos
azucarados de los puertos,
caian indios sepultados
en el vapor de la manana:
un cuerpo rueda,
una cosa sin nombre,
un numero caido,
un racimo de fruta muerta
derramada
en el pudrilero.

Meanwhile in the sugary
abysses of the seaports
collapsed Indians , buried
in the mist of the morning:
a body rolls down
a thing without name,
a fallen number,
a bunch of lifeless fruit
dumped in the rubbish heap.
Meanwhile in the sugary
abysses of the seaports
collapsed Indians , buried
in the mist of the morning:
a body rolls down
a thing without name,
a fallen number,
a bunch of lifeless fruit
dumped in the rubbish heap.
Meanwhile in the sugary
abysses of the seaports
collapsed Indians , buried
in the mist of the morning:
a body rolls down
a thing without name,
a fallen number,
a bunch of lifeless fruit
dumped
in the rubbish heap.
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Suzy:-OK, we surrender : interrogate us, analyze us, encounter-group us, group-therapize us,
etc etc
Johnny:-She just means let’s have that break and when we come back ask us any questions
left out
Suzy:-This kid sure has his way with words…
Johnny:-…And keep shuffling, like a puzzle, the pieces of our souls,thinly shattered, until
shuffled back, or forth, into a meaningful and functional whole, can form an existential spine
capable of also supporting the centrifugal tensions of new formations that must emerge from
the fractal landscape that the identities of present synergy groups affords for facing the crisis
Suzy:-He just means that after you get done with our psychological problems, let’s all see
whether the political parties that are cut as thinly as parsley can be put together one mouthful
that can work
Johnny:- This kid, also, sure has his way with words…
Angela:-You two should be performing…
Helen:-…in a circus…
Alex:-…Circo Aristophaneo-Mediterraneo in a park near you, coming soon …
They let playing just the music, not the video of “United fruit Co” and leave the stage.
Suzy suddenly returns as if she forgot something and lets on the screen the photo we see here:

Think about this before you go voting

INTERVAL
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Interval finishes .
They come back and take their usual positions

Think about this before you go voting

Alex:-So Johnny, I wanted to ask you…(he suddenly notices the photo with a start) …What’s
this? The scarecrow for what awaits any country following the example of Greece if in
tomorrow’s elections Greece doesn’t …etc etc?
Helen:-Some photo McKenzie found them for the story abour penguins Yiannis told them
making George and Vangelis pat each other on the back to make the next penguin fall for a
test of whether the monster was passing?
Angela:-A Rorschach test for us to be diagnosed as something or other by the kids depending
on what we think it is becuae the kids thought we will try to diagnose something about them?
Suzy:-Not bad. Try a little more on the second round:
Alex:-The old rightists’ party ready to eat alive whoever did not condemn the left and the
communist party ready to eat up by kicking out whoever did not consider utopic
communists like Theodorakis as parts of the system.
Angela:-The anarchists’ circle ready to eat up by excommunication and isolation whoever
did not consider utopic communists like Theodorakis as fossils not less fossilized than the
usual communists and did not consider patriots like Theodorakis as different from Nazi-like
nationalists.
Helen:-Fanatic nationalists ready to beat up internationalists and immigrants and
internationalists and immigrants ready to stigmatize as Nazi whoever does mention publicly
that Greece, even more so within crisis, cannot accommodate all immigrants affording a sum
to pay to Turkish people-smugglers and Greek corrupts, to be smuggled and kept in Greece.
Suzy:-You guys are gooood!!!
Alex:-The monster will eat a non-confomist penguin like the cat who ate the non-conformist
swallow in the joke that Mihalis remembered from the poster of his father’s youth.
Angela:-So it’s an obvious allusion to the dilemmas anyone feels when the ballot time
approaches, like it does now.
Helen:-Why do I feel again the presence of McKenzie and of Yiannis? Either as biology
teachers or as theologians or as both; and in a joint project…Oh! Maybe it’s something else
too…
Suzy:-Your free associations are phenomenal. You even inspire in me a free association about
your trio that constitutes quite a compliment to the sum total of your IQs. Johnny, do you
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remember what that specialist passing from Glossa finally did when to check out the kids he
wrote the word “frying pan” on the blackboard and asked the 70 kids gathered from of all
classes to tell him to write other uses of it?
Johnny:-He finally asked to play soccer with them and his jeans were torn and he was
looking for a pair and found one from Elissavet’s husband…
Alex:-Why do you mention that?...How many words did the blackboard have finally? And
which were the most far-fetched?
Suzy:-I mentioned it because it’s as unrelated with our subject as the blackboard which, by
the way, was filled to the edges, the most exotic uses suggested being “beach racket” and
“ice-skate”. So let’s go back to our subject…
Alex:-Tomorrow’s elections was it? I’m not evading…
Suzy:-I think you had started asking Johnny something. Johny isn’t evading either. Right
Johnny?
Johnny:-Of course!
Suzy:-Until Mr Alex remembers what he would ask Johnny can I answer something I took
for a question to Johnny from Mrs Angela long time ago? If it’s not a conscious question and
neither is it interesting as an unconscious question tell me to skip answering it; and if my
answer does not echo what Johnny would answer he may complete, correct or delete
mine…OK, I answer it: Mrs Angela, at some point you mentioned, next to each other, a
photo of Glossa’s school on a snowy day and the painting where an angel-like mother held
two kids one with each hand and walks-or-swims-or-flies in an angel-like village. Maybe it
was a discrete question whether summers became winters for Johnny when his mother died, I
only want to comment that irrespective of whether that is or is not true as a metaphor, that
snowy day is not at all a heart-freezing day for either of us, we passed it within a fantastic
family with a fireplace and delicacies cooked in it and with guests coming to taste ours and
bring their own delicacies and sweets for us, as it was the day celebration of the saint of
someone’s Christian name, but it was only a different occasion, oh, two occasions. Snow is
occasion enough in itself always. What many kind-of celebrated each Tuesday with such
gatherings was Lakis’ satire TV hours, altsantirinews, always ending with singing or dancing
wth the musicians he invited at the end.
Johnny:-Thank you Mrs Angela, I appreciate both the sensitivity of your concern and the so
very dicreet way you expressed it, and thank you too Suzy for the equally admirable way you
got into my shoes…If questions about my own, not so very special self , are over then let’s go
to something that seemed to be on Mrs Helen’s mind regarding the penguins who are still
up there. Mrs Helen?
Helen:-I remember Mumford writing somewhere that after Neolithic people lived an agrarian
revolution, farming and cattle-raising and fishing and having food stored for winter and
having leisure for pleasure people among neighbors, crying with you on your grief days and
celebrating with you on your joy days like births, just like it happems in many villages today
he notes, OK, after all that there came so very cruel attacks of each village on other ones, let
me not now recall why, that entering a huge city within city walls felt like protection
although walls were like prison walls not to let go outside people who were enslaved to the
elite ruling from a citadel within the city inside inner protective walls to protect the elite from
the revolutions of the slaves it both exploited-imprisoned and protected through the outer
walls. But why do I feel it had something to do with biology too. Our cell membranes and
inner membranes for their nucleus that organizes the cell’s functions couldn’t be the reason,
although Mumford does like analogies with biology…
Angela:-OK, cities don’t look like that anymore and, after the attempted fall of borders, not
even nations look like that…
Alex:-…but threatening Greece with expulsion from Eurozone and vulnerability to Turkey
and other neighbors with not enough money to buy arms , does sound like that, but what’s the
relevance of the analogy?
Suzy:-Johnny, usually kids are called “apples” falling under admiring and proud parents
called “apple trees” but aren’t you admiring and proud of all the three apple trees we two
apples share tonight over us? They started on the spot to notice things that are news to us
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whether they’re relevant or not. Do you think they’re fast learner or that we’re good teachers?
Should we two congratulate each other only or them too?...OK, killjoys don’t have to answer.
They only have to concentrate just in case something important is said, and not just
something funny. Once a Doc Martin always a Doc Martin…
Johnny:-…Mrs Helen whether you guessed it or you read it somewhere in the posted
collaborations of Mr Vassilis, your husband not the editor, and McKenzie or between Mr
Yiannis and McKenzie or some —for the first time— tripartite posting, maybe what you
mean is the following:…
Helen:-…Johnny, thank you for all the thinking you give to what I’m scratching my head for
but if it’s going to take time then let’s ask Mr Alex if he remembered what he was going to
ask…
Suzy:-…Yes mom, it will take time, if it’s what I think it will be…because I too will add
comments…so Mr Alex please go ahead:
Alex:-Johnny what brought you to Glossa from Germany? What brought you to Athens from
Glossa? And what keeps you in Greece and away from return to Germany? But before that:
Helen, what keeps Vassilis in Germany and away from Greece?
Johnny:-So we start with Mrs Helen:
Helen:- Vassilis has taken a leave from his job subsidized by either Greek or German public
sector to full time help Bill finish non catastrophically what he had started before crisis when
he had given up any investment other than the city along the Howard model that they learned
from Mumford. So they’re in everything together. Even in sharing a small apartment like two
students. The only luxury Vassilis and Bill have allowed themselves is their knowing that we
here can live on my pension for the ministry of education, at least as long as the crisis doesn’t
kill it.
Alex:-Johnny, how do you explain that your father hasn’t yet answered your question on
economics, I mean about your worry if the most beautiful sites of , Glossa for example, can
be bought out of the hands of their owners with, essentially, robbery methods? Is he that
busy surviving?
Angela:-Oh, c’mon Alex! That’s elementary. Johnny, may I try to answer this before you do?
Johnny:-Of course, go ahead.
Angela:-I’m sure Johnny didn’t only ask that, but a whole chain of questions which to be
answered take a whole book which Bill is writing right now. Otherwise I would have sent him
to a site where he can find the best possible author to answer that question. An author who
considers that Aristophanes’ “Frogs”…
Alex:-…Sorry Angela, just a minute: Johnny, was Angela correct so far?
Johnny:-Absolutely.
Alex:-…Thank you Angela, go on:
Angela:-An author who considers that Aristophanes’ “Frogs”beyond being what they usually
are and beyond being a text valuable for legislators too, as some source has suggested, is
also a text valuable for ecomonists, on at least how to teach the so-called “Gresham’s law”

of economics
Johnny:-I’d be grateful Mrs Angela if that author can teach me something by motivating me
through my love for Aristophanes. I hate economics so much that it just bounces on my skull.
After the golden zombies and orcs and gollums did what they did, I consider it deep down in
me, a subject that to kids should be taught with parental guidance or be X-rated , and to more
adult ages it should be taken with lots of mandatory concurrent courses of humanities,
otherwise these cannibals…Oh! Make humanities not just concurrent but prerequisite and
passed with an A+. …Anyway, I just mean that otherwise in the best possible case, and IF
they’re geniuses and if they are as Californiadreamer-like as Steve Jobs with land trips as far
as up to India and mind trips as far as into their unconscious, even in that very-very good
case their background will not be good enough…OK, let me not fly off along that tangent…
What were we saying? Oh. Mrs Angela, when I e-mail you those pages, please drop me a line
with link or something where I can read that author you mean, I’ll be very grateful…
Suzy:-You’ll be already now as grateful as I am right now because Mrs Angela made me
look up Aristophanes’ “Frogs” in Wikipedia which, I see , I had wrongly postponed for too
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long after we heard that Olga’s brother Yiorgos had already played in it…Let’s all hear this,
OK, Mrs Angela may already have seen it: “…and while in “Birds” the comic poet is looking
for the ideal city in heavens, in the “Frogs” the U-topia, the non-place, the non-site , is the
Underworld, the Hades as ancients Greeks called it. Utopia here finds ground and sets up its
jubilant dream-like phantasy in a feast where the dead are more live than the living and Hades
is more luminous than the world on earth’s surface…”. Sorry for the interruption, as we
continue our other subjects let’s all be giving some thought to the question of what favorite
examples of such dead we each or all have, whether they are celebrities or next door’s Toms,
Dicks and Harries…Where were we? Oh: Johnny?
Johnny:-Mr Alex you asked me what brought me to Glossa from Germany, what brought me
to Athens from Glossa and what keeps me in Greece and away from return to Germany. I’ll
start from shortest answer and finish with longest. Like all who stay because they can afford
to and because they love Greece, I do the same without blaming anyone who leaves unless he
both leaves and blames those who left their countries to come here. What brought both me
me and Suzy to Athens from Glossa was the realization, after some age and after some events
like, for example the quite lasting events of violence after the killing of the high school
student Alexis by a policeman downtown Athens, that the kind of paradise we grew up in,
through our frequent and extended stays in Glossa, was not something that just had to be
discovered by passersby by chance but had to be brought to town by people who had lived in
it enough not to ignore it altogether and not to be so insatiable for it as to sit there and just
enjoy it, even if they were not from there…Now let’s go to what brought me from Germany
to Glossa. The briefest answer is my mother . But let me explain at length since of course
after that you’ll think she had visited Glossa whereas she hadn’t. So she sent me, she didn’t
bring me, but since in a sense I feel her presence there, it is also as if she brought me. Suzy
had come with her parents to revisit the place where she was born and raised until
kindergarten and two days later she called me to tell me to come immediately there. It was not
exactly missing me, nor loneliness or lack of company that she could not stand, nor anything
else like that, what she could not stand was that I was missing something she would not want
to miss for anything in the world, and she was pressing me to come, promising that this time
she would be my interpreter and next time I would be speaking Greek anyway, then she
wanted to speak to my mom on the phone in order to convince her, then the two moms talked,
then my mom checked something in the internet, then my mom and dad did send me there
and Suzy and her mom came to the Athens airport to pick me up and we went to the island.
Then, apart from some Christmas too that Mrs Helen too went there with us two, we spent six
months a year there through, Spring and summer, having joined a Danish school that part of
its school program every year was in Elios. Apparently, my mom had realized that most
probably she would die and also realized that this was the best place she could send me to be
raised as she dreamed kids should be raised. Instead of anything else let me just tell you what
I think made her take that decision, I mean let me tell you what I told her first about my
summer when I returned to her in September: The Elios kids, who when they reach high
school go to Glossa since, being 10 minures from Glossa by bus they share the high school
building, wanted to say goodbye until next Spring, to the Danish kids. Since they didn’t all
speak enough English and part of the goodbye was not through words, they made a common
exhibition of painting and then the Elios kids, in the yard of the primary school, made the
following non-word event: First the older high school kids played some instrumentals in
bouzouki, later we leraned they were all students of Syros whom Mrs Helen mentioned
reading Mr Yiannis’ obituary of Mados. Then one little girl tried to send a ball to the basket
of the basketball stand in the yard and failed. Then a girl sitting on a bench near the stand was
reading “Athens news”, apparently she played a foreigner who didn’t speak Greek, and then a
kid dressed as punk with a FUCK written on one of his back pockets and and OFF written on
the other sat next to her and was trying to read the newspaper; the girl, and all of us too,
thought that he was trying to start a flirt and he pretended to be interested in the newspaper;
the girl smiled to him but it was the other way round, he wanted to read the newspaper and he
was pretending he was interested in starting a flirt, because suddenly he took the newspaper
and ran away; but looking back to see if she was after him for her paper he didn’t see the
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basket stands and running he hit on it and fell dead, and immediately two little girls with
angel wings showed up carrying a stretcher, put him on it as he lay on the ground and took
him away. Then started various acrobatics, a young high school student showed up on a
unicycle, he was playing waiter and musician and he was taking orders while playing the
bouzouki petaling back and forth so as to be able to keep the unicycle from falling. Then, still
on unicycle, he was bringing the things asked for all stabilized on one arm stretched and
with the other he was stil holding the bouzouki upside down as if it was a torch, oh! he was a
real waiter too, but not of course on a unicycle, and maybe he was trying to be a real acrobat
too, I added next year to my dad, because I saw him on a mororcycle with one leg in plaster
case extended forward and a crutch too exteneded forward in one hand, looking like Indiana
Jones in some movie. Then many kids showed up doing acrobatics, and then they formed a
pyramid near the basket stand and under the basket . Suddenly that little girl that we had not
seen again since the beginning, came with her ball, climbed the human pyramid, entered the
ball in the basket and suddenly fell, the two winged little angels with the stretcher showed up,
the girl who fell told “I’m OK,OK” and they excused themselves and carrying their stretcher
went away running. Then the girl, whom we thought that the punk who was killed wanted to
flirt, appeared, not she herself but only her shadow, on a white bed sheet behind which she
was being illuminated from a projector behind her; and her shadow was dancing, or rather
twisting, in the sound of some classical music, but the ends of the sheet were supposed to be
walls of some prison because the shadow was twisting and going back and forth in agony like
a fly under a glass put upside down on a table…Anyway we got the picture, oh: Let me also
tell you how that evening’s story sounds from years later, because it sounds even better:
Years later, that same year with the killing of Alexis, Mr Yiannis who already was in Athens
had invited us for an evening café with students from Glossa who were studying in
universities and with some professors who had passed from Glossa, he was mentioning how
Antonis, the acrobat with the bouzouki, had once stunned them all in three steps: Step 1: he
showed up and asked to be given a make up exam in history, adding the stanadaar refrain of
students: Of course both you and I realize that my grade does not need make up but face
lifting. Step 2: He showed up on the date arranged and answered only the questions “What do
you know about the system of Governmnet in Ancient Athens?” and “….Alphabetical
writing”. His answers were combined “The system of govermenr was democratic, which
meant that anyone had the system he wanted, for example aristocrats among themselves had
aristocracy and oligarchs among themselves had oligarchy. The rest were democrats and
among themselves had democracy. Regarding writing, the Athenians, after intensive and time
consuming research, came to the conclusion that they had discovered alphabetical writing”
While his instructor was telling the rest of the faculty of her surprise Antonis showed up to
ask if he passed, holding his bouzouki. He asked laughing “Did I pass by any chance?”
“What’s the bouzouki for?” “Well, I didn’t study at all finally, I was just joking in the
answers, but just in case I would pass I sat a whole evening and learned the most difficult
introduction of all the Epitaphs of Theodorakis, the one in front of the song “You have set
my star”, to play as a celebration” “You learned an Epitaph in case of celebration? But
anyway, you didn’t pass, you have set my star” “But can I play it to all of you anyway so that
a whole evening’s practice doesn’t go wasted?” “Sure, thank you” “My pleasure”. He played
it, the faculty applauded him, they thanked each other again and he left. Then , through
Antonis, our thoughts went to that evening in Elios that I had narrated to my mom, in which
Mr Yiannis too was present and now was asking Vaso, one of the best students he had had in
the hardest level courses of physics, chemistry, biology and mathematics, and one of the best
actresses too. She was now studying information science. He said.”That evening’s two little
angels were your twin cousins, Tasa and Alexandra, right?...” By the way they were the two
little sisters of Maria who we saw would not let home alone to attend afternoon physics .
“…So you may know the answer to whether, when they went to take away on the stretcher
the girl who rolled down the pyramid, it was a rehearsed thing or an improvisation” “The fall
itself was real. So they asked for real if the girl was OK” “And who was the girl? I still have
not figured that out” “But it was me, didn’t you know that?” “What?...You can’t imagine how
strange is the feeling of realizing that that little gril is also a girl that years later was also
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speaking about orbitals, and recombinant DNA and doing hard integrals; and playing roles on
stage and doing tango in the schoolyard. By the way the first to play that role you played later
was your cousin Tasa , the one of the twin angels, who suggested we start playing theater
plays, before that we only read things on stage, but she noticed that the paragraphs read were
already like dialogs as if it was radio theater, and asked why not turn them to optical too…
Angela:-Johnny, allow me a parenthesis and then you return to that so beautiful story that
your mom must have loved…Concerning your rehearsal I too wanted to tell you that radio
format is a solution to the things that are fit for a book rather than for learning by heart; also
the format of nights of poetry reading; but now you reminded me something else that was
coming and going in my mind, but just as a technical analogy, not that the kind of dialogs are
similar: Platonic dialogs were not only read at home. They were also read in pubic by readers
among whom Plato was reading the lines of Socrates. Walter Kaufmann of Princeton even
said that tragey was born not out of the spirit of music as Nietzsche thought but out of the
spirit of dialogs occurring in Homer, the other kind of dialog resulting from them being the
Platonic. But for some aspects I prefer Nietzsche’s point. Sorry for the interruption…Oh: I’ll
tell you laer something else about him too…
Johnny:-A valuable interruption Mrs Angela, see how enchanted Suzy looks, thank you
Suzy:-Thank you Mrs Angela, mom liked it too, and so did Mr Alex.
Alex:-Johnny I feel your mom too would have liked the follow up you liked even more in a
sense , I mean the follow up with the kids seen again many years later.
Johnny:-In a sense she had lived it and when it was happening I pictured it as if the dialogs of
the grown up kids with Mr Yiannis were happening in some of the so many summer revisit of
the kids to the tiers of the schoolyard that was right below the balcony of Mr Yiannis
house,and that he had seen us and the dialog was happening there…
Angela:-…you mean that you felt that if your mother lived she would have said similar things
as Mr Yiannis about a strange feeling upon seeing the kids at several different ages…
Johnny:-Maybe that too, but to explain let me fill some steps I skipped: imagining things not
in an Athens café but on the schoolyard’s tiers makes one remember that in school events a
constant presence is pre-school kids running up and down all the time even very near the
stage, or even on it sometimes. They are not a nuisance but a presence everyone both enjoys
and has learned to automatically remove mentally from the event for it to make sense. They
run, look at each other, and every now and then stop and stare at some scene either because
something looks impressive to them or because they see their elder broher or sister or because
they wan to do something similar or, if near kindergarten, becauase they realize that soon they
will be doing that too. Well, what that has to do with my mother is that when I was telling her
about the Elios school event for the goodbye to the Danish kids I had also mentioned to her
those little kids running and buzzing among the stage kids and she must have liked it very
much because her eyes watered and she embraced me and kissed me….
Johnny stops, his eyes are watering a little, wipes them and goes on

Then my dad came home and my mom, I order to play down in front of me what she had just
felt, narrated to my father the scene with the little kids but she did it not watering but
laughing, but then my dad’s eyes watered…
Johnny stops again, his eyes are watering a little, wipes them again and goes on

Anyway you see why on those tiers I feel my mom present in a sense…present for me and
also present for herself, I mean she did imagine those scenes when she still lived..So: I asked
them why this scene makes the eyes of both of them water or why it doesn’t make mine
water too and they both answered that it just reminded them of a book they had recently read;
I insisted in asking what that scene was so partly the one,partly the other they told me—but
not watering as much— a scene that later I read in a excerption from Mumford’s book “The
City in History” that Mr Vassilis had once posted in his efforts to help my parents’ cause and
dream. Mumford was saying that straight streets was a recent development and in Medieval
Town where, before Easter, all towns had Enactments of Christ’s Passion in which more or
less all people played one role, by seeing forward and by seeing backward, in a street that was
not straight, one could see in temporal succession all the roles he had paleyd in the past or
would ley in the future whereas on a straight street one woud just see the back of the people
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of the previous row and the faces of the people of the next. Thus evey year one would have
one more synopsis of his life and of all human life in perspective. Anyway, someone who
does think a little to understand such a megathinker’s fascination with Middle Ages can also
understand the cosmopolitans’ of the Elytis type fascination with Papadiamantis’ and the
whole Aegean’s religious sentiment that you were talking about; and vice versa. And anyway
I don’t see any conflict of religion and science and politics and rock-like and fun in all that,
Father Alexis is present in all rock dance events as spectator , nobody in the audience
considers it bad for a priest to attend either, the only conflict I ever experienced was the
conflict of schedules when being in a Church camping with some kids and Father Alexis in a
most beautiful site on the mountains I missed the rehersals and the on the spot writings of
skits by Anthoula. So to understand what is all that campaign with atheist camps too and not
only Church’s that Dawkins organizes in England I have to see fom a closer distane what
vibes exactly Church gives there and why it’s so imposrtnat for them to break out of it to feel
free to have fun.
Alex:-Johnny complete the story you were saying because I want to to ask you something.
Johnny:-Oh: Next year Mados’ daughter Nausika invited us and Mr Yiannis in a June
primary school event she had organized where about 35 kids from 6 to 12 years old would
present a musical touring in Greece’s last 40 years. At the beginning a girl and boy with
white wigs to play grandparents were preparing to lay towels etc at a beach and the grandpa
was growling that if the young men with their silly cassettes showed up again they would
pack up and leave; the grandma objected but not strongly, then they started remembering the
songs of the times they were still engaged, and some other kids on a stage nearby enacted
their memories dancing at retro music like tango etc. Then they reminisced the time their
children were having their kid parties and what music they were playing there, and kids were
enacting on the stage those memories too.Then they were playing the teenage parties of their
kids where there was needed some discreet supervision for necking and another set of rock
songs came in. Then the kids played over 20 years old and what was enacted was their nights
off home at folk music places at which some of the kids enacted musicians too. Finally they
started playing their casettes on the beach and the young generation preparing to settle liked
them and they exchanged cassettes and had a common party. The most reliable witness of the
spirits of the whole event came when in the teenage party phase the song played and danced
was “If I had a hammer” by Trini Lopez: a pre-school kid escaped from his mother’s lap and
arms in the auditotorium, climbed and crept his way to the stage raher than going round to
find the stairs to it, and starting jumping up ad down on the stage to imitate as closely as
possible the dancing of the teenagers enacted by pre-teenagers. When suddenly the song
turned to blues he felt lost and checked around to see what his big brother was doing and
seeing him dance tenderly embraced with his partner girl he went up to his brother and
embraced him from behind, embraced his legs that is, his head was at thigh level and started
the light cradling motions he saw around him, all this among the wildest applause and
laughter from the audience. Mados was living but bysy with exams in Glossa and Mr Yiannis
was sitting with Mados’ wife and older son who had come to see the show. They called
Mados on a cellphone to tell him have a taste. At the end Nausika too took the mike to say
goodbye for she was changing school. She started and suddenly stopped. No voice; only tears
were running in profusion as also ran from the eyes of parents who were only applauding her
and their kids rhytmically. Later she came and thanked Mr Yiannis for forming such a dream
couple with Mados that they formed dream teams with the inspired and energetic young
teachers passing from Glossa in a way that it took her many years to know that not all schools
were like that and for having convinced her once, with Mr Tnanassis and Mr Kostas , two
mathematicians, not to become a mathematician. Being a great student, besides a dancer and
pianist, she had enough points to become a professor in mathematics and Mados called his
friends to go there because his daughter was crying and was telling him that he is lying that
he will not be disappointed if she did not follow his steps and become a mathematician too.
“Are you out of your mind? You think your father is what he is because he took Galois theory
and functional analysis taht he would never teach at school?” “If you get into that , whatever
there is to teac in high school will finish after the first six months and then forget dancing,
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playing piano, organizing carnivals”. “You owe all those things to your future students. That
will be the disappointment of your father, seein you become unhappy by becoming misled by
fear of disapponting him”. “Didn’t you play teacher in front of mirror ever since you were a
kid? Even the mathematics you know you picture to yourself you’ll be teaching to someone
that way. But the mathematics you would learn has nothing to do with that, you’re attracted
by false analogy to something you’ve never seen”. So she thanked Mr Yiannis for that
insistence. Next day he called her, very late, almost noon, to ask if she was even more dead
tired after training so many under-age kids than he was after training half as many of a more
reasonable age. She wasn’t “Oh, I forgot, I have more than double your age” “It’s not that Mr
Yiannis. I only have some sweet fatigue because I did not sleep. You know why?” “Why?”
“Out of big joy. I had so much joy that I could not sleep. I didn’t know one can become so
joyful” “Well we all believed this profession was the most rewarding in the world”. Oh: Mr
Alex when she said “I didn’t know all schools were not like that” she added “We all took for
granted that it’s in the nature of schools to have a Mados, a Mr Yiannis etc etc” Now, watch
it, this is not any locality-chauvinsim or whatever. It’s just like saying “I thought that like
there is a Theodorakis for Greece there is a corresponding one in Latin America , one in
Middle East, one in Germany, one in Sweden, one in Israel, one in…in…in… and then
becoming surprised when we learn that as their own Theodoarakis they have the same one
we have and some have none. Chauvinistic would be if we were raised to believe that only
we have Theodorakis and the others don’t. But on the contrary, we all take for granted the
opposite…OK, Mr Alex I completed the story, ask your question:
Alex:-Johny that was another great story for which we thank both you and Suzy, but my two
questions regarded your mother. Now, concerning chauvinsism you added a question..
Johnny:-Go ahead…
Alex:-To get the vibes of your father I asked if he resembled some actor. To get the vibes of
your mother I feel I must not ask that question but another…Oh: I mean her vibes before she
got ill. The vibes of your mother you already gave us were one of the strongest shocks I have
received in my life…Maybe because I had lost my father…OK, concerning my question
about your mother: please tell us what novel was the one she liked most and what song.
Johnny:-Her favorite novel was Tom Robbins’ “Another roadside attraction” , its Greek
translation known by the title “Amanda, the girl of the earth” and her favorite song was the
“Honeymoon song” whose music the Beatles borrowed from Theodorakis.
Angela:-We Greeks know that there has been such a song, and we know its melody and its
Greek lyrics, starting with “Into my arms like a star fall tonight till you sleep there…”… (she
sings those few words) …but can you show us the lyrics that Beatles sang with that.
Alex:-That’s what I would say too…
Suzy:-I had it ready already:
Honeymoon song.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yzy2J1MLvOQ&feature=related

I never knew that a day like today lay before us
I've got the sun in my heart and my heart's in the sun
The skys are as bright as your eyes the horizon is open
Love is the ceiling feeling are reeling free as the air
Forever on and forever
Forever on side by side
Whoever knew that we two could be free as we fancied
Fancy is free but are we who are bound to each other by love
To each other by love
Whoever knew that we two could be free as we fancied
Fancy is free but we are who are bound to each other by love
To each other by love
To each other by love
To each other by love
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Johnny:-Now, Mr Alex I don’t remember well. You had one more question about my mother
or we’re done? And you said you added a question about my locality-chauvinism too?
Alex:-More relevant than knowing if kids thought that all villagers are like that is knowing if
all villages really are like that. Do you have any idea?
Johnny:-To say that other villages do similar things just because people who passed from
Mados spread would be chauvinistic but keeping in touch with many of them we know that in
other places they met other colleagues and other headmasters who thought an acted similarly.
For example the teacher of French who did aerobic dancing and retro dancing in Glossa did
weekly radio broadcaksts with kids in Skyros and also her headmaster who did not focus on
dancing focused with similar passion on cinema, finding playing and analyzing important old
films in weekly projections. Also we know from things going around the web that other
places do similar things, let’s see for example two links right off:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eltEtwBwhhQ , http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Za3VmufijXY

You had another question you said?
Alex:-These things Johnny are breathtaking, but I’ll fight speechlessness to ask it: Have you
ever thought of making something like a short movie out of the way your mother sent you to
the island? It will touch very deeply the people who have felt like that at some point.
Johnny:-Yes but since this would be relevant for only them , the next step would be to see if
it can say something relevant to all parents and children now with the crisis that, in a sense,
brings all parents and all children in a similar position. But a short film saying this already
exists, so one only had to propagate it and , at most comment it in a way that sees it in such
light if that is at all necessary and not self evident in our present situation. And believe it or
not, it was done by a kid of 14, and in such a way that it got a first prize, not in a contest for
kids only but for adults too. We heard about it from Petros, a student of Mr Yiannis way back
before he went to the island, now Petros is 46 but his interests were like Kostas’, including
guns and theater, and the mutual narrations of Mr Yiannis brought them together and after
Kostas we too met him and he suggested this short film to us.
Alex:-Which film is that?
Johnny:-This one: oh: At the end, after the names etc are projected, there is one more scene.
So let’s see it all the way until we talk again.Ah, happily this one already has English subtitles
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onbqTN8Qptg

Alex:-So, Johnny, you think there’s no point in restating under present conditions the feeling
of many parents today that they want to put at least their kids on some salvation boat
and…well we all saw…
Johnny:-There will be a point in doing that but only after the analogous things happen. These
things cannot play a preventive role except for the next catastrophe. Prevention, if at all,
comes only by waking to solve problems, not to sensitize about what may not be solved. This
film about the past can wake enough about the next destruction, which is the present one.
There’s no need to write hypothetical scenarons for the present. In the case of me and my
mom it would be crazy to write it before she sent me to the island and is of too limited
relevance to write it afterwards. About the vibes of the place it would be better to propagate
“Mamma mia!” itself. I mean it. The only objection I had to it was that at some point it had a
man on a donkey and a woman walking next to it, I asked people from other places and from
other times. This scene would exist in other places in other times, but on this island it was
never true, on the donkey would be the woman , seated on the most comfortable seat that
folded blankets or whatever might provide.
Alex:-But, ironically, “Mamma mia!” would be the best title not only because if you
combined both the psychoanalytic part and the sad vibes and the jouful part and good vibes it
would parallel that story , and not only because with all the links you use it would be a
musical, but also ,and above all, because even those schoolyard tiers are a five minutes’ ride,
as Suzy had said, from the chapel where Pierce Brosnan proposed and married Meryl Streep.
Now let me see already your objections, some of which I consider as valid and some just part
of your usual DocMartin-like grumpiness: You must not make profane commercial use of
holy things, nor parasitize on “Mamma mia” ’s earned fame but earn your own audience from
scratch, you must not injure “Mamma mia” ’s attraction by relating it to something whose
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psychoanalytic vibes are much more upsetting than “Mamma mia” ’s , so there goes down
sinking a film titled “Mamma mia: Remake in the time of the markets’ cholera”, I mean crisis
Angela:-What about “Europa mia!” so that it automatically creates a combination like “My
mother Europe” like those “US-my mom” and “USmother” your two Bill-dads wrote and
posted and DJ-ed? Europe does need a throrough shaking up by the shoulders, doesn’t she?
Alex:-Hey! What were those episodes I missed from your dads? Please include them in your
e-mails,if you’ve read them,or you Helen.Oh:Angela, please e-mail them, to me,maybe you’re
their most recent reader in the room,these texts must date since the Iraq invasion or near…
Johnny:-These are all very good suggestions, and thank you, but even taking them into
account we won’t move that much from the following picture I had in mind…Some of the
things that we have been discussing and have some relevance for others too can be put in the
format of rehearsals, some in optical some in acoustic or reading format, with so many dead
and funerals they can become analog of the, so-to-speak underworld utopia of Aristophanes
that Suzy read form Wikipedia a while ago, although to make it have as wide a name as
“Mamma Europe” that Mrs Angela suggested needs some more things, that up to now were in
the e-mails I had I mind, but maybe should be said now. This brings up the question of how
we can put some of the best vibes of Glossa that would help make manifest how she is like
the so-to-speak heavenly utopia of Aristophanes, the Medireranneo part the European whole,
let’s say. But putting it in such format has already ben done long ago, in the Abu Ghraib
times of Iraq by some mathematician friend of Suzy’s dad and of Mr Yiannis who, when he
read about some tribulations of an American soldier who fell in love with a young woman in
Iraq, combined antiwar musical antiwar Aristophanian comedies like Lysistrata and
Aharnians with the heavely utopia of Aristophanian antiwar musical comedy and made
“Lysistrata in Glossa”, or rather in “Langue island” since both Glossa and Langue would be
tongue in French. OK, this mathematician’s point, as some of those postings said, was also
that this policy of philosopher-playwrights like Aristophanes of using over-terrestial or
under-terrestrial utopias in analyzing earthly and terrestrial issues was not unlike Plato’s view
that before a mechanic or architect treats problems referring to the difficult properties of
inexact shapes in the actual world, it’s good to have sharpened his mind and have gained
some experience in treating geometry problems, with the less difficult properties of the
shapes of ideal shapes in the ideal Platonic world, a policy continuing up by force of habit and
tradition and of other factors to the scools of Mr Alex’ generation taking lots and lots of
geometry that would be needed nowhere. Also, the Archimedean saying about levers “Give
me a place to stand and I will move the earth” also makes such Aristophanian sense , to move
things on earth one also needs to step on ground that is in nowere land, u-topic. I remember
Mr Vassilis once saying to Mr Yiannis that the first book that Mumford wrote, in his twenties,
was about utopias and either had as motto, or Mr Vassilis added as motto when he translated
it, Oscar Wylde’s line “A map without the land of utopia on it is not worth a second glance”.
So: We need a trilogy, say a trilogy of love and elections, since the first part was near US
elections and the second part is now, near tomorrow’s elections in both Greece and France.
First part can be based on Glossa as heavenly utopia. Done and ready as we said. Second part
is the rehersal we’ve talking about for so long tonight. Third, and most important part is of
course to write after it really happens, by us or by anybody else, what is going to take place
in the streets , not in a room as we’re doing now nor on any stage or screen or book where
something like that could be presented. Without the street, even the real show is a rehearsal,
unless the street itself deteriorates into just a show played on TV news like it sometimes does.
In the streets tomorrow or after one or two years here or in France or in Wall Street, OK, in
Middle East too, but for what happens there I’m no specialist at all. Even about the things
here I can only do something if the older guys like Mihalis and Panagiotis keep me posted or
invite me to live from a close distance what they’re going to be witnessing next year, in the
higher schools, or wherever. So the trilogy is heavenly utopia , underword utopia, earth; also
trilogy of three ages: “childhood paradise, highschool miniature of hell-like too vibes, adult
view of real earth. Our dads’ idea also was a trilogy : …Oh, Mr Alex let me summarize for
you what we would need from the episodes you say you missed, from our dads’ postings and
DJ-ings: They had a trilogy too. View from very high, from a satellite, like in Aristophanes’
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“clouds” where what was satirized was the world of academicians , the only change being that
they put hippies like Tom Robbins’ heroes in the satellite, then they were on gtound as
roadmovie, then, OK, there were street demonstrations but either imagined or reflecting short
ones, not insistent like with the later “indignados” and with the “occupy movement”…
Angela:-…Hold it. Back to stage 1: A writer I bookreviewed recently told me that one of
Gulliver’s travels was in an academicians’ satellite but I did notice it was an allusion to
Aristophanes…
Alex:-OK, maybe some wheels are rediscovered after all…
Johnny:-I think we’re confusing the picture by putting too many issues or beginnings of
issues in it, let’s decide what we end and what we started…and let’s not forget that what we
didn’t start at all is the fact tha “mamma mia!” was also a “daughter mia!” film
Angela:-What’s the sweetet goodbye to Glossa and school and…
Alex:-Something like the “goodbye to Venice” in the film of 30 years ago titled…
Angela:-Don’t say that title, I wouldn’t stand the verb in it…Suzy do I remember or guess
correctly that there is a goodbye by Mr Yiannis that can help here?…Strange I have trouble
calling him Yiannsi, I feel like a student too…
Suzy:-Yes there is: I would e-mail it to you, a part of it I’ll show you here and now for all of
what you said we need. He had written a goodbye which was meant to be to the school but it
ended up being for Mados too, but , happily for Mr Yiannis as he said, it was not needed since
the unpredictability of students made all of it obsolete. Now it’s needed though.Here it is:
Johnny:-Also he inserted some verses teasing specific students into some verses students had
written to tease teachers in a night event years ago at the suggestion of Mrs Katerina and Miss
Christina. Also I’ll show the last photo,showing our tiers too,he put in GlossaSkopelosblues…
11 years in the sun
Seasons in the sun
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cd_Fdly3rX8
(we only write down the 1st stanza’s verses)

Parting is difficult and hard

Goodbye to you, my trusted friend.
when world is beautiful and full of life
We've known each other since we're nine or ten.
we’ve been together for some years
Together we climbed hills or trees.
together in school , together in life
Learned of love and ABC's,
together in music and in dance.
skinned our hearts and skinned our knees.
Parting is difficult and hard
Goodbye my friend, it's hard to die
where all year ’round all feel their life spring-like
when all the birds are singing in the sky,
and where like birds that bring Spring
Now that the spring is in the air.
girls who love, with their eyes sing
Pretty girls are everywhere.
and look like a fountain-spring
When you see them I'll be there.
Every lesson, every class
We had joy, we had fun,
felt like being bathed in sun
we had seasons in the sun.
dance was light, light was guide
But the hills that we climbed
light and dance led all our life
were just seasons out of time
Bye great heartmaster, bye big chief
were hell of a guy in everything you did
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when teaching kids
and when given teach
light was what filled everything.
Both in big things and in things small
both in mistakes and in things right for all
you mixed in sweet harmony
math , dance and geometry
guess what could the secret be?
Every lesson, every class
felt like being bathed in sun
just like life that goes past
not forgotten by anyone
Goodbye school, goodbye fellow-kids,
goodbye you colleagues, fellow-learners, bigs
it was love that showed the light
always finding out what might
make grief turn to smoke in flight.
Parting is difficult and hard
where all year ’round all feel their life spring-like
if in the schoolyard kids are playing
if after class they feel like staying
know that there I will remain.
Love was just everywhere
like the million stars in heav’n
but those are out there far
we’ll remain side-by-side
Good evening fellow citizens who came to our school
to have a first hand look and taste of your offspring’s night rule.
The following show couldn’t wait, for some last Fall was early,
not for some earnest jokers who think school is hurly burly.
The school is like a madhouse built on isle beaten by winds,
and Mondays make parents mad too if no ship teachers brings.
Here yard bells aren’t listened to if they are not rung twice,
that’s reasonable, we have two ears, want now start counting eyes?
We all rush trying to be the ones in class with leaking roofs,
in case of rain to be on truant with alibis and proofs.
We all are talking when each one tries to speak to some other
how we can hear our own selves speak we don’t ask, we don’t bother.
Inside the classroom we all eat, breaks are for better uses
maybe that’s why the tavern next as name “The highschool” chooses.
Highschool , then university, BS , MS oh yes!
rumors are that “the master’s joint” will be its name next.
Master in laughs all of us have, BS we thought meant bullshit,
we think degrees they gave to us to let read those who choose it.
We put a scarf and sunglasses on our lab’s skeleton
but we could not a obtain a leave for use on a tombstone.
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Bruce Lee, Bruce Willis, Bruce Springsteen, are idols in US,
the three Bruceyiannis we have here can make Glossa a mess.
A fourth brother added to them would as the Daltons make them
one to be shot, one to be skinned, the other two just hang’em.
No matter how we shout and yell at others we’re all one
one for all we so truly are as everyone for none.
We had protection seminars, how good is using headphones,
but we cared only to protect the signals of our cell phones.
Philosophy we only consent to listen if we’re outdoors,
wouldn’t Aristotle just agree? We wouldn’t skip such ancestors.
And after Arcesilaos we have been left to wonder
is it true we are all alive? or dead before going yonder?
We are the kind of students who would make proud their teachers
provided they’re not hurt if school means less than digging ditches.
Only the ones who do prefer anxieties like entering
instead of truants have on mind night reading and full nerding.
We are great students, that’s the truth, the bottom where ’t all boils
no matter why the big chief still insists we’re all just spoils.
Why is some days’ heaven black, why a black sky and daylight?
Those days our parents see our grades and we hear yells at their sight.
That’s the way all your offsprings are when devils in disguise
but when on dance or when in song they’re quite some gals and guys.
The ones who graduated here when they say the word “studious”
have in their mind something like just acting or dancing studios.
And what they are homesick about is not class but its skipping
and next morning having to hear the chief to them hell giving.
Hairlock is still a visitor to talk on skipping classes
and make the chief red bull with rage and tear at his moustaches.
Along with Johnny Bunny he would get Nobel’n joke-selling
a wishful thought might well just be a Nobel in right spelling
All model schools just pride themselves all their students are studious
with both of them a brand new word, stud-ious wouldn’t be curious.
He’s tall , he’s thin, yet he has bones, and classic education
and when he wants a coffee break he runs to a gas station.
Who is he?
Let us also leak a detail so that nobody misses
when at his head you take a look the glints only allow glimpses(Johnny junior imitates Mr Panos’body
language)

God saw our school’s lab falling down in Godforsaken mess (note: mess produced by Mr Yiannis)
and answered our chief’s earnest prayers for a physicist in year next.
At every rain he is seen near mud for protozoa and fungi,
the lab with phys, bio and chem is real tutti frutti.
Who is he?
Let us also leak a detail so that nobody misses
in his lab there’s a musical background for us to listen. (Johnny junior imitates Mr Miltos’ body language)
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He’s tall , he’s teaching physics, math, on staircases he’s running,
and when he starts to shout and yell there’s no one who can stand him
that’s why he always keeps around pills like Depons and aspirins
students must have the stamina to stay unharmed while thundering. Who is he?
Let us also leak a detail so that nobody misses
a barber in his head would lose both his comb and his scissors(Kostas imitatesMr Yiannis’body language)
Some ignorants unfairly called our Johnny teachers’ mime
that means they didn’t realize the teachers made his mime.
If jokes were taking Nobel prize they would call him Elytis
but it’s the Swedes who’ll miss, not he; for them save what-a-pities.
And if loafing around could count as flight-hours and man-hours
full overtime he would get paid, raise would be his not ours.
Who is he?
Let us also leak a detail so that nobody misses
his shocking jokes would make a man pull at all that he reaches (Johnny junior imitates Yiannis Bunny
who has graduated and is not here)

GOODBYE
Just sung a couple of limericks straight out of our hearts’ wishes
let’s all get going right before one says that school he misses.
We wish our big chief patience, strength, in how he runs this madhouse
may he be always the school’s guide, and shine just like a lighthouse.
We wish our teachers health and joy, happiness and strength of mind
so as to bring to memory, in our age what they were like.
To all fellow students we just wish to keep their cool and quiet
and to the students with exams good entrance as they go out.
To all, good years and good life,
years many and in the sunshine

If I can’t make it to your dream then try to make it to mine
I’ll wait to hear you come whistling a streetsong like always
like every summer when starlight is brighter to dress in light’s shine.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yzy2J1MLvOQ&feature
Forever on and forever
Forever on side by side
Whoever knew that we two could be free as we fancied
Fancy is free but are we who are bound to each other
by love
To each other by love

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Mt5R5Mn5mE
If I can’t make it to your dream
then try to make it to mine
I’ll wait to hear you come whistling a streetsong like always
like every summer when starlight is brighter to dress in
light’s shine
to dress in light’n shine

Angela:-Suzy, you had also said that Yiannis remained speechless after a goodbye of the kids
to him? So the goodye we saw were not given. What changed his plans?
Suzy:- That came about as follows…OK, let’s catch it from the beginning, Mr Yiannis was
mumbling in class…Let me find it…“…I was mumbling “I don’t understand why they
removed the chapters on quarks and big bang and introduced light bulbs and neon light” and
V.T. (called by pronouncing her two initials because there’s another Vangelitsa, called V.S.
V.T. is Nectaria’s daughter) who was heading for literature (and entered it, like Zefie too) told
him “You see? You too are bored. And none of us chose that as entrance test. So can we skip
that chapter to borrow a couple of hours in class to make rehearsals for some play? With all
coaching for entrance that we do, we can’t possibly rehearse in evenings” “But do you have a
play? Last year you made one on the spot” “This year we’re very busy. But we’re sure you’ll
think of something”. I called Anthoula in Athens, who had been writing plays for them when
they were in kindergarten to play when she came for summer vacation as a student, she asked
which kids they were, and she wrote something patterned on them, and in a few days Matoula
in the kiosk, which now, by the way, has moved closer and is part of the wall of the school,
gave me a letter with the scenario titled “Make room for elders” and was about two widowed
grannies, erotic rivals for the husband of a niece of them and collaborators in conspiring
against the niece. They rehearsed it in record time, and they asked for permission to use the
microphone after the play to also thank on their own behalf too Anthoula the playwright
whom I would have already thanked. And they were granted the permission. What they were
up to was to turn that into a greeting to me. Here it is:
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1 Olga
Today a circle of our life closed. School for us is over forever and if someone asked us what we wouldn’t
forget out of our life in this school we would all sure talk of Mr Alevizos.
Alevizos is for us something more than a teacher and we may, many times, with our behavior, have acted
like fools or may have made him feel bad , but all our acts were sure characterized by love and respect. It’s
difficult to write something about a man for whom words are redundant. Don’t they say an image equals a
thousand words?
2 Zefie
We would say that he is the personification of happiness! Always smiling, always with a joke on his
mouth, always with a shopping bag full of papers, pens, board markers, tests…In class always alert to find
the time to give us every bit of the knowledge he possesses, no matter of course if we turned no bit of our
mind to physics! And here he is! You see him suddenly telling you with a smile on his lips “Stop you idiot,
here’s where the lesson is!”…Physics may have not been our favorite class, but Alevizos was, is and will
be our favorite teacher!
3 Emma
You showed a lot of patience with us and we thank you. You marked our school years in the best way and
for this we love you. We may forget physics, but the lesson most important of all, a lesson that it was you
who taught it to us, “to live life with joy”, is sure a lesson that we will never forget and this is what
makes you unique!
It would be tiring to say anything more about you, because we believe it’s not needed….The memories we
share with you, every single minute we lived with you in class, every laugh, every terrific gag, the 5-day
excursion, all these testify how beautiful these years have been!!!
4 V.T.
We would really want to come back, from universities next time, and see you here, so as to be able to
remember the old days, to laugh, a thing made impossible, however, since you decided to leave! Despite all
this, like they say, distance is no obstacle to relationships when these are strong!
We hope that where you’re going your new students will love you as much as we loved you! Be well and
remember us from time to time…We thank you for everything!!!
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Also, after the phrase “An image equals a thousand words”, they had arranged with a boy to start
projecting on a tripod (with the projector they had prepared for a photography event of the day)
pictures of me and of my colleague Miltos in lab, or pictures of me taken in the 5-day trip to Rhodes, or
in the class, secretly. I was speechless. On the tiers I was near the students, Maria was near the parents
since she had come with Dina. They were both crying. I went down to the yard took the microphone
and. more or less, I said:

“I’m speechless with surprise with these statements for which I can only say that I need the pages you hold
to put them into frames to hang on the wall. I’ll try to say as much as a speechless man can say. The school
operates this way because our chief here has the motto “first what stays” and he considers that what stays
for a lifetime are song, dance and love, and that after these things that stay forever whoever wants to
study hard to go to universities etc can do it, and what all this has taught me for eleven years I’ll try to
apply to the students I’ll meet from now on, and if I manage to make them in a fraction of their souls
become Glossa students too they will not only be so lovable like the original Glossa students here are, they
will also be happy. Glossa high school will be the lighthouse to which I will be sailing like it has already
become for all the teachers who have passed from here and now teach elsewhere. OK, I don’t say more, for
a speechless man I already said too much”
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“Don’t they say an image equals a thousand words?”/Olga

“…Glossa high school will be the lighthouse to which I will be sailing
like it has already become for all the teachers
who have passed from here and now teach elsewhere.
OK, I don’t say more, for a speechless man I already said too much”*
*These were said in the schoolyard, and not in “Astra”. Astra, written at the base of the photo right
above, is a Greekfolkdancing-music joint in Rhodes that we visited on the last night in the 5-day
excursion of the graduating class and the photo with Olga is from the bus to the airport on the 1st day.
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Suzy:-Since we’ve changed subject I guess you have psychoanalyzed Johnny enough to leave
behind your impression he is a hurt kid. OK? Are you sure? Have you all overcome enough
the trauma you have on his behalf and leave behind your concern about how to put together
the puzzle of the pieces of his shattered soul and see how we can all try to put together some
proposal that works and deserves work out of all the pieces of all shattered political parties
you are going to be voting in some hours and/or take some steps that are quite perennial and
of course do not depend on what the previous generation prepared for us? Oh: Johnny? Why
do I have the feeling you yourself are not yet ready for that step? I mean the first of the two.
For the second I realize you only wanted to have left all the other steps ready…
Johnny:-Suzy, don’t you think that we have to play a link we could dedicate to those whom
the crisis found without little children to worry about because either they were too old, like
for example you know who, and their children were adults or because they were too young,
like for example Romeo and Juliet, and didn’t yet have children?
Suzy:-Of course, how did I forget? But let’s do it as a quiz; in three steps. Step 1: A political
refugee returns to Greece, where he had been long ago condemned to death, after 30 years in
Russia where he also has raised kids to adulthood and comes back to meet his old wife, who
had even gone to jail for him, and also meet his now adult son and daughter here. His
presence creates problems, ranging from bureaucratic to emotional, most of his friends are
names in his village’s graveyard, the film narrating that hardly has dialogs is all full of very
poetic images and strong emotions , the only one who can relate to him with hardly any words
is his wife, the authorities try to ship him back to Russia but the ship’s captain does not
accept him since he has not himself asked for a ticket, and they finally give him an umbrella,
it’s raining, and leave him on a platform tied to a buoy in the international waters and go
back to the port to hold a celebration for something fixed, the loudspeakers play music like
“like an exile from my homeland/I go round this foreign land” and “Factory’s chimney is cold
on strikedays”, due to weather people don’t come but the magicians, jugglers, etc have to be
paid, so to attract people out the organizers dedicate the fiesta to the “old man out there” and
also call his wife to start the fiesta but she only says on the microphone that she wants to go
near him, so they do take her there. In the morning the rain has stopped , they are sitting,
holding each other, on the wet platform that rocks them lightly like a cradle, he rises and asks
her if she can stand up , she says she is ready, he unties the platform from the buoy, the
platform recedes in the horizon until sky and sea are one and they two are little standing
shadows…Quiz question one: Which it that film? Hint: its stage director is Angelopoulos…
There we go:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cnBejfpIntk&feature=related

Step 2: The title was “Voyage to Kythira”. What does the expression “I’m on a voyage to
Cythera” mean in French? Hint: “I’m very deeply in love”. Oops! I gave it away. I mean I
gave away the answer to the quiz question, not my state of being; unless I’m in a truth serum
trip or confession fit again or both…
Step 3: Rorschach-like question: What is the next photo about and where and who are the
characters playing in it? Is this the big bang of Astronomy? Is this the big bang of a firing
squad faced by the two friends next to each other that we see at the bottom like two little
shadows? Is this a church dome seen from the inside or a gun’s barrel seen from the outside?
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Suzy:-Answer: It’s Doré’s gravure showing Beatrice and Dante—why not Romeo and Juliet
too? — facing God’s infinite Light far at infinity surrounded by angels’ choir, right before the
“Divine Comedy” ends with the the famous last two verses “And I found myself again under
the sky/that is full of the love that moves the stars” Johnny:
Johnny:-We saw a couple on a raft on wide open sea on its way to Paradise, whether in life
or in death, but does art have a similar rescue for bachelors too?
Angela:-Yes, in “Moby Dick”, when the whale is killed and the ship sinks too, the only
survivor, and future narrator of the story, remains afloat by holding on to a coffin, so instead
of a raft there is a coffin, but the raft we saw, was by fifty-fifty chance , a coffin too…
Johnny:-Exactly: Mrs Angela you are unbelievable. Thinking the right thing at the right
moment. Bibliography just few years ago was bursting with analogies of Moby Dick with bin
Laden…
Suzy:-…Oh, my God! Johnny whoever nicknamed you “Doc Martin” was a master of
understatement. At least don’t also start explaining from which character in the Bible captain
Ahab’s name derives and to which event in American history Melville referred by the name
“Pequot” he chose for captain Ahab’s ship, our guests can just google for it with this word
and the words Chomsky year 500 or Tariq Ali “The clash of fundamentalisms”…Oh? Did
you say “bachelor” and not “loner” or something? Bachelor as in “bachelors’ party”? Oh,
Johnny! Were you born perfect or you build up perfection as you go along? What do I play
next? Oh, don’t tell me I know, there goes another bachelor, I mean the one—by conviction
and choice—that we had ran into by chance on youtube when we googled for the couple on
the raft…There we go:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w5020lIzriY

Johnny:-By the way ther was a fantastic comment on that, someone wrote that it’s music is
….is…is…I have it on the tip of my tongue, I must check…oh , I remembered, it’s like
angels’ choir singing to God.Exactly as in the “Divine Comedy” picture was saw. But why I
almost forgot…I thought it was “music of life” …, I mixed it up with Kanantzakis’ calling
Buddha’s philosophy something like “philosophy to be held by a man in case that man is the
only survivor after something terrible on earth”, but where did Kazantzakis enter and
confused me…aah, there it goes, somebody called “music of life” some music piece by a
fellow Cretan of him: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wArnejQcGno&feature=related
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Johnny:-Well, that was symbolic for two sacred monsters dancing at old age what marked a
whole era of youth in the West, I wish I had a link with Mados’ dancing that one exactly as
intensely as it should be even though on chemotherapy but I equally love the following
performance of it, also marking a whole era of Greece in the Western brainscape formed
through tourism:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AjHhegWyIwI&feature=related

Suzy:-Surprise!
Suzy plays a link where Christos, the (physicist) son of Mados with a friend dance the same piece
in the school yard’s summer stage: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ulNEEEAI7f4&feature=related
(go to 11:40. Christos is the guy without a beard. We’ll see a link with Nausika too below, but anyway
many links about Glossa appear at the sides of these videos as they’re playing, and many of the
people on stage here have been “playing” in the text so far)

Johnny:-Oh my God!
Suzy:-Oh, had we we also told you that Christos’ marriage to Ellisavet the younger was in the
same chapel as that in Mamma mia? But many years before the film…OK: Surprise 2! And
don’t dare to approach for a congratulatory kiss on the cheek…
Suzy plays a link where Mados himself with his group dance a similar piece

……………We’ll find it …………….
Helen, Johnny:-Oh my God!
(Helen approaches and gives Suzy a congratulatory/grateful kiss on the cheek)

Suzy:-Now have some kids on stage and some kids off stage and Miss Christina , the teacher
of French, with all those rock dancing, and concerts, and radio nights, and film nights, here
just revisiting, for some vacations, right in front of the stage, Despoina over her with the
tambourine, she had not even started high school when we met her , now she is both teacher
and singer…I don’t recognize the musicians, so maybe they are traveling professional group,
which checks with the title of the link…will you also recognize Nausika with a traditional
costume?
Suzy plays parts of the following two links), http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZWV4lkjEQ4&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gjA22eyxnGM&feature=relmfu (at 4:30)

Suzy:-I was saving it for the end.We have started finishing the night I presume, I mean
besides having finished starting on Theodorakis…
Johnny:-That depends. Mrs Helen we left somenting unfinished about McKenzie, Mr Yiannis
and your husband I think? Mrs Angela you would be saying something about Nietzsche I
think?
Suzy:-OK, I too realized what it was that mom wanted to ask about. Ask Mrs Angela about
the specifics and in the meantime I straighten out in my head what exactly we can say to
mom. Think also if we two had left something in the middle, I too will be thinking about
it..Oh: I got one although we hadn’t started it all. I mean Roy Scheider…You got it. Right?
Johnny:-Ra-a-aight, as Roy Scheider himself would put it in the film. Mrs Angela?
Angela:-Can I myself continue the Roy Scheider thing before I go that Nietzsche thing?
Johnny, Suzy:-Of cou-ou-rse! Go ahead!
Angela:-As the crisis proceeds, Greek society both consciouly and unconsciously and both
individually and collectively or at least representatively passes through stages of acceptance
of death similar, or identical to those on the famous study on death and dying by Elisabeth
Kübler-Ross, I saw recently an article by an author I have bookreviewed in the past, on the
irrational aspects of the way we are facing the crisis. By the way, your presentations, if seen
in that light too, ar among the best I have witnessed.
Johnny:-To be called “one of the best samples of irrational approaches…”
Suzy:-…is hardly a compliment. It might as well be the exact opposite of a compliment.
Sorry, go on Mrs Angela…
Angela:-Now, concerning Bob Fosse’s “All that jazz” featuring Roy Scheider, first of all
want to remark that it is the main medium through which the general audience, not of Greece
only, came to know of Kübler-Ross’ insights, and that also, even in Greece, my generation
came in contact with such issues more through it than through poems or songs or books by
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leftists, etc. Only when Missios’ books came along were we more face to face, and less jazzlike, with this issue here. But how did you two come to contact with this film?
Suzy:-Well, we heard McKenzie discuss it with a colleague of his and we looked it up, I was
more fascinated with style of the black man with the black glasses which I obviously try to
emulate, and which, with all its “bye-bye your life” by the black speaker and “goodbye, byebye his life godbye” by the chorus, reminds me very much of the style of address to Mike in
the Mike’s arrest song, McKenzie was talking about. That much about me, regarding
Johnny’s fascination he can tell you himself, though, personally, I find self-evidently thrilling
for him, although somewhat thriller-like for me, the way Roy Scheider at the end, feeling
railed to his exit towards the stars, so-to-speak, felt quite positively his finding it blocked by
the body and smile of Jessica Lange, whose close touch during the whole film he lightly and
tenderly repelled just saying a “just in case..” . Johnny?
Johnny:-Mrs Angela you would be saying something about Nietzsche or Suzy would be
saying something to Mrs Helen?
Helen:-I have a hint what Angela wants to talk about because there’s an excerpt about Greeks
from Nietzsche’s “The birth of tragedy” that is recently going around the internet, and I want
to see if that is what she meant and what we all say about it. So my turn can wait.
But first of all play a little of that “All tha jazz” film to remind us the vibes of what you just
analyzed between yourselves, I guess in the spirit of Aristophanian Underworld you had
mentioned a while ago.
Suzy:-OK, see as much as you want but feel free to tell me to go towards the end, it’s over 10
minutes long http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bNcl0L7eJUY.......
Helen:-I appreciate both the non-poetic realism of the end and the lack of commentatry by
you Suzy….Angela?... Was that Nietzsche excerpt the one I thought it was?
Angela:-Yes, he was writing more ot less something to the effect that Western European
civilization tried repeatedly to get rid of the small and arrogant nation of Greeks who
considered as barbaric anything that was not Greek, but never found the appropriate hemlock
to do it to despite all the toxins produced by the hate and envy that tried to disturb their
magnificent beauty, and that every coming civilization is charioteered by them, and even if
the chariots and horses are made are lower quality they lead the chariots to the abyss which
they pass over with an Achilles-like leap.
Helen:-You kids, tried to give quizzes to us etc, can we now give you as quiz question the
question whether a moden Greek believing that about himself is a pompous nut of clinical
degree or not? Justify your answer too. If the answer is long, drop altogether the effort to find
us what about McKenzie I was trying to remember and focus on Angela’s excerpt or divide
the labor and do one thing each.
Suzy:-But this is piece of cake, mom: as McKenzie would start “Woud anyone in his right
mind believe that Nietzsche would mean it even for all ancient Greeks? Didn’t they
themselves give hemlock to the Greeks among them that Nietzsche meant? This paragraph
refers to the hate, and envy etc that some people who live by some principles, inspire. I don’t
mean any genius genes, extreme scientific or artistic excellence is based on genes but choice
of principles is not exacty the same, or anyway is based on much more widely spread genes.
One does not hate or envy people of given biology or geography in the manner of that
paragraph, envying one’s beaches is different from all that. And epic or lyrical images with
abysses , if they mean anything at all in the excerpt, had nothing to do with debt and default.
It’s not a paragraph that should easily please either Greeks or anybody else. Concerning what
you wanted to remember from McjKenzie and Johnny had started answering…Johnny?
Johnny:-You say much better than me everything related to biology, especially Lorenz, but
this one too. To your little speech above I only have to add that what would make a group
with the Nietzsche features you mean something that really exists in flesh and blood, is not
anything as automatic as biology or geography, it more sounds like what Nietzsche admired
in the Spartacus group, and like, what he himself would not not at all admire, in the groups of
early Christians. OK, Suzy, go on…
Suzy:-Mom we were telling about a standard picture about how biochemical reactions work
and you had liked a small detail McKenzie added and you were fascinated and when that
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picture with the penguin predator showed up, and the context was elections, you had a free
association…you want me to continue or you will continue yourself…
Helen:-I’ll try, back me up when needed. Chemical reactions are accellerated if they happen
in the presence of certain substances whose molecule has such an appropriate shape that it
holds the molecules of the reacting substances in such positions as to fit better with each
other. If the reacting molecules were left to hit at random they would not find their fitting
match easily and the reaction would take a long time. Like matchmakers in human relations
know which acquaintances of them would match with whom and bring them into contact
and expedite marriages, similarly these chemical substances accelerate reactions. They are
called calalysts. So the word “catalyze” for “accelerate” in various processes is not always a
metaphor but sometimes means just that, presence of matchmakers. So far so god?
Suzy:-OK, that’s the standard thing. Say what McKenzie added and you liked.
Helen:-As a metaphor for long biomolecules he did not only use strings with beads but also
political parties consisting of many groups with not quite identical tendencies and as a
metaphor for catalysts he did not only use matchmakers but also systems of values which
might relate subgroups of different parties to make different coalitions and finally new
parties; provided of course comformism is overcome by enough people—over some
threshold number— to try non-standard use of their experiences and qualities. OK, penguins
covered, elections covered…
Suzy:-…poor little Johnny’s hurting pieces and reintegration etc covered, I wish parties
tomorrow were one tenth sound as Johnny’s…anyway, mom you did remember everything
very well, congratulations…you just didn’t know how to finish a sentence that you started,
neither did I, your concern I’m sure Johnny does appreciate…
Johnny:-Of course Suzy, what came over you?…Mrs Helen can you read that Nietzsche
excerpt from the same book you had used in that fantastic DJ-ing about Neruda and
Theodorakis you had done, way back, with Mr Vassilis?…We’ll need it later too…
Helen:-…OK, but can it wait a little? There’s something recent posted by Alex that I want
him to remind us before we go further, I can imagine where you two are headed…Alex you
wrote recently two fascinating remarks about two films by Fellini.
Alex:-Both are so conspicuous that none imagines that at any time they had to be spelled out
and anyway even genuine prophesies are not believed before they become evening news , too
late to be considered useful; let alone the proverb about nobody being a prophet in his own
homeland, in at least the sense that people have the cool to notice hard truths unfolding only
from the distance of another land, from which they appear only as films. Anyway, concerning
Fellini’s unusually short “Orchestra rehearsal” I wouldn’t go into that at all, I regret posting
anything at all, its content is so everyday routine that one might wonder why mention at all
that it was prophetic, since prediction was not prevention too. Why? Just to know that we are
blind or that art does not convince? About his “And the ship sails on” OK, the plot, in case the
kids have not seen it, was about a ship that would take some artist friends of a deceased great
prima donna to a point in the Medirterarnean where they would disperse her ashes , as she had
willed. They are all talented and sometimes eccentric but always creative and inventive
artists constantly making art of everything, the ship meets a raft of refugees whom they save,
and on the deck out of both joy and gratitude the folk artist among the refugees set up a
show to which the other culture of artists immediately responds and as they soon get to know
and inspire each other a bomb by a destroyer ship of Germanic vibes sinks them all and only
a Fellini-jester-like figure survives to narrate. Helen, if you want something more
disappointed and disaponting in its vibes, now that I skipped Fellini’s shortie , I can mention
Adorno’s image of Europe, very ship-like again, but I’m reluctant…
Johnny:-…Reluctnat to mention disheartening images in front of us? OK, first of all what
kind of hangup is that one? If it was a matter of us breaking down then wouldn’t we have
become depressed by even imagining, not even hearing it, a thing like for example what are
our hopes if our life experience ranges between carnival and stage , or even between carnival
and rehearsal which means theater of theater, since rehearsal is not even stage?… Since these
thoughts are easier to occur than to answer we would have already collapsed… And anyway,
but this s just a coincidence, regarding that picture of Adorno we have already heard it
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discussed and commented by Mr Vassilis the editor and Mr Yiannis. Adorno considered the
history of Europe like the passage of Ulysses from the island of sirens.The bourgeois class
enjoys their song but tied to a mast and the proletarians do the rowing with wax on their ears
so as to not even hear it. At first sight, at least previou generations could answer that if sirens
are for example delights like classical music, high poetry etc then either the picture is wrong
or the human nature is different in different countries, since here we had Theodorakises
escorting with their music the proletarians all the way to struggles and tortures. But to answer
more completely we have to see if Adorno wrote it disappointed by how many proletarians
supported Hitler, we must examine what differences in history existed after Luther’s
Reformation and after Ottoman occupation times, we are not prepared for that so if you want
to base your analysis for disappointent so deeply then you must first instruct us on such
sources of yours…
Alex:-…No, no, no, I wasn’t talking about something like that, just about psychological
fatigue…
Angela:-…And if we really wanted to protect you Johnny we should not even mention that
we hide something. So maybe we hope you have some answer we don’t have and we appeal
to you for an aswer rather than the other way around. Right Alex?
Alex:-Admittedly…
Johnny:-…Do you suggest it’s us who should ask for permission to go on because you are
the vulnerable? I don’t see it as race in strength, I just ask…You want me to state in a very
short way where we’re heading for you to decide if it’s worth hearing the rest? Feel free to
walk out on us. Who could blame anyone for not being very hopeful abour very many things?
Alex:-Johnny, before we go on to anywhere can you tell me to what you, personally, attribute
the combination of Greece’s lack of productivity and its high self-esteem reaching the point
of presumption of spoiled brats. Tell me something technical, not the usual clichés about
corruption…Oh: And of course tell me the answers you give yourselves about carnival and
about what one can hope to do through rehearsals that are not even staged but mere stage of a
stage whereas you yourself said that even stage itself is a rehersal of what should be
happening on streets.
Johnny:-…One thing at a time: Since you liked Fellini, I’ll answer you a part of your first
question with a scene from “Roma”. You remember when they were trying to make the
subway of Rome they had to stop all the time since they were running into archaeological
monuments. And of course the same was happening here in Athens when they were digging
for subway around downtown. A somewhat similar thing is that Greece’s history is so
eventful that any new situation in Greece reminds something, especially something in the
recent history that revolves around dependence and intervention. Instead of looking with
fresh eya we see analogies. And if at least we knew that history well, analogies might be
helpful but if we combine this tendency with reluctance to stydy systematically for self
knowledge then we get confusiom, self-complacency etc. One way to cure that is to learn
things in a nutshell , which now is possible through hindsight and through the attraction its
understanding creates since we see the repetition everywhere around us. And rehearsals can
help in that too.
Alex:-Can’t this project too push Greek mentality into additional time waste over such
matters?
Johnny:-Our discussions need serious concentration. Who will waste time to even start
getting into painstaking discussions like ours if he has the shortcoming that you consider as
leading to wastes of time over inessential things and false analogies? And from people who
will do take the time to enter what we say who will remain there, when the discussions
themselves lead out of themselves? So nobody will get stuck because of our rehearsals…
Alex:-…I mean can’t even the rehearsal group, maybe exactly through its IQ and its
sensitivities, start and then get stuck into a bottomelsss pit of introspection and endless navel
contemplation?
Johnny:-Oh! You fear if my friends too will overdo it like I did at some places tonight? For
example, you wonder what Mihalis would say about all this?
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Alex:-…About you I don’t worry that you get stuck for many days on something since you
spend so many hours per day thinking, that you would get out of anything in very few days
But especially for Mihalis, if and how he can do it, I would like very much to know.
Johnny:-I guess he would dedicate to all of us a couple of verses fom Panagoulis about the
first dead who included Panagoulis’ own brother. “The funerals are over/no more tear
shedding…” at most adding somewhere the verse “A flower of fire comes out of their
graves/a message is sent by the first dead”. Anyway if the first dead were made by gunfire,
not like by suicide, let alone like in my case or in Mihalis’, the verses would be cut equally
short…
Alex:-…How do you know? Have you discussed such things?
Johnny:-I’ll tell you what he said of Konstantine Palaiologos’ last speech to the people, in the
Church, the night before the Fall of Constantinople. Would the shortness of that comment be
indicative of the education of character resulting when one forgets all he learned in this case?
Alex:-I would be very interested to hear it, in any case.
Johnny:-He said “in rock terms what he effectively said to the people whom he was saying
goodbye to and praying with was “So now let’s kiss goodbye each other because tomorrow
each will be kissing his own ass goodbye”. So? You want me to go to your other question
too, about whether we’re just dressed up as activists either for carnival or for stage or just
rehearsal and we can only end up with rehearsals of action? Or you think it’s hopeless or
we’re hopeless or both? And then, to fix ideas, to refer to all that by taking a very tangible
question, like if Theodoraksis’ interventions help or hinder or are neutral or even picturesque?
Suzy(singing it in awell known melody ):-Tonight I will propose we get no sleeping/we’ll take
the bus from beach straight to our jobs/the big and famous parties will be looking/our little
private party made for two…OK, make it for five and make jobs into ballots and…OK,we’re
too young to vote…
Alex:-You want to break it up Suzy? Angela? Helen?
Suzy:-On the contrary! I do mean the verses. I only said it to also ask how you drink your
coffee to go fix you some. Are we all decided? Say yes and I’ll also read you a Gibran excerpt
that goes with the coffee in such hours:
Angela:-Now you do make it irresistible.
Helen:-Off we go, to the kitchen, Suzy…
Alex:-And I make the proposal, and it’s a hot May night anyway, to make it be a cold instant
coffee so that we don’t miss the two you for even a minute, let alone for the time it takes for
hot coffee…
Angela:-I’m in
Helen:-I hope you just mean it in the sense “Greeks invented a coffee serving that is instant to
make and takes four hours of discussion to drink”…
Suzy:-…That’s for Greeks when in a hurry mom. What can one discuss in just four hours?
Helen:-Off we go..Oh! Off I go. You take care of that Gibran excerpt. But show the whole
context…
Suzy:-…Right , it’s three coffee cups to prepare, time enough for three exceprts…Surprise!
I’m going to make a quiz out of it. Who are the two other guys to whose concerns the excerpt
from Gibran would be a proper motto? And an easier question, after I return from the
kitchen…Mom wait, I’m done here, I’m coming there too, I do like fixing coffee, I mean it:
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“…We wanderers ever seeking the lonelier way begin no day where we have ended another
day; and no sunrise finds us where sunset left us. Even while the earth sleeps we travel. We
are the seeds of the tenacious plant…If aught I have said is the truth, that truth shall reveal
itself in a clearer voice, and in words more kin to your thoughts”

“…In the face of the threat that history may roll back to the abyss of the Arrhythmic, the
Amorphous and the preontological, nobody can avoid assuming responsibility. Those poets
who feel born on the pulse of the Universe have the additional responsibility to make Poetry
take on her own horrible responsibility of breaking the causal deterministic sequence of
events after first coming to know her own mystical origin in the infinity, the inner freedom
and the biological God deep inside us, and from there draw strength to lift again the
universal symbols of cosmic continuity of man with his similars and with the Universe, the
symbols that are able to disperse his historical pseudoproblems and deliver man from all
arbitrary myths of our age, scientific myths, mechanical myths, political myths, economic
myths, artificial artistic myths, etc etc–that, through also exerting immense violence, have
displaced man from the center of his responsibly creative self where is found the source of
his freedom and have led to the dismemberment of the erotic core of man’s experience of
the world and have disintegrated society into heaps of unburied corpses–and place him again
at the center of Life and of duration from where the world, placed at the center of our
consciousness and not at the periphery, will bring down walls and open up horizons , not
altogether imaginary, that have been waiting, since the beginning of time, to line up in
perspective in front of us”
………………
(a little before the 2nd World War)

“…For those of us who have thrown off the myth of the machine, the next move is ours: for
the gates of the technocratic prison will open automatically, despite their rusty ancient
hinges, as soon as we choose to walk out… Modern man’s only alternative is to emerge once
more into the light and to have the courage not to escape to the moon , but to return to his
own human center and to master the bellicose compulsions and irrationalities he shares with
his rulers and mentors. He must not only unlearn the art of war , but acquire and master , as
never before, the arts of life…For those of us who have thrown off the myth of the machine,
the next move is ours: for the gates of the technocratic prison will open automatically, despite
their rusty ancient hinges, as soon as we choose to walk out…We know now, as never before,
that undisclosed potentialities of life reach far beyond the proud algebraics of contemporary
science; and their promises for the further transformations of man are as enchanting as they
are inexhaustible…Man grows in the image of his gods, and up to the measure they have set.
The mixture of divinity, power and personality that brought the ancient city into existence
must be weighed out anew in terms of the ideology and the culture of our own time , and
poured into fresh civic, regional, and planetary molds. In order to defeat the insensate forces
that now threaten civilization from within , we must transcend the original frustrations and
negations that have dogged the city throughout its history. Otherwise the sterile gods of
power , unrestrained by organic limits or human goals, will remake man in their own
faceless image and bring human history to an end”
…………….
(in cold war years)
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Suzy:-…There you are with the coffees. Johnny, minors like us may only drink lemonade, no
problem since the brand we learned about in Glossa is available around the corner…now let’s
start with the easy question…Oh, the identity of the man who wrote the words of the last
exceprt is obvious. It’s Mumford. Now, the next question is easiest: Why right below
Gibran’s excerpt I used for Gibran the photo you saw and not the more common photo
usually used at the front cover of his best seller, for whole generations, “The prophet” going
like this?:…

Suzy:-…Hint: He liked olives and he liked coffee and he liked working all night long.
Therefore the answer is…, the answer is…is…
Angela:-Because nobody would imagine that a man like in the second photo would drink
coffee…
Suzy:-…Great! That’s it Mrs Angela…
Johnny:-He is also known to have said “How come Nature allowed Herself to make a man
like me not be tall” Does anyome in this room know why Nature allowed Herself to make
people like us be born without Gibran’s genius?
Suzy:-What you mean “people like us”?
Johnny:-I mean coffee and lemonade drinkers.
Suzy:-Hahahahaha! Great gag! I wish I had said that.
Johnny:-It’s not mine , an analog of it exists in a posting by your dad, said by one of those
TomRobbins-like characters whose fictionality or factuality we have not yet interviewed
your mom about. He wonders why Nature allowed a tall guy like him be born without genius.
Suzy:-The only similar question I have is why Nature did not allow a guy like you be born
without DocMartin-like habits of always giving bibliography and references in the midst of
not only poems but even jokes…
Johnny:-…Where were we? OK, at the “who is who” of the first excerpt. Can we postpone it
for a while. Everybody agrees?...OK, that was unanimous… So: I start with your question
that is answerable in the shortest way: OK, in ancient Athens citizens received top education
courses free of charge through the policy of rich to pay top playwrights and actors and choirs
to compete for best play. And this education was also interactive, in the sense that the stories
they wrote were not new, they were old myths that were overall known to all the audience but
they were adapted to fit and comment the events of the days, so in a sense citizens received
political, sociological, religious, historical and psychoanalytic commementary of everything
by top rate geniuses, free of charge and in a medium as popular as the serials are today. And
without ay commercial interrupting, except of course for the tribute to the sponsors, at the
beginning or end. There are many things one can say in favor or against it all that, for
example Plato criticized the theatrocentric basis of education but it is well known from
books like Papaioanannou’s “Mass and history” that there is a small additional detail about
this interaciveness which made the things in favor weigh very much in help of democracy:
unlike the theatrical audience of the times of Racine or of Skakespeare whose members were
either aristocratic or popular, the general audience who received this education in Athens
were citizens who had arms not only when they were called to war but had them all their
life, kept at home. So there was no room for politicians’ jokes like “let people demonstrate
as much as they want, as long as they’re paying their taxes”. The police would tell the
smartass politicians “OK, now you go arrest the demonstrators, I have the same arms as they
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do. And so do you, of course. But you said the stupid witticism”. Of course if all citizens kept
a rifle at home, democracy would not exacty become better! Even kids having seen Michael
Moore’s film where he’s chasing Charlton Heston for an interview, know that. We had seen
it as kids in Glossa from another literature professor with the name Katerina too. For one, the
state now can attack any group of them with weapons of very asymmetric power compared
to all of their rifles together; another reason, is that as realized as early as in Hegel’s time,
“the advent of gunpowder equated thugs and bravehearts, since any of the former could kill
any of the latter from a distance” but again even kids know it, if they have seen the film “The
last samurai” featuring Tom Cruise, so as Mr Yiannis had commented “a democracy of one
rifle per household would not exactly implement some noble analog of the interactive role of
theatrocentric political education, but just Mad Max values or Columbine massacre
barbarity”. But don’t you think that, at least as long as governments want to say that they rule
after being freely elected and not just imposed, keeping at home books and CDs , DVDs
easily reproducible, and written free of charge , or very cheaply, by equally deeply thinking
and deeply caring geniuses , are even more effective that rifles? Should I elaborate or move
to Theodorakis?
Angela, Alex:-We do follow you you with great interest Johnny…and we do want to go
deeper into this some time …but do go on…
Johnny:-…OK, but here of course I must first address an obvious problem. Somebody of
my generation telling people of your generation about Theodorakis? On the one hand you
know most of it, with the possible exception of some long after midnight narrations by him
that nobody told you to keep an eye for…
Angela:-…We never get tired of him, even with possible duplications if we happen to have
heard the broadcasts…
Alex:-…Besides, it’s still interesting for us to see what of all things about him have reached
your generation and how they’ve touched your generation…
Angela:-…Well. Alex I will disappoint you, neither Johnny , nor Suzy can act like a sample
of their generation in this particular issue since most probably they have leafed postings by
Suzy’s dad and so they know more about Theodorakis than most students of their
generation…As their generation I don’t mean of course those idiots that consider
Theodorakis a salon intellectual or those communist youth members that consider him a man
of the system who had betrayed his principles and his youth in the party and the poems he has
made into songs, I mean the young people who simply don’t know enough about him but…
Alex:-…but are not shitheads who were complexic to begin with and allowed other
complexics, full of shit to brainwash them using as soap the shit that was spilling out their
hearts and minds…
Suzy:-…Mr Alex you must have a very specific things you refer to? Or else how come you
lost count of how many times you mentioned the word “shit” in your intervention?
Alex:-…I just remembered some idiots threatening in a note to burn him and he saying where
he lives and which room he stays in, and that he will leave the window before winter sets in
but then he will close not to catch cold and then laughing at their way of imitating leftists who
used to burn things guarded by armed Nazis and not unguarded houses, and then the same or
other shitheads going and throwing shit… I’m sure these shitheads and shithearts also think
they deserve the admiration of the whole world just because they’re Greeks, and by
admiration to Greeks they don’t even mean admiration to the Theodorakises , whom they
don’t even care to learn about, but admiration for them for having the guts to do as heroic a
deed as admiring their own shit enough to make it a weapon. Absolute anal narcissism…OK,
maybe shit throwing to his window or sidewalk was rumor, and the only shithead around was
me who paid that much importance to them, nobody else in Greece made that honor to them,
sorry….Phew! ….Anyway…A! the nice story about learning his address is that when I took a
walk to see where it is I was asking where that street was nobody could tel me but when I
mentioned Theodorakis all knew were his house was…Angela, I interrupted you,what were
you going to say?
Angela:-…I was saying I meant the young people who simply don’t know enough about
him but have no problem asking and hearing about him, I remember some summers ago a
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journalist who had a teen-age son whose friends had left for vacations and spent many hours
googling, suddenly went to her and said “Mom, did you know that Theodorakis is such a
great man? Al Pacino must know him. The musical theme of Serpico was made by
Theodorakis”
Suzy:-What a nice story! Unless you made it up to tease me for almost saying “Mom, did
you know that Theodorakis is such a great man? The Beatles must have known him. The
melody of the “Honeymon song” was made by Theodorakis”. If that was your goal Mrs
Angela then the story is not only nice, it’s even nicer…
Angela:-…I wish I were that playful a character, but it’s only as nice as it is by being factual.
Suzy:-But wouldn’t a journalist have said to her son enough stories about Theodorakis?
Angela:-As Johnny said, many of them were narrated only after Theodoraksi became eighty,
and at TV hours where only people already loving him would stay to watch and only if they
didn’t have to go to work next day, I remember some from 1:30 to to 4 in the morning.
Suzy:-Project for Johnny: Johnny, can you use what we have available as if you were
narrating everything to a guy of our age who asks his mom that question about Theodorakis
and Al Pacino? Oh-oh-oh! I got it!…OK, start and I will insert what I imagined at the right
points. Go:
Johnny opens some pages out of which he reads the following, that sounds as being a letter:

OK, this composer, like many youths of his age, was a guerrilla in the war against Nazis. His
age was later drafted (so they were very young guerrillas*), some refused orders to fight
against communist guerrillas in a civil war right after the world war, they were fellow fighters
some months ago and would not raise arms against them. 30,000 of them objectors were sent
to a hard-labor-and-torture camp on an island, not far from Athens, from where 50, 000
communists (so a total of 80,000 persons) passed. At one point a torturer whose specialty was
to dislocate bones destroyed his knee (when he left the camp, and the subsequent prisons, he
walked on crutches) , at a sunset a little later some guards took him to an open grave and told
him to undress and go in, then they started burying him and left only his head out. One asked:
“Chief, do I also shit him on the mug?”. So they left him, night had come, snakes,
cockroaches and rats gathered and were studying him as a species but had shit to eat from.
Next night mutual biting started, at some point he gave a howl, a patrol of non psychopath
guards came and found him and saved him from the fate the psychopaths used as torturers had
improvised for him. He was put on a stretcher to be carried with another 11 very heavily
tortured persons to the military hospital in Athens. Lying on the ground of the port waiting for
an army truck that would pick the stretchers he saw his father examining the 12 wounded but
not recognizing him (his jaw was also dislocated by a torturer who later, after Papadopoulos
and before the fall of the junta, became the dictator of Greece) Due to the jaw damage he
could not talk but he felt very strengthened by seeing his father anyway (He had come there
from Crete by a bad premonition when he saw in their yard one cypress tree whither. He had
two, and had named them after his sons, the one with the name Mikis was in bad shape). Later
in the day, somebody called him from the military hospital to say that his son was there, he
took Mikis’ fiancée, Myrto, and went there, he left her in the hospital’s garden, he again had
trouble recognizing his son but when he did he started shouting “You’re fine my Mikis,
you’re fine my Mikis” and ran to the garden in tears saying to his future daughter-in-law that
she could not imagine what they had done to their Mikis and ran her home, where she realized
she had to watch him because he was trying to commit suicide. He pressured acquaintances
and politicians to do something for his son telling them that their family had offered buckets
of blood for Greece (an ancestor had been decapitated by the Turks, he too was a musical
*The one we’re talking about was also already a composer because he was a child prodigy;
but, like other similarly talented persons who took a similar path in life, he was more proud of
“being part of the raw matter of art” (quoting him), i.e. an activist of the type of his
companions in what we’ll see , than for being a prodigy in music. More details on both that
course in life in general, and his own particular road, you can find if you google “Composerfor-all-seasons for our season”. So, he is still living, nearing 90, and sometimes appearing
and intervening in public life, political, national, cultural, artistic… but of course with some
age problems
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talent, who had introduced innovations to Cretan lyra and had written a famous resistance
song still played now in all related occasions, e.g. demonstrations) he managed the following
privileged treatment for his son, he would be transferred to Crete’s prison where the director
was an uncle of Mikis, and in a section where he would not be tortured but only see and hear
the executions, of men and women, in the yard. For the morning after he reached was planned
the execution of three young women. They were left in the yard by a truck along with three
trunks to serve as their coffins and were shot among shouted goodbyes , shouts of
encouragement, and curses for the squad, coming from the cells around the yard.
(PS: Another incident he mentioned in another interview, he had heard from a boatman: Two
boats would take some teenagers and the squad to a nearby isle for the shooting. The mother
of the youngest guy was such a heart-rending sight on the shore of the goodbyes that the
guards said to the boatmen to just start rowing and leave the kid behind with her. Seeing this
the kid detached his mother from himself and fell to the sea with his clothes on and swam to
the boat on time to go get shot. I can compare this to the first hand narration of a friend’s
father (my friend a physicist, her father a retired teacher), who in his military service in those
days was a guard escorting soldier detainees to that torture island. They arrived to the port
early and he trusted them to give them permission to go see their relatives and all returned on
time so as not to expose him nor be exposed to themselves or to their own people as
irresponsible and cowardly. For a photo of such youths boarding on such a ship see next
page. Under that are two photos of some of those 12 youths after recuperating somewhat in
the military hospital and before they were sent back either to the same ordeal or execution.
About the last photo we’ll comment later)
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Young Theodorakis is in the hospital photos, the tall in the first, seen sitting on the right end
of the second. After recuperation some of them were taken into a stinking underground gutter,
among excrement and rats, and hardly knowing time or day, heard once in a while their
names to get out and get shot. Theodorakis was not called but was taken back to the island, on
crutches, and on a shore he was hit with clubs and being in terminal tuberculosis he spit so
much blood that the club-men thought he was dead and left him, so he thanks the tuberculosis
for saving his life (for what saved him from tuberculosis he conjectures that the infections
from the torture wounds must have mobilized his immune system) On being transferred to
Crete’s “privileged” cell, he was left downtown Athens at night and was told to catch the
morning ship from Piraeus , he had to walk on crutches the quite many hours needed for that,
and cafés wouldn’t let in a stinking soldier suspect of carrying lice…
Suzy:-…Intervention one, on Serpico: As black humor (by me, not by Theodorakis) at this
point let’s mention that Serpico’s theme has, in Greek, lyrics by Manolis Anagnostakis
going like “And I kept walking into the night, without knowing a soul, anybody/and not a
soul, and not a soul, either knew me, either knew me…”...Go on:
Johnny:-…When the ship was arriving in Crete, it was such a beautiful day, fruit’s fragrance
reaching the ship on sea, that before turning himself in he left his uniform and crutches on a
shore to take a swim. He swam far and he was arrested by some soldiers who not having seen
him before suspected he was a wanted saboteur who went around his work by swimming.
They did not believe he had his clothes and papers somewhere near , nor , of course, that
their boss was his uncle, so they gave his one remaining foot the phalanx-sole-treatment as
torture…
Suzy:-…Intervention two, on Serpico: Thus there was another application of the verse
“nobody knew me either ….” until his uncle came to his office…OK before we go on let’s
hum the verses as we hear Serpico’s theme. I’m sure you will recognize it but I’ll tell you at
which point anyway:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r1DMnQHvN7A

……………………
(At 0:44)

Suzy:-Now:
“And I kept walking into the night, without knowing a soul, anybody/and not a soul, and not a
soul, either knew me, either knew me…” …..
Johnny:-… Later when he got off jail they took him to a shepherd in the mountains who,
through experience with putting back into place dislocated bones of goats walking on rocky
slopes, was also similarly famed for being able to put bones back in place for humans too, he
said he could do it but that the crippled young man had to take the risk of possibly dying
from pain during the process, Theodorakis risked it and mended , but because he was first
given to drink an overdose of alcohol as a painkiller he also passed a week of lethargy and
hallucination.Then he was given a position in the local conservatory for some small
allowance, the days were such that practically he was a doorkeeper there, nobody would come
for music, he wrote about a hundred songs, his mother told his father their son was withering
away, and financially broke as they were through expenses to face the tribulations of the
family, they finally sold their wedding rings and bought him a suit and an overcoat, and gave
him some pocket money and wished him luck on his way to Athens. He applied for a musical
scholarship for studies in Paris, suddenly the American cultural attaché whom he knew from
some music-exchange-nights he and other composers had with him as a jazz specialist, called
him and told him “You cheated me. You didn’t tell me you’re a communist and you exposed
me. You’ll find us in front of you from now on” , the same afternoon his scholarship was
recalled, his father came from Crete and made them again feel shame as Greeks (in those
times more people were, still, capable of feeling shame) and he did leave for France. Before
we continue with that let’s finish another story: The torturer specializing in bone dislocation
was so despised in his village after being released from the army which thus used him that
he had to remain in Athens. The only “familiar” persons to him were his victims whom he
finally contacted and they contributed jointly a small monthly allowance for him to subsist.
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Let’s continue with things in a rather artistic vein (although this life has started to look like a
most incredible art piece even in its factual parts…Well some of those we really can’t stand
skipping. So see*): We saw photos of those companions from the island and hospital, but,
from some places, there are of course only gravures; the poems about those places are full of
cryptic understatements, not for the reasons of censorship (the poems were smuggled out
anyway) but for more practical reasons e.g. the detainees did not want to freak out their
families if the artists among them became more literal. Let’s see some of these
understatements on the next page of lyrics and photos of gravures (by detainees; and one
gravure by Doré, which besides many other things that it looks like (e.g. like a Church’s
dome-heaven seen from inside) also looks like a big bang in the astronomical sense and like a
big bang from a firing squad’s barrel against two friends facing it (the two friends, like two
little shadows at the base, in Doré’s original context, were Beatrice and Dante) and also let’s
see a painting by Blake titled “the river of life”…
Suzy:-…So you now also have not only the answers to many of the quizzes I gave you
before, but also the answer to the question how all those questions occurred to me…
Alex:-…Suzy, irrespective of the origin of your fascination with all that can you tell me on
what grounds you do take all that face value, and not as poetic mythmaking, or as test to the
listeners gullibity? I myself, happen to have some relatives who witnessed and lived such
things first hand, but in the absence of them I would be more reluctant to believe such things
than Thomas the infidel. So, do show us that artistic page OK, but then, either of you, explain
to us why you two gulp it down as more than a thrilling opera.
Suzy:-…We do appreciate your inquisitiveness inquiring into the inquisitiveness of ours. Of
course we’ll come back to this…Go on with that letter Johnny:
Johnny:-…Let’s finish by just imagining what a superhuman drive to speak about all his
living and dead companions in all that, must have been raised in a man that just happened to
live after being left in a grave with shit on his face bitten by rats…
Angela:-…From whom to whom is that letter Johnny?
Johnny:-…From Suzy’s father to Mr Hernan, the grandpa from Nicaragua who had called
Father Alexis “Padre Alexis” aftetr what he had sais in Nick the elder’s funeral…
(It’s Johnny who continues the reading of all the pages that follow:)
*Once many detainees were under a big tent which flew off during a snowstorm. The younger among them made a
pyramid over two aged ones whom they placed at the center , and kept exchanging places in rotation in shifts all
night. One was a primary school teacher of Theodorakis as a kid and had many times punished him for repeated
naughtiness. When they had met on the island, each said laughing “Now I forgive you for all those things you did
to me”. Most said something similar to a friend of theirs who went unbroken through torture but did sign a
repentance form when his fiancée had the bright idea to attract him back to life-as-usual by sending him in a
parcel her panties with her particular completely personal fragrance which made him wear the panties on his face
and leave mailroom as if hypnotized. Another cute story: The first rehearsal of a torture song written, in exile by
junta, was by a choir of policemen guarding him and disguising him as priest to go with him far on a mountain not
to be heard. One more: Also, in the junta period, they had allowed him to have a piano in exile but with the
prohibition, for him too, of hearing (thus playing too) Theodorakis’ songs, so he only played new ones he
composed, also interpolating refrains from Hatzidakis to be misleading and plausible. On a cold night there was a
rumor he would be abducted by companions, and he had many vigilant guards around his house ,he asked them in
for a drink not to freeze, and he continued composing, next day they asked him to come to the café to treat him
back , but also to prove to him “that they too, and not only leftists, were patriots” meaning they sang with him his
new composition on Sikelianos’ “March of the spirit”. So, in a sense, the following “Ballad for cops” (lyrics by
Wolf Biermann, music by Thanos Mikroutsikos) he lived as humorous reality not as humorous fantasy:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BD-cp_DQWmI
My feelings are real brotherly and best/for all poor hounds who all the time surround my nest/
who, with snow or even rain/my keepers all around the clock have been ordained/who have to use their bugs and
mikes to hear/whatever passes through my mouth or even near/songs, swears, and jokes stupid or clever/within the
kitchen or the toilet or wherever/My brother cops and hounds you do remain/listeners and knowers of my every
human pain/you are and will remain the main witness/that my passion for my cause and that my sweetness/are as
constantly with me as I with them/Words that otherwise would be forgotten/all in your tapes have been recorded
and safeguarded/and when at home in bed at least you’re free to sleep/through whispers from your lips my songs
can find some leaks/My gratitude to you for this is really deep/Dear colleagues, my colleagues, faithful and most
dear colleagues/Dear colleagues, my colleagues, faithful and most dear colleagues.
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“Even while the earth sleeps they travel. They are the seeds of the tenacious plant…”/Gibran
The unbearable lightness of the understatements in Poetry’s metaphors:
Stone after stone, tree after tree, they passed the world,
with thorns as a pillow they passed sleep,
in their dry hands they brought the river of life.
Ritsos

They ran out of bullets and gunpowder
and now they’re filling their cannons
only with their hearts
Ritsos

“He who has a why can live with any how”/Nietzsche
A reading between the lines as due as understating:
The bearable weight of the Poetry’s words’ way of being:
Stone after stone, tree after tree, they passed the world, with thorns as a pillow they passed sleep,

in their dry hands they brought…

… the river of life.

…now they’re filling their cannons only with their hearts
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“…In the face of the threat that history may roll back to the abyss of the Arrhythmic, the Amorphous
and the preontological, nobody can avoid assuming responsibility. Those poets who feel born on the
pulse of the Universe have the additional responsibility to make Poetry take on her own horrible
responsibility of breaking the causal deterministic sequence of events after first coming to know her
own mystical origin in the infinity, the inner freedom and the biological God deep inside us, and from
there draw strength to lift again the universal symbols of cosmic continuity of man with his similars
and with the Universe, the symbols that are able to disperse his historical pseudoproblems and deliver
man from all arbitrary myths of our age, scientific myths, mechanical myths, political myths,
economic myths, artificial artistic myths, etc etc–that, through also exerting immense violence, have
displaced man from the center of his responsibly creative self where is found the source of his freedom
and have led to the dismemberment of the erotic core of man’s experience of the world and have
disintegrated society into heaps of unburied corpses–and place him again at the center of Life and of
duration from where the world, placed at the center of our consciousness and not at the periphery will
bring down walls and open up horizons , not altogether imaginary, that have been waiting, since the
beginning of time, to line up in perspective in front of us”

“…For those of us who have thrown off the myth of the machine, the next move is ours: for the gates
of the technocratic prison will open automatically, despite their rusty ancient hinges, as soon as we
choose to walk out… Modern man’s only alternative is to emerge once more into the light and to have
the courage not to escape to the moon , but to return to his own human center and to master the
bellicose compulsions and irrationalities he shares with his rulers and mentors. He must not only
unlearn the art of war , but acquire and master , as never before, the arts of life…We know now, as
never before, that undisclosed potentialities of life reach far beyond the proud algebraics of
contemporary science; and their promises for the further transformations of man are as enchanting as
they are inexhaustible…Man grows in the image of his gods, and up to the measure they have set. The
mixture of divinity, power and personality that brought the ancient city into existence must be weighed
out anew in terms of the ideology and the culture of our own time , and poured into fresh civic ,
regional, and planetary molds. In order to defeat the insensate forces that now threaten civilization from
within , we must transcend the original frustrations and negations that have dogged the city throughout
its history. Otherwise the sterile gods of power , unrestrained by organic limits or human goals, will
remake man in their own faceless image and bring human history to an end”

“…We wanderers ever seeking the lonelier way begin no day where we have ended another day;
and no sunrise finds us where sunset left us. Even while the earth sleeps we travel. We are the seeds of
the tenacious plant…If aught I have said is the truth, that truth shall reveal itself in a clearer voice, and
in words more kin to your thoughts”
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“…In one sense I was happy my bomb missed his car by one meter. I’m not a killer, I’m a fighter. And
to fight against a junta doesn’t mean to kill its leader who is just a puppet buffoon played by foreign
interests, nor to kill some of its quite replaceable policemen or soldiers ,whom I would not stand the
remorses to kill. To fight a junta means to disarm it, and disarming it means that a great number of
soldiers will not obey their orders, and somebody telling them to do so means he proves to them that it
is humanly possible to stand the consequences, as I did prove by only writing to your leader that he is
a buffoon and a clown on all grace pleas and petitions you brought me to sign, in order for you not to
expose your regime in front of international organizations which objected to my execution and at the
same time for you not to look powerless in front of the people that you wanted to terrorize. My oration
is not contempt of court martial , because you are not a court but bosses of torturers some of whom
even have a sick thwarted surgeon’s sexual imagination; and you are not martial either since you are
deserters not soldiers; I deserted your army to serve my country, as I do serve it everyday in the torture
chamber; you deserted your country by not deserting an army that receives orders against its country
and its people. Alas to a nation not giving birth to a tyrannicide when giving birth to a tyrant.”

The young detainees in the torture island used to say to the guards “we’ll have some of these things to say to our
grandchildren one day. What are you going to have to say to your grandchildren?”. Theodorakis used to tell the
guards “In this place one day there will be a concert”; He also used to tell them “Your guns will have become
rust and the songs we’ve started singing here will still be sung”. Let’s see him in that concert, “the comeback of
history” as he called it, 60 years later, giving last instructions to the musicians, before turning to face those
grandchildren; and the children of course; and those of his fellow grandpas still living…

It was the first concert of his where he was dressed in white. Years earlier he had explained
why he always wore black: He felt like a priest.
It’s still Johnny reading

-By the way, in the video of United Fruit Co, he was really wearing black, wasn’t he?
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Singing “Dead called to life by bell’s toll calling to the living”*
(by the way: the demon of coincidences made the projector look like a torch in the hand of the Tall and made the
Tall look like a statue of liberty which he really is)
By way of dedication, let’s see once more the ending of the “March of the Spirit”:
…shout filled with soul left loud, as if space suddenly was all made of copper,
…shout filled with soul left loud, just as if suddenly Life Herself had spoken
of sounding copper or as if I had
spoken clear and loud not just whispering
the holy cell of Heraclitus around me,
spoken through us in torture islands,
where, for long years,
where for long years
for the Eternity he hammered his iron heavy thoughts
for all humanity we worked out iron heavy hopes
and hung them like arms
and hung them like arms
in the Temple of Ephesos,
in islands like Makronisos,**
all the way to You I was calling, all the way to You I was calling,
all the way to You we were calling, all the way to You we were calling,
companions!
companions!
*The full song (Ritsos’ lyrics): http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OW8YZNMz4r0&feature=related With so many
colors and so many leaves sun calls you to life/with so many nods and so many shouts freedom shines earth to
sky/It shines behind those iron bars/and life calls brothers buried/Dead called to life by bells’ toll calling to the
living/This earth belongs to them and to us as long as we’re breathing/When some of us get killed/ we and life
continue to go uphill. (note: The singer, Bithikotsis, of the link is the sergeant in the middle of the photo under the
photos of the detainees in hospital. He was a plumber. They became liefelong friends and coworkers with
Theodorakis since there, and I think he was not detainee but a guard, not one of the psychopaths used as torturers
of course)
**We don’t think it’s that improper or out of proportions, nor frivolous, if, for such “men for all seasons” who
found this way to immortalize the struggles of the people of such islands, we add in the herein-insertedparaphrase the limerick-like “..where for long years the poets and composers among them hammered their iron
heavy verses and scores for mankind and hung them like arms in the temple of Makronisos etc etc”.
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Suzy:-…OK, Mr Alex we do owe you some readings for you last question inquiring about
our gullibility of things that may be true but we must not merely be “right for the wrong
reason” as the expression goes. Johnny you want me to find the stuff for Mr Vangelis and Mr
Spyros or you know where they are…Of course you now must go to drink some water after
all that reading, because it’s you who’ll be reading again, these stories are hardly for girls’
ears, but definitely not for girls’ lips, I agree beforehand with Mr Alex…
Johnny:-…I’m OK, thank you…
Suzy:-…There you are….and then there…Mr Alex the story with the filthy gutter with rats
happened to remind us a story involving Mr Vangelis, a grandpa from Glossa, a story
punched on a keyboard and posted by Mr Yiannis so we had a crosschecking as you’ll
see…And Mr Spyros was the father of a colleague of Mr Yiannis, who had passed from that
island and took both his son and Mr Yiannis there on the day of concert we saw photos from,
but let’s start from the beginning…OK, at the beginning I can afford to do the reading…By
the way, this is not from my dad to Mr Hernan but from Mr Yiannis to Mr Hernan…
“… to prove, as is necessary at the present point of the discussion, the existence of grandpas
who in their youth, during war with Nazism, thought about freedom like the everyday man
on the street we saw above, I send you some pages that I give to the kids to show them both
how similar and how unsimilar to theater are such men, and how James Bonds etc. look from
a close distance (actually as close as living next door, and seen everyday in the café, in the
market, in walks, in fishboats with their nets, in their store as grocers or bakers etc); the
pages are a diary (partly written on a boat many years ago, partly dictated in cafés a few years
ago) of Vangelis Yiannopoulos, the president of the association of resistance fighters of
Glossa, whom for years we were seeing on national holidays lay a wreath on the monument of
Glossa people fallen during the war. The translation I made when Mary from England, who
frequently appears here as recipient of some files both similar and unsimilar to the files you
received from me, wanted to read that diary. (Actually with Mary we met through kyr
Vangelis, in a sense: About one year after he died she had come to school and told me that
she was asking a beach tavern owner and cook about anti-Nazi resistance in Glossa helped by
the translation of her teenage daughter, who was a waitress and was my student and both the
mother and the daughter told her to come to also speak to me; Maria (the mother) had seen
the diary I had typed for him, Zefie (the daughter) had played in some skits and also was a top
singer in the choir that also was choir to such events. Later I told Mary about Theodorakis and
the concert on the torture island with the grandpas and their children and grandchildren. Later
she found that an uncle of hers was in resistance along with the islanders in another island of
Greece). Let’s see the beginning and end of the diary (if you want to see whole just with
google with “ Grandpas of Glossa ” ) There we go: Johnny, you take over:
Johnny reads:……………………..see next page……………………….
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In 1927 I became conscious of myself and went around several jobs.
In 1934 I was drafted. I was released from service in ’36 because the revolution intervened.
General Kamenos was a democrat. Kondylis wanted to bring the king. They did not agree
and that’s how the revolution came about. It lasted for forty days, I was released from duty
and came home.
With my father’s help and my savings I bought a caique and started work.
In ’37 I got engaged and in ’38 I got married.
And in ’40 I went to Albany to the war and in ’41 I came back. On May 17.
From this point my activity starts. Until October I was carrying patriots. I took them to Psarra
and there major George Kalambokas received them.
…………About twenty pages with action of the James Bond type follow*…………

On April 5 , at midnight, the bouradades** came, a lieutenant and a sergeant of the
gendarmerie named Arvanitakos. My father and Arvanitakos recognized each other. He was
from Mani. Their villages were half an hour’s distance apart, my father from Kyta , he from
Skalounous. He promised to my father , don’t be afraid no harm will come to your son in my
hands, I’ll take him to the prosecutor and from him to the prison. He took me to Volos on
February 22, he took me to the prosecutor. His name was Kativenis and the name of the first
instance judge was Manolopoulos. They interrogated me and Manolopoulos with Kativenis
ordered that I go to the Rigas Fereos prison. They took me there , I was locked up and on June
5 in ’45 I faced my first court martial. I was tried by the military judge Laganis. I was
acquitted unanimously. I was taken back to prison. In 1945, on September 21, I faced criminal
court, that I kept guns, cannons etc in which I was acquitted with 11 votes. They took me
from there and to Trikala, in the police. I had with me a suitcase, a jailer came named Varoof ,
he took me to the detention ward. When I got in I saw two killed men , blood was coming out
of the ears of one and out of the nose of the other. I said to myself that the same fate awaited
me. The jailer was ordered to take me upstairs. He took me to the commander. He put
handcuffs on me and took me to his office. When I stepped in, the commander looked at me
and asked my name, I told him “Evangelos Yiannopoulos of Vasilis”.He tells me “Didn’t you
have a pseudonym?” “I had” “What was it?” “Kanaris*** Efstathios”. He looked in my eyes
carefully and laughed .Immediately he told the jailer “Take the handcuffs off quickly and
leave”. He took them off and left. He offered me a cigarette, he spoke on the phone and they
brought us two coffees . The one gendarme told him “Do you want anything else, Sir?”. He
told him “Yes. In the room where you gendarmes stay at night you’ll change blankets and the
detainee will sleep there. Be very careful, not even the nose of this man should be hurt” “Yes
Sir” “You’ll also put his suitcase in the room and there’ll be a guard outside all night. The
jailer will have no responsibility, responsible will be you and the sergeant of the
gendarmerie”. I was ecstatic with what I was hearing, how this man says all this about me?
What does he know? How did I hear so nice things? Next day I would face the criminal court.
As we were sitting in his office drinking the coffees he asked me “captain Kanaris, you still
haven’t recognized me?” I tell him “No, Sir I don’t know you”. He was a captain of the
gendarmerie. He tells me “Did you ever pass from Chios during the occupation?”. I tell him
“I did. Actually the first craft that passed was me. Then came the submarine “Iatridis” with
some commandos”. He tells me “Did you take anything from Chios? Did the port authorities
give you any man, or files, to bring to Greece?” I tell him “Yes. I took a young second
lieutenant of the gendarmerie whose father was a commander in Chios, I don’t remember his
name”. Then he started crying, he embraced me and called me his savior. He tells me “Don’t
you remember when you brought me
*We only mention that his wife and small kids were taken to live on a mountain with his parents.
**One of the thug clans of the civil war.
***Many resistance fighters used as pseudonyms the names of heroes of the Greek revolution of 1821
against Turks…. The pseudonym of kyr Vangelis …was “Kanaris” a famous sea captain who had
blown up with explosives the flagship of the Turkish fleet…****
****Karaiskakis whom we met earlier was a mountain hero.
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to Volos and handed me to commander Kantarakias?” . We were both crying at that point, we
embraced, he took me downstairs, he handed me to the sergeant of the gendarmerie, he told
him to put a guard all night outside my room, he told me to change clothes, I did, we went to
the hotel and had dinner together and at 12 o’clock he took me to the police station , I got in
my room and slept. Next day, at 8, he came by himself, called me, I got dressed and six
policemen took me to the criminal court to be tried. There I was tried for having a craft with
cannons etc and killing people by firearms and the like. The president of the court was a
Cretan, I don’t remember his name, something like Varouxakis maybe. The commander
himself spoke and said “This man did not kill men. He saved men. He saved me too». And I
was acquitted with 11 votes. Another witness came, named Grigorios Filios, a warrant officer
serving in Skopelos. He said it was me who freed the whole of the Aegean. He said I drove
40 Italians out of Skopelos and similarly in Skyros. I was acquitted, the commander gave me
5000 drachmas and four policemen took me, and he himself gave a file that I had saved him
and they sent me to “Pavlos Melas” in Salonica. They took me to “Pavlos Melas” and next
day four policemen took me to transfer me to the Prison at Polygyros. After they took me
they did not take me to prison but to a Turkish dungeon, one kilometer far from the prison.
They locked me in there, it was horrible, it had three steps, up to the lowest it was full of
garbage and waste water and the place was stinking. They locked me in and left. In the prison
of Polygyros there were 250 detainees. It had three rooms. One was called Varkiza, one
Potsdam, the other San Francisco. In San Francisco there lived seven men. General Vouros,
colonel Kallikratidis Nicholas from St Nicholas of Chalkidiki, a Venizelos Kollias, major of
the gendarmerie from Mytilini, a professor of theology from Salonica, his name I don’
remember, a Bolkas from Paliouri in Chalkidiki, and two others from Chalkidiki whose
names I don’t remember. And they notified them, the general because every prison has its
president, that captain Kanaris is coming. They waited for me and every day they asked the
jailer “Where did detainee Kanaris go? Where do you have him?” and he said “We don’t
know. They sent him three days ago” and indeed the man didn’t know. I was locked up in
that dungeon, that horrible place. On the second day a policeman and a soldier came. They
brought me a metal plate of food, mixed with spittle and snot , I threw it to their feet. On the
third day they brought me a white sheet of paper and a pencil to put my signature. I tore it and
threw it away. And broke the pencil and threw it into the garbage. Then the soldier tried to hit
me in the eye with the lance of his rifle too, I pushed the rifle aside and the lance went to my
nose. I fell bleeding, blood was coming out my mouth and nose, they left thinking they had
killed me. Across, about two hundred meters beyond the barbed wire, there were two tents
with gypsies. I started shouting and a young gypsy heard me and immediately went to the
police. Immediately came the commander, the prosecutor, the judge and a doctor. They came,
they cut the wire, they entered, and they took me to a drugstore. They sewed my wound and
took me to the prison of Polygyros. After four days I was alright, I could talk, the prosecutor
called me along with the head of the police in the office of the head of prison guards and
asked me who had hit me. So I told them “a policeman and a soldier. He who hit me was the
soldier”. They asked me “What kind of place was there?” and I told them “The place stinks.
There must be corpses in the waste water”. Indeed they made a search in the mill with that
Turkish dungeon and they found a corpse in decay and two killed men in a horrible state,
that’s why that place was stinking so much. They took me to recognize the policeman and the
soldier, they put all of them in line, but they were not among the ones I saw. I remained in
that prison until March 15. I got out of there with Sofoulis’ decongestion. I came to my house
and started working here and there because my family was in a terrible state. It was in the
beginning of ’47. They arrested me again on arrest warrant and took me to Larissa. I stayed
there until 1948. On March 22 of ’48 I was tried in court martial on charges like I caught
crafts in open sea , killed the crews, sank the crafts and took their belongings to my house.
Then there was a newspaper coming out in Volos, called “Anagennisi” (=Regeneration) and
someone wrote there that one of us is being tried in Larissa for killing crews and sinking
caiques. This was read by two captains, one Stavros Tsoukas from Limnos who happened to
be in Volos and Dimitrios Paxinos who was from Volos. They read the paper , they saw my
name. The Germans had taken their caiques, and them two along too, they had loaded loot,
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and they were taking them to Salonica. I had caught them in Skantzoura, got their paper, also
took the Germans, and then took them to my base Agrelia and took the Germans to Cyprus.
On the day I was being tried they came as witnesses without me knowing it, I don’t remember
the date. The military judge, a colonel named Doganis, and the royal judge advocate, major
George Papageorgiou, when I rose to defend myself against the charges against me made by
the president of Glossa George Mitziliotis and his council, the moment I rose, the military
judge asked me if I had a lawyer or a defense witness. I told him “I have neither lawyer nor
defense witnesses”. Immediately a lawyer rose, his name was Antonios Sitras and he was a
nephew of Plastiras. He immediately said “Sir, I am his lawyer and he has two witnesses who
are captains whose caiques the Germans had taken and loaded with loot and he caught the
Germans and took them to Cyprus” The military judge immediately called them and
interrogated them and they said that all these things were lies out of hatred, because this man
had freed all the islands. Which caiques did he sink? Which men did he kill? They were all
lies. I was acquitted but I was held in prison.
My wife was arrested on October 13 of 1948. They tied her by the feet behind a caique and
dragged her at 8mph around the harbor. One of them boasted: “The woman we’re dragging is
captain Kanaris’ wife. The captain, George Houlis, being a friend of mine, took a knife out
slowly and in the night’s darkness cut the rope, and shouted “Guys, the woman got drowned
and she got stuck in the bottom. The rope broke”.There was a guard at the harbor, Ioannis
Karvelis, and the Customs Inspector, Christos Politis, friends of mine both. They each shot
once and the captain shouted “Guys, it’s her husband. He’ll kill us all”. Right away they left
for Skiathos. The woman, managed to swim because the rope tied around her legs was a little
loose. She reached a craft and grabbed an iron part and shouted “help”. In the craft itself lived
a couple, Vasilis Orfanos and his wife Dimitra. Immediately they got hold of her and took on
board but her head and her whole body were full of blood, the sea was dyed red, they had
given her a haircut and along with hair they were cutting flesh, it took eighteen stitches to sew
the wound. It was 2 after midnight, they made a stretcher with a bedsheet and took her to the
village uphill, there were no cars then, only goat roads. They woke up the two doctors that
existed, Papadimitriou and Diomis, they also called the pharmacist, they washed the wounds,
the blood could not stop running, eighteen stitches were needed for her head. The woman had
had intense pains from waist down ever since. Her husband got out of jail in 1949. He had
seen in the newspapers that they had hit her and then , as grace, he was released. I came to
the village, Glossa. I found my wife in a terrible condition, she had terrible pains, and I took
her to a famous doctor in Salonica. He passed her through X-rays and he told me that if he
had a gun he would kill me because I only took her to a hospital so late. I laughed and the
doctor told me “Your wife’s made useless and you laugh, captain?”. Then I told her of my
past and he said “You’re right. The people who did this are to blame”. Since then, from ’50 to
1998, my wife could not go to the toilet, she was on an invalid’s chair, her legs were rotting,
the bones under her waist had gone out of place during the dragging and couldn’t go back in
place because she had not gone for surgery in time. By 1997 she had become confined to bed
and I was paying 70000dr/mth to a woman to be taking care of her. In 98 she died. Whatever I
had or didn’t have I sold out to protect my wife. There’s nothing else to say.
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Today, May 17 2006, after funeral mass in the church of St Nicholas in Loutraki, kyr
Vangelis was buried in the cemetery of Glossa. He was 95 and died very quickly without time
to collapse. He looked all alive in the coffin. He had overcome a little problem he had with a
leg sprain lately and he had started going on foot, again, from Kolonaki to Loutraki.. It’s just
that he had some pains which he preferred to stand than tell his people about, and by the time
he did tell them it was too late for the hospital to do anything. Besides being so loved by
everybody, he had written , with his deeds, history, so it’s proper to accompany his funeral
with a couple of words: not more than a couple because everybody knows him. And if
someone among the younger hasn’t heard the name Vangelis Yiannopoulos , then he just
knows him as “the grandpa”. Many also often accompanied “grandpa” with the phrase
“grandpa’s a nobleman. But since “words are poverty” we won’t say more about him,
especially in front of people who already know him. And only for the ones who still haven’s
heard enough from their parents or grandparents about the grandpa and his wife Moshoula,
we have copied everything from a notebook of his and we have added what he told us in the
joints that he frequented, and those pages we’ll put in the Glossa library and we’ll say to
parents and grandparents to tell their kid to go there and tell Diomitsa to give them the notes
to read. And for his friends to feel they “see him off” once more, like they saw him off in this
funeral, we’ll leave a copy of what he was saying at each of the joints where he might have
said it at some point in his life; his friends may thus feel they hear him once more. So we’ll
leave a copy, at Maria’s, at Karveli’s, at Petrino, at Dina’s rooms. If there are more such
joints and want a copy let them call us at the high school and we’ll photocopy the pages for
them at once.
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Suzy:-…The story about Kyr Spyros you’ll hear is from a letter to my dad where Mr
Yiannis…OK, let me not start introductions, and let me just say it was also mentioned in
rehearsals of theatrical plays involving detainees so as, among other thing, to better know
how those stories sound from first hand witnesses and not from previous spectators of
spectators of theater plays. Johnny:
Johnny:-“…Kyr Spyros was eighty two but had no fatigue taking us, before the concert,
around on foot through five kilometers of rough ground rather than three kilometers of dust
road by bus from port to concert place. Everywhere was a smell of thyme so one verse of the
well known Theodorakis song of the anti-junta resistance saying “our slaughter house smelled
of thyme” was not a figure of speech to be explained, it was a direct free association of the
poet-composer who, when in the slaughter rooms of Athens jails later, freely associated the
slaughter-area of the island. We heard first hand from kyr Spyros about a special slaughter
day (which some speakers also mentioned later in their talks, so it must have been a nonroutine slaughter scale): the people who were unrepenting were provoked by being shot by
machine guns so that they try to get the guards’ guns and then giving them the right to kill
them in cold blood, but instead they were answering bullets by just throwing stones; bending
over to catch a stone my friend’s father had been hit in the neck rather than more lethally, and
started bleeding and somebody who was walking to the ship that would take the wounded to
the hospital and had two arms broken volunteered to carry the bleeding and fainting guy on
his back and the guards were asking “is he a Bulgarian?” as they then called the communists,
not the fans of the Salonica soccer team like now, because Bulgaria was the closest
communist country and old disputes over the border, then had become disputes with
communism) but to that question all were silent because the question “Greeks come over
here, we’ll only be shooting Bulgarians” was posed to create a split which everyone resisted
(even rightists who were adamant and upright did not want their solidarity to break after they
had reached that point. An ex cadet fell and a soldier jumped on his head with his boots and
squashed it because there is nothing more treacherous and dangerous than a communist army
man) . The wounded were loaded on a ship and taken to the military hospital in Athens and
were kept there tied on their beds. The guy with the broken arms who had saved his life, kyr
Spyros never saw or heard of again, they just told him that he had to be tied on his back by his
belt so as not to fall because he had fainted. He also took us to the place where he met his
future brother-in-law and then his sister i.e. future wife and mother of our colleague…”
Well, let’s end this letter like Suzy’s dad finished the other saying suddenly “Such are side
effects of civil wars…” meaning the story of kyr Vangelis’ wife and two other stories , the
story of Miss Katerina’s grandpa who was also sent to that island, and of Mrs Katerina’s
father who as a teenager resistance fighter was sent by Nazis to Dahau and then was taken
from the Nazis there and sent to the same torture island by the after-war government of
Greece… “Such are side effects of civil wars, each side considering the other as loathsome
traitors ready to kill their own brothers…” Let’s stop that here and now. By the way, both
Miss Katerina and Mrs Katerina were professors of literature, one an amateur actor too, the
other an amateur singer, and both had done great rehearsals of things that finally did not get a
chance to be played but did leave a mark…Oh, let me read one more Theodorakis story: He
mentions: “…I can’t finish with the Theodorakis stories, I only mean with the ones I know
about, there are hundreds more without…where was it? …here: Theodorakis’ narration is,
always around the corner for such colossally wide strides between first hand history on the
one hand and top creator’s insights on the other, and between political and human
consciousness on the one hand and on the other hand expressions emerging from the deepest
and most central core of any human’s unconscious and also of the collective unconscious,
OK all strides are so wide you don’t believe you heard all of them in the same sixty seconds
or even in the same sentence, for instance he goes like “…They brought us from the island of
Ikaria to Makronisos tied to the deck benches , the sea was rough and a ship with five
hundred like us had sunk the other day, we protested , the captain was going like “If the ship
sinks, then pray to Stalin to save you from drowning, pigs”, as we were approaching
Makronisos its guards, in order to look frightening, had poured petrol oil in barrels and had
lit fires and were hitting the barrels with their clubs, it was cold , we were hungry and full of
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fear, we were looking at the stars and at each other, the commander comes, we stand in lines
under the starlight and he says “If anyone among you has balls let him take a step forward”,
we all take the step and the guards dash on us with the clubs and pretty soon we’re all down
on the ground bleeding and groaning with broken ribs or limbs, it’s still dark enough and I
can see the stars, I’m in pain and I’m still cold and hungry and fearful, and like most still I
don’t know what broke or not, or if I am bleeding somewhere or not, and not only can I feel
my heart beating but it beats so loud that I can hear it, and suddenly as I hear it and as I see
the stars I feel that the center of the galaxy is in my heart and that as my heart is beating it is
like a volcano erupting and pouring out lava, baaaang! This is the moment I conceive what I
mean by post symphonic music, lava is still burning if you immerse your hands in it, but if
you let it get cold it solidifies and you can’t mold it… so my first compositions are
symphonies, only symphonies have room for bellowing and groaning and roaring, only after I
got all this out I became able to use non symphonic means and write melodies, songs,
oratorios, operas…later we were frequently made to run around holding or dragging our
suitcases with our belongings, while the guards were chasing us with clubs, so I was running
with a trunk full of symphonic scores, some pentagrammed pages still blank others already
full of notes, suddenly the trunk as it was hitting on the stones on the ground opened and the
scores were scattered around by the wind , I was thnking that they acted symbolically, some
flying free to the sea, other getting stuck on barbed wire, still other falling to the ground, but
suddenly I saw they became valuable, since we didn’t have toilet paper and we had to wipe
with sand or pebbles or grass or herbs… Something for which I felt fantastic and not at all
insulted was that some years ago, almost fifty years after those frightful days, I received a big
envelope with a score full of notes and dried shit on it and a letter saying “Sorry Miki, I
hadn’t noticed the notes and I used it, but I although I became a gran’pa before I took the
courage to send it to you just in case a fantastic song was lost with what I did, I never could
bring myself to throw it away...Neither can I leave this world without sending this back to
you……” and Theodorakis goes like all this as if he were just speaking about the most
ordinary everyday matter and in the most matter-of -factly tone and body language…OK, all
self-respecting composers and classical performers I’ve ever read or heard about do feel
obliged to mention at least one of those so-called “astral projections”; and in case of rockers
they combine these visions with some psychedelic substances, synthetic or natural; but have
you even heard even one of these trips both reaching galaxy and remaining earth-grounded as
much as Theodorakis’ and at the same combining so many other realities than just music?...”.
Now I can’t skip some other things, let me tell them myself, so he got that scholarship for
France, he did brilliant studies, he even got some very international prize in which all
competitors were whiz composers, it was awarded in Russia, but this was no communist bias,
the composer awarding it was a dissident, he wrote there some of his best carefree songs one
could think were written by the sea while his kids were swimming but they were written in a
small studio he rented with his wife Myrto and kids over a garage smelling exhaust fumes, so
they were written of nostalgia too, he also wrote in feverish rate, starting it in a car as he was
waiting for his wife shopping in a supermarket, the melodies for the Epitaph poems we have
mentioned, and they acted as a miraculous permanent cure to some recurrent epilepsy
symptoms he had as remnants of his passage from the torture island, then some of his music
was noticed by an English stage director who wanted him to write and conduct an opera’s
music and at 30 he found himself conducting in London’s Covent Garden where many
famous musicians only reach many decades older, and when at the end he turned to face the
audience and bow and saw the “lords with moustaches” he asked himself whom he should
consider as his audience and he returned to Greece, ultimately wanting to make an oratorio
out of the poem “Axion Esti” meaning “It’s Worth it”, referring to the sacrifice of Christ and
all fighters for life’s higher meaning, and in some sense having the format of “Paradise lost ,
Paradise regained” , for which, almost 30 years later and after its Princetton translation, Elytis
received a Nobel Prize. He wanted to orchestrate that oratorio through folk mucic’s
instruments, that rightists snubbed as vulgar and leftists avoided as mucic for marginal hash
smokers. To train the popular ear he first circulated the Epitaphs; he had the lyrics referring
to the lament of the dead young demonstrator’s mother be sung by a male voice, the voice of
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the sergeat from the island we saw. Even the best meaning poets, and the poet of the lyrics
himself were alarmed, but it was in this rendering that the people loved and embraced the
Epitaph, critics also objected sayning that simple folks would not grasp the images, yet he
finally did make a concert in Athens about the oratorio, the audience was a little numb, and
besides Theodorakis the same was felt by the poet Elytis, a right winger and fighter in the
world war and by the narrator Katrakis ,whom we have seen as an old man wih lung cancer
on that platform in “voyage to Kythira”, a left winger who had passed from that island,
however Theodoarakis suddenly had the flash that the audience was mainly the same people
who thought that simple folks would not understand the Epitaph and the next staging of the
orarotorio he made in Soufli, a very small town, and very remote from Athens too, near the
Turkish border, but with a cinema to host the staging….OK, I found the continuation let me
read “…and people from nearby villages were gathering since morning to get tickets for the
evening. I saw somebody standing in the ticket line also holding a mule by the reins. I went
and asked him “What’s on tonight, pal?” At that time there were no magazines or TV so
people didn’t know our faces, so he wouldn’t recognize me. He said “Theodorakis is coming
for Axion Esti”. At that point I realized that the frozen welcome in the music halls of Athens,
that had vindicated the art critics who predicted that we would never reach the simple folks
because the vocabulary of our poetry was too elevated to be grasped by the masses, was
merely self- fulfilling because the audience there was those critics themselves. Later, in some
other town, there was even a head of the police who came backstage after a concert to have
my records autographed for him and told me “I always carry some of Beethoven’s and some
of your records in my briefcase”. “But this morning you let my concert’s ad windows be
smashed by bullies”.“You do understand that Miki. Even in the police academy they know
and teach that the artist is like a nail. And the stronger you hit him the deeper he gets in the
consciousness of the people”” And, of course, I don’t think he was just being cynical when
saying that. In short, the poetry and music of people by Ritsos and Theodorakis belonged to
the people who were the raw matter for it and by them it was grasped not through vocabulary
only but also through the fact that these artists had escorted the masses to the arenas through
which these masses, the prime mover of history, have to pass. There were some people who
really loved his songs but when they learned he later became a deputy of the communist
party broke their copies of his records publicly with hammers. He said “I do know that I did a
harm to Greek music this way because people will equate me with things many deputies do,
and I do know some of my music belonged to all people , not to one party only. Not only the
oratorio Axion Esti which was written by a bourgeois but even the Epitaph songs was written
by a communist belonged, to all people. To that extent I agree with my critics. But to the
extent that they disliked the fact that the scholar element, which up to the time of my
endeavors, was monopolized by the ruling class, was taken by me to be fed to the masses, I
tell them that yes, this was indeed and completely my intention and this was exactly my
concept of cultural revolution, for which I returned from Europe instead of staying there to
build a career. I did want to become a kind of Prometheus of education, and take the highest
poetry from the university classrooms and the lecture halls and concert halls of the ruling
class and its institutions and spread it to the people. The Z symbol of our group “the
Lambrakides” was on the one hand the Z of the film that said that Lambrakis “Zei” i.e. still
lives, on the other it was Zeus’ bolt, but sent from Prometheus back to Zeus to whom in
Aeschylus’s third tragedy on Prometheus he predicts that his rule will end some day. The
dream of our group was to bring the music to the people not the people to the music, we went
to football stadiums in the periphery, to cinemas, to taverns, to empty lots…”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L12DXp1ZXS8&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T58off4sQls
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=28GzARSTNFA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aI05kbbXCro
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TrXeUIeShYk&feature=related

Alex:-…Thank you, Johnny; by the way, do you have the impression that Suzy is burning to
give something like a quiz question?
Johnny:-I do have a hunch, but why don’t you ask her?
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Alex:-Suzy?
Suzy:-Mr Alex, you did pass by Mikis’ house, you sure know where the next link’s stage is,
you have been around the world more than all of us taken together, you will see the next
link’s musicians in a more Germanic stage too, and the question will be if they did pass from
Mikis’ house to ring the bell and say “good evening” and if yes how they knew about him.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yGnY31npifs
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xd3873_marche-de-radetzky-j-strauss-gustav_music

Alex:-The kids are form Venezuela’s slums , their orchestra called “El sistema” , its concept
and its implementation are due to José Abreu, the oldest of the kids, I mean the conductor is
Gustavo Dudamel, for more see Wikipedia, the stage they play at in the first link, dressed in
Venezuela’s national football team T-shirts is the Roman theater Herodeion situated at the
feet of the hill of Acropolis and at five minutes from the house of Theodorakis whose salon’s
windows have visual contact with both, as also has the house, and from an even closer
distance, of our socialist minister of defence who went to jail for his bribed collaborations
with the German company SIEMENS plus for other pieces of crookery in the purchase of
submarines etc from Germany. Also near this crook, again with sight to Acropolis, and again
with free associations very different from Theodorakis’ when they look at it, chose for a while
to reside some of the international supervisors of our finances, who at the beginning seemed
to consider a scandal seeing the Greeks around them in souvlaki restaurants ordering more
bites than them, then they were quickly corrupted by us and wanted a house up there, thus
they made asses of themselves and went back to their proverbial frugality and mouthfulcounting of their neighboring tables in souvlaki joints. The kids of the orchestra, or Dudamel
with just some of them, of course paid a visit to Theodorakis who is very loved in South
America both as the composer, of Neruda’s poem “Canto Heneral”, and as a symbol of
activism and also of involvement of artists in social struggle and fight for freedom.
Suzy:-Congratulations. Obviously I wasn’t testing your knowledge but yout reflexes and if
you’re still available for the full wake. Mrs Angela you want a test too of you’ll answer
through words? Do you want us to continue?
Angela:-I’ll answer with a link. Can I come over? At least, raising from my seat is sufficient
as reflex in deed and sign of ongoing stamina, isn’t it?
(she goes and sits near the laptop and says)

Angela:-Now, Suzy ask me again:
Suzy:-Do you want us to continue?
Angela:- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tW3HN_pvbE4
Suzy:-Mom, what a sweet generation you were too! We love you too, Mrs Angela…
Anything else you want to DJ for us before you go on?
Angela:-As a matter of fact yes. The Epitaph had a song that both because of the photo of the
dead and because it didn’t necessarily apply to demonstrators only, wasn’t widely circulated
by newspapers as dedication to Alexis. I know you too would love to dedicate it to him since
he was the reason that made you leave your paradise in Glossa to come to Athens. And the
lyrics of the mother’s lament are again by the sergeant who also was singing in the oratorio
we saw.
Suzy:-Oh my God! How can I thank you Mrs Angela for pointing out my omission?! Maybe
our reflexes, not yours, must be going down…Mom, we’re well past the age coffee isn’t yet
allowed and well into the age it’s also needed…Please go on Mrs Angela and I’ll show the
verses…
Alex:-…Johnny, do you believe that this is the only reason Suzy set up all this net of
relations with Greece, Austria and Latin America, right after you mixed Greece and
Germany? I think something else or even many other things are on her mind…
Johnny:-But why you keep asking me, in a case I know? And after all maybe she is making
up something as we’re going along…
Alex:-…OK, sorry for interrupting Suzy, go on with what you were doing with Angela…
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HAIR’S TOUCH LIKE LOVE’S
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_okgtUkRWvE

Hair’s touch like love’s in my palms every night I stayed at your side
to fill my soul with your sleep’s smile in darkness filled with your sight.
Eyebrow like supple twig, like arc, eyebrow like drawn by painter
carved arch in which my eyes could nest in warmth and rest forever.
Calm drowsy eyes that inside them could mirror clear blue sky
to keep tears’ spears far I would fight, for such eyes shouldn’t cry.
Precious lips full of flower scent, your chirp made flowers blossom
made blossom stones and dried up trees and songbirds danced and stopped songs.
Johnny:-So Theodorakis started with post symphonic music that could contain the roars etc,
that none of us has heard , OK let me speak for myself, but I think that not too many years
ago he had said that only one fifth of his scores he has heard played, the rest he has seen only
in writteh scores, so big orchestras are something very expensive of course, then he went to
the Epitaph and the folk oratorio and during the junta he did the “March of the Spirit” and
“Canto General”, then I have not followed, except the song “Who’s after my life?” that by
now every person in Europe and US too, would hum morning to night. But in the interim
between those island and the junta he wrote some songs for which Suzy’s father said a very
nice phrase: “Theodorakis felt like a priest immersing his hands in hot lava because if it gets
get cold it solidifies and you can’t mold it but then the priest shook off his hand to the people
to sprinkle them with dewdrops, not lava drops, erotic songs as short as any folk song, not
symphonies, and as joyful and good for kids too as the ballad of Andrew the hunchback…
Alex:-…All this has something to do with what Suzy had in mind…
Johnny:-…You’re supposed to be the mind reader…
Suzy:-Out of my dad’s phrases I liked best the title of the section of those songs. Let me find
it: Here it is:
Happiness as Usual
(Business as usual in ordinary times for ordinary people:
Days of innocence, Paradise lost and Paradise Refound
in sweet old small personal life gains and losses such as
happy or unhappy childhoods, timely or belated teens, loves, quarrels, separations,
reconciliations etc etc
and not such as forms of happy ends about which we would tempted to say: “Operation
successful, patient dead”)
You see Mr Alex, OK, I’m not of course a devil’s advocate as much as saying that that real
or hypothetical shithead you meant had a point against Theodorakis, but if things are as
dead-end-like as having to choose between suicide and being killed I don’t find much reason
to glorify or sanctify someone who only writes requiems to hear on our way to the grave.I can
well try to remain decent even without having to sing some festive mantra to play immune to
my killers. You want to be jubilant about life and write songs about it? Great! And thank you!
You want to say that those guys did choose to go through so much because they loved life so
much, that’s even greater, but death for death as they say “art for art”is for fanatics or lunatics
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Alex:-Can you play for us your favorite song among those, Suzy?
Suzy:-I’ll play you two, that are very closely related in my mind although only the song to
Margarita, a tease to his daugther and his wife,are Thodorakis’. But the other I love equally…
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNSzJ7j7KkE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmIYJvaifyo&feature

MOUTHS FULL OF KISSES
MAGGIE-MARGARITA LOVE
With your mouth full of kisses and love
Margarita-Maggie my star, my love,
like a swallow, a pigeon, a dove
in sky in heavens like bird like dove,
you fly and whistle your greetings to sun
all sky and heavens Ι see in your eyes
every morning,
along with Venus, along with planets and stars above.
with your mouth full of kisses you bring
like an almond tree’s flowers bring Spring
your hair, your eyes, your lips and I drink
your wind blowing.
Your mom’s a witch and holds a broom,
And at night, yeah!,
she locks you every night in your room,
warm, dark night, yeah!,
but then you drop me a silk rope and we know better
you’re a matchstick that just catches fire,
than just to weep and cry and just sit in gloom.
and you burn me like a twig yeah!,
When under lock under key we’re found by next dawn
till next dawn my burned ashes retire.
we’re pieces of silent booms.

With my mouth full of kisses and love
Margarita-Maggie you are terrific,
I feel just like those birds high above
a little boat rocked by the Pacific,
I’m flying over stair-steps five by five,
give me your winds my Pacific,
yes, I’m flying,
your little waves and wish me to be a big open sea like you.
with my mouth full of kisses and scent
that enwraps me the days that we spend,
as if drunk, as if stoned, as if mad,
as if dying.
Your mom’s a witch and holds a broom,
And at night, yeah!,
she locks you every night in your room,
warm, dark night, yeah!,
but then you drop me a silk rope and we know better
you’re a matchstick that just catches fire,
than just to weep and cry and just sit in gloom.
and you burn me like a twig yeah!,
When under lock under key we’re found by next dawn
till next dawn my burned ashes retire.
we’re pieces of silent booms.
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I am your Maggie, I’m planted here,
counting the hours till next time is near,
just take the bus and just know I’m longing, I’m fainting
for all that silent talk we do ear to ear.
My mom’s a witch and holds a broom,
she locks me every night in my room,
but then I drop you a silk rope and we know better
than just to weep and cry and just sit in gloom.
When under lock under key we’re found by next dawn
we’re pieces of silent booms.
And at night, yeah!,
warm, dark night, yeah!,
I’m a matchstick that just catches fire,
and I burn you like a twig, yeah!,
till next dawn your burned ashes retire.
Suzy:-Of course after some of the above verses you’ll ask me what were the songs I
remember myself sung or dedicated from my dad to my mom besides, of course, “My gal’s
name is Helen”. Well, google “Composer-for-all-seasosn for our season” and go to its last
pages. Or just ask youself by putting yourself in his place and your wife, Mrs Alki, in the
place of my mom…Name one love song whether it was written by an ex-detainee or not
Alex:-Inside your black hair lady…
Suzy:-Bull’s eye. Great minds think alike. It’s in the list. I dedicate it to both of you…
INSIDE YOUR BLACK HAIR, LADY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0aptkQ8MIM

In the well-known night neighborhoods of moon
I went out for some strolling
to see the eyes of sky and try
to kiss its lips and body.
Inside your black hair, lady, I see nests of stars,
of stars and white birds, of stars and hundreds of springs,
of spring birds that fly me on their wings.
Inside my heart just see that bird,
how much it longs and suffers,
suffers although it chirps and sings
and although its wings it flutters.
Inside your black hair, lady, I see nests of stars,
of stars and white birds, of stars and hundreds of springs,
of spring birds that fly me on their wings.
You’re a real princess, a real queen,
your eyes are such a dowry,
nobility does not reside in
mansions of gold and glory.
Inside your black hair, lady, I see nests of stars,
of stars and white birds, of stars and hundreds of springs,
of spring birds that fly me on their wings.
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Angela:-Suzy, all the above is so unbelievably complete, that before you proceed to Canto
General as, I think, Johnny will now do, am I correct?...
Johnny, Suzy:-Of course, as always so far…
Angela:-You’ll go again to…
Alex:-…The music of life…
Johnny, Suzy:-…correct…
Helen:-..in two links…
Johnny, Suzy:-…we’re proud of all of you. Let’s go:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jeNsr_nQEfE&feature=fvwrel
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wArnejQcGno&feature=related

Suzy:-…By the way after the success of the Zorba film he was offered a job in Hollywood
but he didn’t take it, saying the proverb “Will I leave the wedding party to go prune?”,
meaning as wedding party the cultural revolution with the Lambrakides that we said. The
stage director of the film accepted a similar offer but just terminated his contract after six
months because in the organized and protected environment of Hollywoood he felt as if in a
vacuum of artistic stimuli, the stimuli of Greece being...
Johnny:-…By the way the Z in the word ZNet , google it if you happen not to have visited
that American site for being briefed on current developments, also comes from the film Z and
thus from the graffiti of the letter Z meaning Zei in the sense Lambrakis still lives…Sorry
Suzy , go on
Suzy:-…the stimuli of Greece being of course the events that soon led to the junta and in a
while to the arrest of Theodorakis too…Well, we’d rather skip the junta period since it is not
only very well known to you but also to the teenager whom we are supposedly briefing right
now in front of you, I mean the role of his music during junta is well known to teenagers ,
thus also to the teenager who asked his mom about Al Pacino and Mikis, since the school
memorials on the Polytecnic each November 17th use all those songs in the choir…Unless
you have a specific question…
Alex:-…I only have forgotten to ask you something about McKenzie
Suzy:-Which actor he looks like?
Alex:-Exactly.
Suzy:-Guess
Alex:-The same who plays Doc Martin in the Greek version, Yiannis Bezos
Suzy:-Right. How did you guess? I mean besides the common features wih Doc Martin, why
did you ask it now?
Alex:-Becaude he impersonated Theodorakis in a theatrical musical play and because he sang
with him in the concert in Makronisos island and because McKenzie sure organizes a lot in
each November 17th memorial
Suzy:-All correct. Johnny, where do we go from here?
Johnny:-Mrs Helen can you find for me that paragraph from Nietzsche’s “The birth of
tragedy from the spirit of music” that you had once used in a DJ-ing you had done with Mr
Vassilis on Canto Heneral?
Helen:-Of course…There it is.
Johnny:-Please read it for us
Helen:-“I address myself exclusively to those whose touch with music is immediate and
direct, to those who consider music as their mother’s womb and whose communication with
things consists almost completely of unconscious musical relations. Exactly from these
authentic musicians, I want to learn how it is possible to imagine a human being whose
sensitivity would be able to bear the third act of Tristan and Isolde without the help of speech
and of image, like a prodigious composition, purely symphonic, and without getting drowned
by asphyxiating under the spasmodic intensity of all the soul’s fibers. The human who, like
here, touched, as we would say, his or her ear to the heart of the Will of the world, and felt the
frenzied desire of life spilling and flooding all the arteries of the world, with the roar and
thunder of the dash of a torrent, or with the whisper of a brook, which spins while rolling in
its innumerable meanders, would such a human be able not to feel his or her soul suddenly
getting smashed?”
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Johnny:-I think we all agree that this question is addressed to the very few Theodorakises
that have ever existed and that it is a question he asked himself that night with the galaxy and
the lava and that the songs, that Suzy and Suzy’s father say he sprinkled like dewdrops,
answered both Nietzsche and himself. Now let’s go from these arteries and meanders to some
other arteries and meanders, in another thinker and poet’s work which are also related to
Theodorakis, but this time because he vested it with his music. I’ll be skipping at places but
I’ll e-mail you the whole thing…Oh, if at some place the Spanish is not translated, it has
been translated just above that place and I leave it in Spanish so that we go read it in Spanish
too and enjoy its sound in that magnificent language…
AMOR AMERICA

AMERICA , MY LOVE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJH86InnND4

Antes de la peluca y la casaca
fueron los rios , rios arteriales:
fueron las cordilleras , en cuya onda raida
where
el condor o la nieve parecian
inmoviles
fue la humedad y la espesura,
Antes de la peluca y la casaca
fueron los rios , rios arteriales:
el trueno sin nombre todavia,
las pampas planetarias. ,

Before the wig and the dress coat
there were rivers, arterial rivers:
there were cordilleras, jagged waves

El hombre
tierra fue,
vasija, parpado del barro tremolo,
forma de la arcilla,
fue cantaro caribe,
piedra chibcha,
copa imperial o silice araucana. .
Tierno y sangriento fue,
pero en la empunadura
de su arma de cristal humedecido,
las iniciales de la tierra estaban escritas.

Man
was dust, earthen
vase, an eyelid, of tremulous loam
the shape of clay
he was Carib jug
Chibcha stone,
imperial cup or Araucaniann silica
Tender and bloody was he,
but on the grip
of his weapon of moist flint,
the initials of the earth were written .

Nadie pudo recordar despues:
el viento las olvido,
las iniciales de la tierra, las iniciales
el idioma del agua fue enterrado,
las claves se perdieron
o se inundaron de silencio
o sangre.
el idioma enterrado

No one could remember them afterwards:
the wind forgot them ,

the condor and the snow seemed
immutable:
there was dampness and dense growth

as yet unnamed,
the planetary pampas.

the language of water was buried,
the keys were lost
or flooded with silence
or blood

No se perdio la vida,
hermanos pastorales.
Pero como una rosa salvaje
cayo una gota roja en la espesura,
y se apago una lampara de tierra.

Life was not lost ,
pastoral brothers.
But like a wild rose
a red drop fell into the dense growth
and a lamp of earth was extinguished.

Antes de la peluca y la casaca
fueron los rios , rios arteriales:

Before the wig and the dress coat
there were rivers, arterial rivers:

…………………………… Going to 7:50…………………………..
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Quien me espera.?

Who awaits me?

Y aprete la mano, Y aprete la mano
sobre un punado de cristal vacio.
Y aprete la mano, Y aprete la mano
sobre un punado de cristal vacio.
Pero anduve entre flores zapotecas
y dulce era la luz,
como un venando
y era la sombra como un parpado verde.

And I closed my hand
around a fistful of empty flint.

But I walked among Zapotec flowers
and the light was soft like a deer,
like a deer,
and the shade was a green eyelid.

Tierra mia, nombre sin America,
estambre equinnoccial,
lanza de purpura,
tu aroma me trepo por las raices
hasta la copa
que bebia,
hasta la mas
delgada
palabra
aun no nacida de mi boca

My land, name without America
equinoctial stamen
purple lance
your aroma climbed my roots
up to the glass
raised to my lips,
up to the most
slender
word
as yet unborn in my mouth.

Johnny:- Of course “Antes de la peluca y la casaca “Before the wig and the dress coat” tells
us that the goal of Neruda’s poetry was to reconstitute, as he had said, the body of South
America, dismembered by the invasion of the Conquistadores, a goal so parallel to the goal
we had seen for Europe and America in the words of Sikelianos and of Mumford we had
seen over that excerpt from Gibran that Suzy chose to wake us in the sense of a coffee break
too. How close these thinkers/poets were we all realize when we hear that Sikelianos saw the
myth of dismembered Dionysus in this same light as Neruda saw the reality of the
dismembered South America. Let’s go to another song with the way it all was flight in that
age now sounding like also the universal Paradise lost and see how Theodorakis at the end,
gives the answer of Axion Esti for Paradise refound or regained by just reinserting verses and
music of the beginning among the verses and music of the end…
VIENEN LOS PAJAROS

THE BIRDS ARRIVE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WzY27oWPI-4

Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra
Como gotas de sangre y plumas
los cardenales desangraban
el amanecer de Anahuac.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra
El tucan era una adorable
caja de frutas barnizadas,
el colibri guardo
las chispas originales
del relampago
y sus minusculas hogueras
ardian
en el aire inmovil.

All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.
Like drops of blood and feathers
the cardinals bled
the dawn of Anahuac
All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.
The toucan was a lovely
box of shining fruit,
the humming bird preserved
the original sparks
of dawn
and its miniscular bonfires
burned
in the still air

Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra

All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.
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Los ilustres loros llenaban
la profunditad del follaje
como lingotes de oro verde
recien salidos de la pasta
de los pantanos sumergidos
y de sus ojos circulares
miraba una argolla amarilla
vieja como los minerales.

Illustrious parrots filled
the depths of the foliage
like ingots of green gold
newly minted from the paste
of sunken swamps
and from their circular eyes
yellow hoops looked out
old as minerals.

Todos las aguilas del cielo
nutrian su estirpe sangrienta
en al azul inhabitado,
y sobres las plumas carnivoras
volaba encima del mundo el condor,
rey asesino fraile solitario del cielo,
talisman negro del la nieve
huracan de la cetreria.
huracan de la cetreria.

All the eagles of the sky
nourished their bloody kin
in the uninhabited blue
and on carnivorous feathers
flying over the world, the condor
murderous king, solitary monk of the sky,
black talisman of the sky
hurricane of falconry,
hurricane of falconry.

Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra

All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.

La ingenieria del hornero
Hacia den barro fragante
pequenos teatros sonoros
donde aparecia cantando.
El atajacaminos iba
dando su grito humedecido
a la orilla do los cenotes.
La torcaza araucana hacia
asperos nidos matorrales
La torcaza araucana hacia
asperos nidos matorrales
donde dejaba el real regalo
de sus huevos empavonados.
Matorrales
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra
Como gotas de sangre y plumas
los cardenales desangraban
el amanecer de Anahuac.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra
El tucan era una adorable
caja de frutas barnizadas,
el colibri guardo
las chispas originales
del relampago
y sus minusculas hogueras ardian
en el aire inmovil.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra

The ovenbird’s engineering
made of the fragrant clay
sonorous little theaters
where it burst forth singing.
The night jar kept
whistling its wet cry
on the bank of the cenotes.
the Chilean pigeon made
scrubby woodland nests
the Chilean pigeon made
scrubby woodland nests
where it left its regal gifts
of dashing eggs.
All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.
Like drops of blood and feathers
the cardinals bled
the dawn of Anahuac
All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.
The toucan was a lovely
box of shining fruit,
the humming bird preserved
the original sparks
of dawn
and its miniscular bonfires burned
in the still air
All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.
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La loica del Sur, fragante,
dulce carpintera de otono,
mostraba su pecho estrellado
de constelacion escarlata
y el austral chingolo elevaba
su flauta recien
recogida de la eternidad
del agua.

The southern lark, fragrant
sweet autumn carpenter,
displayed its breast spangled,
with a scarlet constellation,
and the austral sparrow raised
its flute recently fetched
from the eternity of water.
of water.

Mas , humedo como un nenufar,
el flamenco abria sus puertas
de sonrosada catedral
y volabo como la aurora,
lejos del bosque bochornoso
donde cuelga la pedreria del quetzal,
que de pronto despierta,
se mueve, resbala y fulgura,
y hace volar su brasa virgen.,

Wet as a water lily
the flamingo opened the doors
of its rosy cathedral,
and flew like the dawn
far from the sultry forests
where the jewels dangle from the quetzal,
which suddenly awakens
stirs , slips off, glows,
and makes its virgin embers fly.

Vuela una montana marina
hacia las islas,
una luna de aves que van hacia el Sur,
sobre las islas fermentadas del Peru.
Es un rio vivo de sombra,
es un cometa de pequenos
corazones innumerables
que oscurecen el sol del mundo
como un astro de cola espesa
palpitando hacia el archipelago.
que oscurecen el sol del mundo
como un astro de cola espesa
palpitando hacia el archipelago.

A marine mountain flies
toward the islands
a moon of birds winging South
over the fermented islands of Peru
It’s a living river of shade,
it’s a comet of tiny
hearts countless in number
that eclipse the world’s sun
like a thick-tailed meteor
pulsing toward the archipelago.
that eclipse the world’s sun
like a thick-tailed meteor
pulsing toward the archipelago.

Y en el final del iracundo mar,
en la lluvia del oceano,
surgen las alas del albatros,
como dos sistemas de sal.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
estableciendo en el silencio
como gotas de sangre y plumas
entre las rachas torrenciales,
los cardenales desangraban
con su espaciosa jerarquia
el orden de las soledades
el amanecer de Anahuac,
con su espaciosa jerarquia
el orden de las soledades
el amanecer de Anahuac,

And at the end of the enraged sea,
in the ocean rain
the wings of the albatros rise up
like two systems of salt.
All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.
establishing in the silence
like drops of blood and feathers
amid the torrential squalls
the cardinals bled
with their spacious hierarchy
the order of the wilds
the dawn of Anahuac,
with their spacious hierarchy
the order of the wilds
the dawn of Anahuac.

Johnny:-Well, the italics were Theodorakis’ interpolations of lyrics from the beginning
among lyrics of the end giving another dimension too, not metaphorical, to the cardinals that
brought the red hue of dawn with their bleeding. We all know of at least one such cardinal,
Rachel Corrie…
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Johnny:-Mrs Helen, more and more I feel awkward, all I’m doing is saying by memory yours
and your husband’s DJ-ing, please take over after some point, I already added what I had to
add, if anything at all, even the last few things I do remember coming from you youself…
Helen:-But, Johnny, first of all you’re making a great job both in remembering and in
changing what you had heard, and also, in case we both improve things by mis-rememebring
obviously I want much more to hear how somebody else changes it rather than how myself
does. Please keep on doing the good work…So… Johnny:
VEGETACIONES

VEGETATION
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d7w5RUAb3jg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3qUsH51LKJM

A las tieras sin nombres y sin numeros
bajaba el viento desde otros dominios,
traia la lluvia hilos celestes,
y e dios de los altares impregnados
devolvia las flores y las vidas.
En la fertilidad en la fertilidad.
en la fertilidad crecia el tiempo
En la fertilidad crecia el tiempo.

To the lands without names or numbers
the wind blew down from other domains
the rain brought celestial threads
and the god of the impregnated altars
restored flowers and lives
In fertility time grew

En la fertilidad en la fertilidad en la fertilidad crecia el tiempo.
en la fertilidad crecia el tiempo.
A las tieras sin nombres y sin numeros
bajaba el viento
desde otros dominios,
traia la lluvia hilos celestes,
y e dios de los altares impregnados
devolvia las flores y las vidas,
traia la Iluvia hilos celestes,
y e dios de los altares impregnados
devolvia las flores y las vidas.
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El jacaranda elevaba espuma
hecha de resplandores transmarinos,
la araucaria de lanzas erizadas
era la magnitud contra la nieve ,
El jacaranda eleveba espuma
hecha de resplandores tranasmarinos,
la araucaria de lanzas erizadas
era la magnitude contra la nieve ,
el primordial arbol caoba
desde su copa destilabe sangre,
y al Sur de los alerces,
el arbol trueno, el arbol rojo,
el arbol de la espina, el arbol madre,
el ceibo bermellon, el arbol caucho,
el arbol trueno,
el arbol de la espina, el arbol madre,
el ceibo bermellon, el arbol caucho,
el arbol trueno,
el arbol de la espina, el arbol madre,
el ceibo bermellon, el arbol caucho,
el arbol rojo
el arbol de la espina, el arbol madre,
el ceibo bermellon, el arbol caucho,
eran volumen terrenal, sonido,
eran territoriales existencias.
eran volumen terrenal, sonido,
eran territoriales existencias.
Un nuevo aroma propagado, llenaba,
por los intersticios de la tierra,
las respiraciones convertidas en humo
y fragancia:
el tabaco silvestre alzaba
su rosal de aire imaginario.
Como una lanza terminada en fuego
aparecia el maiz, y su estatura
se desgrano y nacio de nuevo,
disemino su harina ,
tuvo muertos bajo sus raices,
y, luego, en su cuna, miro
crecer los dioces vegetales.
Arruga y extension diseminaba
la semilla del viento
sobre las plumas de la cordillera,
espesa luz de germen y pezones,
aurora ciega amamantada
por los unguentos terrentales
de la implacable latitud lluviosa,
de las cerrades noches manantiales,
de las cisternas matutinas.
Y aun en las llanuras,
como luminas de planeta,
bajo un fresco pueblo de estrellas,
rey de la hierba , el ombu detenia
el aire libre, el vuelo rumoroso

The jacaranda raised its froth
of transmarine splendor
the araucaria bristling with spears
was magnitude against the snow,

the primordial mahogany tree
distilled blood from its crown
and to the South of the cypress,
the thunder tree, the red tree,
the thorn tree, the mother tree
the scarlet ceibo, the rubber tree

were earthly volume, sound,
were territorial existences

A newly propagated aroma suffused
through the interstices of the earth,
the breaths transformed into mist
and fragrances:
wild tobacco raised
its rosebush of imaginary air
Like afire-tipped spear
corn emerged , and its stature
was stripped, and it gave forth again
disseminated its flour,
had corpses beneath its roots
and then, in its cradle, it watched
the vegetable gods grow
Wrinkle and extension , sown,
by the seed of the wind
over the plumes of the cordillera
dense light of germ and nipples,
blind dawn nursed
by the earthly ointments
of the implacable rainy latitude
of the enshrouded torrential nights
of the matinal cisterns
And still on the prairies,
like laminas of the planets
beneath a fresh republic of stars,
the ombu , king of the grass, stopped
the free air, the whispering flight,
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y montaba la pampa sujetandola
con su ramal de rienda y raices.
America arboleda ,
zarza salvaje entre los mares,
de polo a polo balanceabas,
tesoro verde, tu espesura.
Germinaba la noche
en ciudades de cascaras sagradas,
en sonoras maderas ,
extensas hojas que cubrian
la pieda germinal, los nacimientos.
Utero verde, americana
sabana seminal, bodega espesa,
una rama nacio como una isla,
una hoja fue forma de la espada,
una flor fue de la relampago y medusa,
un racimo redondeo su resumen,
una raiz descendio a las tenieblas.

and mounted the pampa , holding it in,
with a bridle of reins and roots
Arboreal America
with brambles between the seas
from pole to pole you balanced
green treasure, your dense growth
The night germinated
in cities of sacred pods
in sonorous woods,
outstretched leaves covering
the germinal stone , the births.
Green uterus, american
seminal savanna, dense storehouse,
a branch was born like an island
a flower was shaped like a sword,
a flower was lightning and medusa
a cluster rounded off its resumé
a root descended into the darkness.

Johnny:-Excuse the irresistible urge of a non speaker of Spanish to also read the Spanish
column of some of the lyrics:
A las tieras sin nombres y sin numeros bajaba el viento desde otros dominios…
To the lands without names or numbers the wind blew down from other domains…
Well, isn’t that sound and those lyrics as wind coming from other lands and realms? Not to
mention the best comment of this kind made by a young Chinese woman who said that she
learned Greek, I must do the same with Spanish at some point, to better understand that
music which seems to come from elsewhere, sometimes directly from heaven and sometimes
directly from the center of the earth…Gee, I shuddered and…OK, Suzy, I did notice the blink,
to less shuddering but not less relevant things we were saying quite a while ago and almost
forgot to return to, OK, we will, either me or you, any way you like, but I insist you must first
speak of our Austrian friend, oh! That was the reason you blinked? You saw why that was
necessary!…OK, got it…Now where were we?: …
traia la lluvia hilos celestes, y e dios de los altares impregnados devolvia las flores y las vidas
the rain brought celestial threads and the god of the impregnated altars restored flowers and lives

Well, the rain connected, with shining celestial threads, heaven and earth, and also heaven
and ocean in the previous song in the finale with the same oceanic feeling like in the end of
“Axion Esti” both in German and in Greek that we had heard. There the antithesis phrase-tophrase of the two realms of every “Now” in distinction to the “Forever” of “and Forever this
small world the Great! ” was very pointedly outlined; in the bird song the fight just took the
form of a passing eclipse-like shading of the disc of world’s sun by a comet tail made of little
hearts of innumerable birds, a very tender but rather clear allusion to the dead among huge
numbers of demonstrators but for the rest I cannot but almost word-for-word repeat Mrs
Helen’s image I had heard as a kid in that FAN-TA-STIC DJ-ing; she had said “That sun
pulsing over the archipelago is like a mother’s heart pulsing over the amniotic fluid her kid
swims in” A phrase which , for all who knew her was also a surprise because they knew how
strongly she disagreed with both of our dads on the issue of hallucinogenic images and even
dedicated to that kind of poetry Neruda’s contempt for some previous “Celestial poets” as he
called them…OK, before going further into the vegetations let’s see an image, circulating in
South America, that the last two verses I mentioned remind:
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…y e dios de los altares impregnados
devolvia las flores y las vidas…
Johnny:-OK, let’s hear again some more verses and then Mrs Helen will not say no if we ask
her again to do the reading of some things put together by our two dads:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d7w5RUAb3jg 2:29

…………………
el primordial arbol caoba
the primordial mahogany tree
desde su copa destilabe sangre,
distilled blood from its crown
y al Sur de los alerces,
and to the South of the cypress,
el arbol trueno, el arbol rojo,
the thunder tree, the red tree,
el arbol de la espina, el arbol madre,
the thorn tree, the mother tree
el ceibo bermellon, el arbol caucho,
the scarlet ceibo, the rubber tree
el arbol trueno,
el arbol de la espina, el arbol madre,
el ceibo bermellon, el arbol caucho,
el arbol trueno,
el arbol de la espina, el arbol madre,
el ceibo bermellon, el arbol caucho,
el arbol rojo
el arbol de la espina, el arbol madre,
el ceibo bermellon, el arbol caucho,
eran volumen terrenal, sonido,
were earthly volume, sound,
eran territoriales existencias.
were territorial existences
Un nuevo aroma propagado, llenaba,
A newly propagated aroma suffused
por los intersticios de la tierra,
through the interstices of the earth,
las respiraciones convertidas en humo
the breaths transformed into mist
y fragancia:
and fragrances:
el tabaco silvestre alzaba
wild tobacco raised
su rosal de aire imaginario.
its rosebush of imaginary air
Como una lanza terminada en fuego
Like afire-tipped spear
aparecia el maiz, y su estatura
corn emerged , and its stature
se desgrano y nacio de nuevo,
was stripped, and it gave forth again
disemino su harina ,
disseminated its flour,
tuvo muertos bajo sus raices,
had corpses beneath its roots
y, luego, en su cuna, miro
and then, in its cradle, it watched
crecer los dioces vegetales.
the vegetable gods grow
………………………………..
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Helen:-OK, Johnny, I will continue…
Suzy:-Momy, momy!...
Helen:-…What is it Suzy, are you putting me on?
Suzy:-Of course, I’m putting you on. Have I addressed you like that since kindergarten?
Alex:-What are you up to, Suzy, with or without Johnny?
Suzy:-We’ll need some music of the epoch of writing of the next song, because it itself has
too quick of an introduction. May I?
Helen:-Yes you may. What is it?
Suzy:-The title is a quiz for Mr Alex. The reason why I put it is a quiz for you two women.
Suzy plays for alittle while after 0:50 the link http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FN9YLAcT6io

Alex:-Su-u-zy! This is from a spaghetti western titled “For a few dollars more” featuring
Clint Eastwod, Lee Van Cleef and Gian Maria Volonté. Ladies, I did my number. Your turn
to be examined.
Suzy:-Hint: Let’s play a part of a song mom is going to need as a continuation of the
following verses we saw above
el arbol trueno, el arbol rojo, el arbol de la espina, el arbol madre
the thunder tree, the red tree, the thorn tree, the mother tree
By the way, mom did you know that the translation of the next song has entered the book of
readings selected for the the graduating class?
Helen:-Of course I know, what I don’t know is the relation with spaghetti western that you
mean.
Suzy:-Hear a little and tell me again:
LOS LIBERTADORES
THE LIBERATORS
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qA_mzUzOLUw&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h9o51Mzy5Jk

Aqui viene el arbol , el arbol
de la tormenta, el arbol del pueblo.
De la tierra subes sus heroes
como las hojas por la savia,
y el viento estrella los follajes
de muchedumbre rumorosa,
hasta que cae la semilla
del pan otra vezla tierra.

Here comes the tree , the tree
of storm, the tree of the people.
Its heroes rise up from the earth
as leaves from the sap,
and the wind spangles the
whispering
multitude’s foliage,
until the seed falls
again from the bread to the earth.

Aqui viene el arbol , el arbol
nutrido por muertos desnudos,
muertos azotados y heridos,

Here comes the tree , the tree
nourished by naked corpses
corpses scourged and wounded
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muertos de rostros imposibles,
empalados sobre una lanza,
desmenuzados en la hoguera,
decapitados por el hacha,
descuartizados a caballo,
crucificados en la iglesia.

corpses with impossible faces
impaled on spears
reduced to dust in the bonfire
decapitated by ax
quartered by horses
crucified in church.

Aqui viene el arbol , el arbol
cuyas raices estan vivas,
saco salitre del martirio,
sus raices comieron sangre,
y extrajo lagrimas del suelo:
las elevo por dus ramajes,
las repartio en su arquitectura.
Fueron flores invisibles,
a veces, flores enterradas,
otras veces iluminaron
sus petalos como planetas.

Here comes the tree , the tree
whose roots are alive
it fed in martyrdom’s nitrate
its roots consumed blood
and it extracted tears form the soil:
raised them through its branches
dispersed them on its architecture.
They were invisible flowers,
sometimes buried flowers
other times they illuminated
its petals like planets

Y el hombre recogio en las ramas
las corollas endurecidas,
las entrego de mano en mano
como magnolias o granadas
y de pronto, abrieron la tierra,
crecieron hast alas estrellas.

And in the branches mankind
harvested the hard corollas
passed them from hand to hand
like magnolias or pomegranates,
and suddenly they opened the earth,
grew up to the stars.

Suzy:-So Mom? So Mrs Angela? Before it takes on a requiem-like sound doesn’t it sound like
a spaghetti western?
Helen:-Thus…? What are you driving at?
Suzy:-What else? This: whether the composer does touch his contemporaries or not, he is
touched by what goes on around him. Not only by what happesn in South America but also at
the next block’s movies, which played spaghetti western/ Was it junta time yet? Did he see it
disguised as priest before his arrest and exile? Imagine a very tall priest entering a cimena for
a western. OK, it needed parental guidance I guess, it wasn’t X-rated. OK, mom, I finished
the introduction. Oh, let me play a little of the requiem part too before you start…Some part
of it too for which I can’t find the lyrics, may I?
Helen:-Go ahead, we all trust you selection taste…
Suzy:-OK, you’ll see you agree with the comments to the link…There we are:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_egjXRGoxCQ&feature=relmfu
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zHvK2RyHNqQ

Este es el arbol de los libres.
El arbol tierra , el arbol nube.
El arbol pan, el arbol flecha,
el arbol puno, el arbol fuego.
Lo ahoga el agua tormentosa
de nuestra epoca nocturna,
pero su masil balancea
el ruedo de su poderio.

This is the tree of the emancipated.
The earth tree, the cloud tree.
The bread tree , the arrow tree,
the first tree , the fire tree.
The stormy water
of our nocturnal epoch floods it,
but its mast balances
the arena of its might

Otras veces, de nuevo caen
las ramas rotas por la colera,
y una ceniza amaneazante
cubre su Antigua majestad
asi paso desde otros tiempos,
asi salio de la agonia,

At times , the branches broken
by wrath fall again
and a foreboding ash
covers its ancient majesty:
just as it survived times past,
so too it rose from agony
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hasta que una mano secreta,
unos brazos innumerables,
el pueblo, guardo los fragmentos,
escondio troncos invariables,
y sus labios eran las hojas
del inmenso arbol repartido,
diseminado en todas partes
caminando con sus raices.
Este es el arbol , el arbol
del pueblo, el arbol de todos pueblos
de la libertad, de la lucha.

until a secret hand,
countless arms, the people,
preserved the fragments
hid invariable trunks,
and their lips were the leaves
of the immense divided tree,
disseminated everywhere
walking with its roots.
This is the tree , the tree
of the people, of all the peoples
struggling for freedom.

Asomate a su cabellera:
toca sus rayos renovados:
bunde la mano en las usinas
donde su fruto palpitante
propaga su luz cada dia.
Levanta esta tierra en tus manos,
participa de este splendor,
toma tu pan y tu manzana,
tu corazon y tu caballo
y monta guardia en la frontera,
frontier,
en el limite de sus hojas.

Look at its hair:
touch its renewed rays:
plunge your hands into the factories
where its pulsing fruit
propagates its light everyday.
Raise this earth in your hands
partake of this splendor
take your bread and you apple,
your heart and your horse
and mount guard on the on the

Defiende el fin de sus corollas,
comparte las noches hostiles,
vigila el ciclo de la aurora,
respire la altura estrellada ,
sosteniendo el arbol,
el arbol que crece en medio de la tierra.

Defend the destiny of its corollas,
share the hostile nights
guard the cycle of the dawn
breathe in the starry heights
sustaining the tree , the tree
that grows in the middle of the earth.

at the limit of its leaves.

Suzy:-Mom, you see how that young Chinese woman agreed with the last verse taking about
the middle of the earth? Mrs Angela and Mom and Mr Alex do you all agree that we were
discussing about the underworld and overcloud or heavenly utopias of Aristophanes , whether
they were commonplaces or innovations at his time, they are something like everyday routine
to poets like Neruda and composers likeTheodorakis whether they’ve read about them or not?
Alex:-Is that what you blinked to Johnny about, a while ago?
Suzy:-Yes, what else? OK, I did mean many other things too, but in the same vein…Mom can
I play one more small piece from something of that epoch that may have played a role in
Theodorakis’ requiem of Neruda himself , whether factual or just in my imagination I think it
helps get better in the spirit of wha you’re going to say…
Alex:-By all means, Suzy, we all trust you selection taste, right Helen?…
Helen:-Go ahead…
Suzy:-http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fA51wyl-9IE&feature=related (she moves it ahead until
plays a little Richie Havens says “sometimes I feel like a motherless child”…

Helen:-Well, what does Woodstock have to do with….Oh, OK…
Suzy:-OK, mom, of course I’m not asking if Theodorakis had to have heard Richie Havens,
maybe yes maybe no, my point was that many people from many directions felt motherless in
some sense at that time and if I remember well, Theodorakis was saying in that requiem that
US, through now having dwarfs instead of giants as leaders, has become an orphan and by
killing she turns other countriess into orphans too, ending, or starting, like: “No tears for the
dead. Tears fot the living”, right?
Helen:-OK, look up the lyrics, but don’t play it too.
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NERUDA REQUIEM AETERNAM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-0C6Du3AKmw&feature=related
(Lyrics by Theodorakis)

Tears shed for the living
Enslaved America
Enslaving the world
Shedding a sea of tears
Our last ray of hope
Now dominated by dwarves
Motherless earth
NERUDA REQUIEM AETERNAM
Alex:-Suzy, remind me please, was this in Canto General too? I mean Theodorakis’ of
course, not Neruda’s , he wouldn’t write a self-obituary…
Suzy:-Yes, and there was a kind of self-obituary too, but let my mom start reading something
our two dads wrote for a DJ-ing, sometimes the one is speaking sometimes the other…
Helen:“Chomsky (quoted by memory, not verbatim, from his “Year 510 The Conquest Continues”)
writes that one inexpensive way of genocide and of terrorizing employed by the
Conquistadores was to have natives climb up on high tree branches, tie ropes on them, and
hang themselves , and after being left rotting for some days, and eaten by vultures, be
replaced by other natives volunteering to have that kind of euthanasia (unhanging the
previous dead, who had become “ripe fruit” and letting them drop and putting the noose
around their own neck and jump) rather than dying by torture…The above led to, among
other things, massive resignation to the will of their conquerors and to massive suicide…
So it’s not strange to see , in Neruda’s poem, the symbol of freedom not being a cross but
being a tree fertilized by human flesh at its base. But was a cross, like Christ’s , ever a
symbol of freedom? Besides the zealots’ tradition let’s see this point discussed in a myth ,
more and not less precisely than in factual reports. The myth can be looked up in “apocryphal
gospels” (this not meaning anything mysterious with codes, poisons, illuminati, Indiana
Jones’s father going to dead sea and all related Hollywood-like bull. Personally I read this
while leafing a book with a title going like “Brief encyclopedia of the Apocrypha” or
something like that, in the shelves of Cody’s Bookstore in Berkeley in the early ’80s. And
nor does the fact that this bookstore was on Telegraph Avenue mean, as we’ll see right
below anyway, that “apocryphal…” had anything to do with hallucinogens, sensory
deprivation tanks etc. It was also right near People’s Park that has quite other connotations!
Google with People’s Park, Bloody Thursday)
One of the apocryphal gospels: When Adam died, the angel who was holding the flaming
sword preventing his and Eve’s return to Paradise raised the sword and told a son of Adam
to step in and take one seed from the fruit of knowledge and put it in the mouth of his father
before they buried him. He did it and the flaming but not burning bush that Moses saw much
later came from that seed. Much later than that the bush had become a tree and it happened
that it was from that particular tree’s wood that Christ’s cross was made.
So it was the same problem visited and revisited by man in his development from the childish
irresponsible “I’m not to blame for eating the forbidden fruit, it was she who tempted me and
it was you who had given her to me, no it was the snake , no it was you who had set all those
rules to see if I obey them on my own free will because I love you or if I do it out of
fear…etc etc”, all the way to Christ’s manly and responsible attitude “the fruit of knowledge
of freedom might well lead you to die tasting it, for the reasons that tasting freedom can lead
to death, inconvenient death too if you’re not born in traditions civilized enough to kill, at
least their philosophers, with hemlock…”
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Skipping the above and forgetting that the early Christians* (the ones used as lion-food and
entertainment- spectacle at same sitting) were not any arrogant men playing Christ but just
heeding his “ who wants to follow me should lift his own cross and just do it” , some people
devised a theory that Christ through his crucifixion bought off the sins of the sinners who did
believe in Him (where “believing” meant “having some rational or ethical questions
unanswered but hoping that if tested even with a lie detector then most of the time, or at least
before dying and making the transition to paradise or hell, the detector would show that one
did consider as true all the dubious stuff, this being considered a state of grace”**. One might
even do sins and also repeat them, or even escalate them to crimes. A particularly base and
stupid version of it was even formulated by a member of Bush’s gang-government (Ashcroft I
think he was called, and was minister of Justice if I remember well; if not, then all the
contempt dedicated is addressed to whoever did say all that crap***) but he was forced to
retract after intense protestations by foreign officials
With such reinterpretation of Christ’s sayings one can already reach what was parodied by
Mark Twain:
(quite google-able with: American War Prayer Mark Twain):
O Lord our Father, our young patriots, idols of our hearts, go forth to battle –
be Thou near them! With them – in spirit –
we also go forth from the sweet peace of our beloved firesides to smite the foe.
O Lord our God, help us to tear their soldiers to bloody shreds with our shells;
help us to cover their smiling fields with the pale forms of their patriot dead;
help us to drown the thunder of the guns with the shrieks of their wounded, writhing in pain;
help us to lay waste their humble homes with a hurricane of fire;
help us to wring the hearts of their unoffending widows with unavailing grief;
help us to turn them out roofless with little children to wander unfriended the wastes of their
desolated land in rags and hunger and thirst, sports of the sun flames of summer and the icy
winds of winter, broken in spirit, worn with travail, imploring Thee for the refuge of the grave
and denied it for our sakes who adore Thee, Lord, blast their hopes, blight their lives,
protract their bitter pilgrimage, make heavy their steps, water their way with their tears,
stain the white snow with the blood of their wounded feet!
We ask it, in the spirit of love, of Him Who is the Source of Love, and Who is the ever-faithful
refuge and friend of all that are sore beset and seek His aid with humble and contrite hearts.
Amen.

* (whom those communists we saw considered a historical precedent, like also did the
dissidents sent by Stalin to Gulags; on whether Theodorakis and his companions were or were
not Stalin’s idiots, google with Composer-for-all-seasons for our season )
**For analyses of what some fans of Al Capone like Rumsfeld have to do with Christians
like Bush google the fuller versions of “Mount Bushmore”
***Namely: “Christian religion is superior to Muslim because in it God sacrifices his own
son who thus buys off the sins of people who do believe he is a savior so that these people
don’t have to sacrifice themselves whereas the Muslim God saves to his Paradise sons of
fathers who do allow their kids to sacrifice the sons of other fathers with their bombs”
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Let’s see what results if we also skip things like the following :
Dave Grossman is a psychologist who resigned from his position as officer in the American
army: Interviewed by Jerry Brown in his radio hour “We the people” (google for a book
version of many of those hours too*) he mentioned the all too Konrad Lorenzian insight**,
coming not through zoology however but through statistics during the two World Wars, that
soldiers in trenches don’t shoot to kill but to only contribute to the war noise, and only try to
kill if they feel threatened by the enemy having reached face to face or by an officer looking
over their shoulder to see what they are doing. Well, Americans considered this not as an
interesting clue on human nature but as a defect of the soldiers’ training and changed the
content of this training to dramatically reverse the statistics towards a majority that tries to kill
(other interesting parts of that interview concerned the fact that the heroic return ritual or
ceremony is the only thing that helps as catharsis of the guilt inherent in killing, even if one
is a soldier; and the Vietnam veterans’ exclusion from that contributed to the well known
syndromes (the ones we also have witnessed in Rambo 1, although in, at least, retrospect, it
seems the only reason the issue was rekindled by Hollywood, at the same time as the Rocky
2 movie, was not to sensitize people for the veterans’ problems (=these people were pushed
both to extreme risk (and at a time that awareness of government’s non-ideal motives were
not so lucid) and, then, to full rejection by society) but to use that sensitivity as a pretext in
order to start a little later a preemptive removal of guilt for the people who in their army age
would be the bombardiers in the humanitarian bombings of 1999 and later would go to Iraq,
after having received a training correcting the defects of human nature which has animal-like
inhibitions in front of killing).

Skipping the above too, we reach Pinter’s PS to Mark Twain’s “American War Prayer”
called “American Football” (quite google-able with: Pinter American Football ):
Step Hallelujah!
It works.
We blew the shit out of them.
We blew the shit right back up their own ass
And out their fucking ears.
It works.
We blew the shit out of them.
They suffocated in their own shit!
Hallelujah.
Praise the Lord for all good things.
We blew them into fucking shit.
They are eating it.
Praise the Lord for all good things.
We blew their balls into shards of dust,
Into shards of fucking dust.
We did it.
Now I want you to come over here and kiss me on the mouth.
*Its chapter on Grossman is titled “The Myth of a Killing Instinct”.
**Just indicatively let’s mention from Konrad Lorenz’s “On Aggression” that e.g. lions eat
fewer antelopes if they see them getting scarce and resume eating them after they reproduce a
little. “Man is the only animal who would kill the last whale to sell whalebone for the known
trivial purposes” writes Lorenz…
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Well, we’re only one step before the Rumsfeld-isms we all remember, like e.g.:
“…You ask what happened at the Baghdad museum, OK, the TV played many times the
scene with the guy running away with a vase and some people thought thousands of vases had
been stolen, but it was the same vase, how many vases can Iraq have?...You ask if I myself
went to Iraq to sell weapons to Saddam. Well, I don’t remember….You ask me what I say to
the people in this room who were taken out because they shouted things defaming me. I say
to them that I believe in Free Speech… You ask me if what we have is victory. To answer this
I’d have to first see statistics which would show if the rate we kill terrorists exceeds the rate at
which they show up…”
Donald Rumsfeld
The situation is either going more and more ridiculous or more and more painful; regarding
the side effects of the identifications of Americans heading to far West with Bible’s Jews in
the desert, let’s leave to the reader’s optional googling the remarks by Chomsky on the Indian
tribe Pequot (in the same book we mentioned a while ago) and Taric Ali’s remarks on Pequot
as the name of captain Ahab’s ship in Melville’s “Moby Dick”, and regarding the above
Rumsfeldisms we’ll see an “answer by Chomsky”. Let’s start by just entering a lighter page
on all this (at the same time giving the title of Taric Ali’s book)
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UPSHOT TO ALL US WESTERNERS:
DO JOIN THE “CLASH OF CIVILIZATIONS” YOU SEE BELOW:

-What do you think of Western Civilization?

-That it would be a good idea

(Notes: 1)Of course the above subtitles’ dialogue was from a Gandhi interview
2)Of course the first photo is the cover of Tariq Ali’s “Crusades and Jihad,
the Clash of Fundamentalisms”)
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How many roads must a man walk down
before you call him a man?

Take a good look at me and try to look as robust
to make Europe as robust as America*.

*More exactly the quote was that there was old Europe and young Europe whereas USA, being a
young nation, is all robust. Should one look it up? No, since, obviously, citing Rumsfelds is not one of
the jobs for which one should say “something not worth doing well is not worth doing at all” but is the
par excellence example of the jobs for which one should say “something not worth doing at all is not
worth doing well”. E.g one may take, by memory not verbatim, two or three Rumsfeldisms , put them
together and them pretend that a (verbatim) Chomsky quote referred to that statement by Donald
Robust Rumsfeld and see how it sounds:
“…You ask what happened at the Baghdad museum, OK, the TV played many times the scene with
the guy running away with a vase and some people thought thousands of vases had been stolen, but it
was the same vase, how many vases can Iraq have?...You ask if I myself went to Iraq to sell weapons
to Saddam. Well, I don’t remember….You ask me what I say to the people in this room who were
taken out because they shouted things defaming me. I say to them that I believe in Free Speech… You
ask me if what we have is victory. To answer this I’d have to first see statistics which would show if
the rate we kill terrorists exceeds the rate at which they show up…”
Donald Rumsfeld
“A more practical proposal is to help to change the culture of the domestic society enough so that what
should be now done could at least be made a subject of discussion”**
Noam Chomsky
Or one may try to imagine an answer on behalf of old-still-robust Europe to the fact (!!!) that Rumsfeld
passed from Princeton like Einstein, Gödel, Wigner, Oppenheimer…. by imagining what two
Europeans as old-and-robust as Beethoven and Schiller would say about how criminal idiots like this
Batmanian joker are not just a figments of the trivial imagination of Hollywood’s writers-for-profit but
people who really exist and even pass from such campuses…OK, let’s do this on the next page and
then go back to something that belongs to the jobs that deserve one’s saying for them “something not
worth doing well is not worth doing at all”
**Of course to Rumsfeld and Bush this short phrase is just something to which they answer “Too much
talk. Are we in debate society*** or something?” We’ll continue with a very interesting “debate
society” seriously later, in a context focused on education.
*** “Debate society” is borrowed from an equally known and equally idiotic Bushism.
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-What was a bunch like you up there
-How did an orang-outang like you
doing with an orang-outang like this?
scrape through a place like that?
-Now all fellow Germans
among you guys,
take a good look at me
and try to look equally robust
or you’ll get no greencard.
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How many roads must a man walk down, before you call him a robust man?
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Show me your friend and I’ll tell you who you are. Mug is evidence enough. Will you be wearing that
look all the way to Christmas? etc etc. Golly what a couple of kidoes! Use the one’s blockhead as a
brick to hit the other’s

-How many roads must a man walk down
before you call him a man?
-Take a good look at me and try to look as robust
to make Europe as robust as America.
-North or South?

-Just take a good look at him to know what not to look like, eh?
-Whom should we look like then? The guys upstairs? This one looks more live. Has there been an
autopsy on them yet?
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LIVE MAN WALKING
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DqZKtz0A8mc&feature=fvwrel

As he was walking down the street flying like an eagle
the neighborhood was just admiring from their windows
two fires like sun were sparkling in his black eyes
live man was striding, striding to his death.
His calm and angry eyes reflect a cloud that’s passing

his steps are straight just like the iron in his heart
the sun gets ready to be covered with blood running
his death was striding, striding to live man.
Eyes close and also tight are shut all hearts and windows
as death comes dashing riding on wild black horseback
when they’re back open they see live man dying
dying and smiling, smiling their known smile.
Who goes or comes today below in everyone’s death’s land?
Both neighborhoods are all too full of preparations.
Why are the mountains, plains and sky so voiceless?
Live man is striding, striding to death’s land.

A flower of fire comes out of their graves
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Rebel with a cause/Libertadores
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZRNr4yuULf4&feature=related

… smiling his known smile…
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mrgfprNyYCo

The screen is now sinking , the crowd is now moving
images gushing and springing all at once
where are you now going, man of myth, man of beauty
straight to your death swimming as light as if you dance?
And all the antennas of a planet grief-stricken
loudspeakers, wireless and radios from all our earth
join their lulls and their farewells as you rise and keep going
and one more king in heavens comes to birth.
Do I know, deep down, what I’m doing
with all those images in mind, for where I’m bound?
Their light is blinding and I want to kneel down
and kiss your blood that’s still fresh on the ground.
http://barbudosdesierramaestra.blogspot.gr/2011/10/blog-post_09.html

A poster with your photograph also came to my hands
a photograph with your face mailed from far lands.
One of them that on walls at night they hang
One of them that the cops are there to tear
One of them that the students can just hang
on their hearts
Che Guevara, Che Guevara,
Che.
Shut the windows and the blinds, can you seal all doorways
the man in boots just made me tremble like always.
What he wants? In the shadow now he walks.
What he wants and about you now he talks?
What he wants and is looking at our home
every evening?
Che Guevara, Che Guevara,
Che.
Just how many roses’ buds snow this year has bitten
Ah, this Spring has made my heart go bleeding.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tSSjM6-fUFE

How many roads must a man walk down before you call him a man?

How many doors must a man walk out before you call him a man?
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How many roads must a man walk down, before you call him a man?
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I will resist both on my own
and in a company of many*

*Mumford’s favorite excerpt from the oath of the adolescents of ancient Athens. He also adds
that in this oath this phrase was said twice…
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Alex:-Suzy, about one thing I must overcome my speechlessness. We do appreciate your
effort to do, through a spaghetti western, for us and for yourself a dilution of that initial so
heavy stuff, not fit for the ears of even Johnny, let alone yours, and I apologize for not being
able to do the same for the stuff that ended up as heavy as the one we just saw…
Suzy:-C’mon Mr Alex, I can do it myself in the same way as before. Piece of cake:
Alex:-You mean by repeating the trick of saying that whether or not the composer touches the
everyday life proceeding parallel to his and his companions, he is touched by that reality’s
concerns?
Suzy:-Of course. Can I play you a link?
Alex:-Sure, go ahead…
Suzy:-http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QwKPCT9vO5M
OK, I don’t say that the following is not just a scenario for a short skit and that it’s factual,
I mean I don’t insist that it was this and not some other song that Theodorakis had in mind
when …OK, let me catch it from a little earlier. Theodorakis once said that when he was
detained in the police department near the Polytechnic, where they tortured on a terrace also
turning on some machine to drown everything heard, at one point the machine stopped and
they heard in their cells a party playing rock in another terrace and also a scream. The party
people heard the scream and stopped the music. Then a scream from a nearby maternity clinic
was heard. To hearten themselves they tried to relate the two, saying metaphorical things like
“life’s birth follows after a pain” etc. Suddenly the partying started again and this depressed
them a lot…
Alex:-…OK, this only says that the partying people either believed, or wanted to believe that
both screams came from the maternity clinic, or that they were such assholes that they
deserve this narration as one of the worst accusations of Greeks by one of the deepest
worshippers of Greece… But what does it have to do with the song you played to us?
Suzy:-Let’s just change the title of the song “slaughter house” to “knock three times on the
wall if you’re still living” and see Theodorakis right after the fall of junta playing what he
was playing abroad to raise consciousness against junta:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8m49dpnnaOg&feature=related (at 2:12)

The scent of thyme filled up the slaughter house we live in
the red of sky filled up the ceiling of our cell
you know the reason guys like you or me are living
we’re cattle raised just to be slain each in its turn.
This noon again they came and took you to their office
I’m counting blows to know exactly how much blood
they’ll bring you back and we’ll be near behind just one wall
tac-tac you knock, tac-tac I knock
and what could mean this wordless message in between?
I still hold strong, I still hold good.
Then in our hearts begin parties and celebrations
tac-tac you knock, tac-tac I knock, tac-tac you knock, tac-tac I knock
Alex:-…We got the idea…And then going form knocks to blows we get…
Suzy:-…this. But let’s see it not from abroad but from inside on that November 17th
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yQTFSKyL65k&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vK_vxKte-hg&feature=related (version with Theodorakis voice)

There’s two of us, are you uptight?/the clock is striking eight at night/
the guard is near, turn out the light/I knew they would be back tonight/
Now I can hear, it’s the headguard/the rest are near, the aisle is black/
silence in dark before they start/what is well known and they’re good at/
The blows are two, the blows are three/they are one thousand twenty three/
that hurts in you, that hurts in me/but who’s more hurt we can’t yet see/
but who’s more hurt in time we’ll see/But we are two, but we are three/
we are one thousand twenty three/we ride the weather and the time/
weather with rain and time with pain/counting the hours with blood’s drain/
and with the feel of our wounds’ nail…
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Angela:-And even without any rock we would get…
Suzy:-…this:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0a148RKLfWw&feature=fvwrel

Let’s go a little bit further, let’s go a little bit further,
to see the almond trees flower, to see the almond trees flower, to see the almond trees full of
flowers
Let’s go a little bit further, let’s go a little bit further,
we’re going to see the marbles, they’re shining in the sunlight, the sunlight will make sea
sea-waves glimmer
A little bit higher, let’s now rise higher,
let’s raise ourselves a little, let’s raise ourselves a bit, a little bit higher still.
A little bit higher, let’s now rise higher,
let’s raise ourselves a little, let’s raise ourselves a bit, a little bit higher still.
Suzy:-…The lyrics at first sight seem like unrelated, but the use of drums in the music is
almost as strong as in the previous two, and then we realize, as we were told in a choir
rehearsal, I mean rehearsal to talk about the content of the lyrics to sing them more
meaningfully, not the parallel rehearsal for vocals, OK, then we realize that this too
Theodorakis used as heartening music in the following sense: Some guards thought that
having acoustic contact of detainees with the torture chamber would break the morale of the
waiting, but it also worked the other way around, the waiting could sing those songs to the
ones whose turn had come and help them not lose their morale. Also, since many of them said
that something they brought to mind to help themselves was moments of happiness, of
beautiful nature etc. this song was quite appropriate, sea glimmers, flowering almond trees,
and patience in the form “just a little bit more, just a little bit further…” as when they say to a
kid “one more spoonful for the sake of dad, one for mom too”, OK, forget that, that was just a
thought of mine when I first heard those things. Anyway, Seferis who wrote this had a Nobel
and possibly quite different connotations in mind, for example “patience, it’s hot today and
we’re sweating, but I assure you that if we reach that site overthere and look at the sea and at
that ancient temple of god such and such you’ll feel such and such metaphysical sensation…”
OK, and of course this doesn’t contradict the metaphysyical sensation that the much more
strong physical discomfort goes with, I mean that of the people hearing their friends singing
to them their solidarity…OK, let’s also hear the same song many decades later with the same
singers aging happily in much happier, pre-crisis too, days, but under another kind of alarm.
It’s five years ago, they sing Theodorakis’s songs to collect money for the victims of
wildfires in Peloponnesus, they do it a summer night at Herodeion, under the Acropolis, the
night is magic, Theodorakis in the first row has walked from his house two blocks further to
attend, and the night ranges from magic to mystical…
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q0rwZauxd_4&feature=related

Angela:-Well, Alex, after this, I think the only thing we can afford to ask Suzy is how she
knew of so old a rock song as “knock three times on the ceiling if you want me”…
Suzy:-Well, Mrs Lena’s husband Mr Yiannis,the philologist and photographer and self-made
hacker and…and…and… had many cassettes of old American rock, also Italian rock, and
with Mr Yiannis the physicst and Nausika’s older brother Christos the physicist and dancer
who was even a professional DJ they organized retro music parties. And it’s sure through the
records of Nausika’s brother Mr Christos that she knew about things like “If I had a hammer”
by Trini Lopez
Alex:-…So Suzy we may rest assured that you don’t feel traumatic stresses from all this…
Angela:-Alex, with all this completeness and rounding off over decades of follow up it is
reasonable to have a non traumatic taste left over, isn’t it? Education is what remains when
you forget everything you learn. You yourself quoted that , didn’t you?
Alex:-But these kids don’t seem to forget anything.
Angela:-C’mon, you do understand it’s not meant that way. Suzy, what do you remember of
all the things you didn’t forget?
Suzy:-…this:
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THE LETTER
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OXVjfG0fzmM

I’m fine, I’m well, I’m well, I’m fine, thank you, thank you,
I wish the same to all of you.
To all who ask just give my kisses and my love,
my love and greetings the most warm.
Your parcel came two days ago, ago, ago,
please don’t spend all that much for me.
My whole life was like open doors, open doors, open doors

when I was near you and you near me.
Tomorrow only half of us are staying here
I will be leaving with the rest,
maybe for islands, maybe land away or near
let it be what God thinks is best.
Your parcel came two days ago, ago, ago,
please don’t spend all that much for me.
My whole life was like open doors, open doors, open doors
when I was near you and you near me.
Suzy:-…Sorry I can’t find it in my beloved performance , which is the one by Mikis’ own
voice, my next best is the one with the table vibes you just saw and with Rasoulis , now dead,
singing, although I anticipate many questions like from my fellow students when they saw
this on TV…
Angela:-For our age this means the letters between the exiled and their families. What do you
keep from this.
Suzy:-The verses “My whole life was like open doors, when I was near you and you near
me” like for them too and for you too…Oh: here’s Mikis singing too
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QWzlyPWK5z4&feature=related

Alex:-Instead of asking you what you may have anticipated can I just tell you what I
anticipate you answered to your fellow students if you tell me what they asked you, instead of
me anticipating that too? Although, I can do that too because I had seen the whole dedication
to Theodoarkais of that Spyros TV Saturday night show
Suzy:-Nice game, but I prefer to let this to Johnny.
Johnny:-…OK…
Alex:-…Just a minute Suzy, wasn’t the ode by Savopoulos to Che really written for
Karaiskakis of the Greek revolution against Ottoman empire?
Suzy:-For him too of course, but hasn’t Markopoulos said that due to junta’s censorship they
did this trick all the time? Also when they wanted to say something, they wrote many more
things to make it not stand out and then, being allowed to cut but not to add after being
censored, they did cut enough to leave only what they meant. Mrs Lena had explained all that
to us, and about the Che-Karaiskakis song…
Alex:-…I age still learning. Thank you and I thank Mrs Lena; and Markopoulos too. One
more thing:Wasn’t that same night on TV the night where that young Chinese woman who
learned Greek to better feel Theodorakis’ music said those wonderful things about his music
coming directly from heaven and directly from the middle of the earth?
Suzy:-Yes.
Alex:-…Johnny, let’s go guessing now: first they asked you and Suzy what Theodorakis
wanted from vice president Pangalos and had him sitting next to him and you answered what
can Pangalos possibly have at all, that Theodorakis may at all need? For example money?
Fame? He has all that. Power?Even if he needs it Pangalos doesn’t have it since he is member
of a government that is a powereless toy of IMF etc. Then they asked you why he didn’t give
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him hell or even shit in public and you said that criticism, both grave and direct,and also
quite public, he has given to the policies of his government and that in a night of singing,
drinking, and remembering this has no place; besides, even the proximity of Mikis makes
everybody be, or at least look, like his best self and the line that Pangalos said that night was
the best he has said in his life, or at least in his recent life where he has been spilling with
tough shit and other crap. Indeed the line he managed that night —and it was no pretense or
imitation because it was original, it sounded only like the words of the Chinese woman who ,
however, appeared later—was that when they were young Mikis inspired a patricidal death
wish in all of them because he was such a ceiling but later they realized he was not a ceiling
but a sky. Then they asked you why they were so intimate from their youth as to even have
slept on the same bed one night, as Mimis Androulakis sitting some chairs further said—
whom your fellow students sure detest too, and with him Mikis for not giving him shit and
hell too, personally and not just in criticism of positions—well ...
Angela:-…Oops! Where was I at that point? I did watch Spyros’ broadcast that evening, but
I missed this point, the telephone may have rung or something. Will you take me for a very
petty gossiper if I ask to be briefed on that too?…
Alex:-…C’mon Angela! I too would inquire with equal pettiness if had missed it! And I’m a
man. Let me tell you here and now: A few nights before the coup d’etat there were rumors
about it and Mikis and Pangalos were not sleeping at home because they were among the first
in the list of people to be arrested, so they met at an address near the museum where they
were hosted by two beautiful young students who welcomed them and said they would go to
the kitchen and cook for them,the two men anticipated wild things and Mikis said to Pangalos
“OK, Theodore, politically speaking we have passed into illegality, illegality means we can
afford to be illegal in all matters too, we’re both legally married but having entered illegality,
well…
Suzy:-Johnny, how come none of our fellow students inquired us about this point?...
Alex:-…What a diplomatic way to ask Johnny what you didn’t ask him on that day!
Suzy:-It was a rhetorical question Mr Alex…
Alex:-…That one yes. But was also the question you asked to yourself rhetorical?
Suzy:-Are you really asking me or is your question to me rhetorical too?
Angela:-Alex, why don’ t you declare defeat in the presence of better opponent?
Alex:-…I do-I do-I do-I do…I continue with foreign affairs , not affairs of the poems
present, Angela do you feel relieved about what a gossiper a man too can be?…
Angela:-Besides, you’re just quoting Androulakis. OK-OK-go-on-go-on-go-on……
Alex:-…where were we? Oh: “having entered illegality, well…the one thing we have to obey
however is chivalry, so to be gentlemen we’ll let ourselves be chosen by the girls,we’ll not do
the choosing”…Suddenly the mother of the two girls entered, welcomed them, and told them
that she can sleep on a sofa as comfortably as her daugters and she can give them her own bed
which was double , so they slept together. Hahahahaha, hahahahaha
General laughter

Alex:-…So yout friends finally insisted on the details of their interaction in the past and you
told them of all that dream of the Z organization of Lambrakides to become a Prometheus of
education through cultural revolution , and that Pangalos was one of the leading members
along with Theodorakis. And then half of them asked you if the way that generation ended
up, going from heroic antiauthoritarians to both corrupted and corrupting authorities undoes
and cancels all the contribution of Theodorakis, especially if he is to be seena s parto of as
system he doesn’t clash with while the other half…
Angela:-…Alex I want to hear from Johnny himself what the other half of friends told him,
after of course he says if your guesses have been so far so good. Johnny?
Johnny:-So far so excellent actually. The other half agreed beforehand with my answer that
even if Theodorakis himself had changed , to cancel his work would be like canceling the
work of a mathematician if in old age he became crazy, as if the convincing powers of his
theorems did not lie in his proofs but on whether he supported them with his opinion and his
opinion was based on what? On representing voters? On building public image? And then
both halves asked me the question Mr Alex wants to ask me. Mr Alex?
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Alex:-…OK, his work is still valid. But has he betrayed it or you can always find a way to
justify everything he says? Is there a red line you have after which, if he crosses it, you
believe only in his work and not in him?
Johnny:-OK, and after I answer that Mr Alex can we go to the most interesting question that
I think you also have?
Alex:-Of course but I would only ask it to someone who would have answered the ones ahead
of it. Will you answer now the last before the one you mean?
Johnny:-Both me, who worships him, and anyone else, has the right and obligation of the
following red line: If it’s true that he has entrusted his life’s story to the cretin writer who is
brother of our cretin ex premier George Papandreou to make it into a scenario for Hollywood
then I only worship his work and his past struggles, not him as a still living person. Is this red
line red enough and line enough? Can we go to the next question?
Alex:-Yes we can. I guess you mean the question of what use can his work still have if any.
Right?
Johnny:-Right.
Alex:-But please tell me, some nice juicy line of yours about why you call Nick Papandreou a
cretin writer.
Johnny:-Because he said that Greek literature should take the turn of combining the folklore
and the exotic as to be readable by tourists on the beach or on the bus or ship and eversince I
consider him as similar or identical to the cretin who for a period merged ministry of
educarion and ministry of tourism into “ministry of education and tourism” and made even
me, a quintessential tourist who is not even half Greek, consider that the fountains and
sources he draws his inspiration from are idioms like “deparment of arts and farts”. Shall we
proceed to something real?
Alex:-Johnny I think the best way to move to the really real things that remain is to make a
recapitulation that answers the following questions to you on behalf of people who think they
are not answerable. Don’t mind my own personal answer or personal lack of it. After all I
don’t think I should already have an answer in order to have the right to ask or reject answers.
Otherwise why ask at all anyway?I would just try to propagate the answer I had. Right?
Johnny:-Right. Ask.
Alex:-Isn’t the familarization with things like Theodorakis music an unduly long and merely
emotional, thus minimally constructive, way to proceed to the future, for us Greeks or for
anyone else here, or in Europe or in North and South America? For Middle or Far East I
have no idea but I remember that when North Alliance, the thugs antipodal to the Talibans,
were entering Kabul they had as kind of anthem a plagiarized version of a song of
Theodorakis about a detainee in the Mauthausen Nazi camp.
Johnny:-Let’s first see how unduly long is the following and then we see how constructive it
is and finally we’ll see if it’s mininaly or maximaly constructive; or intermediately:
Step 1: Since heroes became corrupts the heartening songs of their jails are off. They sound
false, and anyway heroic songs bring inferiority complexes to the onlooker anyway
especially when they’re still valid. So here new ones are needed, and one doesn’t have to also
be a musical genius to make them, being an activist is more like it. So off they are, they
remain as choir songs for little kids, in so literal a way as in that Savopoulos song about old
friends, going like “cries and shouts became a toy in the hand of small kids” . End even those
choirs are a joke often working as miniature cliques of adult society.
Step 2: In the time or World War 2 what one should do was clearcut enough, take a rifle and
risk his life or bodily integrity fighting Nazis either as a soldier or as a guerrilla, so the songs
only had to be awakening and heartening. Similarly, during junta one did not have to be a
economics problem solver to know what to do. Writing, or even distributing pamphlets or
even pages with merely heartening slogans was enough to make a change, so again the
contribution of songs was a meaningful job; even their singing against the prohibitions. Now
that it makes not much diffrenece to the “markets” who don’t have to kill you from a close
distance, not even to bomb you from an altitude, let alone torture you too, now all those songs
are off too…
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Angela:-…Alex , something tells me Johnny’s up to something, but I doubt that what he is
trying is to make you say that what you called “unduly long” is getting “unduly short”
Johnny:-…
Step 3: Purely artistic and thus merely emotional approaches risk being used for arbitrarily
chosen tasks often quite antipodal to the original or desired goal, bringing the undesirable or
even desired confusion that one is working for what he believes in rather than for the
opposite. For example we had seen how the daughter of Loizos protested the use of the Sun
poem of her father by the fake socialist party of Greece, the widow, —OK widow without
marriage— of Elytis protested the use by the Right party of scenes from his Nobel award,
and, probably fearing some such reflex of Theodorakis, the socialist party didn’t use this time
the Sun part of the “March of the Spirit” of Sikelianos to all of which he had written music
when exiled by the junta. So, all such things are either off or waiting to be rediscovered in
contexts that are both more relevant and more worthy. So they are off too, either
temprorarily, until rediscovered for a worthy reason, or forever if someone else writes new
ones in case deeds arise that deserve such things.
Step 4: Theodorakises, even as just musical genes, are very rare, let alone how rare it is for
such genes to show up along with genes for activism and involvement instead of along with
just genes for being paraded or wheeled for applause and box office around capitals of the
West. So off goes the—tremendous it would be, wouldn’t it? —anxiety of needing or being
obliged to make from scratch another such musically colossal achievement to fit new times
and new places. Alas, if with the change of problems every twenty years or every change of
country, a new Theodorakis had to be born. Fortunately the one we did have in the world and
the poets he did put to music last for much longer than the problems they responded to, and
hopefully they will last long enough until an equal of them is born; I mean we can just use
some of their works in our new contexts, not all of them have been so much used by frauds
and crooks as to make people allergic to all his music. I don’t know if Canto Heneral has been
used up in Latin America by crooks like the ones who used up his other songs here, but in
Europe and North Anerica his Canto General is virginal and need just some videoclips that
make it applicable to situations recognizable as ours today. By videoclip I don’t mean, of
course, seeing Canto General’s “Vegetations” only with nice mountains etc, as if it were a
commercial by a travel agency but also, by an elaboration of its part with the thorn tree with
the Libertadores song, nor do I mean the “The birds come” only with pictures like a zoology
book but by also pictures of the huge demonstrations in Seattle in ’99 in which my dad had
once shown me videos of acrobat activists training in how to climb very high poles in
preparation for some targets they wanted to occupy, or I mean whole films or even serials
that can act as videoclips to such music, since these oratorios or whatever are not little songs
but whole trips, almost like religious experiences; and, as Suzy once told me, wasn’t even the
pom-pom pom sound of the background choir of the Amor America something from Catholic
church music that Theodorakis used?...Here it is:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJH86InnND4 (he leaves it only for a few seconds)

Step 5: Things that are relevant only for Greece and not for other places too, especially now
with the defamation Greece receives, are off anyway, so that simplifies things even more. So
one remains with so few things to start from that I see nothing unduly long, Mr Alex. So we
go to your next question or your next after next? How one can use the Canto General? Well
our dads have done that. I’ll send you a short abstract that they would use as “theater
program” if theater staged the full time version, which however could only be seen at home
since it had the length of a serial. But if you ask me what the serial would help with, there is
quite a lot I can tell you if here and now we go, with the help of Mrs Helen and of Suzy, to
the songs from Canto General we haven’t been to and with which the whole Canto might well
be starting with.
Alex:-Wait, wait, wait…Will we leave behind so heartlessly the songs of Theodorakis we all
grew up with?
Johnny:-Me, leave them? You want me to play you my favourite? But I will surpise you with
my taste.
Alex:-Please do:
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Sleep little angel
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nKriX1Po5p4

Sleep calm my little angel love,
my baby nanny-nanny,
sleep to grow fast like tall plane trees,
so hush and nanny-nanny.
Sleep as to grow a man strong in your body and mind
so you can walk straight and keep on the road of right.
Sleep calm my baby with my song,
sleep sweetly in mine and in God’s love.
Sleep calm my little angel dove,
my baby nanny-nanny,
to feel your heart grow big like Christ’s,
so hush and nanny-nanny.
Grow not to ever say “I just cannot”
and be like steel if you must lift a cross and walk.
Sleep calm my baby with my song,
sleep sweetly in mine and in God’s love
Alex:-Now if I tell you you didn’t surprise us, don’t believe me ’cause I will be lying. Can
you please tell me what you were thinking as you chose it?…
Angela:-…Not before Suzy suprises us too.
Suzy:-OK, since you asked for it…
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YOU’LL SEE THEM AGAIN
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xBBPpaE-kxQ

Each one you see now you’re going to see again, maybe on another ferry,
one’s name may then be Tom or Dick, another’s Harry.
Each one you see now you’re going to see again, the way to tell it is them
will be a prouder way to walk on all roads of this world.
Each one you see now you’re going to see again, again you’re going to hate them,
one, strong and youngest won’t be found,
for the most bitter turn he’s bound,
the lonely one, lonely and brave and the most beloved.
This one you’ll never find again, this one the world now misses,
you will not torture him next time nor his big heart tear into pieces.
This one you will not see again, this time he’s safely guarded,
the stars are guarding him from you, his sun and moon are watching, too,
now that they’ve taken him from here,
the lonely one, the young, the brave, the one the most beloved,
for him only I,
I, I, I, I am waiting.
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YOU’LL SEE THEM AGAIN

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UKE_EbtZnQ0
March of the spirit in both times of fighters and times of human shields

Come on; we all help to raise the sun back over earth and over our countries;
come on, we all help to raise the sun back in its right place over our whole world!
Come see here its wheel, it’s stuck deep in mud, it’s almost been covered,
and see here its axle sinking in blood, it’s already buried!
Come on, boys, come on, we all know, the sun can’t just rise on his own fire’s power;
push with your knee and push with your chest, we got to get him out of mud,
push with your chest and push with your knee, we got to get him out of blood.
We lean now on him, we lean on his wheel, we lean as the sun’s own blood brothers!
Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by his fire, his fire is now closing upon us,
go on, let’s go on, his flame’s on our flesh, we’re all now enflamed ,brothers, brothers!
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YOU SEE THEM AGAIN

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rluz9vI1vEA&feature=related
March of the spirit in the times of conscientious objectors
March of the spirit in the times of human shields

Thus, when my last brand was thrown, when I threw my last brand in the lightfireside
Thus, when our last shield was made, when we joined hands in our last shield made out of our lives
(the brand of my whole life bound and enclosed in space and time),
(our lives ready to burst out of their bounds of span and pass of time)
into the lightfireside of your new Liberty and Freedom, my Country,
shielding the altars of your new Liberty and Freedom, my Humanity!,
shout filled with soul left loud, as if space suddenly was all made of copper,
shout filled with soul left loud, just as if suddenly Life Herself had spoken
of sounding copper or as if I had
spoken clear and loud not just whispering
the holy cell of Heraclitus around me,
spoken through us joining hands around Her,
where, for long years,
as we were being saved
for the Eternity he hammered his iron heavy thoughts
even by Death Himself who had carved bullets
and hung them like arms
with the names of each of us
in the Temple of Ephesos,
as Saviors of God,
all the way to You I was calling,
all the way to You we were calling,
all the way to You I was calling, companions!
all the way to You we were calling, companions
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…all the way to You I was calling , companions!

…y e dios de los altares impregnados
devolvia las flores y las vidas…
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Held her ground for all humanity
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HUMAN SHIELDS, FIREMEN AND FIREWOMEN
DYING IN MADRID, IN SOUTH AMERICA, IN NORTH AMERICA, IN EUROPE,
IN IRAQ, IN PALESTINE, IN…., IN…, IN…
INTO THE FIRE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PKuRGt7LnzU
The sky was falling and streaked with blood
I heard you calling me, then you disappeared into dust
Up the stairs, into the fire. Up the stairs, into the fire
I need your kiss, but love and duty called you someplace higher
Somewhere up the stairs, into the fire
May your strength give us strength. May your faith give us faith
May your hope give us hope. May your love give us love
You gave your love to see, in fields of red and autumn brown
You gave your love to me and lay your young body down
Up the stairs, into the fire. Up the stairs, into the fire
I need you near, but love and duty called you someplace higher
Somewhere up the stairs, into the fire
May your strength give us strength. May your faith give us faith
May your hope give us hope. May your love give us love

It was dark to see, you held me in the light you gave
You lay your hand on me, then walked into the darkness of your smoky grave
Up the stairs, into the fire. Up the stairs, into the fire
I need your kiss, but love and duty called you someplace higher
Somewhere up the stairs, into the fire
May your strength give us strength. May your faith give us faith
May your hope give us hope. May your love give us love…

PRAISED BE IT, IT’S WORTH IT
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T58off4sQls (at 5:50)
PRAISED BE the hand returning from terrible murder knowing now
which the world that is really superior
which the world’s “now” and which its “forever”
which the world that is really superior which the world’s “now” and which its “forever”
NΟW the myrtle’s wild animal Now the cry of May
FOREVER the utmost conscience Forever the full light
Now now the hallucination and the mimicry of sleep
Forever forever the world and forever the astral Keel
Now the moving cloud of lepidoptera
Forever the circumgyrating light of mysteries
Now the crust of the Earth and the Dominion
Forever the food of the Soul and the quintessence
Now the Moon’s incurable swarthiness
Forever the Galaxy’s golden blue scintillation
Now the amalgam of peoples and the black Number
Forever the statue of Justice and the great Eye
Now the humiliation of the Gods Now the ashes of Man
Now Now the zero
Now Now the zero
Now Now the zero
and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world
the Great!

MARCH OF THE SPIRIT
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UKE_EbtZnQ0
Come on; we all help to raise the sun back over earth and over our countries;
come on, we all help to raise the sun back in its right place over our whole world!
Come see here its wheel, it’s stuck deep in mud, it’s almost been covered,
and see here its axle sinking in blood, it’s already buried!
Come on, boys, come on, we all know, the sun can’t just rise on his own fire’s power;
push with your knee and push with your chest, we got to get him out of mud,
push with your chest and push with your knee, we got to get him out of blood.
We lean now on him, we lean on his wheel, we lean as the sun’s own blood brothers!
Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by his fire, his fire’s now closing upon us,
go on, let’s go on, his flame’s on our flesh, we’re all now enflamed, brothers, brothers!
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How many doors must a man walk out before you call him a man…

Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by sun’s fire, its fire’s now closing upon us…
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…go on, let’s go on, its flame’s on our flesh, we are all now enflamed, brothers, brothers!...

…all the way to You I was calling , companions!

…y e dios de los altares impregnados
devolvia las flores y las vidas…
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Suzy:-So OK Mr Alex, don’t worry about my ears, or eyes, I am aware of the facts of life, I
have seen even that last gravure, the one with the subtitle “for him only I/I, I, I, I am waiting”
Alex:-What are you referring to?
Suzy:-I refer to the I that refers to poetry herself
Angela:-Well, that’s what I call completeness…
Suzy:-But we skipped Victor Jara after Allende…
Angela:-Well, you had to have Rachel Corrie and Bruce Springsteen…
Alex:-…Who is Victor Jara?
Angela:-Google him in Wikipedia Alex…
Alex:-…And how did the kids knew about him?
Angela:-Was it through Hernan Suzy?
Suzy:-Exactly…
Alex:-…Johnny will you now tell us what was on your mind when you played us Mikis’
lullaby?
Johnny:-What else? This:
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Suzy:-Hahahahaha! Mom, is that what you meant that I held Mickey all the time to
convince you to to make me a brother until I met Johnny?...
Alex:-Angela, have we stayed here and hear and see or I’ve gone home and am dreaming that
I’m reading unsaid and unseen things?
Angela:-Oh, Johnny, that’s unfair. I’m jealous of Alex. Show me too something similar. How
about a photo of your first meeting with Suzy. Are there records?
Johnny:-Yes, there are:
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Helen:-Hahahahaha!
Suzy:-Was I always so serious?
Johnny:-No, you weren’t:
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Alex:-Johnny, do you have some profile of Vassilis so that I check my de Niro impression?
Johnny:-There you go:
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Suzy:-Well, these are the side effects of wanting a small brother and settling for a big one. So
where else have you been watching us?
Johnny:-You wouldn’t believe it. Guess what’s the subtitle of the next one:
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Suzy:-Mr Alex, have you stayed here and hear and see or you’ve gone and am dreaming that
Johnny’s reading unsaid and unseen things in my mind.
Johnny:-What do you mean? That you remember or that you don’t remember what your
mom is saying to you as she catches you reading?
Suzy:-She’s shouting “Reading Harry Potter with eye-gums still in your eyes? You want to
end up like an Alevizos when you grow up?”
Helen:-How very prophetic of me!
Johnny:-My great sorrow is that that I don’t have a photo of kyr Vangelis for the finish but at
last I have one of another grandpa with a parallel life course in another Glossa of the world…
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The other Glossas of the world

…and Forever this small world the Great!
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Johnny:-OK, so let’s go on: Of course these are from the time of the rehearsals of Canto
General in Paris I think where Neruda was an ambassador of Chile, and his wife if I
remember correctly from “Il postino” was called “Matilde”, the other people I do not know,
except of course Maria Farandouri who sings, they would make a premiere in Chile in
November but in September came the coup from where we saw Allende’s last photo, Neruda
who had cancer died under house arrest one week later… Any questions before we start?
Mr Alex?

Alex:-As a matter of fact I have one or two; but I think Angela should be asked first because
I have monopolized the discussion a little too much. Angela?
Angela:-I too have only one or two; but thank you Alex…Or rather go ahead first. We
sometimes think so parallelly that I understand myself better when I hear you.
Alex:-One of the nutshells needed to put a part of what you said is religion. And let me make
myself clear: I’m not one of the people who when they say the word “religion” add that they
mean it metaphorically and that deep down they’re atheists; I have no hesitation to say I’m a
believer and I do not think this contradicts the science I learned in the Polytechnic. I do
consider myself open minded enough to also talk with people who consider religion as a
highest form of poetry, as poetry beginning from where poems like “Axion Esti” end; end
but also overlap a lot. After all the title of this poem is from a Christian hymn.
Angela:-Again the same phenomenon: Alex, I understood myself better by hearing you. I am
like a mirror image of you here, not in similairy but in difference. One’s left hand is right
hand for his mirror image. I’m not one of the people who when they say they’re atheists add
that deep down they don’t differ from believers. I do not think any talk of paradise and hell is
literal like physics; period. But I’m open minded enough to talk with people who like Alex
consider my love and worship for Elytis and Papadiamandis as deep respect for religion.
Alex:-Great! As two of the functions of religion I consider that it helps people both live and
die. When life is seen as part of this highest form of poetry it fills with meaning, color and
strength and then even death, when for the sake of life, seems not a threat; and when for the
sake of a goddam trivial microbe it seems like just some kind of bad joke but not a threat
worse than that, just like Nick’s death; death is something bad just because it deprives you of
something beautiful and deprives your loved ones of you ….
Angela:-Alex, congratulation-kisses from the other face of the mirror.Here I wouldn’t change
a word, not even left to right; my favorite Christ’s line is “Man can’t live on bread only”…
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Alex:-So why don’t you continue?
Angela:-OK, in Alex’s sense religion or poetry is the salt of life and in that sense music in
general and Theodorakis’ music in particular are salt of life. But also some music plays, in
relation to death too, the same role as religion. Theodorakis’ music is one of those types.
Suzy:- You’re both so great!
Johnny:-And doesn’t Theodorakis call “Canto General” “The gospel of freedom”?
Alex:-Now you seem to find in Theodorakis, like that young Chinese woman, a kind of art
that dares to also step on a heavenly ground, like Aristophanes overcloudcuckooland and also
on underworld ground like the one mentioned by Angela with regard to the Aristophanian
“Frogs”
Suzy:-Mr Alex you’ll be receiving congratulation-kisses from me too…
Helen:-Count me in too…
Angela:-And, Alex, the kids made, at no sweat, a so-to-speak variation of the “Frogs”
where the weighing of who among the dead, that feel more live than the living, must come
back from the underworld to help save Europe’s values from decadence , is not between
Aeschylus and Euripides but, for example, between Heisenberg and Theodorakis.
Alex:-OK, Mikis is so immortal that he wouldn’t care your dying him ahead of time…
Johnny:-You are both absolutely great, and thank you for the credit, but have we ourselves
said that? Suzy? Did we?
Suzy:-Well, I blinked an eye, but we didn’t say it, we were waiting until we would have the
Austrian Konrad Lorenz as a candidate for resurrection too…
Johnny:-It seems that generous people like Mrs Angela and Mr Alex credit whoever was
passing at the time they made a thought, for example the milkman or the postman…
Alex:-And how would you end it?
Suzy:-By elaborating on the similarity of teenage dreams of German and Greek whiz boys
instead of golden zombie boys: If Theodorakis and Heisenberg and Lorenz had similar and
equally live visions then it didn’t matter who would be resurrected, one’s spirit renewed by
renewed real education woud resurrect all…
Johnny:- About his adolescent days Heisenberg wrote as an older man : “Germany was so
decadent after the defeat in the First World War that some of us the young, then, said: it can’t
be worse than how decadent ancient Athens must have been after defeat by the Spartans in
the Peloponnesian war. Yet, it was in those days that people like Socrates and Plato said “The
reversal of this decadence must come from the perspective of things that are genuinely
meaningful, not from entering the dim or even muddy politics that justifies its quality by just
calling it a necessity justified by the equally low quality of its opponents”. So some of us
created quantum mechanics like in those days Plato wrote the Socratic and Platonic dialogues,
actually the “Timaeus” inspired me quite literally not just by analogy of atmosphere...”. What
sort of a teenager was Theodorakis who earlier was one of those kids who think that
background noise on the radio is the sound of the twinkling stars? It started very similar to
fellow European teenagers’ outlook that we just saw and then went like : “Like it was usual
for the adolescents of my generation I read philosophers and poets who led us to the
conclusion that there is a harmony in the universe, which on the level of galaxies is what
mathematicians and astronomers are talking about, and on the level of earth and humans this
harmony comes and lands through either the work of scientists and composers or through the
endeavors of social reformers and activists. Like many adolescents frequently do, I was
looking for some thinker or savant for whose ideas, and for their actualization, I could live
and also die if need came, and somehow as such an idol I chose Beethoven because I had
read he did not just go around stages and royal courts and bow to the people who would
finance or applaud his creations but also shared the social concerns of his days. Also in those
days we the poetry-reading-adolescents of our country felt we had an older brother as a
constant presence and orientation, the poet Yiannis Ritsos. We read his poems especially the
poems on behalf of the mother of that dead Mayday events’ demonstrator that set his being
on fire—I mean the photo we all have seen her kneeling over her son brought by his friend to
her on an unhinged door—and learned of his decisions and of his life and it was a very
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strange feeling when we later were going to the same prisons he had been to and it was an
even stranger feeling when we finally met him in person in jails and in exiles.
Alex:-And now we come to the very mundane specifics:
Angela:-Like how big a difference a Europe has when Germans like Heisenberg credit Plato
for his own quantum nechanics and Theodorakis credits Beethoven for his own activism
from a Europe when Germans don’t pay souvlakis as tourists because their media have told
them that Greece owes them money but have not mentioned to them a huge forced debt
Germans took during war and later said they paid it back by giving, after war, jobs to Greek
immigrants and defame Greeks as corrupts who allowed themselves to be bribed by Germans
without saying to us who the bribed were…Well, it’s a long story made short by Gemans and
Greek friends of theirs who, let’s hear it again, say that Greeks are to blame for that, since the
Greek governments that prevailed after the civil war we were speaking about were Germanfriendly. In brief they say “Are we Germans to blame if you have traitors who work not for
you but for us? We are impeccable patriots for our country when we work for us with their
help. So don’t blame us, blame yourselves” Well, whose selves are those scoundrels can be
well decided by some lists that should be given from department of justice to department of
justice…Now I went off to a different tangent…We’ll follow it some other time…For the
time being let’s say to our onlooker to not to wonder only about comparisons between
ancient Greeks and modern Greeks but also about comparisons between Heisenberg-like
Germans just fifty years ago and modern Germans…And also wonder not only whether a
united entity, like United States, would collapse if one of all states had crooks exploiting other
states but also if it had statesmen thinking as the Germans above…Where were we?
Alex:-And we come to an even more mundane thing Johnny: OK, it is utopian in the best
sense to step on a heavenly position outside earth to make a point and to step on an
underword position outside the earth to make another point, but to make a difference in
anything one needs some percentages of actual and factual flesh and blood people on earth;
I’m not being cynical or equating people with numbers, I mean that without having allies your
rehearsal groups will recycle your imaginary stories among yourselves. Even if percentages
remind you parties and elections what do you have to answer to people that would ask you
“what position, in the common, political, sense of the word, you take after you weigh
everything?” Do u-topists like you snub this question as involving the word “position”
whereas u-topia means lack of position? What can any people achieve with this kind of zero
in their hands “sitting in their nowhere lands” as the Beatles would put it? OK, they said it
for a different kind of nowhere man, but you answer me for your kind.
Johnny:-Why do you consider it so difficult? If we were voting age in the group we wouldn’t
all vote the same. In art, or at least in some kinds of art, a play or book may just want to show
many possible faces of things and no matter how hard one thinks and how experienced one is,
maybe the arguments and counterargumetns and boomerangs and boomerangs of
boomerangs etc etc cannot be calculated , and like in chess games too even decisions now
depend on hypotheses about the future, etc etc all know that. Both for golden assholes and
for their antipodal players. What one can do is to show many faces of issues and then these
influence or don’t influence what you call percentages, and doing a good job is defined by
your making a difference in the results; and whether you are making a good job in favor of
life or against it depends on what you consider life. Mumford, Heisenberg, Theodorakis and
Christ would not consider as life the same thing as Hitler, Rumsfeld, Dr Strangelove and a
bankster. What’s so curious or new about it? You mean that you have to have some kind of
percentrage as ally to begin with and to already have an audience, in order to, for example,
stage things or to have a publisher who takes on the expenses? Well in the time of internet
all these take zero expense , and if you happen to need zero pay too, then you can afford to
enter the scene as freely as if it was city-sidewalk or village-square talk.And if you do say
something uselful to some side, it is propagated otherwise it’s not.
Alex:-OK, Johnny. Clear enough. Maybe I had not thought of the difference internet does
make.
Johnny:-And let me not leave the impression of an unduly long summary either: All we say
can just be skipped if we just say “let again music be just music, not analysis, and let analysis
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of crisis be analysis, but make it. Who hinders you? Theodarakis? Recently he even made two
sustained efforts to put his prestige in the service of bringing together into conferences and
committees people who love both him and his goals so as to make them exchange views and
proposals, thus act as a catalyst in accelerating processes, both times the organizations formed
in record time and in record numbers and then came to standstill for lack of proposals in
them as in every other groups. Was this a mucician’s fault? In short, I repeat, that now the
task is not so well defined as it was in war or in junta, where it only required art to wake and
hearten people. We first need other things too and, after finding them, art will find its role.
That may take time. But there is a shortcut too I repeat: In other times some of the things that
are as plain as daylight now and are self evident almost through just 8 o’clock news, were
hidden or written in books for spacialists. Now all know them. So some of the things don’t
need arguments and counterarguments, but OK, they have not yet become party lines, so one
has no percentage of allies to start with, so even to speak on common truth is like stepping out
of the earth in some nowhere land. But OK, much of what’s on internet is of the same airy
nature, yet it works. So the osmosis is not zero and the so-called brainscape is affected…And
thought and homework and action does go into efforts to devise solutions if they exist at all.
OK, some of what I’m saying will be repeated for a third time not just second if I go on…
I stop.
Alex:-OK, got it. What remains? One song of Neruda, one addition of a European savant of
the old type, and some tidbits anyone might have forgotten to mention here and there.Correct?
Johnny:-Correct.
Suzy:-……………………….
Johnny:-What’s the matter Suzy? The link doesn’t work anymore?
Suzy:-No, it’s OK, I just entered another performance of the “Vegetations” song with Maria
Farandouri at her present age and saw Merkel at a seat in the front row
Alex:-And you were surprised? Didn’t we say that you could have seen corrupt Greek
socialists singing the march of the spirit? And wasn’t it a truism that you could have seen
Nazi war criminals watering at the sound of Bach and Beethoven? She’s somewhere in the
middle. And I’m sure they don’t even show scenes from a forest. Just the auditorium. Hasn’t
someone said “The medium is the message”, they have listened to him, or he has seen them ,
and they crosschecked each other; so big a surprise Suzy? OK, surprise me too! . Do you see
green in the video ?
Suzy:-Sorry…I wasn’t surprised, just absent minded…OK, we start:
Alex:-Just like that? With no introduction by you in terms of spaghetti westerns and rock
parties that might have both spurred the musical genius of the composer and entered elements
of his contemporary reality into his journey into the eternal?
Suzy:-Johnny says that the travel into jungle we’ll see, apart for the music for night of sleep
or of love, has music like for the trip into the air of a javelin that goes and goes and goes and
mom says that the sudden opening after the long musical phrase at the beginning is as sudden
as the creation of the world by a “let there be” symbolized by a tongue since poets create
worlds through words. My own additions are about the ending so I’ll tell you after we finish.
ALGUNAS BESTIAS

SOME BEASTS

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GI9Xk8ZgaTw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67Pp2cz1DPY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aDPi11XhcG8&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vb2rx8eO0jc&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xm8otUCp2Z0

ERA el crepusculo de la iguana.
ERA el crepusculo de la iguana

It was the twilight of the iguana.

Desde la arcoirisada cresteria
Su lengua como un dardo
se hundia en la verdura
Su lengua como un dardo
se hundia en la verdura

From its glistening battlement
a tongue like a javelin
darted into the verdure,
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el (hormiguero) monacal pisaba
the monastic anteater trod
con inclodioso pie la selva,
the jungle with melodious feet,
el (hormiguero) monacal pisaba
con inclodioso pie la selva,
el guanaco fino como el oxigeno
the guanaco fine as oxygen
en las anchas alturas pardas iba
in the wide brown heights
calzando botas de oro,
was wearing boots of gold,
mientras la llama abria candidos
while the llama opened candid
ojos en la delicadeza
eyes in the delicacy
del mundo lleno de rocio.
of the world covered with dew.
mientras la llama abria candidos ojos
en la delicadeza
del mundo lleno de rocio.
Desde la arcoirisada crestería Desde la arcoirisada cresteria
Su lengua como un dardo
se hundia en la verdura
Su lengua como un dardo
se hundia en la verdura
el (hormiguero) monacal pisaba
con inclodioso pie la selva,
el (hormiguero) monacal pisaba
con inclodioso pie la selva,
el guanaco fino como el oxigeno
en las anchas alturas pardas iba
calzando botas de oro,
mientras la llama abria candidos ojos
en la delicadeza
del mundo lleno de rocio.
mientras la llama abria candidos ojos
en la delicadeza
del mundo lleno de rocio.
Los monos trenzablan un hilo
The monkeys wove
interminablement erotico
an unendingly long erotic thread
en las riberas de la aurora,
on the shore-like borders of dawn,
Era la noche de los caimanes,
It was the night of the alligator,
la noche pura y pululante
the night pure and pullulating
derribando muros de polen
leveling walls of pollen
y espantando el vuelo violeta
and startling the violet flight
de las mariposas de Muzo.
of the butterflies from Muzo .
Era la noche de los caimanes,
It was the night of the alligator,
la noche pura y pululante
the night pure and pullulating
Era la noche de los caimanes,
It was the night of the alligator,
la noche pura y pululante
the night pure and pullulating
Los monos trenzablan un hilo
The monkeys wove
interminablement erotico
an unendingly long erotic thread
en las riberas de la aurora,
on the shore-like borders of dawn,
derribando muros de polen
leveling walls of pollen
y espantando el vuelo violeta
and startling the violet flight
de las mariposas de Muzo.
of the butterflies from Muzo .
Era la noche de los caimanes,
It was the night of the alligator,
la noche pura y pululante
the night pure and pullulating
de hocicos saliendo del legamo,
with snouts emerging from he ooze,
y de las cienagas sonolientas
and from the somnolent swamps
y de las cienagas sonolientas
and from the somnolent swamps
un ruido opaco de armaduras
an opaque thud of armor
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volvia al origen terrestre.

returned in the earthly origins

Desde la arcoirisada cresteria
El jaguar tocaba las hojas
arcoirisada cresteria
con su ausencia fosforescente,
arcoirisada cresteria
el puma corre en al ramaje
arcoirisada cresteria

From its glistening battlement
The jaguar touches the leaves
with its phosphorescent absence,
the puma bolts through the foliage

como el fuego el fuego
el fuego devorador
mientras arden en el los ojos
alcoholicos de la selva.
en el los ojos
alcoholicos de la selva.
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio…
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio…
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio…
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio…
Desde la arcoirisada cresteria
Su lengua como un dardo
se hundia en la verdura
el monacal pisaba
con inclodioso pie la selva,
el guanaco fino como el oxigeno
en las anchas alturas pardas iba
calzando ,
husmean el nido cuya
delicia palpitante
atacaran con dientes rojos.

like fire, fire
like fire of devouring hunger
while in him burn
the jungle’s alcoholic eyes .

Badgers scratch the river’s feet,
Badgers scratch the river’s feet…
Badgers scratch the river’s feet…
Badgers scratch the river’s feet…
Badgers scratch the river’s feet…
From its glistening battlement
a tongue like a javelin
darted into the verdure,
the monastic anteater trod
the jungle with melodious feet,
the guanaco fine as oxygen
in the wide brown heights
was wearing boots
sniff out the nest whose
throbbing delight
they’ll attack with red teeth.

Y en el fondo del agua magna,
como un circulo de la tierra,
esta la gigante anaconda
cubierta de barros rituales,
cubierta de barros rituales
devoradora y religiosa.

And in the depths of the almighty water
like the circle of the earth
lies the giant anaconda
covered with ritual mud,
covered with ritual mud
devouring and religious

Alex:-But Suzy darling, please tell me what’s troubling you? An anaconda devoradora y
religiosa? No it was much earlier than that? Merkel? You were so silent and still as if
meditating. Maybe you were troubled by what did not depress you a while ago because it only
registered now? Please tell us! I’m really worried…
Suzy:-Please don’t be worried, I’m neither depressed nor meditating, I’m just concentrating
on something I haven’t yet fixed, I’ll tell you little by little, with a little help from my mom or
maybe from Johnny who was a little older. First of all one can name in just a couple of
sentences one example of anaconda that would come to the mind of most as encircling the
earth and as devouring and religious. Arms industry. You want to name another two of them ?
Even the mere title of a book we saw under a cartoon-like presentaion of Bush and Rumsfeld
gives two names, both quite religious both in their old versions and in their present ones:
“Crusades and Jihad, the Clash of Fundamentalisms”. Before everything let me say something
I do remember quite well since I was older when I heard it and then I’ll go to the rest. In
Glossa there was a frequent visitor, especially in summer, who was from Glossa, had a
fantastic view from his house’s balcony, was a physics professor in Athens university half of
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the year and researcher in CERN the other half, came frequently to give lectures to students
both about physics and about the dangers from simple gadgets like for example cell phones
or for more bulky objects, like refrigerators; Mr Apostolos had also written a book about
saving energy, green house effect etc in the form of dialogs between children, parents and
professors, the names of students were the names of his kids when small, and Mr Yiannis
taught it after Sunday school or before Mados’ Sunday dance lessons in the form of having
students read the dialogs in turns as in a rehearsal. Also Mr Apostolos brought friends of his
from the university to lecture and he hosted them. Not all the event he organized were about
physics, he also organized lecture nights about Kazantzakis or Sikelianos, and once, he even
organized a night around fire and sausages after swim on the beach, ending with listening,
under summer night sky, to Theodorakis music on Sikelianos and Elytis that he had
attended some days ago in Herodeion and wanted to share with us, maybe because he was
encouraged seeing that after a winter tavern night in Elios people sang, standing up as for a
toast, the song “Sun of Justice “ of Theodorakis, and he had said “Now I understand better
what Theodorakis means when he says “What would be the joy of a Nobel in comparison to
knowing that people choose by themselves your songs to sing , that is they choose them at
table whether or not they know that this way they choose their greatest poets. Can the French
choose to sing Aragon in a similar way?”...
Helen:-…Sorry Suzy, it won’t take me a minute: That night Suzy told me that she wanted to
become a physicist not a literature professor like me as she had been planning up to that time
and explained “Looking at Mr Apostolos who organized this beach event and at Mr Yiannis
and at Mr Christos and at my dad I realized that physicists learn at the university the material
that you literature professors learn whereas the inverse is not true”
Suzy:-…Hahaha…Yes , I do remember it. Thanks for reminding me mom. No hard feelings
eh?...
Helen:-…It took me quite some time to overcome enough my feeling of maternal pride and
not repeat the story to everyone we knew. Actually I still am proud for that gag of yours…
Suzy:-…I’ve just noticed , since you’ve just repeated the story… Haha..Maybe Nausika who
at a later age reacted in the way you saw regarding her choice of profession, had in her mind a
misunderstanding that had started like mine at the corresonnding age, maybe as a kid she had
thought that Mados learned dancing at the math department…Where were we?...
Alex:-…Angela, you think what I think?
Angela:-Yes, but I don’t say it loud not to spoil the way Suzy says it…
Suzy:-…OK, the friends whom Mr Apostolos had once brought to lecture on a Saturday night
in the two classrooms of the primary school that could be joined to form an events hall were
not physicists but philologists and historians and spoke on Orphic mythis and on
Pythagoreans. All I said was quite easy to rememeber, one thing that was hard and needed
some concentration was the following part of one of the lectures and of the discussion that
followed it, both inside and outside school. A specialist lady said that Orphics had the
following myth to explain how come the good still exists in a world. Dionysus, symbol of
good, was once hunted by giants , symbols of evil. In the manhunt he used metamorphoses to
escape, and in one of them he was a young bull. Running by a somewhat still river he noticed
his reflection and looking at it he realy liked himself and stopped to mirror for a little longer.
Catching up, the giants chopped him up in bull’s steaks and ate him up. The good from their
stomachs became part of the flesh in their bodies and then of their children and, the lady
ended up saying, word for word, “so the Orphic view of how the good’s presence persists in
the world is that it persists as souvlaki metabolized in the stomach of the evil”. Of course the
table conversation that followed was about how this myth exists in the Christian religion too,
and how kings of very very ancient farmer societies deliberately died and were buried to help
the crops grow or later found others to do it in their place, either doing them many favors
while they lived, or forcing them the hard way, Nick and Mr Yiannis were saying jokes
applying to this situation too, mainly the verse “you think a cannibal can be as good a
representative as any/of all friends and acquaintances he digests in his belly?” written by
Savopoulos for the time the Rightist parties had started using in their election campaigns
songs that Theodoraksi and Ritsos had written for their fellow detainees in the hard labor etc
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and exile islands where those parties had sent them…Mr Yiannis also mentioned the
book“The Secrets of the Bosporus” by the ambassador of US in Turkey in the time of the
Armenian genocide where he had written that the Turkish govermnet had asked him to
arrange for Turkey to receive the life insurances of Armenians slaughtered if they were with
American insurance companies, and also a book titled after a woman’s name “Lila” which
also meant something in Sanskrit, written by someone who was either a hippie or biker or
both and who argued that all valor in the white race had been imported from America where
it had been plagiarized or contacted by the whites from the North American Indians as they
were fighting against the advanced weapons of the invaders, a point however that Mr Yiannis
considered either deliberatey exaggearated or induced by alcohol or drugs since for example
Mel Gibson’s Braveheart Wallace lived before Columbus, they also mentioned the
Pythagoreans, as joke again, in a scene where Pythagoras being slaughtered would prohibit
the use of Pythagorean theorem to his slayers instead of hoping it might have a civilizing
effect on them, or would negotiate about royalties for his heirs or at least proper reference to
himself to prevent plagiarism...
Alex:-…Sorry Angela, I can’t hold it this time around…So, in short, Su-u-zy when you saw
Merkel, who is a physicist, in the audience of the “Vegetations” of Neruda and Theodorakis’
“Canto General” you did not only think that not all physicists are like your dad and like the
the physicists that you had known, you not only thought of her as a barbarian who can’t
grasp a thing about the essence of what she was hearing, for example about the thorn tree—
oh: by barbarian I only mean uncivilized, like, for example, the barbarian Christians who
went to Christianize South America and hang them massively as “ripe fruit” etc, I don’t mean
it in the geographic or biological way some people think we Greeks mean that old saying “All
non Greeks are barbarians”, we clarified this quite a while ago, we have some standards for
what we consider “civilized” and OK, when we call that “Greek” we just mean “All non
civilized are barbarians” which does make sense of course, we don’t mean “All Greeks are
civilized”, nor “All foreigners are non uncivilized” Greekness is our higher self, but we know
it’s so hard to attain, ands o non-automaic too, that we do’t know how willing we are to try to
reach it, that’s all, so, OK Suzy don’t tell me I put in your mouth words you didn’t say —
where were we? Oh: You not only considered Merkel not civilized enough to be following
what was unfolding but also you thought of her as a cannibal to whom Neruda and
Theodorakis were offering some good to put in her stomach just in case she could metabolize
it into something good! Impressive, isn’t it?, from a kid at your age…
Suzy:-…Excuse me for interrupting…
Alex:-…Interrupting is all mine…Oh, what a tactful irony! Great gag Suzy, I’ll use it from
now on to all my interrupters…oh, do you also mean you don’t agree with what I was saying?
OK, go ahead…Where were you? Just a minute: Angela did I say some words too many? Or
too few?
Angela:-You forgot to mention that regardless of the Orphic myth, the Pythagoreans never
complained about what happened because they considered it was them who had violated
cosmic harmony by some previous unjust first move, against some town I think, and thus led
themselves to destruction.
Alex:-… Right! Thank you! But please mention that admitting this too was again very
civilized of them, wasn’t it? OK,OK,… OK, Suzy, where were you?
Suzy:-…Actually what I was going to say was that, for some reason I don’t quite know, I had
the feeling that if Johnny’s mother had heard of Pythagoras giving away his theorem to
barbarians who thugged him to civilize them she would have mentioned an image both
similar and different…I think Johnny knows more if I judge by his look, is he depressed or is
he meditating Mr Alex? What do you bet?
Alex:-…I just bet he’s concentrating in the same way as you before…
Johnny:-I do remember my dad mentioning to my mom that thank God she was not
depressed like she was during some bombings some years ago, OK Mrs Helen we know you
know the specifics, as much as we know that we have not yet responded to your offer to tell
us everything about what is factual and what is fictional in our dads’ postings, if we give you
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our undivided attention for a week…OK, when summer break of school starts it’s the first
thing we’ll do…
Helen:-…Complete what you started Johnny…Do you remember more than Suzy?
Johnny:-I remember her mentioning Gibran whose book “The prophet” she loved as much
as Buber’s “I and Thou”. And I remember her saying that once someone who owed money to
Gibran went to him, showed him a copy of “The prophet” and told him “OK, I won’t pay you
back anything at all and let me see how someone who wrote such a book will sue me for
money” . Gibran told him “If I lend someone a white towel and he returns it with some stains
then he may keep it since it can offer my hands no service, while it can still offer his hands
some service. And now beat it before I make to you too what I will do to this” And he tore a
telephone catalog in the way only professional wrestlers who tear decks of cards and books
can do it because his fingers were very strong by the years he had been using the chisel and
the hammer as a sculptor. So Suzy must obviously have been thinking of Merkel as staining
with her ears the meaning of “Canto General” rather than something about Greek debt…
Suzy:-…Now more images come to my mind,some known already some not. Mom saying to
my dad that if he wants to shout against Bush he should not do it in Greek and give our
neighbors a bad impession either about our country or about ur family if they don’t know it’s
Bush he’s swearing at, then dad swearing in English and you getting even more scared and
then another time both dads swearing at him in Engish bursting in laughter, with both of us
too and your mom are also all laughing our hearts out, then my mom too joining the general
laughing…Mom, give us a preview or trailer before we find that free week. Tell all of us
what that day’s laughter was about…Mrs Angela and Mr Alex must hear that, am I wrong?
Do you both agree?
Alex, Angela (singing it ABBA-like):-…We-do-we-do-we-do-we-do….
Helen:-…The laughter part you more or less know, but let me start from the beginning and
the swearing part. It was the time of the destruction of New Orleans by the Katrina hurricane
when Condoleeza was saying that they had taken all proper measures, meaning having people
who knew how to shoot well so as to discourage looting of flooded supermarkets, junior
Bush’s mother saying that it might be unfair to rent hotels for all refugees from New Orleans
because some of them might have been homeless, Kusturitsa was making a documentary
about Diego Maradona in Argentina, Bush was passing somewhere nearby and Maradona
was saying publicy that he considered him human trash for “making people make the
thought, when hearing a bomb approaching, that they prefer the bomb to hit their neighbors
rather than themselves”…
Suzy:-…That was it , mom…
Helen:-…Which “that”? Which “it”? Was when?
Suzy:-…I’ll tell you after you finish, go on…
… OK, “…to hit their neighbors rather than themselves”, Bush answering that he doesn’t
answer because his mother who is a true American taught him to be polite, our two dads
shouting to the TV screen Lennon’s verses “there’s room at the top they’re telling you still/
but first you must learn how to smile when you kill”, Mick Jagger advertising “Sweet
neocon” , your two dads betting against each other if he was going to sing it or not in the
coming rock concert or if he was trying to maximize ticket selling combined with record
selling just like any common asshole, Vassilis asking Bill what a crock is in the verse “you’re
a crock of shit” and learning, or thinking he heard, that it was a chamber pot, and googling, in
a flash of inspiration, for how many results there were for the combination “Richard Pearle
shit” and getting , I don’t remember,…OK, Suzy, look up today’s number…. Richard Pearle
shit, Pearle with an e at the end
Suzy:-It says 297,000 mom…
Helen:-…thanks, sweetie. Johnny was getting scared Suzy was getting indignant with the
frequency the word shit was being heard in both houses, suddenly the two dads had two
parallel fits of sizzling inspiration to calm down the kids, Bill played to Johnny and Helen de
Niro’s “analyze it” and interpreted properly etc etc you know the story… and Vassilis
imagined a dialog of Suzy with Bush about shit, based on a fact, in some previous yea that
Bush and staff had come to Europe they had brought with them toilets so that nobody could
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steal their excrement from the hotel hosting them, and find out their gemome and start
biological warfare against the White House, then episodes upon episodes dialogs upon dialogs
among all of us, started to add, among great laughter from all sides, the kids laughing with
our good spirits whether they understood what it all was about or not, most times not of
course, but gradually it became a genuine film or rather serial, OK I’ll talk to you about it
some other time…Did I answer enough Suzy?
Suzy:-Yes you did, mom. Thanks. But we’ll soon be back for more.
Helen:-…What did you mean “That was it, mom” a while ago?
Suzy:- In the song we were hearing when the badger scratches the river’s feet to attack with
red teeth a throbbing delight in the nest they have sniffed it was like like that animation film
with such nightmares from the forest life that dad was swearing at it too for having existed at
all and swearing at himself for not checking what it was when I had become so scared that I
was seeing bad dreams. He hadn’t checked because he had thought it was something like the
forest life in Disney’s “Fantasia” and not something for parental guidance or for mature
audiences. Now I see that what Maradona said was a scene like that too, he was swearing at
Bush for making families feel like places of hearts throbbing with happiness suddenly feeling
like having become throbbing delicacies for badger’s scratching to get to their house and
atack with red teeth…That’s why the sound of the singer’s voice becomes more and more
upset, almost crazy as she is getting nearer to those lyrics , and by hesitation she , not in
absence of the composer of course, repeats the initial stage of scratching for the nest many
times, and then also repeats other scenes happening at the same time in the jungle around but
being as easy going as Disneyland; after all this is really how it happens in real jungle,
besides as Konrad Lorenz says aggression is not defined by what members of one species do
to members of another, whom they see just as food, like we see the meat served in our plates
in a restaurant, aggression is between competitors for the same source of food, like between
two tailors having clientele in the same village…OK, I’ll return to Lorenz let’s first hear it…
Helen:-…No let’s first hear a story from Glossa when you were a kid. Antonis, the father of
Vangelis, and Yiorgos and Rosa and Olga, who had a tavern phoned us teachers he would
make rabbit stew for dinner and a big bunch from us, both from high school and primary got
there, but you had recently learned in kindergarten the song “Oh little rabbit, little rabbit, I’m
going to pull your ears…” and you refused to taste it and we told Antonis to say he’s going to
bring you chicken stew and bring the plate again, you weren’t sure he wasn’t putting you on
but you coulnd’t compare tastes since you wouldn’t touch rabbit, and you asked Lena’s
Yiannis and Maria’s Yiannis to tell you; they told you it was chicken and started singing in
the same melody “Oh little chicken, little chicken, I’m going to pull your beak…”, then you
became vey sad again and didn’t eat even the supposedly chicken stew, and when you walked
away I gave them hell for making you a vegetarian until you forgot, and you were very thin
too, so I told them to find a way of distracting you, so they started again singing and
parapharsing the song from the start into “Oh little Spaniard, little Spaniard, I’m going to pull
your ears…” because they had seen in the newspapers that a kindergarten visited the museum
to see Picasso’s “Guernica” and they were wondering what the hell the teacher was going to
say to small kids about it, and supposedly the paraphrase was about little Spaniards not
behaving good in the schoolyard…
Suzy:-…They were crazies…I would never think either Mr Yiannis the philologist or Mr
Yiannis the physicist capable of such black humor…
Helen:-… “You are crazies” was also what you kept saying to them once that we were
watching “the Blues brothers”, you asked who had chosen the film and when you heard it was
them two you kept telling them they were crazies especially at the end with the car hunt and
car wreck scenes…
Suzy:-If you go to such details in the interview we were talking about, the week will take a
month to pass…OK, that was great mom, thank you for your insistence on the smallest
details, I hope we didn’t bore everybody else to death…
Alex:-“Oh little Suzy, little Suzy…”, Angela joins: “…we’re going to pull your ears…”
Suzy:-You two are not crazies even if you try. The crazies too are back sane now. But thank
you for your encouragement and your patience. Let’s go:
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GI9Xk8ZgaTw (8:45-10:15)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67Pp2cz1DPY (8:45-10:20)

Los tejones rascan los pies del rio,
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio…
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio…
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio…
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio…
Desde la arcoirisada cresteria
Su lengua como un dardo
se hundia en la verdura
el (hormiguero) monacal pisaba
con inclodioso pie la selva,
el guanaco fino como el oxigeno
en las anchas alturas pardas iba
calzando ,

Badgers scratch the river’s feet,
Badgers scratch the river’s feet…
Badgers scratch the river’s feet…
Badgers scratch the river’s feet…
Badgers scratch the river’s feet…
From its glistening battlement
a tongue like a javelin
darted into the verdure,
the monastic anteater trod
the jungle with melodious feet,
the guanaco fine as oxygen
in the wide brown heights
was wearing boots,

husmean el nido cuya
sniff out the nest whose
delicia palpitante
throbbing delight
atacaran con dientes rojos.
they’ll attack with red teeth.
atacaran con dientes rojos.
they’ll attack with red teeth.
Suzy:-…You see what I mean by upset voice and feverish tone, almost crazy; and continuing
in that tone in the part about the anaconda encircling the earth. And now let’s go to what you
all were waiting for: Lorenz…Let me find some archive about all that…Unless you first want
to say something you forgot, some tidbits, Mr Alex? Mr Angela? Mom?
Angela:-Helen do you rememner the follow up on that story with Condoleeza’s squads?
Helen:-How would anyone forget?: Some blacks wrote to the public later: We didn’t have a
car, whites leaving didn’t give us the keys to their second cars that would be destroyed by the
flood anyway, same with keys to the school buse we hoped for. And when we tried to survive
on the food that would the destroyed in the supermarkets the squads wanted to shoot us…
Alex:-My tidbit is back about music, and its role if reinterpreted. Would Mumford, who as we
heard before likes analogies with biology, speak possibly not only of “history re-entering life
in a new mold” but also about decomposers too helping old material by recycling life’s
inorganic constituents material in new recombinations to form new life?
Suzy:-Maybe, but I don’t think this a very essential remark, it’s almost like the old cold joke
about Beethoven erasing pentagrams in his grave because he was “de-composing” , I mean if
you had in mind a wordplay between composer in the Theodorakis sense and decomposers in
the biological sense. But OK, with all those metaphors about catalysts, cells, yes you do have
some point, but maybe in my grade I still don’t know enough biology to add something.
Johnny, do you?
Johnny:-Maybe after I take next’s years biology, but not now. But maybe, Mr Alex, since it
pleases you to think of the processes of undoing and re-doing combinations of cultural entities
in life-helping forms, it would also please you to think of arms industries as virus-like
parasites. I mean that while bacteria can be harmful or helpful to us humans, they are living
cells and promote life, even as decomposers. While viruses can only destroy and parasitize
and they’re not even life. Don’t they say Darwinian improvement of viruses is like
improvement of weapons? When weapons improve valor goes down the ladder. Like in the
“Last Samurai” film. The evolution that helped life reach the level of cells was not like the
evolution of weapons. Parasites like viruses have to have a cell to parasitize on and to kill in
order to go on, to go on parasitizing and killing, that is. They cannot evolve to a cell. Maybe
you like such analogies, I do too, but in the cultural processes that you refer to, life needs to
already have enough nerves to feel the urge and life forming in them as far as I understand.
Maybe next year I can tell you more.
Alex:-Any example of a relevant Mumford analogy even if it’s not from biology?
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Johnny:-What about an analogy with both our days’situation and Mumford’s points even if
it’s from just science fiction?
Alex:-Let’s see it:
Johnny:-In Clark and Cubrick’s “2001 A.C. Space Odyssey”, Hal, the supercomputer,
started killing the astronauts. What had happened was explained at length in Arthur Clark’s
second volume titled “2010 A.C. Space Odyssey” which became film much-much later. Hal
had been programmed to protect the mission even from dangers that had not been noticed by
the astronauts, e.g. a passing meteorite, but as he overheard discussions of them where they
expressed thoughts harmful to the mission after many “moves” preanalyzed by him as he
would preanalyze moves in chess, he considered them dangerous and killed them. Well, such
a “ghost in the machine” now runs world economy; or rather this would be the ideally good
news if the programmers of the machine’s ghost were ideal humanists. The bad news is that
they are gambling assholes and barbarians who have not taken a single hunanities course in
their lives. Another, related, point by Mumford, but in just sci-fi, Clark 2010-Odyssey-like
idiom, is that the success of the mission as we have programmed it without realizing it, is to
replace ourselves by self-constructing automata, kill life as we know it and leave in its place
soul-less robots or use genetics to evolve people with genes making them as “advanced” as
computers, make ourselves copies of computing machines rather that the other way around
because we consider them more effective, a scenario not better that the one where after total
nuclear catastrophe what remains under the sun is bones and the only thing that moves is
automatic machines patrolling for dangers of nuclear attack and retaliation…OK, forget it, I
made Mumford sound like a commix, Suzy:…
Suzy:-Oh, here it is I think I got it
“Konrad Lorenz… was one of the biologist who co-founded ethology, the study of animals not in
captivity but in freedom, thinking that like the study of a man living for year in a cage would not be a
study of exactly a human being but of a distorted human being , similarly the study of a monkey or
lion or bird or fish etc living for years in a cage or bowl would not be a study of a monkey or a lion or
bird or fish etc. He coexisted with animals in a large farm, since he was born, (his father having been a
zoologist with similar orientations) to his nineties. He lived with them, talked with them and wrote a
book about how one, in a sense, talks with ducks, geese, crows, etc; he and his wife raised
their children along with the animals sharing their farm and raising their own children there…By the

way let me add that when their kids were very small they put them, not the animals, in a big
cage when outdoors in the farm, and in one case there was a little monkey that took to them
bananas and passed them to them between the cage’s rails…OK, where were we?... he
reached conclusions on what social life happens during , for instance, the walking back and forth of
geese in groups all day long, which means what betrothals, marriages, adulteries, duels, pecking orders,
showoffs of bravado and displays of chivalry or care and protection etc happen in ways illuminating
corresponding human patterns, and from these he reached insights and implications ranging from the
nature of archetypes to the nature of language , from the nature of evolutionary ideas to the nature of
spatial sense (he even held the Kant chair in the philosopher’s birthplace for a while), and from the
nature of aggression to the nature of religion; and also wrote simple and concise books ranging from
accounts of talking and jesting with animals, as if wearing “King Solomon’s ring” (as is called the
mythical magic ring which allowed talk with animals) to efforts of intervention in the course of
civilization spelling out what he called civilization’s mortal sins. Chips from such a master’s bench, as
the expression goes, were made whole books or films by people whom he inspired, for instance that
film with that teenage girl who taught geese how to fly because they had mistaken her for their mother
was related to a discovery and to a life event of Lorenz: he was kneeling over some goose eggs ready
to burst open to observe the process and then he noticed that the fledglings were crying even when
their goose mom was around but stopped crying when he approached, thus he realized that with geese,
but not with other birds as it turned out, mother is the being they see when coming out of the egg. He
also realized by their crying that they only recognized him when they saw him on all fours , not when
he stood up, and thus he also realized that in order to not leave orphans , in the name of experimental
science, some poor gooselings, he would have, for quite some time, to spend a good deal of his day
and to make a good deal of his other activities while walking on all fours in front to them. Which he
did; and while promenading them in the yard like that, he in front and on fours, mimicking their goose
cackle and looking over his shoulder to check if some of them were not lost from the group, was seen
by passers by and was considered a rather questionable personality and when he raised a fence for
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such things not to happen and make him lose his poise and whatever good name he had in the village ,
there came a necessity of checking something in the language of crows without being recognized by
them as the same person that they were seeing when younger, and he wore a Mephistopheles carnival
costume and climbed to the crows’ high branches of a tree reaching over the fence and visible
to his fellow villagers who saw the savant dressed in a devil costume crowing to crows on a tree;
anyway there are even funnier stories in the at book, in particular an event in his relation to a not very
clever vulture which terrified his wife’s tea guests in their living room and a young monkey …OK, or
a friend monkey of his children …, OK, which I can hardly stop myself from recounting, but his
relation to humor I’ m driving at is not this but something else, so let’s go to see what all this, apart
from funny parts of Lorenz’s CV, has to do with laughter: …OK, but I will do mention those

skipped things: To express awe animals make a move as if saying “OK, I give you unguarded
my most sensitive part. I turn to show you the side of my neck to bite me dead if you want, I
bow to show you the top of my head to kill me with your beak if you want…etc. Monkeys
turn to show their posteriors, as if saying “do to me some pseudogamic motions if you want,
you are the victor”, so this not sign of contempt. That little monkey once went with Lorenz
into their dining room and seeing chairs with high backs thought they were animals with big
height and, overawed, he went in front of each of them and showed his posteriors”…
Regarding that vulture, OK, he bought it from a zoo to save it from its cage, but it was a little
dumb and easily lost its way back to the farm if going relatively far. It followed him when on
bicycle he went shopping to the village. He was worried what would happen if it tried to
follon him when he would go to some conference by car, and indeed it got lost. But on a
subsequent conference where he had gone by train, just before taking the train back, he saw it
hovering over the station, he hesitated a little before calling it, in front of other people, with
its cry, which was particularly shrill, but “in the name of science” as he says, he did it. People
were alarmed and ran away from him, mothers covering their children with their bodies, but
seeing him calm again they started relaxing. Suddenly they heard the vulture shriek back and
saw it coming headlong as in a raid, and they ran off again, then they saw it land on his
shoulders like the parrot on Robinson Crusoe’s. When they were reaching home came the
other event Lorenz was anticipating but could not avoid. At home the vulture always visited
him by flying into their dining room by the window whenever it saw it open. Not realizing
that the person it would like to see again and the person on whose shoulders it was were not
two persons but one, it left him and flew into that window, Lorenz ran and entering he saw
what he feared he would: His wife had invited her friends for tea and as he entered the room
he saw all the ladies around the table with eyes tight shut and their faces white because the
vulture, not seeing him, started hovering low over the table and revolving just in case he was
around but in another seat and as it was moving its wings it raised waves of tea landing on the
ladies’ faces and raising sugar from the sugar bowl it made it land on the tea soaked faces and
stick there…OK, where were we?... which I can hardly stop myself from recounting, but his
relation to humor I’ m driving at is not this but something else, so let’s go to see what all this, apart
from funny parts of Lorenz’s CV, has to do with laughter: …We know that one way in which male
animals try to attract a particular female animal they have chosen –many times what they do is not an
indiscriminate call to any female–is by dedicating to them, as erotic address, a dance also containing
symbolic fight movements, as if to say to the female “this is the way I will fight to protect you if need
be”; even homosexual geese, or rather ganders, dance like this to each other; and , by the way, if a
goose happens to have fallen in love with one of them she follows them all day long, and when they
make love to each other she tries to put herself between them and then both of the homosexual lovers
make love to her, in turns; also ganders build a nest for their beloved goose, but if they have a
parallel adulterous relation they don’t build a nest for their mistress too; finally, also according to
Lorenz, the way male animals say to a female animal “I love you” is by making an as-if-attacking
movement to their beloved but then diverting it, at the last moment, to hit a nearby object or even
another animal passing by; the, so to speak , word-like movements for “I love you” being “these are
the movements I’ll never do against you”. It is also known that most animals become edgy if you smile
to them, because baring your teeth as if in smile, is for them as a alarming as baring your teeth to
attack and bite them. Combining the two ideas Lorenz conjectures that human smile was, for the preverbal period of humanity, the speech-like movement corresponding to the “I love you” that animals
say by the as-if-attacking movement animals do. “I bare my teeth but don’t bite you so you know my
mood” became the way to communicate in visual terms the sweet mood one felt for the other before
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movement-speech gave its place to speech through word-sounds, possibly passing from or coexisting
with or preceded by, phases where other sounds, not words, were speech enough like in animals or
like melodies are still with us humans even without lyrics. This baring of teeth without biting may have
been the origin of smile and laughter. But to go to Lorenz’s final point we need one more remark of
his: he considers as very misleading and egocentric on the part of man the impression that his touch
with his animal nature would make him very aggressive and that his rational faculties, performed
through his brain’s cortex , a recent development of evolution and much more perfected in man than in
other animals and differentiating him from them in many very central features, OK, he also considers
that man’s impression that rationality makes him less aggressive is wrong: animals do wait for a
population they use for food to grow before eating it again, while man, as is often repeated, is the
species which could use its rationality to kill the last whale to make money from whalebone. He
considers that the touch with elements of our unconscious which are animal-like makes us more
civilized and not the other way around, and also considers that one of the things through which
religion makes us less aggressive is to bring us in touch with such pre-rational elements of our
unconscious that make us as pacifist as animals; and he considers that many of the presumptuous
notions we have for our differences from animals, especially with respect to our rationality and our
freedom of will, are , ironically, the places exactly where we do follow patterns like those animals
follow: for instance, our betrothal periods for free trial and selection of our future marriage partners,
are also patterns of the life of many animals. Let alone how different from animal behavior is the
behavior of husbands who beat their wives because they can’t beat their boss while animals can hit a
passerby to remind their wife they love her and would never do that to her. And also leaders of
nations contemplating war and peace in endless conferences, like also Indian chiefs deciding while
smoking the peace pipe and thinking whether not attacking exposes their country or tribe in the eyes
of the opponent country tribe, or them themselves in the eyes of their own country or tribe, as cowards,
have their counterparts in animal duels, where fish entangle their jaws and goats entangle their
horns pushing almost immobile for hours , to check realistically if their strength can afford fight with
their particular opponent, and whether they are exposed as cowards in front of the onlookers. Usually
retreat in front of stronger opponent does not expose them as cowards, what does expose them as
cowards is not daring to even reach the stage of entangling jaws or horns to check, in armwrestling way, whether they could afford it. The body language of dignified retreat is that the one who
does acknowledge superiority of opponent, retreating , usually offers uncovered his body’s most
sensitive spot where a bite or beak blow could even be lethal and usually, the stronger opponent is
chivalrous enough not to use the opportunity. Not only does all this seem , in many aspects, more
dignified and free, and even more rational, than many situations with humans, who often do reach near
distance entanglement only if they have, or think they have, so much more developed guns that there is
no risk, but also all this seems very similar, Lorenz remarks, with human behavior in myth or history
about chivalrous behavior either in Homeric or knighthood times: the one of the dueling fighters
removing his helmet and kneeling and bowing in front of the stronger or more experienced fighter to
receive or be spared the lethal blow. Also Lorenz conjectures that one of the reasons humans are more
and more lethal is that their arms kill from a distance, bigger and bigger progressively, and that if to
kill they had to come to skin-to-skin touch with their opponent and feel his pain and agony dying they
would identify enough to have more inhibitions about it; but colleagues of him, using game theory
models they say, have disputed that and claim they have proved that the reason animals come less
often than man to the point of killing other animals of the same species, that is to the point of killing
animals that they don’t sees as food, is not identification with their victim but fear of its nails and teeth
on their own body. With the animals they use for food this element does not exist, nobody bases his
diets on animals of equal or bigger strength. Now let’s see a point at which Lorenz drives when he
takes his insights or conjectures on love and smile as non biting baring of teeth and combines them
with these additional elements, on the relation of animals to peace and aggression and to the relation of
religion to peace and to the animal-like substratum of man. It is a point that he considers so hopeful
that he puts in what he calls an “epilogue of optimism” and he also considers it as so crucial in case it is
true, that he even feels the need to apologize to the reader for claiming his very careful attention just in
case the reader considers him as too presumptuous and unwise, at the moment a whole Goethe had a
maxim going like, or just about like, “somebody’s silence on some matters may not be due to
indifference or to ignorance of their importance , but only to knowing that he doesn’t have anything to
offer to make man’s condition less painful”, oh: I remembered: Goethe says: “I don’t show up because
I have nothing to say which would help humanity improve itself” and Lorenz says “The reason I’m not
arrogant when I show up when Goethe didn’t, is that is that I believe that the conclusions I have
reached watching animals , when they are understood will appear so trivial and so self evident as they
really are”. Let’s see some more details: Lorenz says, or quotes someone as saying , that man is the
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tragic animal that finds itself in an untenable position consisting in the fact that : 1.freeing its creativity
also unleashes its aggression 2. repressing its aggression also makes it lose the cutting edge of its
creativity 3.The aggression it is capable of unleashing is capable of destroying completely both it and
all life on earth. Then he says that humor is a function that brings into touch man’s rationality and
irrationality and unconscious and also is a venting of his aggression in non destructive ways like the
smile’s teeth-baring is non biting; and so it doesn’t eradicate creativity since touch with his aggression
too is not eradicated. And thus, in a faithless age , maybe man through humor is progressing to
direction of pacifism, in the same way that in other times he was progressing towards there through
religion. In a sense humor is becoming a religion in a way that may both save man’s creativity from
becoming extinct and save life on the planet from man’s aggression . In that context he analyzes some
ideas of Chesterton on humor as taking the place of religion too but let’s not go any further into that
now. OK…possible misgivings or objections about the overall perspective of Lorenz one can very
well have; after reading Mumford one can acquire one more objection; and before reading
Mumford one can have several other type of objections, which one runs into e.g. while one discusses
Lorenz with friends from other walks of life than with friends thinking about spatial sense etc; let’s see
some of the most expected ones: The objection one acquires after Mumford is that the image of man in
the tragic untenable position Lorenz diagnoses may be very conditioned by man’s, and Lorenz’s, lack
of insight in the roots of war. The aphorism that man is unlike other animals by tragically having
creativity too connected with aggression may be itself ,too, subject to the same criticism Mumford has
expressed on Lorenz’s book on aggression: Good zoology, bad sociology, since it doesn’t explain what
happened a few thousand years before our days and changed the concept of war. So maybe the
aphorism of Lorenz on the connection of creativity with aggression on man is too conditioned by
man’s picture in these few thousand years which Lorenz didn’t analyze at all anyway. Let’s go to the
other objections: There are other human possibilities besides laughter that may have equally deep and
relevant undertones; only if we have focused very much on the possibility that creativity and
aggression are very deeply connected will we focus so much on the saving role of laughter as a
peaceful baring of one’s teeth. Let’s see other functions or faculties with deep undertones and
examine their possible relevance for war and peace. Lorenz’s focusing on laughter shouldn’t mislead
us into thinking that laughter is unique and not part of a more well rounded whole set of attitudes to
the world that do have equally deep undertones. Isn’t dance something similar?: touching on both
conscious and unconscious, and on both our human and our animal part, and able to express both peace
vibes and aggression vibes with the war dances, and as able as laughter to detonate aggression in non
violent ways of peace vibes? Even football detonates warlike needs and , anyway, don’t street gangs
sometimes do break-dance competitions instead of street fights? Besides dance, isn’t sex something
like that even despite the aggression due to rivalry it often arouses? Isn’t tenderness, even in the most
asexual and non-orgasm based marriage, equally capable of undertones as deep and primal as those
of primitives around a fire etc , if primitiveness is the criterion of depth of state of mind? Isn’t love for
cooking and giving one’s children and husband delicacies with which to experience pleasure, equally
primal and primitive and conducive to peace in marriage partners of mentalities compatible in this
issue? Isn’t love for music or dance or even for science and for even technocratic invention, equally
conducive to such vibes? Even if only art and music and Einstein-level theoretical physics are
sufficiently pre-word and pre-rational to give obvious vibes of primitiveness, and even if more nut
and bolts science, are based on rationality and cortex etc, the love for these rational cortex
subjects does happen through pre-rational and not just cortex based functions. If all those faculties
were irrelevant the Greeks would not have tried to well-round their pantheon with gods for twelve
kinds of primal vibes. Why, by the way, didn’t they have a god or goddess for laughs too but only for
music, eros, war, knowledge, crafts, home etc etc? Probably because all gods could laugh, like all men
could laugh, while only some men could compose or play music or base their possibility for fun too
heavily on the possibility of sexual adventure or being thinkers etc and thus only one god or goddess
existed who specialized in one particular of these functions. Maybe same goes for dance, there was no
god of dance because all gods danced like all men did dance, at least in the times where speech was
being created (with the help of dancing as Mumford has conjectured) ; to have a god of dance would be
like having a god of speech or of vision or hearing; people would say “Why have a whole patron god
just for the specialty of speaking? People who speak are not specially talented. Big deal! There is no
child in the class without the ability to symbolically manipulate and comprehend messages in soundmade symbols! This ability is just a long name for the word “speak” and it was a possibility in every
human’s nervous system, it just took time to be discovered and to be cultivated and evolved a little, but
most of it was there waiting to just be discovered, it did not have to be invented and added to us. If
people who could speak existed at those times they could have taught speech to all infants of that time
as easily as to the infants of our present times, it just took time because all humanity was still
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discovering this possibility. Let alone a god of seeing or hearing etc . These things did not even have to
wait to be discovered and were not exclusive privileges of humans. They had grown concurrently with
all life, yet from the point of view of pinpointing how they work in order to teach them to a computer
they are equally god-like….”

Suzy:-…Well, with some things I overdid it with some other I still don’t remember in what
Lorenz context I had seen them.Also there was no god of dance but there was a dance muse…
Alex:-Well, Suzy, we realize this is part of some lecture or something…
Angela:-…We’re very intersteed in reading the rest but don’t press yourself to find them
here and now…
Alex:-…please just e-mail them to us after looking for them at your ease.
Helen:-For the time being just tell in one sentence what’s the connection to what we were
saying besides the relation that does, of course, exist between anythings that like Disney’s
“Fantasia” and Neruda’s “Some beasts” has relation with zoology…
Suzy:-…And besides the fact that Lorenz would also belong to the kind of European savants
who, though dead, are more live than most living, and thus he would be as much of a person
that Aristophanes in “Frogs” would like to resurrect for the salvation of western civilization
whose deadly sins I’ve read in Wikipedia that Lorenz has counted as up to eight…OK,
besides all that the reason why I considered him as related to what we’ve been discussing is
that…Hey! What’s going on here? Am I apologizing and feeling as being examined? We
should be examining you for why you don’t see the relation? Johnny, you see at least two
more reasons I mentioned all that?
Johnny:-I do
Suzy:-Does any of you grown-ups see two such reasons?.....One such reason?.........OK,
Johnny, say the ones you see.
Johnny:-First of all we see the issue of religion we’ve been discussing before, becoming
again a consideration relevant for man’s survival and not in terms which see it as an
antiquated thing studied in museums but in terms of a new science , ethology, which upon
being founded honors its founders with a Nobel prize. Second…
Suzy:-…OK, I’ll say the rest: And weren’t we talking about relation of man’s happiness and
freedom, and fighting for it, and weren’t we saying that music about all those things functions
almost as religion? And don’t we now see Lorenz even attributing an importance of similar
nature to humor? And didn’t we see music mentioned in the comments we’ve just read, but
only barely and not as much as it would be presented through links etc? Wouldn’t the happy
smile of even Lorenz himself be broader by hearing songs from Theodorakis, and even
broader than that too if they were especially from Canto General, broader than it would be if
laughing with Chesterton’s or whoever’s jokes? OK, I don’t go on because you think I have
something against laughs while I don’t. Actually, I could not even bring myself to skip those
funny Lorenz stories that I added.
Angela:-…But Suzy, on the contrary, we feel intrigued by all connections you add, and
nobody here either thinks you don’t know how to laugh, or that you laugh too much, I’m not
sure I see which of the two you’ve just protested about…Oh, by the way, the friend I told you
about told me about the sociologist Weber, who was also founding whole branches of
sciences, that he was a whiz kid when young. Was Lorenz also a whiz kid with growing
concerns about man as he was maturing?
Suzy:-He was offered a position in ornithology after a paper, but they retracted when they
learned his age; he was ten.
Alex:-…Suzy, the way you were narrating Lorenz stories would make me even fall for
McKenzie stories, so imagine how much more I fall for the Lorenz stories!
Suzy:-Oh, really? So let me start with McKenzie posting, that would combine well with the
Neruda verse about the hearts of a marine mountain of birds eclipsing for moment the Sun of
the world and somewhat reminding, with all that, huge numbers of demonstrators some of
whom may be killed…All know that demonstrations over very serious issues have a chance to
work only for peoples with religion or with poetry having something to answer to the
question “why am I not a lunatic if I choose to die in a freedom fight in which if we win I
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will not be living to enjoy the freedom we gained?”…Let me see where all that is...By the
way.What do you have against McKenzie? Wasn’t what you said ironic? What is he? A bore?
Alex:-…He sees you as little adults , not as kids…that’s the only thing I have against him…
Suzy:-…Let’s talk about it some time…OK, here we are:
“…when the bass guitarist of the New York Rock Ensemble came to Greece he was told on
the phone by Manos Hatzidakis, and it was typical of the things he didn’t care about, that he
could find him immediately if he said to a taxi driver to take him to the joint right across
Roosevelt’s statue, whereas what he meant was Truman’s statue. The driver was going up
and down everywhere and was asking around, all in vain, until he found somebody with
some English and asked the musician what exactly was at that statue just in case they might
recognize the context. He said he was looking for “Magic Flute” which still didn’t sound
familiar. Then he said he would see Manos Hatzidakis there and the taxi driver said “Why
don’t you just say you’re looking for Manos?” and immediately took him there. Savopoulos, a
folk rocker one generation younger, once said on the TV that the rocker’s generation, when
they were still young men, would go and sit at the tables around the old masters’ table in awe
and silence just in case their ears could catch some pieces of concentrated and sparkling
wisdom falling like breadcrumbs from the great poetry’s feast as the saying goes and, once,
he had gone straight after coming back from Mykonos on a ship that had met very rough sea
and two or three of the tourists on that ship suddenly showed up in the “Magic Flute” right
after the rocker, they went straight to the table of the masters, so they could only be some
pretty important literary personalities of their countries, only Gatsos and Katsimbalis (Henry
Miller’s “Colossus of Maroussi”) were there (Katsimbalis was one of those literary
personalities who never write a single line because they conduct all their literary life orally
and in person, e.g. analyses, critiques , directions, inspirations , they give all that from a close
distance, and in Henry Miller’s “The Colossus of Maroussi” the last paragraph of the book
concerns an incident that Henry Miller calls “an incident that was quintessential
Katsimbalis”: After a night of fun in Plaka that lies just below the mount of Acropolis, as well
known, they went up Acropolis, it was 3 or 4 in the morning and Katsimbalis had an idea , he
shouted a rooster’s imitation, the nearest rooster woke up alarmed and worrying that through
sleep he had skipped striking the time at a time he should strike, tried to catch up adding his
own voice to Katsimbalis’, then this happened to the next rooster and then to the next of the
next, and in no time the whole area of Athens was filled with roosters striking the wrong time.
Let’s go back to the tourists returning from Mykonos and falling on Katsimbalis sitting next
to Gatsos in the masters’ table of the “Magic Flute”). They started saying what a bad weather
they had had and how closely they missed drowning and that when back on solid ground in
Piraeus they had knelt and kissed the soil, and the rocker was thinking to himself that all this
was too exaggerated but didn’t have the nerve and the right to interrupt what was taking
place on the sacred monsters’ table, but suddenly he heard Katsimbalis’ characteristic and
imposing voice saying” “Aaah! What you have reminded me with all this! We were once with
Nikos …(Gatsos’ first name)…on a ship near Tunis , right Nikos? The weather was stormy
and the ship’s captain was incompetent , right Nikos? (Nikos kept nodding “yes” but
reluctantly, the rocker noticed as, dying of curiosity to see the reactions of Gatsos to all this
overgross put-on he turned to also see the scene over his shoulder and not just listen to it) I
pushed the captain away from the steering-wheel and took command of the ship myself, right
Nikos? Well, I’m not the kind of person who boasts but I did save the lives of all of us in that
storm, right Nikos? I still receive Christmas cards from people who were with us on that boat,
e.g. Albert Einstein, Winston Churchill, right Nikos?...” The rocker turned around and saw
the tourists having opened notebooks and furiously keeping notes of all that bullshit. When
they left Gatsos was boiling with rage against Katsimabalis’ farce but having noticed the
rocker hearing it all he was trying to control himself because he was proverbially self
conscious and concerned over what kind of an example his generation was giving to the next,
something which may have itself added to the rage over putting on the tourists. So now
Katsimbalis’s object of put-on became Gatsos himself: “But Nikos you kept agreeing on all
that, didn’t you?” “So what?” “What you mean “So what?” . Lying to foreign people
shamelessly and then clearing yourself with a cynical “So what”? Is that a state of things for
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me to accept? Is that an example for you to set? ….” To explain how great a poet Gatsos was
the rocker had said on TV : “Take for example his verse “When the nerve of the young
fellow reached the ears of sheikh and lord/ wolf-toothed thugs and lion-skin bullies left to
pass him chain and ball” It’s in as simple a format as the simplest limericks one could play
around with at any time to make comments or teases, even sexual ones, yet even in the
absence of the rest of the poem it has already captured our attention and has started us on
“whom was it written for? Anyone I’ve heard of? What happened to him later? Did they catch
him?” And this format coming from someone who at eighteen , coming from province to
Athens to go to the university, already had in his suitcase ready to use all the equipment poets
of his generation used: Surrealism, Poe, Whitman, history, languages, how had he found the
time and orientation for all that so young? That’s what kind of sacred monster even anarchic
rockers like me did respect and tried to be taught something from”. Let’s not skip Henry
Miller’s encounter with Gatsos just in case not everybody knows it: when Henry Miller,
before the war, had come to Greece on ship, he got out in Piraeus and he was looking for an
English speaker to find his way further, waiters of a café brought him a young student who
happened to be Gatsos. He asked what he wanted, they started more general conversation and
during that he asked him if young people of Greece reading literature also read American
literature. Gatsos said that as a rule they don’t, with the exception of some Henry Miller and
naturally Henry Miller introduced himself, but Gatsos didn’t believe he was the Henry Miller
in question even when Henry Miller showed him his passport. But when, after their
goodnights Henry asked «where can one get laid around here?» then Gatsos said “OK, you
are the Henry Miller indeed”, Miller writes all that in his “the Colossus of Maroussi”, where
he also writes the line “US is the place to get bruised, France is the place to recover from
bruises, Greece is the place to learn what one would be like if one had never been bruised at
all”. This is astute observation only seemingly contradicting the verses of “Greek rock is
…zeimbekiko danced while being crucified”, nor the content of films like “Days of 36” for
that period, nor the film-title “Thanassis in smackland” both for that period and for junta,
since it can well be true only when one cultivates genes or mentalities to face constant and
very hard bruising. Let’s get back to Katsimbalis as a poet in the sense of someone who
creates all the time but not in written form but while speaking, and I don’t mean the pranks of
Katsimbalis but what made him one of those poets who never wrote a single verse.
Katsimbalis didn’t use his voice only for pranks involving roosters but also for things like the
following…” Johnny:
Johnny:“…During German occupation Palamas, our national poet, died and tens of thousands of people were
seeing him off to the cemetery , Sikelianos, quite old himself, was one of the men carrying the coffin,
he read a fantastic poem going like “Groan drums of war, unfurl you banners, Greece leans today on
this coffin” and threw the proverbial handful of dust when the coffin was lowered into the grave and
then the funereal wreaths by the authorities were thrown on the coffin and the Germans who had very
civilized officers had the maybe brilliant maybe not brilliant idea to want to lay a honorary wreath on
the National Poet of a country they occupied, but certainly had the not at all brilliant idea of not
advising their soldier who would lay the wreath not to salute this particular great dead by the well
known fascist salute we have all seen in the movies. So the soldier did give the fascist salute and then
Katsimbalis who was right next to Sikelianos in front of the grave started singing the naturally
expected National Anthem in such a tone that, accompanied by the same tone and the volume of tens of
thousands of people, made all German and Italian soldiers hold tight the barrels of their guns and look
around for officers who could give them some instructions they had skipped. Anyway , resistance
continued as underground as usual, not in unarmed demonstrations, but it is clear that Katsimbalis was
not only a practical joker.
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Did Henry Miller write of Sikelianos too upon his return to US before the war”? Yes; not in the
“Colossus…” but in a very extended article titled “The gigantic sunrise” in a Chicago literary journal.
Ending he wrote that Sikelianos was an eagle who would make be born other eagles in Europe, eagles
who would be the only effective weapon against Hitler’s mechanical eagles. Well, not only Elytis and
Ritsos, both in trenches or jails and in poetry, but also Theodorakis and Panagoulis of the next couple
of generations thought of his work as a mentor to theirs; and they were all eagles whose verses, or
activism or photos in court martial etc we have seen. The “march of the spirit” did not yet exist at the
time of Henry Miller’s writing, only Sikelianos’ 1938 premonotions about what was coming existed,
very similar as we have seen to some 1938 premonitions of Mumford’s and to some paragraphs of his
during cold war that we have seen. Now what the erotic Miller had seen in Sikelianos needs many
pages and a different context that we’ll refer to later…

This is not exactly the place to mention the unbelievable, almost unreal, way Sikelianos died of “natural” death
later*, but let’s mention here that his hypertension that day led his blood pressure sky high. To friends who asked
him why he had a mourning mood all day long he answered “I’m not mourning him but myslf for not having a
death like that. That was a death for a poet”
*Not exactly of hypertension but of the medication for it, but not exactly that either**…
**He died through similarity between the bottle for his medication and the bottle of a disinfectant…”
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Alex :-…We all thank you both very much for that, Suzy. For my part I want to thank you
even more, and tell you that we don’t have to talk about how McKenzie sees you as adults
and doesn’t let you be kids enough.
Suzy:-…What changed?
Alex :-…About the demonstration you showed us I had already heard from my mother who
was there.
Suzy:-…And she was about my age?
Alex :-…Yes, and it was her parents that had taken her with them…
Suzy:-…What a coincidence!...So we have more or less finished….
Alex :-…I don’t know how Angela feels about this , but I have to ask. I wasn’t planning to,
but now that I know you two better I would not consider it indiscreet but on the contrary,
monstrously unnantural, not to ask you what you would vote if your age did vote tomorrow,
or rather today, the sun will rise in about an hour…Do you agree Angela?
Angela:-Absolutely. But not without first telling us what of Theodorakis’ music they want to
play to us as last song to sound in our ears when we part.
Suzy:-Johnny, you think what I think?
Johnny:-Yes. After so much talk about religion that could only be a prayer.
Suzy:-And it could only be a very universal prayer, both about earth and about particular
peoples that will either survive in flesh and blood or will survive as ideas and narrations to
inspire others to better life
Johnny:-But, of course, not without giving the battle of keeping their decency and solidarity
at all points. Do more violent battles make sense? I mean with faceless cowards who are as
etherialized as ghosts in PCs performing economic calculations. American Indians knew
what flesh and blood last battle to give, does anyone know now? The shithearts don’t even
deserve the yogurts that would be flying at them if they ever landed on earth from outer
space or from cyber space or from their offices.
Suzy:-What you want to hear as soon as possible and what to leave with? Do you both agree
we should first tell you what we would vote if we were adults and then before you go voting
play you the song and the rest…
Angela, Alex:-Yes, we do
Alex :-Suzy, just a minute: Thank McKenzie from me. By the way, on what opportunity he
sent you to that posting of his?
Suzy:-When he saw the photographs of our march to the Parliament with the placard about
free books etc he said that he would post stories about some places we had passed by on our
way and this brought both the house of Varnalis and his ballad about “Andrew the
hunchback” and about “Les hommes fatals” and about “Sir Beast of Burden” and the
cafeteria “The Magic Flute” under Hatzidakis’ house—so near that he went to our high school
as a teenager—and the stories about Katsimbalis, Gatsos and Henry Miller and
Sikelianos…Didn’t we say that walks on surface of Athens too are like excavations for
subway regarding the stops one makes for the stories upon stories or monuments upon
monuments one finds? OK, a 20 minute walk takes about two days of stories to read and
songs to hear about them, but I ask you: if we had already heard them and took them for
granted then we would all concentrate on the not merely emotional aspects of things. So, in
two words, I agree with Johnny that knowledge of the past doesn’t make one lose himself in
there but just have it in his mentality…I think the generation of our parents who knew past
better was paying much less attention to endless discussions than our generation that
ignores it, and that their generation also used much less all the usual rationalizations about
universal ideological problems to avoid situations here and now. So learning all that won’t
make us mirror images of the people who use global economic problems to produce local
problems too, and maybe that knowledge can act as background and practice and as a series
of IQ injections to confront today’s problems more effectively. OK, this is from an oral
discussion with McKenzie , not from a posting of his…
Alex :-One, or two, or three more reasons, I lost count, to tilt my hat to Padre McKenzie as
my fellow-grandpa Hernan would call him. Suzy, is there any other such tidbit you wanted to
tell us but forgot? Oh! If you forgot it then how can you know that you forgot?…
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Suzy:-I remember quite well, I skipped Eva Palmer… Google with “Eva Palmer , Natalie
Clifford Barney”. It would make me boringly repetitive if I asked Johnny to play that
graceless role for me again…Anyway maybe my mom can say it to you in my absence some
time as easily as I could say it in front of my friends in her absence. So: you want to ask if we
would vote for Alexis, of whom by the way,one of the first times we heard was in Glossa in
the skit about the two sexy and inhibitionless grannies; they hoped that Alexis would pay
them facelifting expenses in the local medical office; oh: and their naïve victim niece even
confused this Alexis with Father Alexis thinking he too ran for premier…
Johnny, please go on:
Johnny:Step 1:…
Alex :-Oh that’s why Suzy stepped to the side! Eh, Angela? Have we heard Suzy counting
steps? Johnny, with all those steps you sound like a born dance teacher who ended up in a
profession different fron his natural inclination…
Angela:-Alex, with all those interruptions you sound like a born listener who realized that his
favorite lecturers are about to finish.
Alex :-I am. Aren’t you?
Johnny:Step 1:…
Angela:-Can I too interrupt you for a tidbit?
Johnny:-Of course.
Angela:-Since you always mention your sources and since you didn’t say from whom you
had borrowed the phrase “we should all try to live witin our means even if we have to borrow
to do so”, I understand that not saying it was deliberate to imply one should borrow freely
without having all the time your habit of stopping to give references, at least to avoid stopping
in the middle of poems and songs as you did avoid. But now tell us your source…
Johnny:Since you could have just told us to google it I guess you mean from whom I
borrowed it among the friends we have or we have not mentioned here. It was from Mr
Lefteris, a tourguide by birth, by vocation and by profession, the other son of kyr Spyros
with whom Mr Yiannis went to the concert of Theodoraksi in the Makronisos island. I met
him once when he was visiting him in Glossa. They had met in the army and Mr Yianis also
learned from him about the books of Tom Robbins. The way Lefteris introduced Tom
Robbins to Mr Yiannis happens to be the phrase with which, 20 year later, Tom Robbins in an
interview to Thanassis Lalas answered the question “Tell me one phrase you wrote and you
understood you’re a writer” and Mr Yiannis got our of bed to go find a card telephone to say
Mr Lefteris what a good phrase he had pinpointed from Robbins. The phrase was “if we take
into account that 70% of all living matter is water , we are led to wonder if life isn’t just
something invented by water to transfer itself from place to place”. Now from where Mr
Lefteris had borrowed it, OK, maybe it was Jerome-Jerome, or Chesterton, or…I do have the
feeling it was an Englishman, although Mr Lefteris speaks at literature level all European
languages plus Russian, but he mostly tours Spanish and Portuguese…Let me google it a
minute: “we should all try to live witin our means even if we have to borrow to do so”
OK, here it is “Let us all be happy, and live within our means, even if we have to borrow the
money to do it with” Due to Artemus Ward…. Let me check in Wikipedia… He was an
American, actual name Charles Farrar Browne, he started Vanity Fair , he went to England
and wrote for Punch, he was very popular in America, Lincoln loved his writing, he was close
friends with Mark Twain, he died when was 33 of tuberculosi in England. OK, we’ll all
google him later too. OK, upshot: This phrase means that we all have so much in us with
which to live very rich lives but to keep it running we may need to borrow from many-many
others, friends or people unknown to us. For example both of us here, and also our teachers
we mentioned, have not mentioned a single phrase which was ours, it was all borrowed, we
could not utter it for money without paying 99% for royalties, yet we felt quite happy
shuffling and reshuffling like DJs all that deck of borrowings from other people, either
anonymous Toms Dicks and Harries, or celebrities…So, thanking you Mrs Angela who
reminded us, we dedicate this phrase to all our friends anywhere. To Germans we dedicate it
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too, but with some additions that may train their ears because they tend to disppoint all who,
misled by the top creative persons among them, occasionally think that they have absorbed
civilization even at the level of average voter and average politician. We add the following ,
not in rder to charge them for the gift we freely give everybody, or for the additional lines
dedicated to them, nor to avoid the possibly fatal debt we do owe due to habits of stupid and
newly rich suckers we acquired foolishly emulating people like them rather than like
ourselves, but to explain to humanity that we just want to avoid the unnatural interest rate on
our due—idiots’ penalty—debt and to tell humanity that German should not to avoid their
own—thugs’ gratis—MONEY debt to Greece, the one they have made through the forced
loan they had taken as occupying killers here. So to those Germans, and barbarians from other
countries too, who send us fingers and threats we say not just that nice advice phrase about
borrowing with which to live their lives but also the verse “the blood of killers I redeem with
light” out of the poem of which the first verses are the ones sung in the following links:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v48XlnlHp2c . http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kb3-dmQRWSs&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uh0Q0iYAk-M&feature=related http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hv8pj10MGi0&feature

The opening verse is “The blood of love has robed me in purple and joys never seen have
covered me with shade” the meaning of its second half is, I have read, that the joys that the
poet has not lived had left a shadow on his heart, possibly for him and for everyone else who
would die without knowing them; who knows, maybe they originated when in the war, as a
young lieutenant in the front, he lay in a hospital being bombarded but with a prohibition of
moving to the shelter with everybody else because he has typhoid and moving might be lethal
with more probability….OK, so you want to ask me if we…OK let me speak for myself… if I
would vote for Alexis if I had the appropriate age and citizenship.
Step 1: Alexis’ 4% of voters are mostly people who have a taboo agains the words, Greece,
country etc Also they are so immature and so self confident in their ignorance that they think
that for example Kazantzakis was either confused or hypocrite or just not as clever and
educated and informed as they are when he, an atheist like them, called one of his major
books “Saviors of God” nor sharing their hang-ups like also Buber in his expression “Helpers
of God” would nor share them, and of course Gibran. And Sikelianos too was immature for
admiring simple people who before going to the front took communion… OK forget religion.
They ask me why I do not ask myself why words like Greece and country that I use are also
used by fascists and I ask them why they don’ ask themeselves why their way of
internationalism is shared by the pseudosocialists and their cretin leader they want, like me,
to kick off .So: First of al I wouldn’t vote for Alexis before I see he has attracted enough
different people with real , not just ideological, problems like, for instance unemployment,
who go to him just because he is unworn and thus still uncorrupted and thus more trustable in
telling them to make efforts that won’t go wasted. In the meantime, I would join whoever as a
brake and message to him would vote for that rightist who broke off te Right and has financial
programs similar to Alexis’ but also does have the word Greece and country in his
vocabulary.
Step 2: If he became trusted and joined by sufficiently many people with real problems and
who disagree with the communist party in its always aspiring and planning to only be
opposition, election after election, and if this sufficient number convinced the 4% for some of
its positions or made them to just go away if they consider an inconsistency of Alexis his
possible decision to express the new people that joined him and not “the 4%-ones who saw
him first” , since I will never consider his new people as coming because they were convinced
by that 4% which had remained 4% for years, then I would both vote and work for him
hoping he is a fast learner or fast chooser of advisors who know relevant things about
economics, and hoping we all are not only hard workers but also effective ones in working
out something within very close deadlines, because of course I don’t consider him, or
anybody else, as having enough of a plan B in case of failure…But let’s go to the real thorny
issue that I feel you both want to ask me about. If he even has a plan A, I mean what I think
of somebody who is not ashamed of saying that his plan to oppose the pressure or, be it,
blackmail by the markets, is to say “destroy us and you too get destroyed automatically, so
save us”
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Step 3: I have not studied economics enough, I’ve just asked my father some questions and
still have no answer, to know who the markets are, and if this shameless answer addresses
the markets themselves or addresses the other European leaders who are also pressed by them
and are not in position to themselves confront that ghost in the machine and are or are not
ashamed or shameless in saying they agree with the markets or that they cannot confront
them. One thing I do know is that this debt as it stands is not payable so, sooner or later we
do kiss our asses goodbye whether we mean we die or we live in a way of life that we usually
associate with zombie slaves or with zombie bosses. One thing that I ask is whether this same
fate cannot be avoided for the whole Europe or West or world, and whether with the given
rules and axioms for this problem, a solution just does not exist. One more thing I do know is
that if by just saying this bullshit answer to the markets Alexis creates a change of system
then Greece or Europe or the West or mankind, when they make a statue of him, they should
also make a subtitle explaining that it is not clear if it is a tribute to his brains or to his idiocy ,
and that it not even clear if it is a tribute to his guts or to his shamelessness, since both logic
and shame would demand a solution within the rules of this system and that may well be
impossible. As far as I can understand, if anything is solved that way another statue should
also be erected next to Alexi’s, a statue to Chancey Gardener, who walked on water without
realizing he was just stepping on some high wall reaching its surface only were he stepped
and he wondered why his umbrella could go full length into water right at his side; and who
solved all problems by his mere inexperience or absence wherever he was, his drawing of a
telecontrol terrified a thief that attacked him and made Chancey just think he was in a
unpleasant channel, his silence allowed Shirley MacLaine talk her soul out and have an
orgasm etc etc.
Step 4: If after attracting enough people different from the initial 4% of semi-intellectuals of
semi-safe subsistence this politician makes youth more hopeful and even more trustful and
then more motivated for volunteerism-hours and sacrifices as nice challenges to meet, then
enough people will venture, both out of cosnscious risking and willingness to work and out
of naivete, to ignore the constant mumbling and recycling of threats and armagedonic
predictions by the media and will not step back and will try to push such a leftist party to
even first, ruling, position and not second, merely opposition position, to force it come up
with serious plans and force it ask for meaningful ideas from serious people, and force
themselves to evolve new kinds of group leaders, evolve them through effectiveness in
forming solidarity groups and solving real problems of the crisis in their local environments
rather than for debates with journalists and with allies or opponents and for trivial old tactics
of attracting votes. To, at least, a foreigner like me, it seems that Greeks who have been
considered as very aware politically have by now, even as a bad side effect of that, grown
so out of touch with such grassrooot activities, that if one sees someone volunteering to learn,
for instane , how to offer first aids, one asks thinsg “is he part of a fascist group?” as if non
fascists should only offer talk as aid and organize pressure to the govermnet to increase first
aid services. I haven’t looked more carefully but that’s the explanation I give to how people
with acute political awareness did not evolve third alternatives but were left , like everybody
else, with only two options to vote for, both of which were effectively saying, sarcastically
“we’re either idiots ot corrupts, so we are not to blame for your not having a third alternative.
Is it us who must evolve that for you or you yourselves? So blame yourselves”. All this, of
course, at the side of the usual, and valid, explanation of how they voted for corrupts, that is
voters being clientele of politicians for be offered favors etc.
Alex:-So what do you predict?
Johnny:-I can’t predict what happens now. I only predict that if a spectacular rise happens
now , then in the next elections there will be another spectacular increase due to the reasons
I said, and leading either to a close win or a close loss reflecting the bombardment by real or
false dangers and the prudent or scared reflex of not wanting a first place, either because of
too short a notice to prepare or because of a new form of the old reflex going like “let’s vote
the right wing to make some mainsrtream kind of progress and then we vote for left to also
be called progressives”, now it becomes “let’s vote for left enough to raise it to second place
and make it opposition but not to make it first and then having to work like hell to keep alive”
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Alex:-Did you talk about all these with your teachers like Mc Kenzie and Yiannis?
Johnny:-Of course. Mr Yiannis also suggested the Caltech definition of all-niter: “Borrow
from tomorrow time to study today what you should have studied yesterday” Replace
“study” with “work” where necessary but not with “money”!
Alex:-Nice slogan! Reminds me my student days. But only that did they tell you?
Johnny:-They make the same estimates, and in very similar ways of thinking.
Alex:-Did you also talk to them about your opinions on Germans, Merkel, Nick and George
Papandreou, Pangalos etc etc ?
Johnny:-Of course; and they do not only support fully every word of them but also told me that they
would, each, post them as they remembered it, in their sites, among the other things they write there.
McKenzie has one in Greek , Mr Yiannis one in English. They also said they like the format of
rehearsal between adolescents and will write many of their their own analyses too in that format. They
consider I am too busy with classes and rehersals to also have a site but that, anyway, someone must
make the systematic effort to propagate all that and to take , formally too, the personal responsiblity to
sign it, letting a minor do it might seem like a a mere pseudonym or some artistic persona or
irresponsible or elusive etc, etc. But let’s not get distracted with these procedural formalities,

we’re in a hurry How much time passed since you said we have one hour for the dawn…
Angela:-Hurry to what? We can vote later, you don’t vote at all, so?...
Johnny:-I’ll tell you in a short while after we finish what we’re in the middle of…
Angela:-If anyone posted it, who would believe that the whole of the discussion had only
taken hours and not days or weeks to unfold?
Helen:-Well, after some reading, anyone would realize that after seeing how the mentality
goes the disussion only takes a little longer that the hearing of the links since only the part
with arguments takes time, all the rest that refers to moods and emotions is communicated
without words through the songs while listening to them, one hardly needs to prepare it or to
comment it, and then with the music playing as friends talk and communicating to them
emotions that are both different and common, it makes them a little like mind readers of each
other. Besides, many of them are so part of the common lore that just mentioning their title
is enough..or at most a couple of lyrics…Well, Theodorakis and Hatzidaksi have been called
“collective conscious” of Greece, and “…unconscious” too; and just “…Greece” of course.
Suzy:-Johnny, just in case you were wondering if our dads sleep late or wake early on
account of the elections I tell you we had an e-mail with analyses very very similar to yours,
I don’t know if they think similarly with you and McKenzie or Mr Yiannis or McKenzie,
or if they were in close touch tonight or these days, but….but here’s what’s the upshot of their
dialog they sent us to read…about your questions on economics: They say that they consider
themselves too as mere students in that, but being enthusiastic about the ideas of McKenzie
and Mr Yiannis to post things in the format of lessons for teenagers, they will post a call to
all friends, old and new, known and unknown, to write some comics with dialogs, like those
in “Marx for beginners”, “Einstein for beginners”, Quantum mechanics, Darwin, Freud,
Nietzsche, etc etc for beginners. But they would leave it open to completion so that if some
asshole despite offering it for free, or for beggar’s fee like ours, or because being paid by
some other asshole, tries to confuse the issue, will be answered by other specialists… Oh!
Johnny, your dad even tells mine to remember a book that mine wanted to write, but left it
in handwritten form after he met Glossa and my dad says laughing…
Helen:-…I’ll say what he says. He says “But I never posted or even typed it because I was
distracted by life…”.
Suzy:-Meaning?
Johnny:-Something like Lennon’s line “Life is what happens while you were planning
something else”, I guess.
Suzy:-Has dad used that line on any other occasion besides meeting Glossa?
Helen:-Well, on meeting me…
Suzy:-I was just checking…Is it true that to propose you he asked a DJ friend of his to lend
him his radio hour and he dedicated to his future mother in law Theodorakis’ song “My gal’s
name is Helen”?
Helen:-My mom told you? Yes it’s true.
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Johnny:-Was his turn to DJ-ing also a distraction by life coming after that?
Helen:-Yes it was.
Johnny:-My dad has told me that Gibran and Buber were the beloved writers of both my
mom and your husband. He had gifted you too Buber’s “I and Thou” like my mom to my
dad?
Helen:-You started that interview? I was planning it along different lines.
Suzy:-But think of Lennon in that too
Johnny:-And of distraction by life…
Helen:-Yes he had gifted me Buber’s “I and Thou” but he also liked a lot another line he had
read somewhere in Buber, about someone who was asked what was his favorite thing to do
and he answered “the one I happen to be doing”.
Suzy:-Didn’t he dedicate to you a song on that radio hour? Only to grandma?
Helen:-He did, but not in a way she could understand it was for me.
Suzy:-Which song was it?
Helen:“Mouth full of kisses”…Oops. Slip of tongue.That was a much later song,I mixed it up
because you played that a while ago.Mine was Theodorakis’ “I have a love, she’s all for me”
Suzy:-I must have heard it, but let me check why you confused it with mine…
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yAjo_-itAU4&feature=related

Ι have a love she’s all for me,
my star my dawn my rose my sea,
one thousand men would not be able
to rock you as nice as I can rock you in my cradle.
Your eyes inside are full of flames
flaring at nights and sweet in days,
flaring at nights and sweet in days
your eyes inside are full of flames.
When on your lips I feel I’m flying
I can’t care less if I leave dying,
when in your arms you set me cradling
then aye-aye lady in your sea I’m going sailing.
Without a boat and without sails
the world is mine with all details,
the world is mine with all details
without a boat and without sails.
You wear the sun like just a hairpin,
moon is a button of your apron,
your breast is home for singing crickets
that for all concerts of the world give us free tickets.
And from your kisses birds have learned
to sing and chirp to their girlfriend,
to sing and chirp to their girlfriend,
right from your kisses birds have learned.
Suzy:-Oh…
Helen:-…
Johnny:-Mrs Helen, did that book by Mr Vassilis have the title “Calculus for parents” by any
chance?
Alex:-OK Johnny, interesting title, we all want to give each of the ladies some time to feel
her blushing going down, but to do that why don’t you just play the dedication of Suzy’ dad
to Suzy’s grandma for us to remember how exactly the proposal was made with the help of
Theodorakis, who wrote the lyrics too in this as I remember, as our national matchmaker and
catalyst among other things…
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Johnny:-Right on! I think I already have an idea what it was saying…
Angela:-Alex why do I feel I have an idea too of why Johnny was in an a hurry a while ago?
Alex:-And why do I feel we are in the middle of the only thing that can still remotely attract
his interest despite that hurry?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xhW0YohUoHg

My April month, my April-May months blond,
May-April full of flowers,
my heart how can you stand,
my heart how can
my heart how can you stand
in so much love and beauty,
in so much loving and flower scent!
Songs, kisses, sun and moon,
over our neighborhood,
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want
our secret to be known.
My silver star, my silver star in skies,
my moonlight beam in heavens
your eyes have caught my heart
your eyes have caught
your eyes have caught my heart
like twigtraps catch their birdies
stupid or clever, foolish or smart.
Songs, kisses, sun and moon,
over our neighborhood,
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want
our secret to be known.
My heady flo-, my heady flower rose,
my heady rose’s fragrance
I’m coming to your folks
I’m coming to
I’m coming to your folks
to ask them for their blessing
and my match that I love and want.
Songs, kisses, sun and moon,
over our neighborhood,
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want
our secret to be known.
Helen:-Alex as you most probably have guessed already “Calculus for parents” just meant
that since the educational system scares children away from learning things in any way
different from entrance tests etc and since understanding how mathematical imagination
really proceeded to discoveries is not material for entrance, Vassilis wanted to make a book
for that to be taught early enough for worries not to have started, but not be taught in class, so
it would be a textbook for mathematician parents or physicist parents who would themselves
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teach it to their kids, after all they had to take the responsibility that if their kids liked real
mathematics maybe they would never return to the prosaic way it was taught at school…
Alex:-But of course!! This was just what I had on the tip of my tongue! Could such a simple
thought ever elude me? Helen what are you talking about?! Send my respects to Vassilis as
soon as possible and I’ll send him mine, for that too, when I get back home…
Suzy:-Lucky me I wasn’t a boy! Lucky Johnny your mom trusted Glossa and Elios more than
she trusted my dad. Lucky dad too for having met Glossa and stopped that for something else
that parents could teach their kids without being mathematicians or physicists…
Helen:-As a matter of fact most friends who could have taught that book to their kids
avoided him, but mostly out of guilt they could not afford the time to teach their kids
themselves but did enjoy teaching the bok to themselves, where it could take less time since
they already knew the subject… A friend’s kid who was solving problems from there easily
and gladly wrote him later an upset letter asking him to ask his dad not to give him problems
from there because he didn’t have time to wotk both for school and for that.
Angela:-Did anybody in Glossa read any part of it?
Helen:-Mr Thanassis, for himself, not for his kids who had to take entrance exams. He
worked for the telephone company and had contacted the teachers by gifting Lena’s Yiannis
the book “Listen White” when he had played to his elder son’s class the film
“Koyaanisqatsi”. Later he had gifted us a big tin of oil from his own olive trees saying
“Vassilis thank you, both for that course and for what you have been doing for our kids, and
sorry I didn’t do this earlier but I was afraid you might misunderstand me as wanting some
favorable grading for my kids, and so I waited until both graduated”
Alex:-And what did speechless Vassilis tell him when he recovered speech?
Helen:-That on the one hand his kids never needed special treatment, his younger son even
received a scholasrship for the best student of the village in his year, and that he felt he was
being given the strongest argument against Pangalos who that early had started his
arguments about favors , clientele, mutual corruption etc etc and had started them from high
school teachers actually, probably because kids or grandkids of him had used tutors and
naturaly he had employed some celebrities who probably had charged him at rates fit for
minister or whatever was his position then…
Angela:-…Helen, you spoke of Thanassis as if we aready know him. Do we?
Helen:-Oh, I took it for granted that you knew him because we had seen him in a videoclip
before. Let me make up for the omission: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ulNEEEAI7f4 (at
7:28) He’s the old gentleman who pours wine to the blond lady, to the daughter of Nick who
had studied in Spain, and to the physicist son of Mados.
Angela:-So he’s not a waiter…He’s playing waiter.
Helen:-Well waiters too play many other professions, for real, and physicists too become real
waiters in summer…Also he enjoyed working with Nausika in teaching dance to infants too.
Suzy:-Johnny hear another very interesting thing your dad tells us…oh, we should both go
over this letter much more carefully later. Rereading the point where I told our dads think
like you, I saw that they also say that OK, they will try to teach themselves and their readers
economics and analysis of this crisis, and that it was an omission of their sites so far but they
also say that just adding the subject of economics to be more well-rounded isn’t everything,
that there are many economists who know all that stuff but are powerless, even if they are
well-rounded, and that local activism is more important and that by activism they don’t mean
bombs and yogurts but know-hows usable by solidarity groups, and that they agree with your
attitude for the future, it seems you wrote them most of you today’s steps 1, step 2 etc thing.
And here’s something you’ll like; and everyone will like I guess: He says that even if it was
a matter of just audienece for rehearsals we should not get discouraged easily and that when
Chomsky started speaking against the Vietnam war his audience were just as many people as
either his own living room or his neighbors’ living rooms could hold. When he first ventured
a wider audience he went to a church near his house, all in all four persons were present
finally, himself, the organizer, a listener who came for the lecture and somebody who entered
the church for warmtn because it was a very chilly day. Later he thought of inviting speakers
on various issues on the same day so that listeners coming for any of a bigger list of things
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could hear about Vietnam too, and when he could not find speakers either he studied other
subjects too to add by himself other issues to make the list more attractive, well the sequel is
known…Well, Johnny something out of all we’re doing with the rehearsals must be on the
right track, don’t you think?
Johnny:- If you mean extending the audience of our group which mostly was our group itself,
in our phsyics lab, to our group plus your mom plus our guests when we came to this living
room, yes, we’re progressing…Oh see also what your dad says. “Chomsky also wondered
why in Stalin’s Russia an illegal leaflet had half a million readers, while he , who was legal,
had only 2500 readers. Well after the twin towers this became half a million too. But like one
harbinger of Spring does not mean Spring , neither do half a million harbingers. And more
than half the population of US had seen Michal Moore’s film, yet Bush got re-elected. But as
Chomsky quotes from Gandhi, humantity is in as bad shape as it is not because these efforts
don’t have a result but because if these efforts did not exist at all humanity would be in much
much worse shape. Somebody who was interviewing Chosmsky asked him if he feels
marginalized and he said “Why? Here I am being interviewed by you and when I go home
I’ll be answering e-mail for five hours like everyday” then the interviewer, Navarro, google
with “ZNet, Chomsky Navarro”, asks where he draws this energy from at his age and
Chomsky tells him “see that photo on the wall? Being Spanish and versed in all this you of
course know what it is, but to other people it is as fuzzy as a Rorshach drawing. In Chile once
miners and their families demonstrated for a trivial wage increase. People were invited by the
British owners to a schoolyard to negotiate and then they were just killed with machine guns,
women and kids included. Taking a look at that photo once more gives me back the energy I
need”. Oh, my dad adds: “By the way, somebody told me about an interview of Chomsky
where he mentions with deep appreciation that he had seen , in Mexico or South America
long ago, students who teach history of some massacres in memorials of them and also
people who went around neighborhoods with a truck and screen and PCs and were playing in
empty lots theatrical skits about everyday reality and people gathered very enthusiastically
and intervened with happenings from audienece to the stage…Of course I know for sure this
won’t diasappoint you as if you had only re-discovered a wheel but will tell you you’re on
the right track, obviously originality is as irrelevant in this as copyright would also be, since
the issue in education is changing the brainscape against the efforts of the power system to
keep the public within a false and misleading picture of the world’s state…”
Suzy:-…By the way, Mrs Angela, maybe that friend of yours who was speaking about
Aristophanes and economics would be interested in that call by our dads. Or maybe he has
other such ideas too. Do you happen to know already? Or ask him and please tell us.
Angela:-Of course I will tell him. And I know he has some ideas of how to talk about subjects
like the ones we’ve been discussing through background like “Gulliver’s travels” , as I told
you, or Mark Twain’s “A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court” since, as he says, not
all people can, or must, find where to learn Greek history to find inspiring images to see the
present, and King Arthur is a symbol already familiar through Hollywood, etc. But let’s
move on to what Johnny I think has started quite a while ago; or at least I remember I had
that feeling. I don’t know if it was a feeling about some last battle or about the time of
today’s dawn. Then we got into the break with marriage proposals, which of course absorbed
us more than anything else…Now where are we really?
Alex:-By the way you put it and make it sound, Angela, or because the kids or you have
influenced me, or because you started to speak their language despite fatigue, or because due
to fatigue I can’t keep my own usual language, anyway I myself too got so mixed too in all
this mix-up you three just mentioned, that something all this reminds me is the end of
Kusturitsa’s “Underground” , which the remarks of you three on Aristophanic underworld
made me see in another way; up to now I only thought of underground as symbol of underinfomation about end of 2nd world war so as to better keep Eastern Europe in the climate of
the surrounding cold war…Well, I don’t know if that detached piece of land with the wedding
going on on it, at the end of the movie, was continuing something like the raft finale we had
seen or Fellini’s ship sailing on, but it did look like a raft sailing on….To a heavenly or to an
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underworld utopia I can’t say, but I can say it also sounds like a goodbye to something and
and a good morning to something else; to a dawn into a possibly very earthly and not other
wordly utopia, I mean into the Kustendorf village we read about in the newspapers. Can I
show you a link I like before we go on to whatever else you had in mind? But I warn you, I
don’t really know if it proves that I didn’t just get as lost as travelers do surfing in youtube,
or it it proves that despite the zigzags from link to link in youtube I still know where we’re
going…
Suzy:-Mr Alex! What a fantastic mix…. Johnny:-…and speech and…
Suzy:-..You’re a real teenager of our age but I really don’t know if this sounds like a
compliment or an insult to you…
Alex:-…Here we are…. (he rises put the link on, and goes back to sit where he was)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IltS4FWrwxM&feature=related (at 12:06)

Alex:-…OK, kids , you take over….to whatever you had in mind as finish
Johny:-…Are you kidding us Mr Alex?
Suzy:-…Who can compete with such representatives of your generation like you?
Alex:-…Are you kidding me?...or us? Or you want to just finish as soon as possible, skip
even some prayer link you had said would show us, and disappear maybe?
Angela:-..To catch dawn’s view together?
Johnny:-…As a matter of fact that was the plan I had in mind but, as you see, sunrise caught
up with us before we did the other way around…
Suzy:-…Jo-o-ohnny! I thought you didn’t even know in which direction East is relative to the
park . You never stop surprising me…
Johnny:-…That’s what I mean. I wanted you to show me exactly that direction…
Suzy:-…So what happened and we didn’t leave? We weren’t distracted enough by life like
our parents were?
Johnny:-…No, we were. But we were distracted by the life of our parents too…It’s never
too late to make up for that.
Suzy:-…Or to see the sunrise together…
Johnny:-…It’s never too late to have a happy childhood, or teen-hood…But you know
what’s keeping us
Suzy:-…Can you guess Mr Alex?
Johnny:-…Or Mrs Angela?
Angela:-…It can’t be that you want to speak about dawn. You just did
Alex:-…So it can only be that you want to speak about some last battle…
Johnny:-…A very near miss…
Suzy:-…But almost bull’s eye…
Johnny:-…We want to hear Mrs Helen speak about that. There’s nobody who can do that
half as good as your generation…
Helen:-…Well, I represent also Lena’s Yiannis and Maria’s Yiannis, the physicist I mean,
and your dads, and McKenzie…
Johnny:-…and Doc Martin…
Suzy:-…and all teachers who, when they walk in schoolyard’s or proctor, write down every
now and then something in little pieces of paper and students do guess, that they count
syllables and match words’ endings into rhyming verses….
Helen:-…and all poets who have not written a single verse in their life and all songmakers
who have not written a single melody and can only teach creative reading and creative
hearing not even creative writing or creative talking…
Johnny:-…Mrs Helen we’re all ears to hear …
Suzy:-…OK, to hear what you hear not what you say…
Helen:-…Once Johnny’s dad reworded a poem circulated hand to hand in the Seattle streets
back in the time of the big demonstrations of ’99 so as to make it singable in the melody of
the prayer-like song of Elytis-Theodorakis we all know.Its last part starts like “So you see the
reason we’re here is that some memory in our blood...” ,a verse reminding among other things
that under the asphalts of American cities lie ghosts, and that Seattle was an Indian chief...Oh:
Before you two and I exchange places, leave the link with Merkel some place (Helen sits at PC)
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ANALOGIES
Seattle 1999
Why we are here
By anonymous activist poet who circulated it in the streets
(The following can be sung in the melody of Theodorakis&Elytis’ “Sun of Justice” whose melody can be heard at

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=niqrjP1VDeY
A translation of the original, similarly singable, we’ll see later)

Because the world we imagined, the world we’ve always known is leaving
and the sun brings cancer and the planet’s getting hotter
because the sky now has too many planes
because the kids are starving in the shadows
in the shadows of yachts and top meetings
we’re here to tell you that we want something else
because your coded world is unreal we’re here to tell you
we want something else to buy.
What we want is not by your money even recognized
we want to save live nature and to see our world humanized
we don’t want some cheaper trees
we want trees that are alive
we don’t want our food with fancy genes we want our food
to live and grow in our neighborhood.
This is not a mere political protest
we’re not here to patch up your laws or see if they fail some test
we’re here to change ourselves and you
change you and ourselves from inside to outside
thus this is an awakening and an uprising
of spirit and of mind.
We’re here by authority of nature and upon insistence of our mind
thus we can rightly ignore what your recent laws can bind
if you doubt the authority of nature
if you doubt the rules of your mind’s truth
if you doubt them for any amount of time then try not to breathe for just that time
keep for just that time your breath inside and you will know just
the strength of our desire.
So you see the reason we’re here is that some memory in our blood
makes us hear a voice that says when awakening inside
you’re not just a fund or a bank
you’re the crest of a wave that went blind
a blind crest of a wave that forgot its basic source
and now mounts in greed and lies.
Against this blinded wave of greed we’re here to honor
what’s natural and what’s real.
Against your mounting wave of greed we’re here to fight for
what’s human and must be freed.
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Seattle 1855: Chief Seattle to big chief in Washington
THE GREAT CHIEF in Washington …[President Pierce]… sends word that he wishes to buy our land.
The Great Chief also sends us words of friendship and good will. This is kind of him, since we know he
has little need of our friendship in return. But we will consider your offer, for we know if we do not so
the white man may come with guns and take our land. What Chief Seattle says you can count on as
truly as our white brothers can count on the return of the seasons. My words are like the stars - they do
not set.
How can you buy or sell the sky - the warmth of the land? The idea is strange to us. Yet we do not own
the freshness of the air or the sparkle of the water. How can you buy them from us? We will decide in
our time. Every part of this earth is sacred to my people. Every shining pine needle, every sandy shore,
every mist in the dark woods, every clearing, and every humming insect is holy in the memory and
experience of my people.
We know that the white man does not understand our ways. One portion of land is the same to him as
the next, for he is a stranger who comes in the night and takes from the land whatever he needs. The
earth is not his brother, but his enemy, and when he has conquered it, he moves on. He leaves his
father's graves and his children's birthright is forgotten. The sight of your cities pains the eyes of the
redman. But perhaps it is because the redman is a savage and does not understand.
There is no quiet place in the white man's cities. No place to listen to the leaves of spring or the rustle
of insect wings. But perhaps because I am a savage and do not understand - the clatter only seems to
insult the ears. And what is there to life if a man cannot hear the lovely cry of the whippoorwill or the
arguments of the frogs around a pond at night? The Indian prefers the soft sound of the wind itself
cleansed by a mid-day rain, or scented by a pinõn pine: The air is precious to the redman. For all
things share the same breath - the beasts, the trees, and the man. The white man does not seem to
notice the air he breathes. Like a man dying for many days, he is numb to the stench.
If I decide to accept, I will make one condition. The white man must treat the beasts of this land as his
brothers. I am a savage and I do not understand any other way. I have seen thousands of rotting
buffaloes on the prairie left by the white man who shot them from a passing train. I am a savage and do
not understand how the smoking iron horse can be more important than the buffalo that we kill only to
stay alive. What is man without the beasts? If all the beasts were gone, men would die from great
loneliness of spirit, for whatever happens to the beast also happens to the man.
All things are connected. Whatever befalls the earth befalls the sons of the earth.
Our children have seen their fathers humbled in defeat. Our warriors have felt shame. And after defeat
they turn their days in idleness and contaminate their bodies with sweet food and strong drink. It
matters little where we pass the rest of our days - they are not many. A few more hours, a few more
winters, and none of the children of the great tribes that once lived on this earth, or that roamed in
small bands in the woods will remain to mourn the graves of the people once as powerful and hopeful
as yours.
One thing we know that the white man may one day discover. Our God is the same God. You may think
that you own him as you wish to own our land, but you cannot. He is the Body of man, and his
compassion is equal for the redman and the white. This earth is precious to him, and to harm the earth
is to heap contempt on its Creator. The whites, too, shall pass - perhaps sooner than other tribes.
Continue to contaminate your bed, and you will one night suffocate in your own waste. When the
buffalo are all slaughtered, the wild horses all tamed, the secret corners of the forest heavy with the
scent of many men, and the view of the ripe hills blotted by the talking wires, where is the thicket?
Gone. Where is the eagle? Gone. And what is it to say goodbye to the swift and the hunt? The end of
living and the beginning of survival.
We might understand if we knew what it was the white man dreams, what hopes he describes to his
children on long winter nights, what visions he burns into their minds, so they will wish for tomorrow.
But we are savages. The white man's dreams are hidden from us. And because they are hidden, we will
go our own way. If we agree, it will be to secure your reservation you have promised.
There perhaps we may live out our brief days as we wish. When the last redman has vanished from the
earth, and the memory is only the shadow of a cloud passing over the prairie, these shores and forests
will still hold the spirits of my people, for they love this earth as the newborn loves its mother's
heartbeat. If we sell you our land, love it as we have loved it. Care for it as we have cared for it. Hold
in your memory the way the land is as you take it. And with all your strength, with all your might, and
with all your heart - preserve it for your children, and love it as God loves us all. One thing we know our God is the same. This earth is precious to him. Even the white man cannot escape the common
destiny.
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Sun of Justice
(Elytis, Theodorakis)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=niqrjP1VDeY

Sun of Justice living, living in and above our mind
and you myrtle glorious leaf of praise and prize
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my, my planet
her name is Earth.
Her volcanoes have rows of vines with blood-red wine
her high mountains are proud and eagle-like
and her houses when painted white
and her houses when painted white
and her houses when painted white shine
when her sky is blue and bright.
Though it touches Europe and America on one side
and though it touches Asia and Africa alike
still it hangs in space and turns and roams
still it hangs in space and turns and roams
still it hangs in space and turns and roams the world’s ether
all by herself.
There’s no other planet to make some thoughts like these for her
and soon there won’t be any such thoughts by her own dwellers left
there will be only death, dead and past fight
there will be only death, dead and past fight
there will be only death, dead and past fight
and relentless light.
I reach with my two bitter hands behind old Time
Holding in their strength the Thunderbolt of Right
and I call my old friends and pals
and I call my old friends and pals
and I call my old friends and pals
shouting threats and splashed with blood.
Yet all blood has gone flat or shed in blind despair
and all threats and hopes have been chopped to claims of mud’s fair share
and what winds now hunt when they blow
and what winds now hunt when they blow
and what winds now hunt when they blow is only
is only other winds like them.
Sun of Justice living, living in and above our mind
and you myrtle glorious leaf of praise and prize
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my, my planet
her name is Earth.
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Sun of Justice
(Elytis, Theodorakis)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TorYVReym-8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=asnxIGDsMfM&feature=related

Sun of Justice living, living in and above our mind
and you myrtle glorious leaf of praise and prize
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my,
my country
Her volcanoes have rows of vines with blood-red wine
her high mountains are proud and eagle-like
and her houses when painted white
and her houses when painted white
and her houses when painted white shine,
when her sky is blue and bright.
I reach with my two bitter hands behind old Time
Holding in their strength the Thunderbolt of Right
and I call my old friends and pals
and I call my old friends and pals
and I call my old friends and pals,
shouting threats and splashed with blood.
Sun of Justice living, living in and above our mind
and you myrtle glorious leaf of praise and prize
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my,
my country
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Helen:-OK, before going to the next point let’s see a litle of the link you found with Merkel and a little
of Loukianos link your group had played last time maybe to remember the days before crisis or maybe
to see if we can still feel the same way
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DnYU2coTDOc&feature=relmfu (she plays up to 1:23)
A las tieras sin nombres y sin numeros
To the lands without names or numbers
bajaba el viento desde otros dominios,
the wind blew down from other domains
traia la lluvia hilos celestes,
the rain brought celestial threads
y e dios de los altares impregnados
and the god of the impregnated altars
devolvia las flores y las vidas.
restored flowers and lives
En la fertilidad en la fertilidad.
en la fertilidad crecia el tiempo
En la fertilidad crecia el tiempo.

In fertility time grew

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rDNQN8gJpbU (she plays up to 1:23)
Years that feel our best are always passing
passing on a hurrying clock’s hourhand
youth that’s left behind
years never to re-find
and what I feel real stays
in our hearts and our mind
is just nights serene and filled with moonlight
in cinemas playing under night sky
sweetly passing by
nights never to re-find
in walls of jasmine and woodbine
Maybe one would think that in days full of the Merkel-Schäuble type of grim tales one would need to
employ more epic type of images as archetypes of resistance and decisiveness, tunes like the ones that
had become relevant again when more outright forms of orcs and of Batmanian jokers and Carnival
Cowboys, like Rumsfeld and Bush, were spreading threats outside their country and lies inside, for
example I remember the Iraqi women before the invasion by the alliance of the willing saying “Well,
what can we do? Live always with anxiety? We’re just arranging with relatives to be living under the
same roof so that the ones who would be less wounded by the bombs take care of the others” while
American women were hearing false yellow alarms and going hysterical like “why is our president
such a gentleman and waits for UN and does not attack immediately so that we become like we were
before the twin tower attacks?” and companies were selling some kind of tents for protection…from
Iraqi drones? or was it anthrax? etc etc. With merely financial orcs and gollums like Merkel and
Schäuble, it would be a disorder of the neurotic or even psychotic type to prepare for such clearcut
attack, since cowards bombarding from altitude and cowards killing with financial means are two
different thug species and specialties. So the question arises if there is something that even in times of
crisis could be as sweet a finish to a night like the one just past as the song about the vibes of summer
cinemas. The night before the fall of Constatinople one of the phrases the king mentioned was one that
had been around since Aesop’s time to his time and from his time to ours, and whose origin most of us
ignore, the phrase “Your house is burning and you’re singing?”, usually said for frivolous people
unaware of coming disaster, and in the original, Aesop, context being what someone had said to some
snails cooked on coals for the whistling sounds they make as some gases expand by heat and escape
from their shell. OK, being a teacher, maybe I should explain more, but I prefer Mihalis’ rock-like
summary “Let’s kiss each other goodbye tonight because tomorrow we’re going to kiss goodbye our
own asses”. I prefer this summary but cowards who kill with just big interest rate don’t deserve even
that epic rock-like line. Neither another epic music line, whether in Kurt Weil’s original form or in
Morrison’s rock form , the Brechtian Mahagonny’s “Alabama song” were the people of a village
faced a coming hurricane by raising signs like “Do it” and just did everything they were postponing.
Even if we find it a good idea to do things postponed, the assholes don’t deserve writing signs etc as
deserves a natural disastrous force, since they are unnatural disastrous forces. Anyone thinking
otherwise, under the influence of Darwin, or even Nietzsche, may take a good look at Rumsfeld, Bush,
Merkel, Schäuble, or at a banker or golden boy and ask himself, and also ask the the obscure object of
his gaze, what exactly all this Darwinian struggle is optimizing if the result is what he’s looking at. It’s
obviously downgrading the species, not upgrading it. Like it was a downgrading of Christianity not an
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upgrading of it when the Christianization of South America by the conquistadores left deep
archetypical images of the type of that thorn tree in the Canto Heneral’s “Vegetations” that Merkel was
listening to in the opera, like also it was a downgrading of some Jewish-German civilization peaks, not
an upgrading or even a continuation of them, when opera listeners among her fellow Germans 60
years ago left equally barbaric archetypical images wherever their bull-goose-shit-step led them and
also left some unpaid bills in countries like Greece that they destroyed, bills which remained unpaid
because in the civil war it was the collaborators of Germans who prevailed, with the help of Americans
who first made the first trials of napalm bombs here, before using them in Vietnam. What was the
other alternative? Becoming like East Germany, or Eastern Europe , or Albany? Well, that’s why here
there are books like “Fortunately we were defeated” by ex-communists (excommunicated by
communism too after that). To stand responsibly for civilization’s position does not mean you have to
be blackmailed into choosing either one of the two available barbarians and become its blind parrot.
Let’s go to an even worse downgrading: If we go to the time of fall of Romans there is one account
where citizens were busy applauding and cheering for tortures in an arena without noticing their cheers
mixed with shouts of their soldiers being killed by invading barbarians. OK, golden zombies and orcs
are not busy looking at something like this but looking at screens with financial indices. But OK, since
being busy with singing sweet songs in a stadium is different from seeing either torturing there or
finacial indices on screens, and at its worst is like watching family serials on TV to feel we’re still
going OK, we prefer another analogy with a fall image “Obviously as the Roman world was
collapsing nothing was making parents not care for their children, lovers not exchange oaths and
dreams, artists not creating, friends not talking. Yet it was collapsing…”. Also possible, but of course
optional, is the analogy with another image: Fukushima parents answering international friends
offering to adopt their children “Thank you but our children are Japanese and all Japanese share all that
befalls Japan’s life”. Obviously I am moving to examples better fitting my own nature and style; so let
me also mention the Bobby McGee song by Janis Joplin. Yet no. Not in front of those gnomes and
gollums…Where were we? OK, for the sarcastic images so far the credit goes to our two dads. The
responsibility , of course, that they assumed with their postings, I share fully. I mean both the
responsibility in front of the ones ridiculed and in front of the ones who blame sarcasm as dangerous
for the country’s finances or its tourism. OK, let me now move to my type of sarcasm too: Yes Mrs and
Mr Merkel-Schäuble, we are guilty. Additionally guilty on top of accepting your bribes as corrupts.
We are guilty of admiring and imitating your civilization instead of insisting on ours which was
higher. You want proof that I’m not just being chauvinistic? In less than two lines:
The reason why both us and you are collapsing is that the European South admired and imitated the
European North, it was not the inverse admiration and imitation that took place. QED.
That does say something about civilization, doesn’t it? OK, enough sarcasm; if you didn’t catch it, I
mean if you didn’t catch the italics upon first reading, read them a second time. If you still don’t catch
the sarcasm as addressed to you then either you’re a born Mediterranean and you should be here not
there, or you have a blindspot wider than your whole eye or even head, or you are as much of a
blockhead as your compatriot Rumsfeld who offered his services to USA following in the steps of the
best tradition of the Dr Strangeloves who made American sages say that the real winner of 2nd world
war was Hitler since winner is not he who survives physically but he whose methods and goals survive,
and if one makes a deal like “To avoid Nuremberg, teach us a couple of tricks” , then he has lost. OK,
for me to go on, I first have to drive you out of my system and out of the system of my listeners or
readers. The best I could do for you would be to also drive you out of your own system too, but on the
one hand that would be impossible for you without immense effort on your behalf, which means you
would have to oppose your masters, and on the other hand it would be an exaggeration, verging to
hypocrisy, for me to pretend in front of me or of you or of beholders that I care so much for lost causes
like you. But OK, the only thing I can do for you, or even for your zombie owners and zombie masters,
is to offer them the same thing I offer to mysef and to my listeners to drive you and your masters out
of my system before I go further. Here’s how we, real people, do it. You check on your own, if it also
works for people as unreal as you:
Step 1: We , on this side of the climate, will first hear the following link (You do whatever you like
with it) : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hw-Sho4sxuQ&feature=relmfu
Step 2: Now, more relaxed and more back to the normal human condition, we are going to also speak
about what we heard and then hear it again to enjoy it even more fully: See how real people talk to each
other—including how they talk about gnomes like you and your masters— relax, and try to learn
something: This night at the Herodeion, a couple of blocks from the house of Theodorakis, is also like
a night at the tiers of the school with the same songs, and like a night at summer cinemas. The only
difference is that the physical presence of Theodorakis who lives nearby makes the night also have a
feeling like he hosts everybody in his house’s yard. The night at Frankfurt opera house or at Berlin or
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at Belgium does capture some of the extended family atmosphere of it, if we are either reading the
translation of their lyrics or if we are as able to be civilized by music even in the absence of their lyrics
so as to catch the undertones, as those spirits to whom Nietzsche, addressed that paragraph we saw
from his “The birth of tragedy from the spirit of music” .
Step 3: Now you read the translation …oh! Let me forget about you-zombie-bosses-or-zombie slaves,
and ask my real listeners or readers to excuse me for the interruption and for the figure of speech of
talking as if my audience was not this living room or the readers of my postings but you-the-zombies. I
just did it to make zombies feel, to at least us the live if not to themselves too, like real people and
more live than usual, although the expression “live zombies” would, strictly speaking, be an
oxymoron. OK, I got carried away and talked to zombies, thus ignoring impolitely my live guests, I
promise I won’t do it again. So I come back to to us five here, and to our imagined audience if this is a
rehearsal or book or posting or anything else recorded, be it by memory, I’m not recording anything, I
mean another time all this would be said in another way…OK, let’s all read the lyrics of the song Mikis
conducted before going to the Zorba which was instrumental: The road is dark, and so is life, until
again I meet you/come down your door and hold my hand/to feel how much I need you/Make up your
bedsheets now for two/for you and me, for me and you/hold me as I hold you right from start/to feel
that love and life are back/I took you in my arms, you took me in yours, we both were taken and given/I
lost myself into your eyes and into your fate I am driven/Make up your bedsheets now for two/for you
and me, for me and you/hold me as I hold you right from start/to feel that love and life are back.
So I ask us five and our imagined audience isn’t this one of the best songs of reunion for people who
have become lost to each other, like for example the song of ABBA between Pierce Brosnan and
Meryl Streep in the Ai-Yiannis Chapel in Glossa also is? Isn’t it also the best song for becoming more
united for people who haven’t lost each other but feel the need to be more united? Isn’t it the best song
for people who have never been united because they were postponing it? Isnt’t it also the best song for
just solidarity even between people who never had or wished an erotic type of relation? For example
for people who say: OK, economic war is not that epic of a spectacle, it’s a death spectacle, more like
cancer or any other disease with last days with just gauzes, shit, urine, but it is in the best of human
nature when one says “I want my friends to have immortalized on their cell phone cameras a video of
me still dancing before the other images prevail” like Vangelis was dancing in Olga’s phone-camera
or Mados in a locally made DVD with a schoolyard’s dance night. I don’t mean that dead without
dance-like memories left in others have some fault! I was among the first to congratulate my colleague
Tasos for playing at Glossas’ school the film Philadelphia with Tom Hanks, although to whoever
googles with Tom-Hanks Philadelphia Maria-Callas I recommend to find a full more-than-sevenminutes youtube link and not the one with only four minutes, to better stand the emotions the hospital
scene creates, but I still insist how human and beneficial is what Vangelis and Mados did. Now: Is
there a better such Vangelis-like and Mados-like immortalizing of the Greece we all lived first hand
than this link of Mikis and the Greeks who loved him in Herodeion under summer night sky and of also
its second song, the one that Anthony Zorba Quinn called”the music of life”? Of course there also is a
Greece that was immortalized by Arabs translating Plato and Aristotle and was taught by Westerners
and by Greeks who loved it as much as Germans like Heisenberg loved Plato and Einstein, as much as
Jews like Einstein loved Greeks, Spinoza and German-British-French-American-…, past or present,
fellow-geniuses and as much as Greeks like Christodoulou loved Archimedes, Appolonius , Newton
and Riemann, but for whether this Herodeion night was what ancients also lived in night places or not,
the answer just is: isn’t this night’s and this place’s magic and mystery something itself worth living
deeply and immortalizing and at the same time involving, potentially, all citizens, not just geniuses
like Platos and science geniuses, and Beethovens and Theodorakises?
Step 4: Isn’t the mystery of this moment felt as something like holy communion, to which people go
dressed in their dress reserved for church, like they would also go to a Beethoven concert to hear the
hymn to joy and like many simple people would go to have communion before going to a war?
Step 5: Isn’t it so special a feeling that it is worth saying about it that it’s a point that defines
civilization? And then makes automatic the saying “Whoever is not civilized is barbarian”. Forget the
saying “whoever is non Greek is barbarian” for a minute. Just have in mind the tautology above.
Step 6: Isn’t this a moment where an archetype of civilization of man and not an archetype of
barbarism by, or on, man reaches very-very near man? Where a moment reminding what is saved in
mythology’s archives, and not in history’s or journalism’s, comes so uniquely close, that the only way
to be saved by a foreigner German or American or Turk or Japanese or Chinese who would want to
buy that place, would be to just copy the original as faithfully as could be or to just plagiarize it even
in the best sense of preserving it since reproducing everything that led to its existence would take as
many years and persons as led to the persons involved in the audience’s lives and in the conductor’s
life. Maybe the reason why that book “Lila” that considered any valor of whites as a result of their
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plagiarizing it from American Indians after their genocide was so awkwardly expressed because of its
author’s, Pirsig’s, surprise and guilt on behalf of whites, upon realizing such a mechanism of life
preserving its proper values even through plagiarizing them when thugs and cowards extinguish
carriers of better values but, being ashamed to tell their wives and kids the real story, they “suicide”
their own values by killing the real story to make live in their kids the values of the killed, by claiming
the deeds of the killed as their own. Well, this was the case as long as the thugs were just people with
stronger weapons. Now, with economic orcs, no-one comes near no-one, like would come in the
street-fights that had to follow the bombing periods, as in Iraq, so the kids of the gollums etc may well
be even worse than their parents and life may have no correcting method to avoid its degradation.
OK, but let’s go back to the simple event of some song night, of a non-bombed country. Have Greeks
with flesh and blood any such values etc about them? Have Rigthtists? Socialsits? Alexis-ists?
Communists?Anarchists? Christians ? Atheists?
Step 7: Suppose that about that simple night someone says: OK, here we all lived something great,
whoever wants this to be immortalized as our image, with or without cameras, after unemployment,
gangs, opposing gangs, black market, porno-tourism etc etc bring about the analog, at country level, of
death in just excrement, urine and blood , with or without photos, take a break out and then step back in
the theater and enjoy the rest but considering entrance as a promise consciously given to yourself and
to each other that you’ll be your best selves to your country in your effort to either save it or decently
sink with it. If you are a Greek who thinks he is wasting his time singing instead of gathering
provisions to sell in blackmarket and feed upon his country’s corpse, please step out with or without
refund. Same if you like singing but do plan to profit from black market anyway. If you are a tourist or
immigrant who liked how we sing even when sinking, and you want to just watch simply as if it was a
film like Titanic’s sinking with orchestra still playing, and if you don’t consider it idiotic or
melodramatic etc. stay, but if you are an immigrant wanting to find ways to profit from the corpse,
like exploiting hospitals near border in the well known ways, just step out and go to loot something
with or without a Greek fellow-looter , or step in but do feel a clown. If you are a Greek wanting to
lynch people who say things like the ones you’re hearing right now just in case they hurt tourism or
they hurt Merkel’s name and infuriate the markets and raise the spreads etc etc as all those cretinic
idioms put it, stay out but don’t leave, just wait outside and when we get out try, at your own risk, to
lynch some of us. Obviously whether some values survive or not depends on what numbers of people
will step back in, or join in, after the break and also on their strength, intelligence, will, dexterities etc
etc etc. Will the people who’ll stay feel fellow-citizens or not?
Step 8: Will this type of compatriots have much use of the word “Greeks” or care to be called
“Greeks”? What about Orphics? Pythagoreans, Greek Christians, Balkanian Christians, Russian
Christians, Lutheran Christians, European philhellenes, Irish Christians, South American Christians,
South American Indians, North American Indians, Samurais, prewar European communsits, cold war
Russian dissidents, Greek post-civil-war communists, American Weathermen, Iraqis, American
human shields, Palestinians, dissident Jews, Tunisian and Tahrir square demonstrators, American
occupys, Spanish Indignados, Greek Indignados, or many others too whom we have heard about these
recent yeas but personally I’m not informed enough to mention…For a crew like that, whether in a
single amphitheater or stadium, or in many such places in the world, to say a phrase “Whoever is not
here is a barbarian” will obviously not exactly be a phrase meant in an arrogant or clique-like or racist
way, neither biologically nor geographically racist, but maybe it will be equally infuriating to many
and for many different reasons. And it will sure not mean “Whoever is not Greek can’t be here and thus
is barbarian” nor “Whoever is not here is not Greek thus all Greeks are non barbarians” etc. Maybe at
some point in antiquity, many people, not all, from many Greek cities had made such a deal of what
values they shared and chose the name Hellenes for themselves because maybe it meant something
very definite and then they attracted more and more people to their values just because the rest liked
the way they saw them live, and maybe that’s all about that phrase. And hopefully this can be
repeated now across nations but in a way opposing globalization rather than affirming it, since it almost
immediately became obvious what kind of barbarization that kind of pseudo-universalization was.
Step 9: So let’s just suppose that “Greek”, or rather “Hellene” , as it was in those days, just meant
“civilized” . For example one theory says that “Hellas” , comes from “Sellas” meaning Aurora, that is
light display in the night sky. Similarly Helen comes from Selen, or rather Selene, meaning moon. But
even if this theory was proved, the deal was based on an agreement on something poetic, like for
example the last images in Axion Esti. But maybe Axion Esti has no relation to this; poetry makes
sense in many different ways. For people to make such a deal they don’t necessarily have to mean one
and the same thing. But saying it, in word and deed, they find out through circumstances if with
“civilized” they mean the same thing and if that thing can or cannot survive in the kind of Darwinian
battles occurring between civilizations also reflecting battles among different options of human nature.
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Step 10: And what music will these people hear in this kind of second half of a summernight concert at
Herodeion, transmitted to all similar non-barbarian places everywhere in the world? First a repetition of
the above pieces we heard but then also “Axion Esti”. Theodorakis himself conducted it some years
ago in Herodeion, we had heard it on that night on the beach, that night when Suzy said she wanted to
become a phycisist like Apostolos who shared it with all of us after he heard it in Herodeion.
Unfortunately I have not found a link for the finish of that Herodeion night. But let’s see it in German
and then each of us and our hypothetical listener , let’s wonder what exactly Merkel, and all Germans
who agree with her, take in from such oratorios? If the values of these oratorios make sense to them
why their own civilization’s values differ so much from them? If they don’t make sense to them why
do they attend them at all? They don’t hear the lyrics at all? And OK, if they relate to the musical part
only, what about that crescendo’s “death and birth trip”, as it would be called in the language of the
’70s, what about the agony, and fight, and deliverance in it? Do they hear it? Do they wonder about
where they fit in those values when they go to their music halls? Is Adorno right saying Europe hears
the sirens only tied on the mast of a ship like Ulusses? Was Nietzsche right calling them Philistines?
(not in the biblical sense!) Let’s ourselves hear it as the communion that it is, and finish with a step 11
too on what kind of hope, or fight, or ballot, or demonstration, or effort etc etc each of us here can help.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T58off4sQls (at 5:50)
PRAISED BE the hand returning from terrible murder knowing now
which the world that is really superior
which the world’s “now” and which its “forever”
which the world that is really superior which the world’s “now” and which its “forever”
NΟW the myrtle’s wild animal Now the cry of May
FOREVER the utmost conscience Forever the full light
Now now the hallucination and the mimicry of sleep
Forever forever the world and forever the astral Keel
Now the moving cloud of lepidoptera
Forever the circumgyrating light of mysteries
Now the crust of the Earth and the Dominion
Forever the food of the Soul and the quintessence
Now the Moon’s incurable swarthiness
Forever the Galaxy’s golden blue scintillation
Now the amalgam of peoples and the black Number
Forever the statue of Justice and the great Eye
Now the humiliation of the Gods Now the ashes of Man
Now Now the zero
Now Now the zero
Now Now the zero
and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world
the Great!
Step 11: Of course after this,we all have some very reasonable questions like: Well, when in his youth
Theodorakis was conducting in front of such a German audiences Germany was not a country run by
gnomes like Merkel and Schäuble, nor was she falling for values like “Credence in “Deutchland über
Alles” revival”, quickly removing all traces of sympathy for her being victimized by people
capitalizing in Germans’ guilt feelings, I mean removing it even from intellectuals like Günter Grass
who had strongly stood for Germans against their victimization of such kind. If Germany then was like
the Merkel-Schäuble Germany they would not have invited Theodorakis, or would have invited him in
terms so alien to his work that he wouldn’t have gone there, unless he was such an idiotically literal
believer in the Orphic myth of Dionysus metabolized in the stomach of evil giants to transform them to
goodness that he thought he would transform whole civilizations symbolized by giants by being
metabolized as “an evening at the opera” to pass the time of these gnome type of leaders, or unless he
was such an idiot that he thought he would change anyone by moving at the end his baton like a sword
or lance, but such an idiot we know he isn’t since he held a rifle to fight Nazis long before he held a
baton. And we know that he also knew much more literally what being eaten by a giant means since he
was among the thousands of refusniks who wouldn’t lift that rifle against brother Greeks in a civil war
even if the price for that was to be literally chopped by psychopath monsters. 2nd question: OK, so in
unequal battles we know we lose and we just die like singing martyrs, but give, be it symbolically, a
last battle, to feel decent in our own and our children’s eyes and in the eyes of the posterity, and to
not feel poordevils applying for a position in paradise as martyrs? No: Last battles are not fought like
that but also as possibly first battles. Neither Indians , nor Spartans did it as a chore more tiring than
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just usual suicide . One fights it to win a still meaningful goal among the still available such goals. So
cutting short all epic and lyric analogies let’s focus on what now is still available among meaningful
goals that can still be won and are not just virtual so as to be just named wins or losses by various
tastes. First of all let’s start with the easy and local steps that need to be taken and are not taken
because we have both depressed moods and long bad habits: Greeks do have the IQ to create small
scale but very successful businesses and they prove it everywhere in the world where laws, lack of red
tape and tax collection services work better than in their country, so let’s ask to take lessons from
Greeks abroad on how they do it and among what laws and tax environment to know what serious
things to imitate and start from scratch on these directions, both as businessmen and as taxmen. Also
let’s systematize and spread more widely the solidarity and volunteerism efforts that were never
absent in small communities but didn’t have such fancy names but were called “mutual help between
neigbours” and “help to the helpless among the elder”. If we don’t do those things we just die. As
simple as that. We die a collective death as bad as an individual death from cancer, whether we manage
to immortalize our best moments or not. Now let’s also go to the proverbially grandiose grand shemes
the megalomania of which we’re accused of having and the lack of which we feel as depressing us so
much as to shrink the importance of the, supposedly too local, goal above, and also as to give alibis to
the most stupid and lazy among both native and immigrant people here. Oh, let me first get done with
the stupid and lazy, Greeks or foreigners, before starting serious and non-infantile, non-imbecile
analyses of the grandiose schemes I mean. Stupid and lazy Greeks think that because they are born
Greek they automatically can have an opinion on, say, Kazantzakis or Theodorakis or Gatsos etc
without learning about them, so they think that Zorbas was some kind of dancer and gigolo, not a
volunteer in very risky and cruel wars with Bulgarians, they think Theodorakis…OK, let me not repeat
all that, I just tell them a “fuck off, we’re working”, without even turning over my shoulder to see
who they are and what party or group they belong to, the most polite thing I can add is that the only
Greek, of even my age, that I’ve seen able to fluently translate modern Greek into three ancient Greek
idioms plus Homeric, learned ancient Greek considering it as a foreign language so as not to be lost
inside misleading analogies with what he thought he knew, and that he even did it in a technological
institute, abroad too, he did it in Boston’s MIT, he was an electrical engineer and mathematician. To
the immigrants who, by mistaking criticism for racism, display a sight equally miserable to the sight
of the Greeks to whom I told to fuck off just above, I say, without turning over my shoulder to see
where they’re from, a “fuck off, we’re not wasting our time and energy, nor of course our lives either,
on idiots who consider free criticism as racism and not as free speech. I will turn my face to hear you
only when I hear you tell my back that I am racist because I criticize only Greeks and not you too”.
We’re done with Europe’s innocuous barbarians , now let’s get done with her dangerous barbarians
too: Many Germans and Austrians, similarly, think they’re civilized by birth just like some Greeks do:
But it was a British playwright that explained to the world what a German whiz kid, when in mature
age, was doing about world peace and it was an American Army psychologist that explained, in a
radio station in Oakland California, what implications about aggression and human nature and about
the future of humanity an Austrian whiz kid reached in mature age. So go discover them yourselves
and teach them youselves yourselves. We’re doing them the honor they deserve by teaching them to
ourselves and, again by teaching them to ourselves, we’re doing ourselves the good they wanted to do
to all. By telling you enough here to google for deeper contact with them, and by telling everybody
we knew and to everybody that knew us, about their importance, we’re through with the debt we had
to your nationalities for evolving such great people. Now evolve yourselves too to reach the level of
being beneficially influenced by them and from us receive a “fuck off you too, we’re busy working”;
the most polite way we can repeat that to you is by rewording one part of the hymn to joy of Schiller
and Beethoven, supposedly anthem of Europe, and dedicating it to you, telling you to sing it to
yourselves in the melody known to all: “Glory to whoever only one soul hosts within his heart/let the
rest with pain be parted and from us just live afar”. Regarding the other verses, going like “Holy Joy
Gift from the Heavens Daughter from the Fields of Gods/to your altar I’m now kneeling, sacred fire
now moves my heart/ … etc etc”, your direction will soon have led you a long way from them and it
will take decades for new generations to believe you ever were there if you ever find your way back to
that at all. Oh, let’s not make the same mistake you do, talking to all Greeks at the same time, as if all
were like your corrupt Greek allies and their corrupt Greek clientele; so OK, of course not all Germans
and Austrians are like the barbarian gnomes we were taking about! There are upright simple folks there
too,like here, and there are artistic and scientific geniuses there too,like here.Are they powerless against
the barbarian pseudocivilized and mis-educated gnomes? Answer on behalf of our solidarity to them:
No.You’re not powerless. Just play the first few seconds of the following four links ,two we’ve seen
already, and you’ll see how you’re not powerless: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dUVEqh83rjI&feature=relmfu
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=asnxIGDsMfM&feature=related , http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00UTQkZ76ts&feature
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TorYVReym-8
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The same person playing in great music halls, here it’s Leipzig, plays in soccer fields. And of course
it’s not that he climbed from soccer fields to music halls, he conducted in Covent Garden in 1959,
more than twenty years before he conducted in Leipzig, and he returned to go to soccer fields (and
new imprisonments) and then to Leipzig too, in 1982. All three links have the same song. Leipzig,
Herodeion under Acropolis, soccer field. And it’s not that such things do not match mentalities of
German audiences. See what happen in East Berlin in 1987, in open space.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xjnlcs-3xDM&feature=related And what are they playing there in
this link? The same two songs we had seen in that other magical night at Herodeion, the song of love
and reunion song and the song of music-of-life. If you think I’m being naïve because, for example,
here too the audience doesn’t understand the lyrics, remind me to come back to this. OK, so all this
could happen in any country and I sincerely and deeply hope they have happened or do happen,
otherwise I sincerely and from depth wish they happen, and happen soon. One thing only I consider so
exceptional that maybe it has not happened to you and can only wish you to see it happen:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TorYVReym-8 To see, as in in this link, one ex-detainee and one
ex-guard of a torture island who was so human that they were made lifetime friends and lifetime
coworkers there, does sound somewhat unique, and anyway it’s so great that it’s not something for
which one can wish uniqueness or rareness so far or from now on... But it is something after which
one can say a “fuck off, you don’t fit here” to the three provincial clowns with fireless eyes from IMF
etc etc who came to count souvlaki bites at the next table and who could at all conceive of wishing for
themselves an appartment across Herodeion!!!!! What for?! To see what Theodorakis felt there? To
see what the first casualty from crookery felt there (who also wanted an appartment there as we saw.
What for?!). To see what the people who visit Herodeion felt there? Answer: Mug’s enough for any
answer to any such question. Since I don’t want to have anything and anyone here to have anything to
do with any such clown I put his photo standing by itself in the next page: Oh! I just got an idea. There
is one thing here to which this photo does relate: So I’ll put them together. By the way: I don’t want
any bullshit like “I don’t answer because I don’t want to be impolite to women” because it costs me
nothing say to Vassilis to repeat it and then the idiot will have to answer impolitely to a man*
Note: What if that’s only a rumor, and the poor chap never wanted an appartment near Herodeion but
only to confiscate it? And to just confiscate Acropolis too (and do what with it? Sell it to people who
can really make it productive, by installing for example some swimming pool there and selling some
cocktails? Or sell tickets to tourists seeing the antiquities of another people? What sense does it make?
And what can you teach them about that place that will help them in something real? Why should they
pay for something that is not live like what we were saying Theodorakis is doing? And you think
Theodorakis does it to sell tickets to cretins or chaps like you or to people who take you seriously and
want to learn about Acropolis by becoming clientele of people like you? …OK, the fuck-off to such
poor chaps is on the page after next).
*Or, of course, to Yiannis Alevizos** who assumes full responsibility for this site.
**And whoever thinks I was not direct enough since I did not look him up to send him what I say,
should look him up himself and tell him himself, or tell the appropriate committee for journalists or
whatever. My job is not looking up people whose function I consider as virus-like to life as this one’s,
I couldn’t even recall his name, and looked up some Townsent and finally I asked my wife to remind
me, she did remember him so we didn’t have to call around asking about a clown’s name…The reason
I don’t say his name is not of course avoiding fines etc, don’t they say, after all, that one image is like a
thousand words?So he’s free to say I mentioned his name, saying I used his photo.See next page (Y.A.)
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Brave New Europe
or
Glamorous farts with fireless eyes

At last they listened to me
we have robust Danes too
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These two clowns are the evolutionaty improvement over the Danes and Germans of the days of Bohr,
Heisenberg, Lorenz, Theodorakis etc that new financial policies contributed to life? They don’t even
deserve a “fuck-off, we’re busy ” kind of “hello”. They can only be addressed in the third person in the
following way when real people speak to each other: OK, you the Northerners don’t have the mentality
of throwing yogurts, or maybe even of boo-ing people away from gatherings to which they want to
come as if they were not extraterrestrials. But the artists among you should find a way to starve them
and asphyxiate them away from all cultural stimuli which do not seem to register at any place of their
soul that makes them better humans. Art is salt to the soul because man is not made to live on bread
only; it’s not entertainment or time-killer for people who don’t even care to hear the lyrics of songs
that tell them not to starve people of even net bread. Of course no artist should ever forbid the selling
of tickets to specific persons, this would be fascist; but he can at least embarrass them by telling
them if they see them in the audience that one particular song’s lyrics he dedicates to them. Maybe this
will later give them, and the audience too, some food for thought; or some future absence from art
events; both results are welcome; and above all one must constantly give concerts in places where poor
people would afford it and where the extraterrestrials would not come for fear of boo-ing. No more
fuck-off from me, my contempt for them is so great that I cannot even dedicate to them some songs
that were written as songs of creative conscientious contempt by our two dads, at the time Bush and
Rumsfeld spoke of war against Iraq as “enduring freedom ”. By the way this was a time when
Johnny’s dad had not yet started looking like Jack Nicholson and so much looked like a young brother
toVassilis that it produced confusion between them additional to the one due to the similarity of their
names; and it also often made Vassilis be thought of as a tycoon and Bill thought of as a DJ.
So let me repeat: The fuck-off to the European gnomes is to never mention them again, even as targets
of contempt, let alone satire. What hope exists to take the steer from them remind me to tell you if you
see me forget.
So I will not even set up or paraphrase some already existing songs of satire, to Mother US, to fit
Mother Europe, although she deserves same and even worse; she is so worse that she deserves none of
that. Satire may also be call to dialog, but dialog with clerks of clerks, as not only the IMF idiot but
also the European leaders themselves are, is not something desired by any person busy living, creating,
playing etc. So I’ll only mention as much is needed to see the origin of the term “Glamorous farts with
fireless eyes” : the melody is like in the first part of the lyrics of the link. The second I won’t include…

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oxJAFLW3C74&feature=related

………
US my mom, just tell me why I feel forsaken,
some of your children are unemployed in paradise,
our DNA says who will be exterminated,
to leave survivors glamorous farts with fireless eyes.
(in the context of insurance companies wanting to know the genome of clients etc etc)
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Armchair Cowboy
versus
Armchair Cowboy
Body language of conscientious contemptor
versus
Body language of the (non obscure) object of his satire
ENDURING CONTEMPT
VERSUS
“ENDURING FREEDOM”
(Sung in the well known melody of “If you’re happy and you know it clap your hands”
also used for chanting things like e.g. “if you’re having banking problems bomb Iraq , if…if…if…”
in the time of the huge antiwar demonstrations before the invasion)
If your president’s an idiot show contempt
If your president’s an asshole show contempt
If you meet his present voters
or non-voters but supporters
and they still cheer and respect him
show contempt.
If you don’t think God buys bullshit show contempt
If you don’t think God blessed smart bombs show contempt
Wheth’r you think you’ll live forever
or you play Godless and clever
crap is crap and gangs are gangs
and show contempt.
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If you don’t think Halliburton and its man
vicious Cheney vice’s roy and president
have some power in the absence
of your votes then to this nonsense
show as real citizens
your real contempt.
If you see that zero, Rumsfeld, show contempt
If you hear his senseless blabber show contempt
Although he’s a real danger
and he plays no Stewart Granger
you just give him no importance
just contempt.
If you honor values that they represent
If you want to see non-liars in their stead
then just give your folks some teaching
to your children give some preaching
by just laughing out loud
your just true contempt.
If you think contempt is powerless in this fight
and you think more drastic measures should be tried
keep in mind that in democracy
it’s too hard for the plutocracy
to show contempt for all your votes
if not yet mad.
We all want our leaders to be our ideals
with some cards as ours unlucky in their deals
let them have bad luck in property
not in their mind’s mediocrity
and to be ideal
in how they think and feel.
If you really do admire these farts with glam
If you know that in their place you’d be like them
If you like that hay for horses
If you’re jealous of your bosses
show yourselves both your own and
our full contempt.
If you think that only fascists may despise
and contempt is not for men loving and wise
if you think it’s for inferiors
powerless against superiors
bring to mind the face of
Rumsfeld, Bush and Rice.
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Now you see what even wise men do despise
you see power in inferior hearts and minds
Fascists want to impose their own ways
we just speak our mind and always
you can love us or ignore us
or speak back.
So democracy has room for free contempt
Streams of consciousness are free to bring contempt
You’re imposing on nobody
if your mind and your whole body
feels and speaks out loud your
just true full contempt.
If from idiots you buy no bullshit and crap
then you’re powerful and they’ll know if you don’t clap
and it’s worth to see how funny
attacks like Elmer’s on Bugs Bunny
a powerless ass
will try when contempt spreads to more of us.
These were only posted. But some more aggressive songs were made part of the 15,000 antiwar poems collected
from all over the world and sent, or rather delivered-with-receipt by a huge demonstration in front of the White
House, organized by Sam Hamill, an American poet who was so insulted when he was invited there for a night of
American poetry by Bush’s wife Laura, that to express not the consent desired but the opposite, set up what we
said in record time with the help of volunteer poets; and the night of American poetry at the White House was
canceled forever.
So there is a nice precedent to starving the gnomes and extraterrestrials of art’s stimuli and of the consent these
serve as enwrapments to.
I hope Europeans have such precedents too, or make such in case they haven’t.
OK, here’s how the most aggressive thing by your dads sounded like (Its melody goes as in the well known
Gatsos poem in the link, and after the song we’ll see the lyrics of the original too):
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Brave New US
Soldiers Without a Cause in the days of Clinton
East of Eden in the days of Bush
Old French NATO General in 1999:
“I don’t understand
how soldiers agree to kill
for a cause in which they don’t believe enough
to risk getting themselves killed.
In my days that used to be what made
the difference between a soldier and a criminal.
“War with no losses” stinks to high heavens.
I wish its smell and not anti-air force reached our pilots”
Anti-war Demonstrators in 2003:
“Next week your children will be murdered
Next week your children will be murderers”

Brave Old Mother US
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=shPET-znvnk

Civil Wars in brand new format will be fought on foreign soil
With a new kind of Alliance, rivals sharing foreign oil.
Hold your brain US our Μother to understand your thugs and slain
Lynch’s rope with pitch and feathers, nothing worse, will be your pain.
You’ll be lynched but our Brave Old World will be burned as Human Shields
Brave New Soldiers don’t object to bomb their flesh in Killing Fields.
Brave New Bush, your humble servant, will be hangman, priest and law
Joker’s triumph over Batman, sickest film you ever saw.
Parents pray for Her, or better, risk becoming lynched yourselves
Find a way to block both brave kids from just meeting somewhere else.
It is not their Sin, it’s Bush’s, that your Human Shields atone
Αnd a soldier is a killer if he serves a stupid clown.
Don’t be harsh on Bush, don’t lynch him, he deserves a second chance
He deserves a granite statue in the pitch and feathers stance.
(Well, the French general did not say “War with no losses” stinks to high heavens. I wish its smell and
not anti-air force reached our pilots” this I added myself Also I added the shout “Next week your
children will be murdered. Next week your children will be murderers” which the demonstrators were
not going to shout. But senator Byrd did shout that America’s children will return murderers from Iraq.
By the way: The melody of the above was borrowed from that old song about oriental Braveheart
Wallaces (not Saddams!), men and women, the combatant preparing to fight in the “life or death”
way, the non combatant preparing to help each other to live or to die together. By a coincidence, that
song , although about a mythical land, is also about Iraq. But maybe this is no surprise, even many
mythical lands of Hollywood are in Iraq (see e.g. “the Thief of Baghdad” with Tony Curtis. Also
Sindbad’s adventures) )
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MILK AND HONEY, HEAVENLY AND EARTHLY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=shPET-znvnk

In Oriental times and places, they say, once upon a time
people hardly filled their hunger and to drink they stood in line.
And a young man of some lineage, true descendant of Sindbad,
doesn’t think that what they suffer is a punishment from God.
Bedouins look at him with sorrow but their hopes begin to flare
and he takes an oath before God that to help change times he’ll dare.
In Mossul, Baghdad and Basra all built ’round an old palm tree
people pray and are preparing to fight, to die, and to live free.
When the nerve of the young fellow reached the ears of sheikh and lord
wolf-toothed thugs and lion-skin bullies left to pass him chain and ball.
Overwhelmed by dogs in fury with no leash and pitch-dark look
to the caliph he’s now brought to have him fixed upon the hook.
It was black milk and black honey that he swallowed and he drank
till his last breath on the gallows left him when he rested hanged.
Hand in hand they now are walking and the sky is dark with clouds
but the company of their prophet as a star they feel around.
In a month or in a year they reach Allah their true God
at the side of whom the brainless sees his kin captain Sindbad.
My defeated mocking smart-bird what is changed is not the times,
the world was, is, and always will be lifted through such flames and knives.
OK. Well, there was another one written by your dads, when Suzy’s dad told Johnny’s how clearly and
abruptly Gatsos spoke to mother Greece on behalf of Greek refugees coming from Asia minor and how
Greece paraded her past…Johnny’s dad remembered the phrase “I was not mothered I was smothered”
of a patient of Laing, a psychiatrist who was an idol of our student days and they wrote “USmother”
for how US paraded her Mount Rushmore past and smothered real rock while parading her millionaire
pseudo-rockers and still was groping to find her rebels with a cause…
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tWFT154OE-M

Τhe beautiful big words untrue and lying,
you fed me through your breast where I was crying,
but when the snakes awaken to entwine you,
your Philadelphia past you summon to disguise you,
and in the stadiums of the world like a monkey in chain,
US you show me to crowds while you mother more pain.
Τhe beautiful big words untrue and lying,
you fed me through your breast where I was crying,
but when a child talks to his fate like to his mother,
you kick that kid off from your lap and buy another,
and in the cop stations where kids are caught by the ear,
US you ask all about him while you mother no tear.
Τhe beautiful big words untrue and lying,
you fed me through your breast where I was crying,
but when your cries of pain remind us that you’re real,
you take the chance to institute lies in our deal,
and when your tricks become a pyre right in front of your eyes,
US you send for the firemen while you mother more lies.
OK, if I don’t also mention what was the full song “US my mom”, of which I only used the verses
about glamorous farts I will have sacrificed something with meaning for the sake of just swearing at an
idiot. OK, let’s go:
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oxJAFLW3C74&feature=related

US my mom, for you my songs and all my artworks,
for all your blues that have no lawns where they can lie,
US my mom, where out of mud can blossom flowers
who knit their verses into top tens before they die.
Your arms have raised great guys unknown
who lived and fought and loved and groaned,
men with crystal hearts you could see through,
their eyes sunbeams, their laugh wild streams
that always gave your young girls dreams,
that’s the country we all were dreaming, too,
that’s the country we all were dreaming, too…
US my mom, just tell me why I feel forsaken,
some of your children are unemployed in paradise,
our DNA says who will be exterminated,
to leave survivors glamorous farts with fireless eyes.
Suzy:-Mom, if your purpose was to impersonate dad when he was like in de Niro’s “Analyze it” you
did a little overshooting, you were more aggressive than both dad’s language and de Niro’s shot at the
pillow, despite your less abusive language and your not equally loud voice. If your purpose was to feel
in some encounter group or group therapy, sorry I realized it too late to try to participate. If your
purpose was to make a reality show, your level terribly failed to get as low as needed to take a passing
grade. If your purpose was to vent your feelings about whatsisname on behalf and for the sake of
many thank you on behalf of millions of people for taking some of our karma into your system while
you were trying to get the gnomes out of yours. If your purpose was to say what is still available as a
meaningful goal to be won in a first battle and not just a virtual goal or a suicidal goal, I remind you
you still haven’t started talking about it, I mean about its part you called grandiose part, not the part
about meaningful local everyday battles; and if the reason you haven’t started is because it would be
long and you wanted to first get done with the idiots which was quick, I remind you that the idiots
absorbed all your time and energy and filled all your psychological horizon, and that maybe your
purpose would be helped if you tried to make a somewhat shorter story even shorter…
Johnny:-…While, Mrs Helen, if your purpose was to give some prerequisites that would help an
American to feel what such a night at the Herodeion means to a Greek in a way that would also help
him to feel what it might mean to him himself too, then maybe your purpose would be helped if you
tried to make a somewhat longer story even longer…
Suzy:-…You wanted us to keep almost as few things as the things in Herodeion that were as simple as
ABBA in mamma mia song …
Johnny:-…In the Herodeion night that also felt as taking communion…Before a war where one
doesn’t know if he will glorify someone else and come back dead…
Suzy:-…or come back live and glorify himself…
Johnny:-…But your listeners are not supposed to agree with all positions you present, not even are you
yourself supposed to…
Suzy:-…You just say longer versions of all positions so that its adherents know more consciously what
they adhere to…
Johnny:-…and if they tell you to choose one of all available positions or even parties you are as wise
or as unwise as many others and as willing to work as few others…
Suzy:-…since after all, at least in times of things still forming, nothing is already created in ways that
wise people would be sure about it…
Johnny:-…But even knowing more consciously what you’re adhering to, affects percentages of parties
and beliefs and plans chosen…
Suzy:-…And if one thinks that some of your positions instigate violence or hate then if he thinks a
little more he will see that all all positions , even his own, do that and usually the only ones who
don’t say that to someone, are the ones who want violence in the same direction as that someone…
Johnny:-…And if one also takes the boomerangs and boomerangs of boomerangs one never knows
what one instigates but if one thinks that some of your positions instigate passivity then if he thinks a
little…
Suzy:-…he will ask for some tangible example or bottomline of where all these things lead to. Have
you any idea Mr Alex?
Alex:-You really want me to interrupt such a personal discussion on so internal family affairs?
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Helen:-In the time Kusturitsa had made “Underground”…
Suzy:-…Sorry mom, you also had told us to remind you two things if we see you forget. First was…
Helen:-…OK, OK I still remember them but tell me that again in a while, just in case…Thank you…
In the time Kusturitsa had made “Underground”…one or two years after de Niro and Palminteri had
made Bronx tale…we were going to Vassilis’ village for the wedding of a cousin of his, the 17th
November organization that was assassinating politicians, tycoons, torturers etc had not yet been
arrested and people were still discussing its activities, one of the cousins who had come from Athens I
had first heard about when we were discussing Palminteri with Vassilis, and after introductions I sat
next to him to ask a couple of things, one of his answers was that the organization was sure known to
the police but was left to attack some of its own targets on the condition to attack every now and them
some targets dictated to it by the state, so it’s just regular underworld and not something to romanticize
about. I had not bought the romantic tale, but this too was too much for me to buy so I persisted with
questions and we soon reached the point of me asking him “What do you mean that even the left deals
with the underworld? You mean ex guerrillas who were fighting Nazis and then went to exiles etc deal
with gangsters? Sounds implausible. To begin with, in what way can they convince them about
anything?” This took us to the things he knew first hand, and to these I will remain, the other are just
hypotheses. He said: “One of the guerrillas of this village ended up in Athens as owner of a café that
after midnight became a dice gambling joint. I was employed there and I have seen some things that
might explain to you what you asked. Once the sidewalk outside us had become a joint or bikers who
came and were not just talking but also making a lot of noise with their bikes. After some repetitions
and complaints by our clients the bouncer of our joint went to deal with them and soon he and the
leader of the bikes were rolling on the sidewalks embraced and punching each other, our ex guerrilla
boss suddenly pushed all the chickens being roasted off the skewer and holding it he ran up to them and
pierced the arm of the biker with the skewer. He was taken to a hospital, but being himself a kind of
outlaw he never sued, but from next day on the bikers were just talking, no bigger noise” Surprised I
asked “But what kind of clients you had?” “To tell you an event that was imprinted on my memory ,
once one of those clients had made a trespassing with another’s girfriend and being so stupid as to
come there unescorted by his friends he was caught and held by the other’s friends until given fifty
stabs not in places to be killed but just to be punished” . I asked “And while this was happening what
did he and the others and you do?” “He told me to fix him an orange juice because he might be losing
blood and I fixed him one”. For some reason that story kept me laughing to tears for a week whenever
I brought it to my mind; even in silent dialog, imagining him saying “Fix me an orange juice, I may be
losing blood” I laughed my heart out, at first I thought it was because I was then quite a cinephile and
it reninded me of that scene in Makaveyef’s Montenegro, wait I’ll show you….
(Helen goes to the laptop and sets http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qGbFjHGkLzw at 7:20 then returns to her
seat)

…So was I laughing by myself saying “they’ll never believe me in the faculty room”? Vassilis
reminded me Palminteri’s dice joint and to my question “what do you make of that?” about his
cousin’s boss he said “that when, in a brawl, one of the protagonists in Kusturitsa’s “Undeground”
passed a billiards cue under someone’s necktie and was rotating the cue to state his intentions, maybe
it wasn’t inventiveness of the dramatist but of the billiard player and the dramatist either frequented
places with such players or he too was a little delinquent in his youth”. Little by little I felt it answered
or it lost its fascination, but do you have any idea why I mentioned it now?
Suzy:-Is this a rhetorical question or you ask to learn?
Johnny:-You wanted to say that even if the masses hear mentions of Mumfords and Sikelianoses
through Theodorakises in soccer fields etc, the way kyr Spyros and kyr Vangelis will make roll the
wheel of history, as the expression goes, will be with inventiveness in acts like the billiard player’s
you mentioned. And that this is not a bad state of things. The people who consider it instigation of
violence may well be killers in cold blood through other means who only denounce it to cover their
violence or because, if spread, it threatens them too…Or maybe you meant that when masses enter the
picture, as they of course do in all matters of live history, one could only influence, through osmosis,
percentages that could help decide to which directions the wheel will roll finally, not dictate one-forone the steps, the words, the means, etc.And that this is OK, it’s not barbarism even if it has violence…
Suzy:-And what if it leads to non violent practical thoughts too? I too consider the line “Fix me an
orange juice” in that situation hilarious but without asking about the aggression of the assholes nor
about the fatalistic passivity of their victim; it’s a fantastic line just for the coolness of his practicality
after possibly the acknowledgment that he had gone asking for it or that he was an idiot going there
unescorted. Although there was no escape , at some later time he or his ecscorts too would have it
coming… But OK, I insist that something similar could be true for other, non bloody situations, and
thus with orange juice for other losses…
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Helen:-…Meaning what?
Suzy:- For example losses of childhood or teen-hood time…OK, I’ll tell you later or some other time.
Now let’s go to what you told us to remind you…And to what you tell us to keep from all that…And to
what our guests would probably want to add…or to remove…Mrs Angela? Mr Alex?
Angela:-I prefer to speak after Alex…Alex?
Alex:-I only want to make a guess on what Vassilis’ cousin was a student about before he got
distracted by such exciting life…
Helen:-…Go ahead. Guess.
Alex:-Hotel administration.
Helen:-My good Holmes! How did you figure that out? By his working at the reception of a dice joint
clientele?
Alex:-Elementary Watson, elementary! Once Vassilis and I were writing to each other about
Kusturitsa’s “Underground” and he had mentioned the whole story to me with more details…
All applaud
Angela:-Very difficult to say anything at all after this. I thank you Alex becauseI didn’t have anything
to say even before this.
Suzy:-Quite a sweeping statement you make Mr Alex each time you display a long silence.
Alex:-Remind your mom what she told you to…
Suzy:-So: one of the things you told us to remind you was whether you were being naive thinking from
how positively East German reacted to Theodorakis concert without even understanding the lyrics. I
guess you also meant whether you were also naive since times have changed, or maybe because,
possibly, these are the same Germans who now, after growing up, ridicule Greeks. But anyway if you
are naive there then you also are naive about many young Greeks who just repeat that that generation
has nothing to teach them because after being heroes in the Polytechnic they became corrupt socialists
in the govermentt. I guess the only thing you have to answer them is that they should learn about
Theodorakis as they would learn about someone who was speaking a foreign language, Neruda’s
Spanish for example, to learn recent Greek history, even with people of it still living; like that friend of
yours from MIT who learned ancient Greek much better without pretending at all that it was familiar to
him because he spoke modern Greek. Is that what you wanted to say or you want to add or remove
something?
Helen:- No, I’m quite happy with what you said. Thank you for helping me to catch my breath a little.
What was the other thing I told you to remind me if you see me forget it? Oh, I remembered: What
battle against economic gollums and orcs remains available for still winning if we try. Wanna try this
too? Or ask Johnny who was fumbling around the answer to this too as he was speaking about some
percentages a while ago but was confused a little with possibly giving too much emphasis on the
skewer and less on the coolness and clarity and practicality of the orange juice gag that you underlined.
Suzy:-Why don’t you ask Mr Alex too? We’re not in a classroom.
Alex:-Because I, and Angela too I guess, don’t know what we’re enjoying more. The role of your
mom as mom or as teacher. Neither does she know what she enjoys more. I wasn’t only joking a while
ago when I said I didn’t want to interrupt such an intimate family moment among you three.Do you
agree Angela?
Angela:-All the way
Suzy:-Johnny? Johnny:-Suzy? Suzy:-Johnny: Johnny:-OK:…. Suzy:-OK what?
Helen:-OK, Johnny, nobody’s scolding for not behaving if you are fascinated with skewers piercing
arms. After communion either at church before war or at Herodeion before such bull like economic
armageddon and the like, all inventiveness is allowed, only the final percentages that you were talking
about, locally or globally, will tell if the changes that occurred were beneficial or not according to
someone’s definition for beneficial. But it’s difficult to see beforehand or even as it happens. Only in
retrospect. Concerning skewers, OK, the first who said “I did not come to bring peace but a sword” was
not Nietzshe, it was Christ himself, and he didn’t mean conquistadores or crusades. And after all, the
skewer—or was it the cue incident? — that you mentioned was not in a conquistadores situation, nor
on a defenceless captive. It was just a handy tool in a friendly brawl; OK not friendly, but at least a
decent confrontation between man and man . So express yourself freely. Don’t hesitate.
Johnny:-I’m not hesitating, Mrs Helen. I’m concentrating. Step 1: The problem is how to take the steer
of Europe, or of the West in general, from the gnomes. Be it as a prank at the start, like in that bull
story in the “magic flute” café. Step 2: The answer is called “education”, like in a Mumford quote that
our two dads liked and repeated as their motto , going like “Today humanity finds itself in a race
between universal education and universal destruction”. Step 3: By education we mean education in
humanities not because we want to undo the scientific revolution in the west or the technological
progress, but because we want to combine them two with the part of education that was left to atrophy
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Step 4:We want to do that by theatrical and musical methods that nowadays are considered
unconventional but there were periods when they were the simplest self-evivident routine and
mainstream way, as much as today’s serials about tycoons lives to be lived vicariously by poordevils;
the reason we want to do that in the unconventional way is simply that this way is the most practical
and cheap and has the quickest results. It goes straight to the formation of mentality and psychological
constitution and by the time one finishes high school and education is what remains after one forgets all
he or she has learned, one is a citizen with IQ and soul and guts, and a tank of thoughts quite unlike
what the gnomes know how to confront and manipulate. And this is aleady at the age that masses are
learning. To the universities much fewer people will go, but the good has already been done. Step 5:
having all this in their system as something to be taken for granted one has free room and free time ,
whether as student or as working person, to learn technical dexterities; to even consider them priorities
since humanities are built in and taken for granted by him, not needed as additional courses or as things
missed forever. And even when he was learning them they were just part of joking and singing,
dancing and playing like Suzy and me were doing all our life so far, as if we were the guine apigs of an
educational experiment that you four, I mean our parents, were running. Step 6: You put all you knew
in the format of anthologized excerpts to borrow from and rearranging them you made them digestible
and metabolizable in souls and bodies of several kinds of persons, hippies and nerds loving antipodal
things but equally passionately, faithful and faithless but loving life equally passionately, and you left
us to make the same in idioms of Glossa kids and Athens kids and of high school students and high
school teachers with the help of our teacher there. In a sense you four Balkanians and Americans,
wrote novels to show how the Dionysus called either Greekness or Amereekness, could be digested and
metabolized for life-helping purposes by all those constitutions. OK, my German mother had
considered herself American, if she lived longer she might have found ways to do that digestion
exercise for German mentality too, and find among the Danish teachers and psychologists coming to
Elios someone way to do the same for Danish mentality too but she died prematurely. Maybe later
some German and some Dane, if they read something like the present rehearsal , will be able to do
that. Of course I don’t mean the two robust cretins we saw. Step 7: This function you considered
almost as literally live as rearrangement of ingredients of proteins and DNAs as the one hapenning
when animals metabolize their food to make its kind of proteins become like their own. If you ask me,
who doesn’t know as much biology yet, I consider this process you taught us even more literally live,
not less. At least in the sense of the laughs I heard our dads having when they wanted to use
somewhere the motto “The world is not real until I have rearranged it” and neither could remember
who had really said it because, by coincidence, both had read it as motto to the same book, which was
Emanuelle Arsan’s second volume of “Emanuelle” which in their youth-days was even considered a
porno . Step 8: In that sense Greekness and Amereekness are saved for everybody, and everybody who
wants to say “we all Greeks” or “we are all Amereeks” can save what he or she considers as best in his
DNA, I mean cultural DNA, if he thinks he sees it mirrored here, or in anything else that he or she can
compose by rearranging this or any other similar anthology of similar spirit and similar values. Oh! For
Amereekness I just have to make, as I told you, an addition to what you so wisely and beautifully
started a while ago with those songs. Step 9: How can he or she save them? By just forwarding to his
friends musical texts like all the above or like the present, if we punch it on a keyboard and post it;Kids
may identify with us, parents and grandparents with you, with our dads, with Mrs Angela and with Mr
Alex. Saving is spreading this humanities course, that’s all. Step 10: Can any of this also help real flesh
and blood people win a flesh-and-blood survival battle or it saves only the internet analog of how the
only sure thing saved from ancient Greeks was the ink and paper form of thoughts that some geniuses
among them had made, for example the dialogs of Plato or the history accounts made byThucydides?
And whatever imitations they inspired too. Well, maybe yes, maybe no, maybe perhaps as people who
don’t jump to conclusions would say. It depends on whether very many people very soon find very
convincing reasons to feel Greeks, Amereeks, Spanisheeks, Southeeks,…nothing chauvinistic about
that -eeks,we just mean that if many define non-barbarian in a way similar to the one outlined and try
to help themselves and each other in similar ways that lead them to communicate and exchange ideas,
advice …OK, you see what I mean…Well, that may obviously help towards the direction we said…
Suzy:-Mom, since I too will keep as education what remains after forgetting everything I learned
today—I mean everything new you had added, we only knew as far Seattle before, city and chief
Seattle I mean— before I do that forgetting I want to tell you here and now too, what I will always
remember. But it’s better told if you tell us first what I think is the thing you wanted us to remember
after we forget everything.
Helen:-What else? This:
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MAKE UP YOUR BED FOR TWO
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hw-Sho4sxuQ&feature=relmfu

The road is dark, and so is life, until again I meet you,
come down your door and hold my hand to feel how much I need you.
Make up your bedsheets now for two,
for you and me, for me and you,
hold me as I hold you right from start
to feel that love and life are back.
I took you in my arms, you took me in yours, we both were taken and given,
I lost myself into your eyes and into your fate I am driven.
Make up your bedsheets now for two,
for you and me, for me and you,
hold me as I hold you right from start
to feel that love and life are back.
Then the link plays all the way to the end of Zorba (“The Music of life”) too …

Angela:-Helen receive the gratitude…
Alex:-…of two speechless admirers…
Alex, Angela:-…who both consider you a honor of their generation…
Suzy(rising to go to the PC and kiss her mom who stands up to kiss Suzy, while Johnny goes to the PC):
-Mom, you can’t imagine what else you gifted me besides what you gifted everybody else in
this room…
Helen:-…Meaning?
Suzy:-Mom, Mr Alex was right, we were skipping childhood and teens’-age because we felt
the need to become little adults because we did not imagine there was any way to be protected
from all that you mentioned. After all you summarized for us through this Herodeion night I
don’t feel I need any more protection…
Helen:-…Driving where?
Suzy:-I feel like leaving you a report about my state of mind as if I were a kid. I don’t say
that it isn’t the last report, but I do say that if I had not heard all you said there wouldn’t be
even this first teen-age report. Let me e-mail to you…
(Suzy goes to the PC, while Johnny goes from the PC to Helen) )

Johnny (shaking the and of Helen and kissing her) :- Half of what I would tell you was alreday
said by Suzy , so it’s redundant. The other half concerns what an American, like me, would
add but since what you said was about so Greek a family business and about so Greek a
family place, I add it separately in an attachment and e-mail to you with the request that you
read it to Mrs Anegela and Mr Alex; besides you’ll see that although it’s not immediately
connected to Greece it’s very connected to your family, so my request is not unnatural…
Angela:-Bye kids, as enchanted as always…
Syzy, Johnny:-The feeling is mutual
Helen:-Well, you e-mails are more than goodbyes…See you
Alex:-Don’t do anything my friend McKenzie wouldn’t do…
Syzy:-…That rules out a lot of things, doesn’t it?
Alex:-Hahahahaha.What do you suggest yourselves as goodbye to us?
Suzy to Johnny:-Do you think what I think? (Johnny nods yes)
Suzy, Johnny:- Sac voyage!
Alex:-Tell Thomas, Stella and Mihalis we now love them even more for that scene
Angela:-Give to all kids our love…
They leave
Helen:-Well, it would not be indiscreet for me to read to such friends of both me and Suzy
her report to me of her state of mind, after all this meeting had started with my inviting your
guesses about it.
Alex:-Read it to yourself first… Angela:-…And then decide if you read it to us too. …
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Helen(reading loud) :-Mom, the following song reports in the best way what I feel for Johnny
right now:
I WILL GIVE YOU A BALL MADE OF GOLD
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xfrwev4phh8

I will give you a ball made of gold, you might play it with kids in the hall,
if you take me you take me you take me as your girlfriend and all.
I will give you the keys of my heart and my money no matter how much,
if you take me you take me you take me as your girlfriend and match.
I will give you a golden chain watch, you might call all the kids to show off,
if you take me you take me you take me as your girlfriend right off.
I will give you real gold real gold to fill whole lots of handfuls with crowns,
if you take me you take me you take me as your girlfriend right now.
I will make you a meat pie a meat pie, I will hide you until all tough guys go,
if you take me you take me as your girlfriend and you don’t just say no.
But we first must see if we two really match, if we two really match the right way
Angela:-What a perfect way to make a report to mom!…
Alex:-…Oh My God! How much I had tried to reword back into Engish the Greek translation
of this poem of Brendan Behan to convince my daughter to hear it when she was in Suzy’s
age but would not listen to anything but rock and snubbed Theodorakis…My congatulations
to whoever in the gang translated it whether in a schoolyard or a proctoring..
Helen:-And now let’s go to Johnny’s e-mail and attachment:
“Mrs Helen, like my dad I realize that for my country, US, to feel the vibes of e.g. Canto
General or of the night with Theodorakis at Herodeion that you showed us, we need a kind of
preamble. As such preamble, along with both our dads I think, I consider the following
summary of that great-great joke…”
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Mount Bushmore
or
The heavenly blues of George W. Bush
in a parallel universe
Farcitragedy in soap-opera format

“A map of the world without utopia on it is not worth a second glance”
Oscar Wylde
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Mount Bushmore
“Tho’ obscur’d, this is the form of the Angelic Land”
William Blake (“America”)

“…It was in the theater that the Greek citizen saw himself and obeyed the Delphic maxim:
Know Thyself. Best of all, in the comedies…he learned to see himself, wryly ,
as others saw him, chastened by their painful laughter…

… And in the tragedies he beheld , in the larger figures of heroes and gods,
beckoning potential selves whose imitation in moments of crisis,
would help him overpass the mediocrity of the safe and the habitual”
Lewis Mumford (“The City in History”)
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Rumsfeld meets Perle, Wolfowitz and Cheney in a country club to wait for Bush who’s coming to ask
for their feedback on a plan he thought of after the self confidence his re-election gave him: He wants
to confront on TV Noam Chomsky, live and on nationwide broadcast. They all know that the reason
they have chosen Bush as their front is that, as young men, they had been inspired by Mark Twain’s
line “If you want to rule address the idiots; they’re a majority” and they thought that by making him a
president the majority would consider that they either had a chance of becoming successes too or that
they were paid a flattering compliment by having somebody like them in the White House; the gang
also considers he has a rapport with that majority and a perfect body language for communicating with
it and to make his body language more convincing they don’t tell him all facts so that he, at least half,
believes the lies he says on TV. Before he arrives they discuss the ways they could exploit all possible
outcomes of Bush’s encounter with Chomsky. Another issue on the agenda is what Rumsfeld’s people
have caught on their bugs about an American tycoon who, influenced by an American megathinker’s
presentation of European “Greenbelt Towns”, went to one of them and from there, as a DJ, he has
launched terribly sarcastic, and also influential, attacks on Bush and their gang. They turn Bush’s
attention and their experiment, from Chomsky to this DJ and give him a briefing and a brainstorming
on how to handle the whole thing, but during the projection of photographic material accompanying
either the poetry and music or the sarcasm presented by the DJ, Bush falls asleep and many things he
hears he just learns through his unconscious or through what he dreams, or half-asleep-half-awake
hallucinates, about them; e.g. he hears either Rumsfeld or the DJ reading Allende’s last speech,
goodbye-ing and thanking the people of Chile, before, as a photo shows, he wore a helmet and took a
gun and with his guards went out of the building where they were bombed, and half asleep he contrasts
his own helmet wearing day of “mission accomplished” that feels to him as if he were a mosquito-size
pilot in the plane that bombed Allende and at which Allende was looking in his photo; also he
discovers a latent talent for paraphrasing songs even during his sleep when, half through his alcohol
deprivation syndrome and half through getting drunk (after a very vehement piece of the DJ’s recorded
sarcasm) he dreams half-awake and half asleep that all three Gods, Christian, Jewish and Muslim, sing
to him a license to drink in the melody of a song promising abstention from drink, to encourage him
abstain from killing (also he paraphrases Lennon’s “Working class hero” into a complete “Ruling class
hero”). Among other things, Rumsfeld also presents the DJ’s presentation of “The liberators” from
Neruda’s “Canto General” and its translation; then Bush leaves to go get prepared for their flight to
Europe and the gang, led by Perle, dances (to the tarantella steps of Nicholson’s batmanian Joker when
with his gang he was destroying exhibits of the museum of Gotham City, but without also hearing the
translation) Neruda’s song on that Genesis in which Jehovah distributed the world to United fruit,
Coca Cola, Anaconda etc and established “buffoon operas” and dictatorships run by shit-flies addicted
to shit, blood and marmalade and made the resources of Latin America disappear as if through
magicians on ships looking like serving-trays. They fly for the weekend to Europe (carrying their
own food and toilets for fear of also having their DNA abducted through abducting their excrement)
and enter the DJ’s house (already checked and surrounded by guards) at the time he is DJ-ing the same
song , and before they hear the part after their arrival (concerning a collapsed Indian who is to United
fruit another piece of dead fruit fit for the dustbin) the gang also hear the translation of the allegro
tunes to which they danced and with which they identified (i.e. with a gang of shit-flies and buffoons).
In the course of Bush’s discussion with the DJ and his wife (and his kid daughter) about subjects
ranging from Rocky 2, to Pinter’s Nobel lecture, to Neruda, to Theodorakis, to conscientious
objectors, to Frayn’s play “Copenhagen” and Heisenberg, Einstein, and Feynman, to Lewis Mumford
(the American megathinker), to creationism versus evolutionism in US, and many other things and
persons, we also learn that this DJ just has the same name with the tycoon and through something
almost accidental they took him for the tycoon and exaggerated his potential influence, otherwise they
might have never gone there anyway. In the course of the presentation Bush proves to be a very alert,
noticing, intelligent and sensitive person, with also a great sense of humor, something that confirms the
suspicions that the mental and ethical numbness usually associated with him was a result of stimuli,
discussion and, generally, input fed to him, and to all American people who voted for him, by the gang
and the media they control. The gang , with the exception of Rumsfeld, remains mute in the
discussion, only caring to see if anything can attract any amount of attention from public opinion or
make its way to it through, or rather despite, the media. Rumsfeld is mute only in the beginning, but as
slides start to be projected, by the DJ’s wife who does most of the talking , he suffers the same falls and
lapses to sleep that Bush was suffering in the country club and during them he dreams, or half-asleephalf-awake hallucinates, things related to both his individual unconscious and US’s collective
conscious and unconscious, his individual surfacing unconscious mainly relating to his superego
behind his usual superego Al Capone, namely Nietzsche himself, who in Rumsfeld’s lapses very
poignantly ridicules his daring to have the impression that he and neocons are Nietzscheans (his
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Nietzsche also says that the reason he doesn’t read Yalom to see what he thinks was supposedly the
reason he (Nietzsche) wept is that the main reason he weeps for is that the kind of following he finally
attracted were people like Rumsfeld and the neocons (and Gordon Liddy of the Watergate times) while
the people who really attracted his own admiration and esteem were some tens of thousands of
conscientious objectors, among them Theodorakis (who in US is only known for his Zorba music, not
for his activism, nor for his music for Neruda’s
Canto General ) who had some tribulations quite
like the ones of his own (Nietzsche’s) superego, i.e. Spartacus). Then, not in order to make Bush have
secrets from the gang , but just in order to relax more intimately with him and his wife while listening
better to Neruda-Theodorakis, the DJ gets rid of the presence of the gang by reciting a poem that not
only is insulting to them but also is, in recitation and not in sung form, able to mislead them into
thinking that it would only attract the attention of culture freaks and not of voting or demonstrating
masses, and the gang, biting the bait, ridicule the hope that such poems might make a difference and
walk out on him, Perle among them saying that “they saw the white of his eye”. In late hours all three
of them see very deeply into the Canto and its music and prepare next day’s DJ-ing but they all cannot
understand to what exactly optical image (or videoclip-like thing) a song about birds and a songs about
“America my love” is a soundtrack after a certain turn of its melody and verses. Finally they part for
the night after giving Bush an envelope for bedtime reading or homework (very similar with the
contents of the theater program in hands after the present outline). Next morning, Bush sings to the
gang a little of the poem that the DJ had only recited and they, fearing again something in the sung
form might appeal to the public opinion, do come to watch the long Sunday night DJ-ing. An agent,
double as it turns out (since he is a very good friend of the DJ), whom Rumsfeld uses to keep an eye on
the DJ, pissed that he was not even notified his boss was coming, plays the trick of putting bugs where
Bush and the gang are sitting. During the instrumental parts of a song Bush and Rumsfeld quarrel, in
whispers (like naughty students in classroom), over the issue, proposed by Bush and initially objected
but finally along the quarrel consented to by Rumsfeld, of them two suing themselves so as to be tried
by an International Tribunal as war criminals. The bugs transmit that and the listeners of the broadcast
form a huge and enthusiastic demonstration to express their love to them and their support to their
decision. They reach in front of their house with placards held high and shouted; after some bafflement
Bush and Rumsfeld realize that it’s not dangerous lynchers but ardent supporters that besiege them
(“after all, Robert Mitchum as detective did support a woman he fell in love with, in her going to jail
for a crime she had committed”) and, like Paul Newman and Robert Redford in “Butch Cassidy and
the Sundance Kid”, when chased by bounty killers, jumped into a waterfall but were saved , they two
also, at the approach of the gang behind them, jump from a balcony into the hands of the loving
crowds (Rumsfeld ends up in the hands of a group of women whose placards indicate they don’t
consider him a fatso but a “mucho macho”) while the DJ and his wife realize that these developments
were the optical image to which one of the turns of the melody, that they couldn’t quite relate to
anything they had seen, was a soundtrack. At one point the crowd shouts they want Bush to speak and
half dazed and in tears by all this sea of love, half not remembering where he had first heard it he
delivers the goodbye speech of Allende paraphrased to the specifics of our times, which the people do
not consider a plagiarism, because they all have heard the original and think it’s a conscious borrowing
and reference and they heartily applaud the rephrasing which, besides being quite frank and revealing ,
is both wisely astute and genuinely passionate. Then a karaoke party starts in which Rumsfeld falls in
love with Daisy-Marguerita or Daisy-Mitchum- Sunday or Ruby-Daisy-Tuesday or Maggie the
moocher or Even-on-Sunday, a local erotic semigoddess and celebrity among the young. Bush and
Suzy, the kindergarten daughter of Bill and Helen, the DJ-ing couple, feel deepening an, already deep
at first sight, mutual enchantment they had, and go for a singing night on a lake with a boat of some
passing young demonstrators and party-ers. Already during their flight back, CNN announces that
Bush exposed USA by plagiarizing Allende’s speech of 9/11/73 (but they don’t say what either Allende
of Bush said) and that USA is exposed, possibly, to danger of biological warfare since Perle’s
excrement for reasons not yet identified was abducted from the toilets they were carrying with them.
Also the media do report that a major democrat politician says that he would like Bush to do
something that was progressive in one way or another but he would prefer another, not one that
brought such shame to US. Soon an elder Princeton emeritus, ex- dean (and friend of Perle, the top of
the Princeton part of the gang) sues Bush for the defamation of the academic traditions of the country
and until the announced next elections to be held, as soon as possible, Cheney takes over. Bush with
Rumsfeld just make it in the nick of time to sue themselves as war criminals, i.e. before their critics do
it to make it appear they were dragged there instead of going there themselves; they had been delayed a
little because, possibly to break their alliance and friendship, possibly for other reasons, some masked
persons had abducted Bush (who had no body guards anymore) for some days and subjected him to
some painful instructions Rumsfeld had suggested for use in Abu Ghraib. Also, his ex body guards,
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possibly upon Cheney’s order and Perle’s inspiration, grab him and leave him alone on mount
Rushmore, over the giant heads, telling him that Laura (Laura Bush) tells him that she changed her cell
phone number and not call her if she doesn’t call him (because it would be against her principles (and
possibly against the alienating presentation Pat Robertson, as spiritual and marriage counselor, made of
it) to forgive him his lapse back to alcohol on that day in the country club where he violated his vows
to quit drinking and ended up in the shameful mess he did). He seriously contemplates suicide over the
Rushmore cliff, but is prevented by the awareness that this would be exploited by the low taste black
humor and black plans of Perle or whoever to make him look deranged, e.g. in associating mount
Rushmore and mount Golgotha, and then calling it a mount Bushmore to make him a national joke and
to invalidate, as deranged raving and “adolescent ranting like Pinter’s Nobel lecture” and “right for the
wrong reason even if well taken” etc, his Allende-like speech, when it shows up somewhere. He is
taken from there (on a glide-plane for two and then on horse back for two) by a small-made brunette
whom he dimly remembers , possibly not certainly, from somewhere in the not so recent past, bur
more certainly and less dimly he remembers (her name is either Amanda or Amada) from the recent
karaoke party where from Bill and Helen’s balcony she had sung the other part of Canto General that
neither he, nor his two DJ friends had figured what videoclip it would be a soundtrack to (to say that
the verses and melody was soundtrack to the person singing them in a party or even a demonstration
hardly is a videoclip to verses like “A marine mountain flies toward the islands, a moon of birds
winging South over the fermented islands of Peru. It’s a living river of shade, it’s a comet of countless
tiny hearts that eclipse the world’s sun like a thick-tailed meteor pulsing toward the archipelago. And
at the end of the enraged sea, in the ocean rain, like drops of blood and feathers, the cardinals bled the
dawn of Anahuac” even if as birds one considers the enthusiastic demonstrators). Amada takes him to
a camp of activists. The husband of Amada brings him there, next day, Laura, who overcame her
alienation and the brainwash by their reverend through the efforts of Rumsfeld. These activists are
volunteer sitting ducks in the following sense: They’ve heard William Blum say, in Boulder Colorado,
that if a US president wanted to end terrorism in three days he would ask pardon of all nations US
harmed on day 1, say Israel is not a state of US on day 2, stop arms production and with money saved
pay reparations and compensations on day 3, and get assassinated on day 4. So they conceived the plan
to try to have one among themselves become president, then appoint Blum as vice president and then
announce the above decisions, and if the above was not just a figure of speech but a real prediction and
the president gets killed Blum would become president but it would be hard for whoever to kill that
president too on day 5 without causing real revolt (Of course all that they don’t exactly say to Blum so
as not to either alarm him about them about their risking , nor insult him about their shielding him).
Amada is to be the one elected as president through the following trick: They let leak to their
opponents that in a city college in her teens, she was expelled for a pornographic paraphrase of
Odyssey which she had called “Homer meets Chaucer” and the opponents let leak this (but not other,
later, things that would expose them). Her husband goes out to sing parts of that and, to ridicule him
(and Amada), a TV presenter who is a Princeton alumnus invites him, a feminist lady and d’Alessandro
for a discussion, but it all turns out so well that all TV stations of the nation connect, Amada’s husband
remains on stage alone and gives the floor, through phone, to Bush and to Amada and to Rumsfeld
and many songs, and also Allende’s paraphrase, are heard. Then Cheney and Wolfowitz (and also
Perle’s ex-dean) are set up for a TV meeting with people like Chomsky and Stiglitz and Akerlof and
before the meetings they collapse or have accidents and quit, saying they do it because they are curious
to see how many days Amada’s government will last before they’re called back to govern as usual.
Perle flies to Europe to shoot the DJ but that double agent, in slapstick style, caps him with a bucket in
which he was keeping his shit that he had abducted. As her election’s celebration Amada invites
people to a stadium for a rock and Canto General concert and a lunatic dressed in US flag colors shoots
her, her husband, her brother-in-law and himself, while the, so far, obscure verses (about a short eclipse
and cardinals bleeding the dawn) are being sung and she dies in the love sea of people who see her off
and sing her favorite song she had sung from phone on that TV event: Into my arms like a star fall
tonight till you sleep there/there’s still hope left in the world, it’s not gone without trace/as night
herself now embroiders your body with kisses/pain’s not the measure, we won’t leave your treasure be
lost out in space/ If I can’t make it to your dream, then try to make it to mine/ I’ll wait to hear you
come whistling a streetsong like always/ like every summer when starlight is brighter to wear light and
shine (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Mt5R5Mn5mE )
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The story, despite its tragic ending, was a comedy too. Not only in our world but also in the parallel
world where Amanda, her husband and her brother-in-law were really killed. But in our world it is a
comedy for an additional reason, the funniest of all: not through parodying and caricaturing the real-life
originals of the characters but through the parody and caricature that the originals constitute, in real
life, of their ideal selves and roles that the play ascribes to them as, potential, gifts (so for the
amusement of its audience we suggest the experiment of bringing to mind, every now and then, the real
faces and reflexes of the originals and wondering if they would ever be like their name-mates). Their
only benefit of the doubt (its application to war criminals is optional to their beholder!) is good old
“I’m not much babe, but I’m all I got”. Personally, the only wish I can think of addressing them is,
what else?: “Have a nice trip to Nuremberg”.
Notes and PSs: 1.The painting on the previous page is Bruegel’s “Fall of Icarus” (one can see his legs
in the painting’s lower right part) 2.The photos of the young woman illustrating Amanda’s climb to
her Sun, Rachel Corrie, and then falling Icarus-like, come from the album of summer vacations in
Samothraki of our friends Alexia and Vangelis, Vangelis taking pictures of Alexia, his wife, as
souvenirs. We are indebted to both of them for the sharing and lending of them. Thanks are also due to
the luck of the timing. 3. The brilliant American cartoonist and political analyst to whom we are
indebted for the term “Mount Bushmore” and for the famous photo going with it can be found by
clicking at the bottom of the Rushore-Bushmore photo of the opening page . We’re also indebted to
google for sending us there too, while we were looking for Bush’s Mount Rushmore speech. 4. A postObama-election PS to the “Mount Bushmore” , or to its summary we’ve seen, might go as follows, as
is more and more seen to be appropriate: The replacement of Bush by Obama does not render “Mount
Bushmore” obsolete compared to the time it was posted (Christmas 2007) on the one hand because the
structures that do not allow substantial changes, but only new rhetoric, are still there (and their
understanding still needs the extensive briefings that were systematically and detailedly anthologized in
the non-summary version of “Mount Bushmore”) and, on the other hand, because the fact that Obama’s
eloquence does not make the Bush type of blunders just makes the spelling out and the understanding
of the same mechanisms completely graceless as jobs, both for their audience and for their presenters
(at least in the case the latter come from arts rather than from political science etc). Therefore many of
the things that are now needed as learning must again be learned through a Bush story. Objection to the
present presenters: “State one case in which “Mount Bushmore” is rendered obsolete”. Answer: “We
can mention two, not just one, right off: If Bush is tried as a criminal of war or if Obama risks effecting
the changes Blum mentioned in the story”. 5. A Post GeorgePapandreou PS: The attitude of Suzy to
Bush also reflects the fact that he is not only George Criminal Bush himself but also the elected
representative of a people not identifiable as a bunch of thugs. Besides, the attitude of Greeks to
Americans can’t even begin to afford to be different because of a kind of similarity: The Americans
have universities with the top IQ elite of the planet, yet they were run for eight years by a top idiot.
The Greeks have all the time discussions of top political awareness yet they elected another top idiot.
More PSs from more recent to older:
We heard that Bush and Rumsfeld did acknowledge their crimes against humanity, yet not in contexts
like the ones here but in contexts of boasting of them as saving something or in contexts of writing
best sellers. We don’t think it’s worth anyone’s spending time or money to look them up, OK let’s not
speak on behalf of others too, this is no news unexpected enough to interrupt other activities or leisure.

Thanks for borrowings:
“We should all try to live within our means
even if we have to borrow to do so”
…we thank again the American cartoonist and political scientist who thought up the term
“Mount Bushmore” as accompaniment to his idea with the famous two photos going with it,
and we also thank google which helped so much in their spreading,…we thank our friend…
Thanks for gifts:
…………………………….
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We had said that Suzy and Bush had a deep at first sight, mutual enchantment, let’s describe how that one had
started. In the following Bill is not my dad but Mr Vassilis whom through that “Bill” translation of it they used
with my dad to set up all that prank we’ve just seen. Helen (Helen in the story I mean) is of course Mrs Helen…

…A door is heard opening in the upper floor communicating through a
staircase with the living room where the mike and CD player and PC
and Bill and the visitors are and a small girl in pajamas, Suzy,
comes down the stairs and goes straight to Bill and kisses him:

S:-So you didn’t think I would go to bed without kissing you?
B:-Would I even think of thinking something like that?
S:-OK, I believe you so I forgive you. Smooooch.
B:-Phew! I really thought you would never forgive me for your not kissing me goodnight.
What kept you up Suzy?
S:-There was good film on the TV.
G:-What film was it Suzy?
Bill’s wife, Helen, enters and watches the following scene:

B:-Rocky 2. I have seen you on the TV. Dad says all you say is bullshit. But I knew it was
bullshit even before dad said so. What do you have to say?
G:- I believe in free speech, what else? .
S:-Dad says you only believe in free hearing. You only hear others speaking. You never
speak. Bullshit is not speech. You believe in free bullshit.
G:-Dad said that too?
S:-No, this I added myself. I can tell bullshit from speech. You want to try me? Say some
bullshit and some speech and I’ll tell you which is which. I am testing you.
G:-So you write poems like your dad?
S:-I’ll learn how to write next year, in kindergarten we only learn drawing and singing. But I
already know how to read.
G:-Am I now speaking or bullshitting?
S:-You still haven’t started bullshit but not speaking either. You only ask questions like
babies. After you speak enough questions you will learn normal speech. Why did you come to
dad to speak? Don’t you have friends to practice speech? Oh, I see, all your friends are mute,
you are the speaker among them. So they are not waiting for their turn to learn speaking from
dad after you, they only came with you too keep you company. Hi mute! Oh, they’re deaf
too. Poor guys! Can one also bullshit in sign language? Are you shitting them? Are they
shitting you? Will you teach me sign language if dad teaches you everyday speech?
Helen intervenes:

H:-Time for bed Suzy, the gentlemen and your dad are busy. Sorry George, you know how
clever kids become these days, it must be the TV, although her dad says it makes people
stupid. You can’t imagine how much your visit can help our family, Bill starts shouting
answering back to you and Donald…hi Don…and Perle…hi Rich…whenever he sees you
on the screen and he’s becoming a real pain in the ears and we, or even the neighbors
sometimes, have to tell him “Why do you give hell to our ear drums? Go find them and tell
them . Belabor their eardrums”. He even sees dreams about you all. I hope you stay long
enough for him to flush down all his load and not find any new arguments to shout to you
for a month.
G:-Glad to see that Suzy takes some genes from mom too. I almost thought she only had
dad’s.
S:-Mom! Dad! He made speech! It seems I practiced him better than dad. He didn’t use a
question mark. What he said is funny too. He is as clever as all people! Mom, why haven’t
you invited them for dinner like all visitors who stay this late?
H:-By the way, George, what did Bill tell you and convinced you that there is no anthrax in
the refreshments in the refrigerator? I’m glad to see you’re all drinking something.
G:-He didn’t tell me, he told the guards outside to tell us that they themselves brought them
from our base and they were guarding it to the last minute before we entered.
H:-CNN said you were bringing along your own toilets too. “For fear of having your
excrement DNA abducted and analyzed and used by terrorists in surgically focused hits of
biological warfare, or something” ?
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S:-What’s excrement mom? Is it in the shit? Will I have excrement in my shit too when I
grow up? Do you and dad have excrement in your shit or that’s what you get if you have said
a lot of bullshit? What’s abduc? Was there also Bugs Bunny speaking on the CNN? Why
didn’t you call me to see him? What’s up doc? Oh! I got it finally. What’s up doc with the
excrement in George’s shit? Is there a therapy for bullshit?
H:-Don’t answer, George, I mean to my question, not Bugs Bunny’s , I mean Suzy’s, if you
think it’s too personal a question or if it’s classified, I only asked to make polite small talk
and only after CNN said so many details that I thought it was declassified.
S:-How much more personal can you get , Mom? Asking George about what’s in his shit?
You call that polite? Of course it’s personal! Would you tell anyone that you play with your
shit when you’re alone, if you did? I wouldn’t. Don’t tell her George. Mom, would you like it
if the first non bullshit answer after your speech lessons was to the question “What do you do
in the toilet Helen? Do you play with your shit?”? Oh, you want to test if George quit bullshit
after therapy with dad. If you want a non bullshit answer you should ask him a non bullshit
question. This is not fair.
G:-What did you like most in Rocky 2 Suzie?
S:-The song “The eye of the tiger”. Dad likes it a lot too. We dance it together all the time. He
also dances it with Mom a lot.
G:-Helen, how do you explain that a guy like Bill lets his daughter see Rocky 2?
H:-I guess he thinks it’s less time consuming for him not to describe the film himself before
pointing out where its bullshit is. To grownups he would describe it in a one breath’s sentence
then he would shoot it down in a five minute sermon not to waste their time by telling them to
go see it..
G:-Would that breath last for ten minutes? I noticed Bill can go without breathing as those
divers for pearls when he opens some sentences. He reminds me of Wolfowitz over there.
S:-You are a bullshitter OK, you do know how to speak non bullshit, and Wolfowitz over
there is not deaf -mute either , nobody is. You all were bullshitting me because I’m still in the
kindergarten. So even when you don’t say bullshit you’re bullshitting me. I leave you , and
with no bye-bye too.
She leaves...She comes back in a very short while

S:-OK, bye, but only to you, George. Nice to know you. With all the others it was not nice.
She leaves for good

H:-Bye everybody, I’m leaving too, have fun.
G:-Helen, don’t you want to hear Bill’s analysis of Rocky 2? I plan to ask him.
H:-That in particular would be very self defeating, didn’t I tell you we were praying he found
your ears available instead of ours? And on the night our prayers were answered we would
give him our ears again? What were we praying for then?
G:-Besides, you’ve heard it before, I guess.
H:-No, but once you’ve seen a couple of those the recipe is always the same, it’s no geniuses
that write these movies , I guess. Even Bill can’t afford to be unpredictable when he analyzes
them. Like everybody who sits down to analyze them he does it purely for the kids, who after
all were the target group of this movie and of Rambo and of Delta force, if, at least, we judge
from the level of their logic and from the ages the bombardiers of the Brave New US’s and
NATO’s planes had when those film were played. Well let me not get attracted back to this,
don’t stay with it too much either, George, there are other things to discuss much more
important and equally easy to understand but much less frequently discussed in US.
G:-Helen, what did you mean by “kids”, I thought you and Bill only had Suzy. Are they in
bed with no goodnight kiss?
H:-Bill is a high school teacher in this village.
G:-But…Isn’t he..I thought…
B:-Don’t feel bad, it happens all the time. I was sure you too came to us by mistake. Besides,
it’s not the first mistake your intelligence does in Germany due to a coincidence of names,
just the other day, on TV, Condie was mumbling something and Merkel mumbled something
else about an abduction or rendition of a German having a terrorist sounding name. The
confusion is also helped by the fact the tycoon Bill once paraphrased some songs and asked
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my Bill to DJ them, my Bill gave him his whole radio hour to DJ them himself and some
people even thought that it was my Bill who had paraphrased them in the first place. There’s
at least one common thing that, besides their name and their interest in DJ-ing, both Bills ,
and also me and the other Bill’s wife too, share . It’s the admiration and love we all have for
your great compatriot, Lewis Mumford, so when my Bill heard that your Bill came here to
establish a group of green belt towns we packed and came right in the middle of one of the
five green belts surrounding the five towns and it also reminded us the green of the village
of an island in the Aegean where we lived before the town we were living before we came
here. Suzy was born on that island. And it also felt right that he had first heard of Mumford
on that island from his editor and translator who had chosen to live there. Oh! Concerning
whether tycoon Bill offered to build us a greater broadcasting station, just in case you’re
wondering about it, yes he did, but we wanted to have a station anybody can imitate at home,
so as to spread what we’re doing through example, not through technologically amplifying
the original , OK, we did accept being connected to tycoon Bill’s news stronger antenna and
also have one TV hour like tonight and not just radio hours as we had but only after we
arranged that imitators of our example could send us anthologies of their own local DJ-ings to
air through the stronger antenna and to have some TV time too. In that too both Bills think
similarly…
She turns her eyes from Bush to the to the Princetonians
and keeps them there as she talks to them :

Don, don’t; feel bad, don’t fire anybody either, for giving you unintelligent intelligence, and
don’t start analyzing it in terms of sting operations etc. Think of the last scene of Paul
Newman’s and Robert Redford’s “the sting” but just because it really was such an excellent
film, OK, there was a fake booker’s office and fake cops there and here you did meet only a
living room instead of an expensive broadcasting station but you’ll soon have realized for
good that between a broadcasting station and this mike , the fake thing is the expensive
station. Of course the reason I’m calling your stations fake is not in order to apologize on
behalf of Bill who started the practical joke we’re in by not telling you on the phone he was
not the tycoon Bill, he did very well but let me leave for later the reason I believe he did well
to start that joke; nor to apologize for my using you to give my eardrums a break by having
you listen to him in my place for a couple of days and possibly for a month if he does get you
out of his system for that long with the chat you’ve already started. My using you in this way
would be selfish if this chat was a private pleasure of Bill only whereas he is a
representative of a similar chat millions of people here and in your country would like to have
with you. More on this later, now I was just telling you why calling our trick a sting and our
mike a fake station is to see reality upside down. You are the sting operation on US citizens ,
not Bill, and also you’re not an excellent put on nor a put on for a very good reason, like in
the plot of the Newman-Redford film. You’re exactly the opposite of that film both in the
way you conduct the operation and in your reason for that, if you doubt it for a minute just let
CNN news, I mean the abridged American version of its news, play for one night nationwide
the discussion Bill will have with George tonight and his tomorrow night’s DJ-ing hour, and
if you do it I promise I’ll make this a booking office and you place a bet among all European
citizens that next day in US you’ll have elections , you’ll have George voluntarily resigning
and reapplying for president if your constitution allows it after a voluntary termination of
one’s second presidential office, and you’ll have hundreds of new type of candidates who
won’t recycle either of your too obvious put on screen-like party options, that is you’ll have a
bloodless revolution, OK, I realize that this is almost impossible to be allowed to happen, but
what is absolutely impossible to happen is that you, Donald Rumsfeld, will bet that this
change doesn’t happen, I don’t say it because your German origin makes you a European but
because of your well known love for an extra buck, and I bet that if as secretary of defense
you bet it won’t happen, at the same time you’ll find a way to bet a multiple amount of money
to bet for the opposite, because even an ignorant person like you can follow the arguments of
a true megathinker and thought tanker like Mumford that Bill will be presenting , these
arguments are not like the bogus and hocus pocus pseudoarguments…
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Mrs Helen I remember you once saying to my mom a line by Suzy which,
after I met her photo below I considered as its subtitle.
I remind it to you also adding a sub-subtitle made by me

“How lucky I am having you as my mom, you as my dad and me as myself ” /Suzy
“How lucky I am having you as my love’s mom, having Mr Vassilis as my love’s dad
and Suzy as my love”/ Johnny
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Helen:-Oh my poor girl! What a problem she’s going to have for a whole lifetime…
Angela:-…He is so perfect that she won’t have a chance to find something to improve him on
Alex:-At least I didn’t deprive Alkisti of that joy. She’s still improving me with a a couple of
finishing touches per…..Let me not say if I mean per day, week, month, year…or hour. By
the way: you think I’m wrong thinking they will be walking and singing we all know what?
Helen, Angela (singing it) :-I never knew that a day like today lay before us…
Alex:-…And what’s the title of this song
Angela, Helen:-Wasn’t it “Honeymon song”?
Alex:-From this day on I will call it “Sac Voyage to Cythera”
Helen, Angela, Alex:-Hahahahaha, hahahahaha…
Alex:-…Well, why not all of us sing it anyway…
Honeymoon song
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yzy2J1MLvOQ&feature
Songwriters: THEODORAKIS, MIKIS/SANSOM, WILLIAM
I never knew that a day like today lay before us
I’ve got the sun in my heart and my heart’s in the sun
The skys are as bright as your eyes the horizon is open
Love is the ceiling feeling are reeling free as the air
Forever on and forever
Forever on side by side
Whoever knew that we too could be free as we fancied
Fancy is free but are we who are bound to each other by love
To each other by love
Whoever knew that we too could be free as we fancied
Fancy is free but we are who are bound to each other by love
To each other by love
To each other by love
To each other by love
In the third stanza Helen doesn’t sing but is thoughtfully looking at her screen

Angela:-Helen you look very surprised and concentrated…What can surprise you after all
this?
Alex:-Only something that should not be surprising but very-very expected. A comment by
the two dads who, of course, would very soon receive a very similar letter from Johnny…
Angela:-They already read it and answered…
Alex:-…to all three parties involved, I mean Helen not us. Feel free to involve us Helen, or to
dismiss us..…We can find our way to the ballot…
Helen:-They ask me if I feel like taking care of two desperate bachelors that got sick of each
other’s close proximity…
Angela:-…So you got surprised that they invite you there as if telling you to let the kids free
to go to…sleep…without checking if they have done their homework?
Alex:-Angela, does Helen look to you the kind of mother who would let the kids go to bed
without having first finished their homework?
Helen:-Bill says he will be returning to US for good pretty soon and Vassilis says he will be
returning here and so the kids have the option to go there or stay in Greece or go one to each,
in any arrangement, e.g. Suzy there and Johnny here; it’s all up to them, but since they’ve
been used to spend half a year in Germany and half in Glossa they can go on spending half
here and half in US so that they don’t lose their friends and group here and also both learn
from US peers and teach US peers some things…So what must have happened is is that an
agreement or plan must have been reached by the people who in Bill’s job exchange plan had
come to the German greenbelt town from US and the people of similar specialties who had
gone in the other direction and who got mixed with crisis and unemployments and wanted to
think out if they wanted to leave or to help their birth countries or the new countries and if
and who had a chance at all and where…
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Angela:-Helen, did you by any chance send them the link with Theodorakis in Herodeion?
Helen:-No, they sent it to me…
Angela:-Oh!
Alex:-And since they ask you if you agree and since we all know the link you’re now sending
them why don’t you just play it loud for us to enjoy your decision too…
Angela:-And something tells me it’s two songs, like in Herodeion too there were two…
Helen plays a link, double too indeed, and they all listen, each with his/her own thoughts…

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vrLxb-DVAmw&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FkMRK1D17EQ
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After these are played Helen again reads, new stuff, from the screen:

Helen:-The two bachelors have gone wild verging to crazy…They must have spoken to the
kids on the phone…Oh: What? They tell us that if this e-mail still finds us here then pretty
soon we should start running if we still want to find the ballots open and that either we
mistook sunset for sunrise or they mistook Germany for its antipode and we don’t have only
one hour’s time difference. That is serious, I think…What? Yiannis got a transfer to
McKenzie’s school…I hope they also move, so next year Maria and Yiannis are near us and
we’ll get to know McKenzie too like they will. WHAT? I have another option now, either go
there to help them pack and be back in a record time of at most a month, or sit here and wait
for them to come in less than a month…Why a month? Reason 1: The answer is that on July
17 Herodeion will present Canto General…Now that’s what I call synchronicity! Would you
ever plan a different end for our night if it was made into a book? We would plan it but how
would we make it come true? Well, it made itself come true. So I have to agree they do have a
point there. Reason 2: Theodorakis will sure be there they guess. Well, quite expected,
doesn’t take a prophet to guess … Reason 3 and foremost…What an oxymoron eluded the
notice of both of them! They meant 3 and lastmost…Hearing Canto General with Pandis and
Mikis young and now seeing it with the same two the way they look now 40 years later,
verges on the mystical. They include photo of Pandis further down as proof they say. Now
what do they mean record time? Record long or record short? The only thing they own is
their laptops and the suitcases with their clothes. They only rent furnished apartments. By
this they mean they don’t even change the personal pictures on the walls. Someone asked
them if they’re just passing and they said ““We’re all passing” said an Indian priest of South
America to a Spaniard passing by, for decades we’ve waited for a chance to say it, thanks for
asking”.Vassilis had heard the story from Lefteris…What-what-what? This too is news, after
the Canto General too. They did find the link with the final crescendo of Axion Esti in
Herodeion with Theodorakis as the conductor. They have if further down. So if we run we
can still hear it here and now. The finale only I mean…Oh they have vested it with photos.
And now…this must be Bill’s crescendo. Once an investor bound for ex-tycoon always an
investor bound for ex-tycoon…He bought tickets to Herodeion for all of us and for
everybody in the rehearsal group and he tries to convince Dina, the ex-landlady of Yiannis
and Maria, and her two younger kids to come there too, but it’s high season and it seems
doubtful but he rented that house for a month of vacations after Herodeion—this year’s
teacher renting it has already left—because he fell in love with the view from its
balcony…the tiers of the schoolyrad included I bet…What? Oh I got it wrong, it is an
investment, only the kids with the group will remain for a month, hopefully they will learn
and teach something about rehearsals when they meet with Glossa kids, he himself will
remain for a year, Suzy and Johnny will go to live for six months with some cousins of
Johnny in California who are experienced both in theater and grassroots activities…Bill
himself will remain around Glossa to see what kind of exchange of houses and jobs people
there are interested in doing with people in US, like he was doing in Germany before he went
bankrupt…Oh: He also was very happy to meet on the skype Dina’s husband and older son
who are policemen, Christos retired, Aris special forces, he also asked Dina if she had seen
“mamma mia” and when she said no he admired even more Meryl Streep for impersonating
so perfectly Dina who rents rooms for summer, without ever having seen her…Typical Bill…
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJYbUb_NFEw
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-HZlK-Uidbk&feature=related
PRAISED BE the hand returning from terrible murder knowing now
which the world that is really superior
which the world’s “now” and which its “forever”
which the world that is really superior which the world’s “now” and which its “forever”
NΟW the myrtle’s wild animal Now the cry of May
FOREVER the utmost conscience Forever the full light
Now now the hallucination and the mimicry of sleep
Forever forever the world and forever the astral Keel
Now the moving cloud of lepidoptera
Forever the circumgyrating light of mysteries
Now the crust of the Earth and the Dominion
Forever the food of the Soul and the quintessence
Now the Moon’s incurable swarthiness
Forever the Galaxy’s golden blue scintillation
Now the amalgam of peoples and the black Number
Forever the statue of Justice and the great Eye
Now the humiliation of the Gods Now the ashes of Man
Now Now the zero
Now Now the zero
Now Now the zero
and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world
the Great!
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…and Forever this small world the Great!
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vrLxb-DVAmw&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FkMRK1D17EQ

Then Helen and her guests left running, each to a different direction, to catch their ballots open. Due to
haste they didn’t discuss at all about the candidates so we never saw here whom, each voted for…

PS: In the elections, that 4% became 17%.They were repeated in 40 days (exactly one month before the
Herodeion Canto General event that made the two dads come running) and 17% became 27%.The first
party got 30%.The reader is invited to judge based on his own experience if Johnny’s analysis was OK.
His dad said that a wise people would choose exactly these numbers to give the correct messages to all
but would of course have a problem in how to make these numbers really show up, yet they showed up.
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1.

2.

Not only the reader of what we’ve seen so far but also its writer were asking sometimes , as
the story was unfolding , how so much could be thought, felt, sung, said, etc in Act 2 that
started one night before the recent Greek elections and ended with three of the characters
running to catch the ballots still open on the elections day. Sometimes some explanations
were mentioned. The final explanation was noticed by an attentive reader whom all of the
involved are grateful to for the simple truth that eluded their own attention: The night that
Act 2 started with was the night before the elections of May 6th but the evening it ended with
was the evening of the elections of June 17th .
Another attentive reader, whom we are grateful to, asked whether, finally, Johnny did send
that e-mail to Angela and Alex, or everything planned for there was really included in what
was discussed from a close distance and thus became redundant: He first made what we saw
part of “a wider whole also containing the above” as he called it and there he included as
sequel to their “night” an e-mail referring not to actual streets but American streets imagined
by the two dads when Johnny and Suzy were kids, as preparation for actual streets hopefully
coming soon. But the actual streets came quite soon, to Spain, sooner than the coming of the
two dads to Greece for the “Canto General” night of July 17th at Herodeion…So in solidarity
and as preparation for next steps Johnny, after talking with the other people we here saw and
heard of, wrote, and e-mailed to all, a sequel to all we saw, its fist completion, that we post
not in the “wider whole..” moving slowly and not always factually, but right next to the part
at the entrance of the present site, moving faster and closer to real facts...
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